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DANIEL AND ANDROCLÉS

NATHANIEL SCHMIDT

CORNELL UNIVERSITY

The Old Greek version, preserved in Codex Chisianus, probably exhibits the story of Daniel in the lion's den in the earliest form known to us. Its claim to be derived from Origen's Tetraps is borne out by the version of Paul of Tella found in Codex Ambrosianus Syro-Hexaplaris. Theodotion's version seems to have been based on one already extant toward the end of the first century A.D. The daughter-versions—Old Latin, Coptic, Ethiopic, Gothic, Armenian, Slavonic—were made from Theodotion whose text took the place of the Vetus Graecia in the great codices. MSS, daughter-versions and patristic quotations furnish an extensive apparatus criticus for the restoration of Theodotion. The Syriac Peshita, like Theodotion, represents an Aramaic text closely resembling the Masoretic, and in spite of some curious variants in the Latin Vulgate, Jerome's text seems to have been quite similar.

The marked differences between the Vetus Graecia and this text officially recognized by synagogue and church have attracted little attention among scholars and, when referred to at all, have generally been explained either by negligence in copying or intentional changes in Codex Chisianus or by alterations, due to the same causes, in the Aramaic text from which the version was made.¹ Neither explanation is very plausible. A careful comparison has led the present writer to the conviction that the old version rests on an Aramaic text, and that this text was earlier than the one represented by our MSS of the Hebrew Bible and its ancient renderings.

In the Vetus Graecia, Darius appoints three presidents and has in mind making one of them, Daniel, chief ruler under himself of the empire. Jealous of Daniel, the other two plan to ruin him through his religion. In vs. 3 they are spoken of as τεσσάρων ἀρσενῶν, in vs. 4 as τῶν ἁρμονίων, in vs. 12 as ὀπίσθιον ἀρσενίων, and in vs. 24 as

¹ A notable exception is R. H. Charles who, in his Commentary on Daniel, recognizes the importance of the Old Greek version and uses it in amending the Masoretic text. This scholar, however, does not observe that it is as valuable in Ch. vi as in Chs. iii-v.
Nathaniel Schmidt

οἱ δὲ ἀνθρωποί ἔδεικνυ οἱ καταμαρτυρόμενες τοῦ Δανίη. These two men take counsel to secure from Darius a decree forbidding for thirty days prayer and supplication to any god without the king’s permission. For this seems to be the meaning of ἄνθρωπος καταμαρτυρομένως τοῦ Δανίη (vs. 8 Aram.)—“except from thee (by thy authority), O King.” Such a prohibition of a foreign cult would accomplish their purpose, as they knew Daniel would not desist from worshipping his own god. The two presidents (ἔρωμεν) obtain without difficulty the king’s sanction of this edict. Having observed that Daniel continued to pray three times a day with his windows open toward Jerusalem, the two men then appear before the king, accuse their colleague, and adjure Darius by the law (δύναμα — ὁ δικαίωτα) of the Medes and Persians not to change the decree. The Aramaic text probably read סמיהנה י.reasons; cf. the Syriac versions of Matth. xxvi, 63. The Persian loan-word dat means law or religion. The king is asked to swear by the sacred book of his religion, as a Jew would swear on the Torah, the Christian on the Bible, the Moslem on the Koran, that he will not rescind the decree, as he undoubtedly might do, were he not bound by such an oath. Late at night Daniel is cast to the lions, a stone is placed at the entrance of the den, and a seal put upon it. There is no indication that the den (אֲדָם) is a subterranean pit, and no reference to its bottom (אֲדָם תָּא אֲרָם). The king takes no food and is unable to sleep. Wondering whether Daniel might yet be alive, he goes to the den early in the morning, taking with him some satraps as witnesses, finds Daniel unharmed, and releases him. The ordeal has been successful. But the two men who had accused him, with their wives and children, are thrown into the den and consumed by the lions. Thereupon the king proclaims himself a convert to Daniel’s god and orders him to be worshipped throughout the empire. The variations from this simple form of the story in the Masoretic text are obviously additions and embellishments to exaggerate the wickedness and folly of the plot, emphasize the judgment, enhance the miracle, and adorn the tale. The story is so shaped as to give the impression that all the great officials of the kingdom take part in the proceedings, and with their wives and children perish as a result. The satraps of 120 provinces, governors, councillors and judges are engaged in encompassing the
ruin of Daniel. They obtain a decree that prohibits not only the worship of any god without the king’s approval but of every god, and indeed forbids even any requests to be made of any man for a period of thirty days. This whole crowd of officials spy on Daniel. They rush in and out of the palace, asking for the decree, and reminding the king that he has made it and that no edict made by the king can be changed, for the law of the Medes and Persians cannot be altered. Additional poignancy is given to the king’s helpless grief by his abstinence from concubines during the night. When Daniel has been found intact, and his enemies are punished, it is the whole glory of the empire that perishes, the presidents, the satraps, the councillors, the judges, and their wives and children. A last delicious touch is added by their being slain by the lions “or ever they reached the bottom of the den.”

This tendency to expansion continued. In the appendix to the story of Bel and the Dragon² we learn that the number of lions was seven and that Daniel was in the den seven days, and the lions are given no food. On the sixth day Habakkuk received orders to go to Babylon with food for Daniel. As he did not know the way or where the den was, the spirit took him by the hair and carried him through the air to Babylon and to the den, where he set before the prophet, on the seventh day, the food he had brought.

Beyond the Old Greek we cannot go with certainty. It is not impossible that the original Aramaic text was even shorter. The name “Darius” may be an addition, as Lagrange³ has suggested. Torrey⁴ has plausibly maintained that the Aramaic story book was written in the middle of the third century B.C. There is no allusion to Antiochus IV Epiphanes under the guise of a Persian king. The unwillingness of the king to sacrifice Daniel is sufficient

---

² Cp. for this fragment, found both in Vetus Graeca and Theodotion, Whitton Davies in R. H. Charles, The Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha of the Old Testament, I, 1913, p. 622 ff. It is interesting to observe that here also Theodotion’s text exhibits the same tendencies as in Ch. vi. It adds to the Vetus Graeca the statements that “food was not then given to them” (the lions) and that Daniel’s enemies were not only devoured but devoured “in a moment before his face.”


⁴ ‘Notes on the Aramaic Part of Daniel’ in Transactions of the Connecticut Academy of Arts and Science, 1909, p. 244. He places its composition “not before or after the reign of Ptolemy III (247-223 B.C.).”
evidence against this untenable theory. Attempts to suppress the freedom of worship may have been made in the Persian empire before the Arsacidæ. The attitude of the early Achaemenian kings cannot be quoted to the contrary. If the "law of the Medes and the Persians" actually refers to a sacred book, that may have a distinct bearing on the date of some of the later parts of the Avesta. While in Jewish folk-lore extraordinary actions are occasionally attributed to asses, bears, lions, and serpents, and strange powers over such beasts are exercised by holy men, some stories no doubt reflect also real observations of the habits of animals. That "God stopped the lions' mouth" may, after all, have originally meant nothing more than that the lions did not eat Daniel, just as the statement that Yahwe opens the windows of heaven or closes them only means that it rains or does not rain. And the reason why the lions were first supposed not to have touched the prophet may have been the observed fact that lions in captivity which are fed in the day do not hunt for prey during the night, but sleep, and in that sleep, as numerous witnesses affirm, are not aware of the presence of human beings near them, since their scent is much inferior to that of other animals, or inclined to attack a quiet man, if they wake up and find him. It may have been a providential escape rather than a miracle that the story-teller first meant to celebrate.

A similar recognition of observed peculiarities of lions probably lies at the basis of the story of Androcles, and possibly also that of Theda. Aulus Gellius* relates that he had read in Book V of Apion's Ἀλήμενα this author's account of a remarkable personal experience. When Apion once was in Rome, possibly in 40 A.D., and went to the Coliseum to see a slave defend his life against a huge Numidian lion, he witnessed the spectacle of the lion walking up to the man, showing at first a certain amazement, then apparently recognition and joy, licking his face, and allowing him to caress him. The story was told "circumlataque tabella" to the audience of how the slave had run away and in the desert entered a lion's den, freed the lion from a splinter in the paw, and lived with him until caught by Roman soldiers, who brought him to Rome where he unexpectedly found his former friend of the desert.

* Notae Atticae, IV, xiv.
There is to-day a respectable amount of well authenticated information that throws light upon such an altogether possible episode. Carl Hagenbeck* tells of the lion called Triest exhibited at Chicago in 1903 and at St. Louis in 1904, from whose paw a huge splinter was taken out with clippers, the lion enduring with great patience the operation and showing deep gratitude afterwards. He also relates numerous instances of his seeing lions in other menageries, after many years, whose joy at meeting him again was expressed in the most touching manner. Frank Charles Bostock† tells similar tales. That many Christians thrown to the lions were naturally consumed by them without regard to their pacific faith and gentle character is the unquestioned testimony of history which is inclined to blame the keepers rather than the beasts. But it is possible that the stories, growing more and more into the marvellous, of lions sparing these Christians have also a foundation in fact. It has often been observed that lions kept in cages, when they are brought out before an audience, show a certain bewilderment and a desire to take to flight rather than to fight. It may well be that on some occasion, seeing the calm behavior of the little group of Christians in the arena, a lion would at first hesitate and even refuse to attack. Such an experience, looked upon as a marvel, may then have been told in increasingly glowing colors in honor of the martyr. Intrinsically, there is nothing improbable in the tale told of Thecla* that a lioness licked her feet and fought with a bear attacking her. It is the accumulation of beasts that makes us pause. But it is significant here also, that the Greek text is very much simpler, while the Syriac text shows a considerable expansion.

This paper has been written with no apologetic interest to prove the historical character of the alleged experiences of Daniel, Androcles or Thecla, but in order to show how such stories have grown more wonderful in the hands of copyists, and how the habits of lions, to some extent observed in antiquity and more closely studied by hunters and trainers in modern times, may have assisted in giving rise to tales long supposed to have rested solely on pious imagination.

† The Training of Wild Animals, New York, 1903.
In a note on "The Two Youths in LXX to Dan. 6," JAOS 41, p. 316 f., Professor Montgomery expresses the view that of δυο ἐρωτασίας is an absurdity, because they were not 'boys' as the לֶאֶם in Dan. 1: 4 (Syr. אֶלֹא), and that these words 'appear to be an arrant insertion.' As the translator uses ἀνώπος in vs. 4, and ἀντωπώμεθα in vs. 12 and 24, obviously for בָּנָיו. he can scarcely have felt that there was anything absurd in referring to them in vs. 5 as ἐρωτασίας. Nor is there any reason why he should. He probably read אֲרֹב in his Aramaic text, and this word means 'servants' as well as 'youths.' The Targum to Esther ii. 2 renders וַאֲרֹב הָֽאָדָם (Syr. וַאֲרֹב הָֽאָדָם), and these were the king's servants, מְשַׁמְשֹׁנָי (Trg. מְשַׁמְשֹׁנָי, Syr. מְשַׁמְשֹׁנָי, Gk. δικασταὶ); 'boys' were not entrusted with selecting beauties for the royal harem from which a queen might be chosen. There is no evidence that of δυο ἐρωτασίας is an insertion, 'arrant,' or otherwise, by a scribe remembering Zerubabel in I Esdras iii. 4. On the contrary, the later reference to 'the two men' requires that they should have been mentioned before as originators of the plot. That the subject follows the verb does not mark it as a gloss, and the designation of the two officials is altogether unobjectionable.

Dr. Montgomery himself thinks that "the earliest form of the story may have made the two men the sole conspirators." If so, the Vetus Graeca has obviously retained this important feature of the original, and there is no ground for suspecting that its appearance in this old version is due to an arbitrary rationalization on the part of the translator. The transposition, excision, and conjectural emendation, by which it is proposed to bring the version into harmony with the Masoretic text rather than with what is admittedly more likely to be "the earliest form of the story," seem to be quite unnecessary.

Dr. Montgomery, like Blundt,* assumes that there were two distinct recensions of the Aramaic text in Chs. iii-vi, and that the Masorah represents the earlier of these. The resemblance between the two is in the main so close, even in these chapters, that one would then have to be looked upon as a revision of the other. But the occasional differences do not give the impression of being the result of a conscious effort to remove, from a rationalistic stand-

* Die alexandrinische Übersetzung des Buches Daniel, 1897.
point, all improbabilities. In that case more thoroughgoing changes would be expected, and a better ordered text. Nor does Dr. Montgomery charge the reviser of the Aramaic text with rationalizing; the onus falls, in his opinion, on "the rationalistic Greek translators." Yet the Vetus Graeca seems to be a no less slavish rendering of an Aramaic original than Theodotion. It was probably made from an already somewhat corrupt text in a state of fluctuation. Whether it is nearer, in form as well as in age, to the first Aramaic draft is, of course, a matter of subjective judgment. To the present writer the probability seems decidedly greater that, here as in numerous other instances, the Old Greek version bears testimony to an earlier type of text, while the gradually accruing alterations registered in the Masoretic text and Theodotion reveal the natural tendency to expansion, elucidation, and embellishment.
THE CONTENTS OF THE KASHMIRIAN ATHARVA-VEDA
BOOKS 1-12

LeROY CAEB BARRET
TRINITY COLLEGE, HARTFORD

ELEVEN BOOKS of the Kashmirian recension of the Atharva-Veda (i.e. the Atharva-Veda according to the school of the Pāippalādas) have now been published, the twelfth book is ready, and thus very nearly one-half of the material of that text is accessible for study. Inasmuch as it shows considerable agreement with and marked differences from the more familiar recension of the school of the Sāunakiyas (often called the vulgate) a preliminary examination of its contents may well be made.

The text of the AV in the S school is divided into 20 books; the last book is a late addition taken almost entirely from the Rig Veda for ritualistic use, and Book 19 too is a supplementary collection. The first 18 books are arranged in three grand divisions: (1) books 1-7 contain miscellaneous short hymns (the longest has 18 stanzas) and in books 1-5 there are stanza norms which rise regularly from four to eight: (2) books 8-13 contain miscellaneous long hymns (the shortest has 21 stanzas); (3) books 13-18 are characterized by a general unity of subject matter within each book.

The text of the AV of the Pāipp school consists also of 20 books but the arrangement differs from that of the S school; and it presents somewhat more material, probably about 6500 stanzas as against the approximately 6000 stanzas of the S text with its two supplementary books 19 and 20 included. In the Pāipp text books 1-13 contain miscellaneous short hymns, the stanza norms in books 1-9 increasing regularly from four to twelve, while in books 10-13 the norms, if they exist, seem to run irregularly between ten and sixteen.

"Books 1-7 of the Sāunakiya reappear for the most part in AVP; 8-14 almost completely. Of 15 there is only the beginning; 16 and 17 appear for the most part. On the other hand the funeral hymns, book 18, are wanting entirely. Of the two supplementary books, 19 and 20, the latter including the kuntāpa-hymns is wanting in AVP, except those stanzas which are not kuntāpa and are not borrowed from the RV; book 19 with the exception of about 12 of
its 72 hymns is scattered through the AVP, showing that this supplement to the Sāunakiya is largely derived from its sister-sākha. The arrangement of the two Vedas is to a certain extent on parallel lines: books 1-5 of the Sāunakiya are contained in 1-9 of AVP; books 8-11 in the large book 16; book 12 in 17; books 13, 14, 16, 17 in 18: the one notable divergence concerns 6 and 7 of the Sāunakiya: they appear in 19 and 20 of AVP. The variations between the two texts range all the way from inconsiderable variants to complete change of sense.\(^1\)

In addition to the large body of material which Pāipp and S have in common there is a goodly amount of matter in Pāipp which is not in S but is also in texts other than S, and then there is a large amount of material not known in any text other than Pāipp: the first twelve books of Pāipp have 430 hymns, 3126 stanzas, and of these 1538 stanzas are given for the first time in this text.

The very varied themes of the hymns in AVS have been classified by Bloomfield\(^2\) in fourteen groups of which the last two do not come under consideration here: we now turn to a consideration of the hymns in Books 1-12 of the Pāipp as distributed through the twelve groups.

1) Charms to cure diseases and possession by demons. In this group I put thirty-six hymns of Pāipp which are also in S and thirty-seven which are not in S. The charms of this sort are numerous in the AV and give a variegated picture of primitive medicine, where cures are wrought by symbolic practices or with amulets, many of which are vegetable. Atharvan charms against fever have attracted attention because of their rather full statements of symptoms. Of the six hymns in S dealing with fever three appear in Pāipp Books 1-12 and there are two new hymns on the same subject. Three hymns of S are against worms; these appear in Pāipp Books 1-12, and three new hymns of the same intent appear. There are in S eight hymns against poisons particularly of snakes; five of these occur in Pāipp Books 1-13 (others elsewhere in the same version) and twenty new hymns of this intent occur in the same books. It is a striking feature of the contents of the edited part of the Kashmirian AV that over half

---

\(^1\) Bloomfield, *The Atharva-Veda*, p. 18. Written before publication of any part of Pāipp but needs only slight modification.

\(^2\) *The Atharva-Veda*, p. 57.
of the new curative charms are against poison but probably it is of no great significance.

2) Prayers for long life and health. Pāipp in Books 1-12 presents sixteen hymns of this sort which occur in Ś but adds only three new ones to the group: one of these is a variation of some formulæ which are given in two Yajur-Veda texts in connection with a sacrifice to the all-gods.

3) Imprecations against demons, sorcerers, and enemies. Hostile human sorcerers and dangerous demons look alike to the user of Atharvan charms. One cannot always assign hymns to this class with certainty because they verge toward remedial charms, charms pertaining to women, charms pertaining to royalty, charms for prosperity, etc. In the Ś version about seventy-five hymns may be classified here; in Pāipp Books 1-12 seventy-seven of the sort occur according to my judgment, and as Books 19 and 20 of Pāipp have a good many more we may well say that the Kashmirian AV contains considerably more imprecations than Ś. Of the imprecations which appear in Ś twenty-five occur also in Pāipp Books 1-12. Among these is Ś 4, 16 a hymn much admired for its fine statement of divine omnipresence and omniscience and often compared to the imprecatory psalms of the Hebrews: another is Ś 5, 3 (= RV 10. 128; TS 4. 7. 14) called a vihavya hymn, that is a prayer to attract the gods away from others’ sacrifices to one’s own. Fifty-two of the imprecations in Pāipp Books 1-12 do not occur in the vulgate: one of these is a vihavya built up out of RV stanzas with additions, another is against ghrāṇās “smells, odors,” and it seems to be against foul odors as something demoniacal, but it is without parallel. Six of these new hymns are repetitious prose formulæ and two others are formulaic metrical stanzas; all eight suggest Yajur Veda and two do have parallels in such texts: they are Pāipp 2, 53, 54, 68, 82, 84; 4, 8; 7, 13, 20.

4) Charms pertaining to women. About thirty such charms appear in the Ś version, in the first seven books: they are mostly love charms meant to make attractive the user and to gain the affection of the beloved, charms to get a husband for a woman, to maintain wedded bliss, to bring about successful conception, to procure conception of a male child, to promote easy parturition: there are also incantations against rivals and some to deprive a
woman of fecundity or a man of virility. In its Books 1-12 Pāipp includes ten of these charms which appear in Ś, and has twenty-seven others of similar import.

5) Charms to secure harmony, influence in the assembly, etc. Of this group Pāipp in Books 1-12 has two which are in Ś and seven which are new.

6) Charms pertaining to royalty. The hymns of this group deal with the election and consecration of kings, with the promotion of their strength and splendor, and with warfare, arms, and armies. The first twelve books of Pāipp present in this group twenty-one hymns which are also in Ś, covering the general range of the group; in the same books the Pāipp gives twenty-one hymns which are not in Ś, and it seems worth noting that seven of these are in Book 10 which has only sixteen hymns. About half of the new hymns of this group in the Pāipp are charms for strengthening a king or kingdom or extending his domain and the rest might fairly be said to be against kings' enemies: the Kashmirian text adds very little in this group.

7) Prayers and imprecations in the interest of the Brahmans. In the AV the claims of the Brahmans are at the highest point, with their insistence on calling themselves gods, their curses against any who violate them or their possessions, and their intense desire for dakṣinā, "fees": but they are also represented as desiring the good will of men, and eager for thorough learning in the Veda. Of the hymns of this class which are in Ś the Pāipp has eight: three of these have to do with Vedic learning; one (7. 9 = Ś 5. 7) is a flattering address to "Grudge" begging her to absent herself; another is a dialog between Varuṇa and Atharvan (typical priest) about a cow which Varuṇa having given proposes to take back. There are fourteen hymns of this group in Pāipp which are not in Ś though material known in Ś is embodied in some of them: most of these new hymns deal with dakṣinā, praising the bestower and exalting the efficacy of the gift, which in several instances is a mess of rice-porridge. The four hymns 9. 15, 17-19 have most of the matter in Ś 6. 17-19 rearranged and with new stanzas added; these hymns tell of the dire results to any one who harms the Brahman or his wife or withholds a cow from him.
8) Charms to secure prosperity and freedom from danger. Hymns of this character are frequent in all the Vedas for the poets and priests were very practical; in the AVS they make more than one-fifth of the entire collection and in Pāipp Books 1-12 the proportion is very much the same. "House and home, field and river, grain and rain, cattle and horses, trading and gambling, journeying and returning, serpents and vermin, furnish the special themes for these prayers and charms. And over it all is the still more persistent outcry after wealth and progeny, exemption and protection from calamity and danger." In Books 1-12 the Pāipp has forty-nine hymns of this sort which are also in Ś; among them the group of seven, Ś 4. 23-29, known as mṛgāra hymns; also Ś 3. 10, which is divided into three in Pāipp, to Ekāstakā who is the personification of a particular lunar day; also Ś 4. 23 (—RV 1. 97 et al.) known as the apāgha hymn. In its first twelve books the Pāipp also has forty-four hymns of this sort which are not in Ś.

9) Charms in expiation of sin and defilement. Much of the Atharva-Veda was composed for people holding primitive conceptions: sin was not merely a transgression of divine law but an independent something communicable by contact just as disease is contagious; strange happenings were ominous and needed expiation just as sin did. Pāipp in Books 1-12 presents only a few charms of this class, but there are more in the unedited portions. Of the hymns of this group which are in Ś three appear in the first twelve books of Pāipp and there are eight others; of these latter two are given in full in the Kāuśika-sūtra in its sections on omens and portents, one for a case of fire in a village and the other for a case of mistake in weaving.

10) Cosmogenic and theosophic hymns. A goodly number of these hymns appear in the vulgate text, and their philosophising seems rather remote from ordinary witchcraft spells, but they really belong to the AV: some probably were included because of the Atharvans' claim that brahma as a whole was their special province, but Edgerton * has forcibly set forth his opinion that their presence is due to the similar aims of the ordinary Atharvan charms and the Vedic higher thought the very essence of which latter is "that it hopes to gain practical desiderata by acquiring

*Bloomfield, The Atharva-Veda, p. 80.
*Studies in Honor of Maurice Bloomfield, p. 117 ff.
knowledge of the esoteric truth about things." Fifteen such hymns appear in Pāipp Books 1-12 and nine of these occur also in Ś: two of these nine are the well-known purusa hymn (= RV 10. 90) and the hymn to the unknown god (= RV 10. 121).

11) Ritualistic and general hymns. The hymns of the Rig, Sāma, and Yajur-Vedas were recited as accompaniment to the greater sacrifices where three fires were used and priests with specialized functions administered an elaborate ritual: the Śrauta-sūtra for each of these Vedas indicates just when and where in the ceremony each stanzas of its Veda is to be employed. The Atharva Veda has a Śrauta-sūtra, the Vāitāna; but it is a late and imitative production and its testimony is not always decisive as to the employment of a hymn in Śrauta rites; furthermore the content of a hymn does not always give clear indication of its use in such rites, while the Kāuṣika-sūtra, the Atharvan manual of domestic rites, may indicate its employment for some other purpose: so it is not easy to be sure that a hymn of the Atharva-Veda was used at Śrauta sacrifices. However there are hymns in Ś which were doubtless used at these greater sacrifices and of these five appear in Pāipp Books 1-12; but there are in the same books of Pāipp twenty-four hymns not known in Ś which I would place in this group. Thus Pāipp 1. 51 and 1. 102 are connected with sacrifices at new moon or at full moon, 5. 15 would be used at morning or evening oblations, 5. 16 at a gosṭoma, 5. 28 at agnidheya: two, 9. 21 and 12. 7, are prose litanies which seem to belong in this group; and finally there are five hymns which Pāipp shares with RV but not with Ś which would seem to belong here.

12) Books dealing with individual themes (books 13-18 of AVŚ). Because of the arrangement of its materials the Kashmirian Atharva Veda has practically nothing in this group in its first twelve books: at 1. 34 and 35 it has two small sets of prose formulae which are connected with the wedding stanzas in Kāuṣika 78. 10, and the fragmentary 1. 78 has two stanzas which belong with the funeral stanzas.

Of course no final statements about the Kashmirian Atharva Veda can be made now but certain tendencies may be noted. In Books 1-12 of Pāipp the hymns which appear in Pāipp but not in Ś are to those which appear in both about as four to three; this ratio may not hold for the entire collection but I suspect that it
will not be greatly changed. In Whitney's Atharva-Veda Lanman quotes Roth *Atti del iv Congresso internazionale degli Orientalisti*, ii 95, to this effect: "The Kashmirian text is more rich in Brāhmaṇa passages and in charms and incantations than is the Vulgate." The review made in this paper gives no cause for modification of that statement: counter charms (class 3), love charms (class 4) and hymns for ritualistic use (class 11) are frequent, and Pāipp contributes a goodly number of new hymns in these classes.

The RV hymns in Pāipp enlarge class 11: about forty RV hymns are used in AVŚ, and an additional number of RV stanzas most of which are in Book 7 of Ś where often a single stanza is counted as a hymn. In Books 1-6 of Ś four-fifths of the RV material occurs in RV 10 which is noted for its Atharvan flavor; all but two of these hymns of Ś appear also in Pāipp. In Book 7 of Ś there are about thirty RV stanzas of which only four are in RV 10, and about one-half of these thirty stanzas are also in Pāipp; in Books 8-19 of Ś there is a good amount of RV material, particularly in Ś 14 and 18 with material from RV 10 predominating, and excepting the funeral hymns the Pāipp also has this material. It seems then that the hymns which appear in Ś and RV almost all appear also in Pāipp. But Pāipp in Books 1-12 shares with RV ten hymns which neither Ś nor other texts have; it has four others which occur in RV and Yajur-Veda texts but not in Ś; and I have noted in Pāipp 13 two RV hymns which do not appear in Ś, both very distinctive hymns to Indra (RV 1. 33 and 2. 12). It seems probable that Pāipp and Ś contain each about the same proportion of material which appears in the RV collection as we know it, but that the Pāipp redactors ranged a little more thoroughly through that material and took into the Pāipp collection some hymns that have less distinctive Atharvan tone than do those that were taken into the AVŚ collection; this may indicate that the Pāippalādins had somewhat more sympathy if not more familiarity with RV material than did the Śāunakīyas.
SOME NOTES ON EARLY CHRISTIAN BAPTISM

F. GAVIN

GENERAL THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY, NEW YORK

(A) The Terminology of Christian Baptism.

One of the phenomena which arouse considerable interest from the standpoint of Christian archeology, and present problems of some difficulty from the standpoint of Christian doctrine, is concerned with the nomenclature employed in relation to Christian Baptism. In Hebrew the verb for baptism is ἄφαλ, in Syriac ἁμάθ, and in Greek ἁπτιζεῖν. The question of the change from the Hebrew root ἄφαλ to an entirely different one in the cognate Syriac language is a matter of great interest. With a terminology for baptism probably already in existence, and usages ready to hand, why did not Syriac utilize the current Hebrew idiom?

A brief résumé of the state of the question may not be beside the point. James Murdock in an article called “The Syriac Word for Baptism” in Bibliotheca Sacra, 7 (1850), pp. 733-743, interpreted the Syriac ἁμάθ, meaning the reception of baptism, as “coming to a stand” or “taking a public and decisive stand on the side of Christianity” (p. 740). In the same publication, of the next year (8, pp. 554-563) Davies in his article “An Investigation in Syriac Philology” presented a number of different opinions as to the meaning of the word. There is, first of all, that advanced by Murdock (noted above), which was first proposed by Michaelis and approved by Gesenius: to take a decisive stand. A second view, proposed by Henderson and Schindler in the Lexicon Pentaglotton, interpreted ἁμάθ: “to stand at or in water in order to be sprinkled or poured upon.” “Stabant enim, qui baptizabantur.” In other words, ἁμάθ meant to stand in the act of being baptized. Davies’ criticism of this is pertinent: (a) Christians certainly stood up for other acts than baptism, and (b) what possible reference could this derivation bear in relation to the baptism of infants? (Cf. op. cit., p. 555.) A third possibility was advanced by Dr. Augusti, Dr. Lee of Cambridge, and Moses Stewart. According to this, the root meaning of baptism came from the Sacrament of Confirmation; so to stand — to establish — to con-
firm. Davies' criticism is: (a) the rite of Confirmation is not as early as Apostolic days, according to his view, and (b) it is not necessarily conjoined immediately with baptism. Furthermore, in order to make this derivation, the *Aphel* of the verb would have to be employed to make the meaning clear, and, if the *Aphel* were used to suggest the ministering of baptism, we should expect a passive form (גוֹפְּרָהָי) to be confirmed, to express the receiving of baptism (op. cit., p. 555). He points out that in the Peshitto Old and New Testaments the noun is often used with reference neither to the meaning *stand*, nor to Christian baptism (e.g., Heb. 9:10; Mark 7:4, 8; John 5:2, 4, 7, and 9:7; Judith 12:7; Susannah 13:15). He also adduces some interesting examples from the Nestorian Ritual of Yeshuyah Adiabenus (Assemani, pp. 113, 140). The priest says: “N. is baptized (נָשָׁא) in the Name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost”; “he dips him into the water” (מטבע נבש) and “causes him to ascend” (מטבע נבש) (Assemani iv. [or part 2 of iii], page 243). He also quotes from a Syriac Ritual of 1572 (Liber Rituum Severi Patriarchae, published at Antwerp), p. 26: “the Son bowed his head and was baptized” (אֲרוֹנִי עָשָׁה עָמָר). In the Invocation (p. 36) in this same passage there are the words: “Thou... who dippedst thy head into the water (מטבע הַי) we invoke, ... who by thy holy baptism openedst Heaven which was before closed on account of our sins” (Davies, op. cit., p. 558). Despite, then, the presence of the words in the Syriac meaning to dip or to bow (*tabʾa, sabʾa*), the Syriac writers seem to prefer an entirely different root. Following the suggestion of Augusti, Handbuch der christlichen Archäologie, ii, p. 311, both Davies (op. cit., p. 563) and Wright seem to feel that a negative reason establishing the Syriac preference for other words than *tabʾa* and *sabʾa* is to be attributed to their repugnance towards using terminology associated with the heretical sect of the Sabians or Hemerobaptists (*Sēbāʾin*).

Dr. Wright (“On the Syriac term ‘amad,” in Journal of Sacred Literature and Biblical Record, 1859, third series, January, volume viii, pp. 405-407) shows how the two ‘*ayins* in Arabic are transliterated in cognate Semitic languages by using the only ‘*ayin* that these kindred tongues possess. He points out that it is totally impossible to interpret the Syriac term for baptism by the meaning
"standing" (op. cit., p. 407; and cf. in same volume p. 231). He derives the Syriac 'amad from the cognate Arabic roots *hamada* (to sheath the sword) or *hamata* (to immerse). The Syriac term, meaning "dipped" or "immersed," is used in Numbers 31: 23. This usage is also clear from 2 Kings 5: 14, as is pointed out in the *Thesaurus* (volume ii, cols. 2906 ff.). As illustrating this use, cf. an excerpt from Bar Hebraeus, *Chron.*, iii. ii, 243 (in *aquam immerget dicens, Baptisatur, etc.*). The lexicon of Bar-Ali and Bar Bahliu bear out this etymology.

In the light of convergent testimony it may be rash to offer any tentative alternatives to these explanations. But it does undoubtedly seem extraordinary that the Hebrew root 'amad should appear in Syriac only as a noun meaning *column, tribunal,* "locus elatus" (2 Kings 11: 14; 23: 3; Sirach 24: 4; Judith 13: 6, etc.). Why was the Hebrew root 'amad used solely in this one meaning, consonant with the normal Hebrew usage, and yet attached to a totally different meaning (baptism), for which no Hebrew authority is adducible? Why, it might also be asked, is the Hebrew root used in connection with baptize and baptism (*tēbal*) so completely discarded?

With great hesitation, two suggestions might here be advanced. By a comparison of Sirach 24. 4: *ἐν στύλῳ ῥεφέλαρι* given in Syriac as 'בּוּרְמָוָד, with 1 Cor. 10: 2, more than merely an association of ideas may be seen in the Pauline text (cf. A. J. Mason, *The Relation of Confirmation to Baptism*, 1891, pp. 40-42). The reference to "baptism in the cloud and in the sea" might easily, in the minds of Syriac-speaking and thinking Christians, elicit the reference here to the Syriac term for "pillar of cloud." The association with one of the types of baptism in the Old Testament, already familiar to Syriac Christians in the language of the Psalms, might account for this figurative use of the word now to be allocated permanently to the Christian Rite.

A second alternative suggestion, very tentatively propounded, would look for the origin of the Syriac usage of 'amad as a substitution for the Hebrew root *tēbal*, in the Rabbinic use of a derivative of 'amad, namely *ma'amad*.

---

1 The Syriac term for baptism is כֵּלָם. 2
here to discuss, namely, the relation between Jewish proselyte baptism and primitive Christian baptism with reference to the agent and witnesses. Rabbinic custom demanded adequate witnesses for the baptism of a proselyte, as we know from Yeb. 47b, etc. So much was this the case that no one could make himself a proselyte of Judaism validly, apart from the presence of proper witnesses. In several places in Rabbinic literature bema’amad means “in the presence of,” as for example Baba Bathra 144a. Rabh said “... give it to so and so in the presence of the three of them” (כמער). Other similar passages may be found in Jer. Sheb. vi: 37a; Jer. Git. ix: 50c; Jer. Keth. xiii: 36a, etc. Might it not be possible that the Syriac term derives from this kindred Rabbinic usage? If the significant thing in a valid proselyte’s baptism were that the baptism should take place in the presence of duly qualified witnesses, then might not the term which is used in other connections to suggest the presence of witnesses have become so significantly attached to the Rite as in Syriac usage to have been transferred to stand for the whole Rite itself?

(B) Did St. John the Baptist baptize by Aspersion?

In Matt. 11: 7 ff. our Lord says to the crowds concerning John: “What went ye out into the wilderness to see? A reed shaken with the wind? But what went ye out for to see? A man clothed in soft raiment? behold, they that wear soft clothing are in kings’ houses. But what went ye out for to see? A prophet? yea, I say unto you and more than a prophet.” (Cf. Matt. 7: 24 ff.) It is somewhat difficult to make clear the reference to the “reed shaken by the wind.” Strack (ad loc., Das Evangelium nach Matthäus erläutert aus Talmud und Midrasch, pp. 596-7) gives us only a passage from Ta’an. 20a and one from Baba Bathra 12a, neither of which seem to have an intimate bearing on the explanation, save perhaps the latter. The question may be asked, Did the Baptist baptize by effusion, using a reed of some sort as a “sprinkler” (aspersionum)? In this connection it might be well to compare Psalm 51: 9: “Thou shalt wash me with hyssop and I shall be clean; thou shalt cleanse me and I shall be whiter than snow.” The cleansing with hyssop (Hebrew ezov) is strictly enjoined in several places in the Old Testament, such as Lev. 14: 4, 6, 49, 51;
Num. 19:18; Ex. 12:22. The cleansing by aspersion was a regular part of the Jewish ceremonial lustration, commanded by the Law. Did St. John the Baptist make a free application of the rite in his "baptism of repentance"? The hyssop and its ritual use is spoken of in Mishna Parah xi and xii. In Parah xi:8 it is spoken of as a "wood." In Parah xii:1 there appears the interesting phrase "baptism with $ezov" ($evilah be'$ezov). If in this passage the technical word for baptism can be so used, it would suggest that the word had come to have an extended meaning, not limited to the normal and ordinary usage of "dipping," or "immersion." So far as concerns the application of the Greek word kalamos to the word for hyssop, we may say: (a) the word "reed" might be used, figuratively for hyssop, as if by a hyperbolic reference to sprinkling of water upon the baptizand with the hyssop or some such plant (just exactly what the "hyssop" was it is difficult to ascertain); (b) or by an extension of the meaning of the word $ezov—e. g., the usage in Suk. 13a (where it is regarded as one of the reeds or branches which might allowably be used for the making of the booth)—hyssop might be regarded as a reed.

This tentative suggestion finds a limited confirmation in one puzzling instance of early Christian pictorial art. In the cemetery of Praetestatus "There is a fresco, dating from the end of the second century, the meaning of which has been much disputed. It represents three beardless figures, clothed in tunic and toga, but with bare feet. That on the right stands with the head slightly turned to the left; the two figures on the left hold long cane-stalks with leaves in their hands; that in the hand of the central figure touches the head of the figure to the right, round whose head are short stalks of cane. To the extreme right is a growing cane on the bend of which is a dove." (C. F. Rogers, "Baptism and Christian Archeology," in Studia Biblica et Ecclesiastica, Oxford, 1903, volume v, part iv, pp. 245-246). Rogers notes that Garrucci, after first explaining it as a scene of the passion, concludes that it represents our Lord's baptism. He gives other views, op. cit., page 247. He himself regards it as referring to our Lord's baptism, and says: "The marks round the head, usually explained as representing the crown of thorns, have a parallel in the indications of water in the fresco of the cemetery of St. Callistus" (cf. example 3, page 243).

The following excerpt from Brandt, Die jüdischen Baptismen
(Giessen, 1910, p. 79), is of interest in this connection: "In dem
mandäischen Traktat von Johanna's Ausgang (im rechten Genza
pag. 191 der Petermann'schen Edition) antwortet Johannes auf
eine Frage nach seiner Taufe: 'Ich werfe die Menschen in den
Jordan, wie Schafe vor den Hirten, und Wasser mache ich mit
meinem Stabe über sie fließen, und den Namen des Lebens nenne
ich über ihnen.'"

(C) The Agent in early Christian Baptism.

(The notes following constitute an abstract of a larger essay
which attempts to deal more fully with the various questions in-
volved.)

In any study concerning the rise of Christian institutions the
sources are to be found in archeology, comparative philology, litur-
gical texts, and the course of the development of Christian thought
as a whole. Assuming an intimate kinship between the מָשָׂא and
the Christian rite of Baptism, the student is immediately
aware of one fundamental difference: the apparent necessity of
the agent or minister of Christian Baptism, who must be a person
other than the baptizand. Mature Jewish procedure can be found
in compendious form in the Shulhan Aruch (Yore Dea 268-270;
Vilna ed., 1911, II. pp. 661-665), the cumulative content of which
embraces many centuries' usage. The most cursory acquaintance
with the Rabbinic material amply demonstrates the fact (attested
philologically by the meaning of the root בָּטַש) that proselyte bap-
tism was self-administered.

Brandt (Die jüdischen Baptismen, oder das religiöse Waschen
und Baden im Judentum mit Einschluss des Judenchristentums,
Giessen, 1910) called attention to this fact (e.g., p. 78) in a rather
incidental way. Merx (Die vier kanonischen Evangelien, II.)
dealt with the lexical questions concerning בָּטַש and the hiphil
24, pp. 513-518) advances important textual considerations, and
draws attention to the significance of the question. His statement
that "the change in the conception of the minister of baptism was
inevitable as part of the change of Christianity from Jewish to
Christian soil" (ibid., p. 518) is capable of fuller substantiation
from the study of the development of early Christian belief and
practice in regard to baptism.
Certain tentative conclusions may be presented in epitome in the following propositions:

1) The earliest written Christian tradition may be found as a whole in the following passages: 1 Cor. 6: 11; 13: 12-14; Rom. 6: 3; Gal. 3: 27; Tit. 3: 5; Heb. 6: 1 ff.; (cf. 10: 22, 9: 12); Acts 2: 38-39; 8: 14-17; 10: 47; 18: 24-19: 8; John 3: 3 ff.; 1 Jn. 2: 27; 7: 37, &c.

2) Explicitly or implicitly this body of tradition includes the following elements: Baptism is (a) a washing away of sins (sin considered as a defilement), (b) the initiatory rite of entrance into a new fellowship, (c) with an eschatological reference, and (d) the means of regeneration by virtue of the gift of the Spirit.

3) All of these elements are present in subsequent Christian tradition: e.g., Didache, passim; Barnabas 11. 11; Shepherd, Sim. 9, 16, 31; Tertullian, De baptismo, 3 et al.; Theophilus of Antioch, Ad Autolycum, 2, 16; St. Irenaeus, Adv. Haer., 3, 17, 2; Clem. Alex., Paed. 1, 6; 25, 3; Origen, Hom. in Num., 7, 2, Hom. in Lev., 2, 4; Cyprian, Ad Donatum, 4; St. Methodius, Convivium decem virginum, 8, 8; Aphraates, Hom. 6, 14; Cyril Jer., Cat., 3, 12; Basil, Homil. in bap., 13, &c.

4) These elements may be reduced, for practical purposes, to two: (a) the washing away of sins, and (b) the regeneration through the Spirit, of which the former is separable from the latter, but both are present together in our earliest redaction of the tradition to writing.

5) While for the washing away of the defilement of sin no agent or minister might be necessary, there is ample justification for maintaining that an agent, other than the candidate or baptizand himself, is demanded for that aspect of the rite in which the Spirit is imparted.

(a) The account in Acts, as Stromberg, Studien zur Theorie und Praxis der Taufe in der christlichen Kirche der ersten zwei Jahrhunderte, Berlin, 1913, points out (cf. pp. 133-140), takes for granted the intimate bond between baptism and the gift of the Holy Spirit.

(b) Patristic tradition confirms this essential relationship. In the words of Primasius of Arles (550): Donum Spiritus Sancti quod datur in baptismate per impositionem manus episcoporum there is phrased the consolidation of the tradition in its accepted

(c) The study of the liturgical tradition gives still more complete confirmation of fundamental union between these two phases of the function and fruits of baptism.

(d) On the basis of its later development the early Christian tradition is made intelligible and its rationale, theologically and liturgically, explicable.
THE LEGEND OF KOSTRYUK
CLARENCE AUGUSTUS MANNING
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

No episode connected with Ivan the Terrible has been more exploited by the unknown composers of the historical songs of Russia than the marriage of Ivan to Marya Temryukovna and the fight between her brother Kostryuk-Mastryuk and a Russian champion. In the latest collection of these songs published by V. Th. Miller ("Historical Songs of the Russian People of the XVI and XVIIth centuries," Istoricheskiya Pyesni Russkago Naroda XVI i XVII vv., Vol. XCIII, Sbornik otdyeleniya russkago yazyka i slovesnosti imperatorskoy akademii nauk, Petrograd, 1915), there are included 65 versions of this legend covering 210 pages as against 43 versions and 200 pages of the next largest group, Ivan the Terrible and his Sons. Versions of this second story have been gathered in 11 governments whereas the legend of Temryuk has been found in 22.

The story is relatively simple. After the death of his wife Anastasia, Ivan marries a foreign princess Marya Temryukovna with whom he receives a large dowry. Her brother, Kostryuk-Mastryuk, visits Ivan and challenges the Russians to find a champion to meet him in a fight. Through Nikita Romanovich Ivan secures a champion for Russia. Kostryuk despite his boasting is decisively defeated and as a final insult is stripped naked and driven out to the amusement of the populace. The tsar is rather amused than insulted at this mishap to his brother-in-law and refuses to do other than reward the victor.

The historical basis for the song can be ascertained with some degree of accuracy, but this helps us rather to identify the actors than the incident in which they figure. Within a week after the death of Anastasia, Ivan planned to marry the sister of the king of Poland-Lithuania. In fact, if we may believe the anonymous poet, Anastasia knew of this intention (No. 27, l. 51), but this we may well doubt. The plan failed and the next year, 1562, the tsar married a daughter of a Circassian prince Temryuk. The girl was baptized under the name of Marya and died without children in 1569. The chroniclers tell us little of her character, but she
does not seem to have won the love of the people. One of her brothers, Michael, came to Moscow before the wedding in 1568 and served at court until he was accused of treason and impaled by Ivan in 1571. During these years he was the butt of Ivan and the court. The tsar never failed to insult him and mock him in every way and to submit him to all possible indignities. In 1565 another brother Mastryuk visited Ivan at the Aleksandrova Sloboda and seems to have won the fancy of that whimsical and fickle ruler. The tsar sent back an army to help him and his father against the Turks and built a city on the Terek River to assist his wife's people. Still later when Mastryuk was captured by the khan Devlet Girey, Ivan tried to ransom him and years later we find Mastryuk as the firm friend of Russia.

We have no record of any fight in which either Michael or Mastryuk participated, although there may very well be some basis for the whole story. Keltuyala (Kurs russkoy literatury, Vol. I, Part 2, p. 709) remarks that in this story poetic creation has the mastery over historical facts. V. Sokolov (Shurie Groznago, udaloy borets Mastryuk Temgryukovich; "The brother-in-law of the Terrible, the bold fighter Mastryuk Temgryukovich"); Zhurnal Ministerstva Narodnago Prosvyeshcheniya, Vol. 46, p. 20) endeavors to prove on the basis of such passages as No. 77, l. 73\(^1\) that the original scene of the fight was not at Moscow but at the Aleksandrova Sloboda and therefore can be dated during the visit of Mastryuk in 1565. He therefore definitely connects Kostryuk with Mastryuk and not with the despised brother Michael.

S. K. Shambinago (Pyesni-pamflety XVI vyeka, "Pamphlet songs of the XVIth century") as quoted by Sokolov (op. cit.) and V. Th. Miller (O neskotorykh pyesennikh otgoloskakh sobytiy tsarstvovaniya Ivana Groznago, "Concerning some echoes in songs of the events in the reign of Ivan the Terrible." Zhurnal Ministerstva Narodnago Prosvyeshcheniya, Vol. 46, p. 1 ff.) pays a great deal of attention to this story and endeavors to prove that it is an attack on the marriage of the tsar to the Circassian princess. He also argues that in the Russian champion we have a reflection of Michael Vorotynsky who defeated the khan Devlet Girey in 1572

\(^1\) They were from the Nizova side, residents of the merry city, the Aleksandrova Sloboda.
and was soon after executed for treason by the suspicious Ivan. Shambinago argues that some of the songs such as No. 51 result from a contamination of the song of the king’s wedding and another song on the unsuccessful raid of Devlet in 1572 in both of which songs a single combat was a prominent episode. Both Sokolov and Miller reject this contamination. Miller goes further and shows how the influence of Vorotynsky can be found in some of the other songs such as Ivan at Serpukhov (No. 93-95) but not here, and he emphasizes the fact that the champion is rarely called Mishenka as Shambinago supposes.

The publication of the collection of historical songs by Miller in 1915 has rendered available a much larger number of versions, some of which give us striking details which do not seem to have been regarded by Shambinago or even Miller and Sokolov. It may therefore be of interest to consider these songs again and to try to classify them.

When we try to arrange these songs in groups we are hampered by the fact that the details of the different versions vary widely according to the will and memory of the bard, but we can distinguish certain similarities among versions which come from identical or adjoining governments. There are three governments which have given us a relatively large number of songs, Archangel, Olonets, and Simbirsk; and the songs from Novgorod and Vologda may be added to the Olonets group. The three songs from Kaluga (No. 88-90) also form a small group which agree in the death of Kostryuk in the fight. In No. 90 his sister, the tsaritsa, recognizes the other version by saying: You should not have beaten him against mother-earth, you should have taken off his green tunic and his morocco boots and let him go wholly naked” (75-8). The songs from the other provinces are scattered in number and need hardly be mentioned except No. 58 from Petersburg, in which it is Ivan’s daughter who marries Kostryuk and the rôles are entirely confused.

The Simbirsk group (No.72-80) is the simplest of the three larger groups. The songs are usually short. Kostryuk issues the challenge and two brothers appear. These two brothers are not clearly defined and in these as in other songs it is often hard to decide whether Kostryuk fights one of the brothers, both of them in succession, or both simultaneously. As Kostryuk accepts the
challenge, he jumps up from his place at the table and by his impetuosity he overturns the entire room and destroys 30 Tatars, 150 boyars and 700 Don Cossacks (No. 78, l. 48-9). The numbers vary but there is always this great onslaught. Then Kostryuk is easily beaten and stripped. The tsaritsa abuses the victor in most indecent language and Ivan remarks that he is glad to see the Tatar discomfited because it pleases the Russians. Yet the tradition here is undoubtedly confused. There is nothing in the story to lead us to expect Kostryuk's thunderous departure from the banqueting hall which is strangely out of place. Three of the group are hopelessly confused. Thus in No. 74 the fight is between the two brothers, the elder defending Russia, the younger attacking her. In No. 75 Temruk Temrukovich, Mastryuk Mastryukovich is the Russian champion against Temryugalov. In No. 76 the ending is entirely lacking. It is this group in particular which Shambinago seems to use and he cites such versions as No. 74 to emphasize the position of the two brothers. This seems very weak.

The Olonets group is very different. With this we must place No. 50-57 and 59 and also No. 60-62 from Novgorod and Vologda. In this group the marriage of the tsar is almost entirely forgotten and Kostryuk instead of being the tsar's brother-in-law is the son or lover of the Krim tsaritsa. He comes with his pagan train to Russia with the intention of securing a champion or of conquering Russia. Ivan succeeds in finding a champion to meet the young boaster who says that he has taken seventy cities without meeting defeat. Kostryuk is defeated and apparently killed. In some versions such as 56 the Krim tsaritsa is taken prisoner and is not allowed to return to her own land. In others she is allowed to escape but departs with sorrow, leaving Kostryuk dead. Shambinago rests particularly upon this group in his endeavor to prove contamination and he tries to explain why Kostryuk, the friend of Russia, suddenly becomes its foe. It is assumed that as a prisoner of Devlet Girey he was compelled to take part in the raid of 1571 when the horde succeeded in burning Moscow.

The third group from Archangel presents the most striking peculiarities and figures the least in the discussions of the theme which we have mentioned. This embraces No. 27-43 and also No. 44-49 from Olonets. The story differs radically. In many
of this group Marya is not a Circassian but a Lithuanian. There are often details given of the wooing as well as of the wedding. Then Kostryuk issues the challenge; it is accepted. Kostryuk runs out, fights, and is defeated. He is stripped naked and takes refuge beneath the porch of the palace and then flees home from Russia with the statement that he will never return. Another point which is of surprising character in these songs is the discovery that Kostryuk is really a girl (27, 29, 35, 36, 40, 46, 49, 50, 55, 59, 47.) These songs in their description of the humiliation of Kostryuk are very frequently frank to the point of indecency and the discovery of the woman disguised as a man does not improve the modesty of the songs. Finally as regards the opponent of Kostryuk, we may remark that he is often regarded as lame and that the confusion of the functions of the two brothers is not so marked. Thus in 35 and 36 we have three brothers, Mishenka, Grishenka and Vasenka. The two elder brothers look Kostryuk over and decide that they will not fight him and thus automatically the youngest brother is called upon to undertake the task of vindicating the power of Russia.

In many ways this group must be taken as containing the original form of the story. Thus the beginnings of the different songs, such as No. 27, fit into the general frame of the epic account of the reign of Ivan. We have the motif of the death of the former wife and the negotiations that lead to the second marriage. The conclusions are more satisfactory. The songs lack the rather obvious retort of Ivan that he does not care for the discomfiture of the Tatar provided the Russian is amused and gives us some more epic accounts. Thus in No. 27 and 41 Marya pays the penalty with her life and Ivan marries again in stone Moscow in Holy Russia (No. 27). In No. 30 the tsar does try to save the feelings of his brother-in-law by saying that the humiliation was ordered by Nikita Romanovich but Kostryuk wisely remarks: God grant I may not be here again, not only I but my children (ll. 172-3). (Cf. 31, 35, 36, 43, 44, 47.) Kostryuk runs home weeping to his parents with the same remark (No. 33). Finally it is to be noted that these songs do not show the great defeat of the guests when Kostryuk dashes out. Instead of upturning all the tables and destroying hundreds of guests, both of his own retainers and the Russians, Kostryuk merely hits his foot against
the table (No. 30, l. 105). The few instances where there may be a sign of this overthrow, as No. 37 and 38, are not among those songs which fit best into the general epic account of the action viewed as part of the reign of Ivan. In fact on every test that can be applied, we may fairly hold that we have in these Archangel songs the best and most natural account of the duel between Kostryuk and a Russian. We find in these songs the greatest variety of invention and also the greatest realism and energy. There is less of the schematic and formal about them and we may well believe that the more southern versions are mutilated versions of these northern songs.

This assumption of the superiority of the northern versions is not a necessary circumstance. Thus in the Yermak songs the Siberian song preserved by Kirsha Danilov (Miller, op.cit. No. 159) gives us far and away the best and most complete account of the expedition to Siberia as well as of the circumstances which preceded. This is however to be expected, for Yermak is the Siberian hero and it is natural that his reputation should be more highly regarded there than elsewhere.

If we are to assume that the Archangel group gives us substantially the best account of Ivan and Kostryuk, we may ask next whether the bylina of the north have exerted any influence upon the story. Our answer to this must be unqualifiedly in the affirmative. In fact we may say that the entire framework for the legend of Ivan and Marya is identical with that for the wooing of Vladimir and Apraxia.

There is the same wavering between Lithuania and the Horde as the home of the bride. Magnus (The Heroic Ballads of Russia, p. 30) mentions the home of the girl as Lithuania but Kirsha Danilov (Drevniya rossiyskiya stikhovoreniya, p. 58 ff.) frankly locates the scene in the Golden Horde. Vladimir does not go in person on his wooing but Ivan does. However in one song (No. 33) Ivan is accompanied on his journey by Dunayushka Ivanovich, the very same bogatyr whom Vladimir sends off to Lithuania on the same errand. Even though the story dispenses with the marvellous, no hard would introduce the name of one of the heroes of the older cycle as Dunay Ivanovich without invoking memories of this older tale.

Perhaps it is to this same bylina influence that we owe the
appearance of Kostryuk as a girl. When Dunay Ivanovich and Dobrynja Nikitich were returning home with Apraxia, they were overtaken by a hero who engaged Dunay in fight. Long and severe was the struggle but finally the Russian triumphed. "Dunay sat upon his foe's white breast, and would have pierced it, but his tender heart was terrified, and his arm stiffened at the shoulder; for the bosom was that of a woman (Hapgood, Epic Songs of Russia, p. 35). This woman turns out to be the heroic sister of Apraxia, the wife of Dunay, Nastasya, and returns with him to Kiev where she receives baptism. If we could assume this parallel between the bylina and the song, it would be easy to assume that the sex of Kostryuk was affected by the same circumstance. This appearance of Nastasya and the exploits of Vasilisa Mikulichna, the wife of Stavr Godinovich (Cf. Magnus, op. cit. p. 100) are the chief instances of the disguised woman in heroic Russian poetry. It will be at once noted that in both cases the subject is treated with far greater delicacy than here but this may be merely a sign of the superior qualities of the bylina which took their rise before the degrading yoke of Tatar supremacy was fastened upon the country.

There is however another possible interpretation. In many cases in the epic songs we find the Krym tsaritsa called "polenitsa" (No. 52, L 5). Everywhere in the songs the polenitsa describes the Amazon, the woman who is a match for the boldest warriors. The same usage exists in the bylina. Thus Ilya of Murom meets in battle a vigorous woman, a polyanitsa whom he recognizes as his daughter and whose treachery forces him to slay her (Magnus, op. cit. p. 42). It will be noted that here again the woman is from Lithuania, the same home where the woman Kostryuk usually lives. On the other hand in the written literature of this period, polyanitsa is used as a masculine to denote a bold hero, one who rides over the open field and it is in this sense that the word is used in the Zadonschchina of the late fourteenth century describing the victory of Dimitry Donskoy at Kulikovo (Cf. I.I. Sreznevsky, Materialy dlya slovarya drevne-russkago yazyka, Vol. II, p. 1153). It is very likely that the confusion between the popular feminine and the literary masculine meaning of this term may have assisted in turning the wandering hero Kostryuk into the dread woman who is met and defeated.
The disfavor which Marya Temryukovna won in Russia is perhaps also due to the same form of confusion. Thus in the bylina we have the venomous and evil character of Marya the White Swan (Cf. the ballads of Dobrynya Nikitich and Ivan Godinovich). She certainly embodies features of the Polish girl, Marina Mniszek, the wife of the False Dmitry. With Marya Temryukovna a foreigner preceding the second Marina and confused with a mythical figure that was well-known, there is small wonder that the bards speak of her as a savage serpent (No. 29, 1.17). This evil tradition, seen also in No. 28 where Marya is a sorceress giving to her step-children a poisoned cloak so as to destroy them, was gained very early. Karamzin in his History repeats it and we may take it as the general opinion which Marya left in Russia but unfortunately we cannot tell whether she was wicked or whether she was merged in fable with her supernatural and later sisters. The direct evidence of her personality is too scanty to allow us to answer this question with any probability but we may assume that Ivan's kindness to her brother Mastryuk would not have survived any suspicious actions on the part of the wife Marya.

When we pass from the leading characters to the Russian champion, we find other parallels to the bylina. Thus in No. 36 Vazenka refuses to fight because he is sick. Three times does Ivan give him a huge cup of wine before he declares himself in condition to meet the foe. This passage

Da ya toperya co tsareva kabaka,
Da bolit buyna golova,
Da shipit retivo ser' tse (ll.123-5)

is strikingly like a passage from the bylina of Vasily the Drunkard, who in a similar situation says:

A ne mogu stat' da golovy pod'nyat'  
A bolit da u Vas'ka buyna golova,  
A moyet-shipit u mnya retivo ser'tse


The motif of the absence of all the heroes from Moscow is very similar to that of the bogatyrs who are away from Kiev when
Tsar Batyg attacks (cf. Hapgood, *op. cit.* p. 132 ff.). Song No. 49 ends with the message of Ivan to the three brothers,

"Come to me to the stone house, I will give you twenty-five rubles apiece in money and I will give you a letter of approval, to travel around other cities and fairs, to trade forever in different wares without duty and without tax and without imperial payment and to drink wine in every kaban without price" (ll. 124-103).

This permission is greatly desired by Ilya of Murom in the bylina Ilya in disguise (Hapgood, *op. cit.* p. 79 ff.) and we may say that it is characteristic of all the peasant champions who appear in Holy Russia.

Although we can parallel so strikingly the bylina and these songs from Archangel, the authors of the latter have kept a firmer hold on historical and physical possibility than in some of the other groups. Thus in one of the songs from Olonets, Mishka took Kostryuk below himself, raised him above his shoulder higher than the buildings of the churches and the pious crosses, to the Holy Michael and the Levanidov cross, and then threw him down against mother earth (No. 33, ll. 105 ff., cf. also No. 56, etc.). In one of the Simbirsk group (No. 80) Kostryuk hisses like a serpent and roars like a beast (ll. 75-6). The expression used is the one familiar from the description of Nightingale the Robber and of all the wonderful beasts against which the heroes of Holy Russia fight.

Because of this close relationship between this song and the bylina, we can easily understand the origin of the Olonets form. As soon as the marriage of Ivan and Marya was confused in the minds of the singers and its role confused, the relationship between the Circassian tsaritsa and her brother and Russia was regarded as unnatural and the people began to think of some of the other Asiaties and giants who invaded Russia and engaged in combat with the Russian bogatyr. Idolische, Tugarin the Serpent's Son, Nightingale the Robber, the Polyanitsa, etc., all played a somewhat analogous role to Kostryuk and in different places have left some print upon his character. For this reason it does not seem necessary to postulate a different ballad as the basis for these legends or to assume that Kostryuk took active part in the campaign of 1571 while a prisoner of Devlet Girey. In the actual
bylina, Marya the White Swan was always punished at the end and once Marya Temryukovna was brought under her baleful influence; it was only natural that she too should meet with an untimely end as in No. 27 where she is killed or in 83 from Moscow where she twittered like a magpie and flew away from stone Moscow.

This paper has not sought to mention all the differences between the songs. Many of these are very minute and represent little but the personal embellishments made by the singer himself. Others of them, as No. 28 where Marya appears as a sorceress trying to murder Ivan's children, are frankly unique and wander far from the general type of the story. We have tried to consider the general forms which the story takes and to see how these are related.

In general we may conclude that this legend has been far more influenced by the bylina tradition than most of the historical songs. The use of epic expressions is of course to be expected in all folk poetry and also the magnifying of the qualities of the heroes. In this case the bards have gone further. The marriage of Ivan and Marya seemed to them the same type of marriage as that of Vladimir and Apraxia. The arrival of the tsaritsa's brother at court seemed to them closely parallel to the coming of the foreign barbarians to Vladimir and on the basis of some episode, perhaps a fight or the participation in some kind of a contest, the singers set to work. Unconsciously they fashioned a story simple and perhaps at once rather indecent. Then as time passed and the actual events commemorated faded from memory, Marya Temryukovna, Marina Mniszek and Marya the White Swan were merged, and as the account of the struggle passed southward and eastward, the sequence of events became less important. Kostryuk was accepted as the champion of the East and became hostile to Russia. His overthrow became a national necessity and he was endowed with all kinds of superhuman attributes and often given a death in the struggle. The old sportiveness disappeared with the new conditions and the general tone of the episode changed. Ivan of course remained in it. So did Marya and Kostryuk but no longer with affection and sympathy. For this reason it is idle to wonder which brother of Marya is represented or to express
surprise that a woman who was the friend of Russia should appear as its enemy. We are dealing with a historical song because it deals with Ivan but the authors have freed themselves from history and in the last analysis have given us an interesting and original account of an imaginary fight between a friend and a foe of Holy Russia.
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Introduction

The twelfth book of the Paippalāda herewith presented is only a little longer than the eleventh; it contains nothing of exceptional interest, though a little light is thrown on the text of some hymns which appear in Book 19 of S. The material is presented in the same manner as in previous books.

Of the ms.—This twelfth book in the Kashmir ms begins f141b7 and ends f144b10. This book begins with a hymn which is RV 1.94; the first two pādās of st 1 are given on f141b and the rest of the hymn is on f154a and runs through line 5 of f154b: immediately after the two pādās of RV 1.94.1 our ms at f141b9 gives st 7 of the hymn which is S 19.53 and continues on to the end of S 19.54; but the first six stanzas of S 19.53 are found f153b12 to f154a3 preceding the bulk of RV 1.94. The obvious explanation would be that a folio of some predecessor of our manuscript was misplaced, but the position of part of the second hymn in book twelve ahead of the bulk of the first hymn makes the explanation not quite so simple: if we suppose that the folio was reversed when misplaced it does not seem that the result would be what we actually find. No satisfactory explanation of the situation has occurred to me, but I feel that the material given on f154 should be edited in this book and that has been done, as will be seen below.

The book covers in all about four folios. One line, f144a9 is badly broken, and there is a small defacement at the lower right corner of f154a.

Punctuation, numbers, etc.—The text is punctuated in the usual hap-hazard manner. Only one hymn is numbered, the numeral "5" standing at the end of the hymn I have numbered four; this might be considered an indication that our text counted the hymns which are S 19.53 and 54 as separate hymns, but there is no indication of a division after st 10 of our hymn 2 in f141b14; there is a blank space for a numeral at the end of our second hymn. In
no. 5 the stanzas are numbered regularly, in no. 6 the first four are numbered, in no. 7 stanzas 2 and 6 are numbered. There is no grouping of the hymns in anuvākas. Corrections are few, either marginal or interlinear. Accents appear only on the last stanza of the first hymn.

Extent of the book.—This book has seven hymns as edited, the last one being prose. If there is a stanza norm it is probably sixteen. The following table shows the number of stanzas:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1 hymn has</th>
<th>5 stanzas</th>
<th>5 stanzas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>10 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 hymns</td>
<td>14 &quot;</td>
<td>=28 &quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>16 &quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7 hymns have 91 stanzas.

New and old material.—The first hymn of this book is RV 1.94, the second is S 19.53 and 54, the fourth S 19.32, the fifth S 19.33: in the sixth there are a few bits of familiar material. The amount of new material may fairly be said to be 43 stanzas.
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(RV 1.94)

[f141b7] atha dvādaśomārkāṇḍa atharvanadhyāyam likhyate. oṁ namo nārāyana- [8] ya z oṁ imaṁ stotam arhaṁ jāta-
bhavedase ratham iv a saṁ do- [9] hemāsanikapās (kāle)

[f154a3] bhadrā hi naṣ pranamir asya sam uga samkhye na


agne z z bharāmedhman kṛṇavāmā haviṇśi te jīte a- [6] naṣ

parvanā parcaṁ vayām jīvātva pratarṣam mādhayā dayo gne z

vasaṁ tvam [7] samidam śādaye dhīyas te devā havir adanty

āhutam tvam ādityaṁ a hava tādhya- [8] kṣaṇaṁyaye z tvam

adhvaryut uta hotāṁ pūryaḥ praśāstā potār januṣa puroḥitaḥ

[9] viśvā videṁ uḥarvejīyā dhīra pṛṣyaṁyughe z diśāṁ gopaṁghe

jarantu janta- [10] vo dvipā sa yad uta catuspad aktuḥhīḥ citraḥ

sadruhasi döre diŚ·chān tulid ivāŚi rocate | rā- [12] rātNyāś ca
tanvo ati dēva pāśyasyāyne | pūrve devā bhavatam usvato ratho
smākām śaŚ- [13] so anyastu diŚ·chyaḥ tad ājānito upasyatā vato
gne z vadhān duśaṃśān avī dū- [14] dhoyo jahi dōre vā ye āhti vā ka
cid attirināḥ z adhā yaŚñāya śṛṇute [15] sugaṃ kṛṣy agne yad
ukhitā pārhito rathe vātajātā yuḥprasāya eva ravaḥ z [16] yuṣin-
vasti vanino dhūmaketunāgne adha svaṇād uta svidyuh patattrino
dhrapaḥ [17] ya te yavāśo dyo asthirān, suya tat te tāvayedyo
rathebhyo gne z tvam mitrasya varu- [18] na dhayasya vayātām
marutam helo adbhubaḥ mṛtyu su no bhūtv esaṃ manaś pu- [19]
nar agne z deve devanām asi mittra adbhubo vasur vasūnām ami
cā * * * [20] dhvare | śarman suyāma tava suprahaśtame gne z tat
tē bhadrām yat samiddhas*e * * [115b4] somāhuto rajase mṛtya-
yātasaḥ dadāti ratna dravinaḥ ca dāśuṇe gneś śākhye [2] mā
riśāmā vayām tava z asmāi tvam sodraviṇe dadhōsa nāgīśiṁ adite sa-
[3] rvaṇta yaṃ bhadrāna śavamā codayāśi prajavāntau rād-
hrayā te suyāma z sa [4] tvagne sūbhagatvasyā vidvān asmākam
āyuḥ pra tīreha deva | tān no mittrō vāru- [5] no māmahantām
aditis śindhās pīthivit utā dyuḥ z

The ms corrects in 154a12 to (ta)ndho, and in 154b1 to
(ōta)mah.

For the introductory phrase and invocation read: atha dvāda-
śamaś kānda śtharvanādhyāye likhyate z z oṁ namo nārāyanāyā
z z

Read: imaṃ stomam arhate jātavedaśa ratham iva saṁ mahema
maniśāyā | bhadrā hi naśa pramatir asya samasady agne sakhye mā
riśāmā vayām tava z 1 z yasmāi tvam tāhur bhujaśe+ sa sādhaty
anarvā kēti dadhatu suvīryam | sa tātśvā nānam aśnoly anhatit
agne o o z 2 z bhārāmedham kṛṇavām haviśi te citayantaś
parvanā-parvanā vayām | jīvātave prataram mādhaya dhīyo ‘gne
o o z 3 z šakema tvāṃ samidhaṃ sādhaya dhiyas tve devā havir
adanty āhutam | tvam adityān ā vahā tán tān hy usmasy agne o o
z 4 z tvam adhvaryur uto hotāśi pūrvyuh praśāta potā januśa puro-
hitaḥ | viśvā vidvān ārtvijyā dhīra pusasya agne o o z 5 z viśām
gopā asya caranti jantavo dvipac ca yad uto catuspat aktubhiḥ |
citraś praketa uṣaso māhān asy agne o o z 6 z yo viśvatā supra-
tikas sadṛṣūna asī dōre cit san taŚlid ivāti rocac | rātṛyaś cid anūho ati
deva pāśyasy agne o o z 7 z pūrvo devā bhavatu usvato ratho
‘माकम छाऊश अभो अस्तु दुध्याहार् | तद् अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको ग्नेः ^8  अ जानितोता पुष्यता वाको

Possibly I have restored too frequently the RV readings, but there seem to be only a few minor variants here. In 2a RV has अयाजसे which perhaps is intended here. Sst 3 and 4 of RV are interchanged, also sst 5 and 6. In 8a सुस्वतो seems to be a real variant of RV sunvato. In 10a RV has अयुक्ताः अरुसा and probably that should be the reading of पाप्प. In 12a RV has अयम. In 14b RV has जराजे, which is probably the real reading.
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Read: kālo 'śvo vahati saptaraśmis sahaerākso aksaro bhūrireṭāḥ | tam a rohanti kavayo vipaśeititas tasya cakrā bhuvanāni viśvā z 1 z sapta cakrā vahati kāla esa saptāsya nābhīr amṛtam na akṣaḥ | sa imā viśvā bhuvanāni anjan kālas seyato prathamo nu devaḥ z 2 z pūrpaś kumbho adhi kāla āhitaṁ tam vai paśyāmo bahudhā na santam | sa imā viśvā bhuvanāni pratyān kālam tam āhūṣ parame vyaman z 3 z sa eva sam bhuvanāṁ abharat sa eva sam bhuvanāṁ paryāt | pitā sann abhavat putra esāṁ tasmād vai nānyat param asti tejāḥ z 4 z kālo 'mūm divam ajanayat kāla imāṁ prthivī ūta | kālena bhūtaṁ bhavyaṁ caṣitaṁ ha vi tiṣṭhate z 5 z kālo bhūtām asṛjata kāla tapati sūryāḥ | kāle viśvā bhūtaṁ kāle caksur vi paśyati z 6 z kāle manaś kāle prānaś kāle nāma samāhitam | kālena sarvā nandany āgata praṇā imāṁ z 7 z kāle tapaś kāle jyēṣṭham kāle vrahma samāhitam | kālo ha sarvasyēśvaro yaś pitāśit praṇāpateḥ z 8 z tenesitaṁ tena jātāṁ tud u tasmin pratiṣṭhitam | kālo ha vrahma bhūtvā nibhārti prameṣṭhitam z 9 z kālaś praṇā asṛjata kālo 'gre praṇāpatis | svayambhūś kaśyapaś kālāt tapaś kālād ājāyata z 10 z kālād āpas abhavat kālād vrahma tapo dīśaḥ | kālenod eti sūryas kālena visate punaḥ z 11 z kālena vātāḥ pavate kālena <prthivī mahī | dyāur mahī kāla āhita z 12 z kālo ha> bhūtaṁ bhavyaṁ ca putro ‘janayat puraḥ | kālād rca sam abhavat yajus kālād ājāyata z 13 z kālo yajñāṁ sam āirayaṁ devedhyo bhāgam aksitaṁ | kāle gandharvāpaśaras kāle lokāṁ sam āhītāḥ
These stanzas have been widely recognized as constituting one hymn in spite of the division in Ś. The text as emended here has a number of variations from that of Ś; but Whitney in his Translation gave up some of the readings of the Ś text as it stands in the Berlin edition.


In pāda a saptāti would be an easy correction and somewhat probable; in b and c I believe there is mention of rice-harvest and would incline to understand a form śalya (śāli) and read śalyakartāro in b, and for c possibly āviddham śalyam cakartur: in d indrarāśim. Edgerton suggests saptāte, śalyakartāro, and śalyam.

indrarāśir mitrāvarunavāv āviddham nirakṛṭa- [6] tam | pravā- tam indrenogreṇa vrahmanā nāma sarvataḥ |

In pāda a read "rāśim mitrā."

nāinam aśniyātha vrahmaṇo [7] na gṛhāṁ pra haret svāṁ tṛṣṭam viṣam ivā ta imātim indrarāśiḥ śale śaye z

Read aśniyāta vrahmaṇo in a, gṛhān and svāṁ in b, tāimātman in c.

[8] ayaṁ śaye tanno rākṣamāno ayaṁ śvinābhy avācakṣaṇe enam |

This, I believe, is a mutilated stanza; the first pāda as it stands would be pāda a, ayaṁ would perhaps be all that is left of pāda b, and aśvinābhy would be pāda d (with correction to kṣānāv).


Read nirmita in pāda a; with śaṅkase c seems possible tho anyasya may need correction; in pāda d aśveva and naḍam seem clear but the intervening letters yield nothing to me.

yechandrāśīnnavayātu vardhayatā khalam ānyā sphātīm ca khālvaṁ [11] gṛhnātu gavāṁ ca bahu purṣyatū z

For pāda a the best suggestion I can make is anyendrarāśir ivātu; in b read vardhayatū anyā; in c khālyāṁ.

imov aśvināḥ āpe ṭiṁ indro vrahmaṇa- [12] spatiḥ tvam ca kāra

In pāda a I would read yam tuv aśvinā, and possibly sepatur; in b yam: for cd tam śakra śivam asmabhyaṁ tṛṃṣayo jivanāya kam. In a Edgerton suggests yam v.

dṛḍhānāśakuntamayaḥ dṛhyam āśit svapadām | pakturā- [14] sṛpyantah śera yā tanva hutaṁ haviḥ

For pāda a I would suggest dṛḍhā anśāḥ kuntamayaḥ, but it does not match pāda b; in b read āśic ucvapadam: for pakturās in c I can offer nothing, but would suggest sarpantaḥ śere; for d we might read yat tanva āhutaṁ haviḥ. This is stanza 8.

anaduḥaṇa pṛṇiḥāṇ vahatāṁ vahara- [15] pṛṇāṁ | kīnasasya samsa te edād indrurāśir ajayataḥ

The ms seems to correct vahatāṁ to uhatāṁ.

For pādas ab I would suggest anaduḥāṃ pṛṣṭivahāṃ vahatāṁ tvaḥ aṛṇām; with edhād perhaps pāda c can stand, and in d read ajayata. In c etad would be better than edhād.

yadi kīna- [16] nāsas saśvedeti surtastas tanvam pari | apāṁ gāveva dṛyantā indrarūśīm [17] so śnute |

Read: yadi kīnāsas saśveda eti śrastas tanvam pari | apāṁ gāva iva trṇantindrurūśīm so śnute. The correction of pāda b seems possible.

yadi kīnāsas sīrupitrīr dandaḥ hantu manyataḥ yadi kīn ca [18] khalvam sādānva indrarūṣo udāhitam z

In a read kīnāsām śira ṣ, in b hantu manyataḥ, in c sadānva, in d probably indraraśī udāḥritam.

ulūkhala musulaṁ tāni co- [19] dayan pa śūrpāṁ nāya pavate kṛṣṇeśva | vahi putrāya gotamam indrarūṣi- [20] v madhumantāṁ kṛṇotu z

In pāda a read ulūkhalaṁ musalaṁ; tāni may be corrupt; in b I think we should read pra śūrpāṁ naya: pāda c seems to lack three syllables possibly at the beginning.

etāḥ chūrpmān janitar āharulūkhalaṁ musulaṁ kustyā [148] gahi putrā no tha sujanidve ahiṇi pitusīphanīte madhumāṁnam āusam |

In pāda a read etac, in b read musalam and possibly kumbhyā gahi: in c perhaps 'tha sujanitve, for d pitum aśnanti madhumāṁnam oṣam.
agnin no dataḥ | [2] prahito yam āgaṁ manaḥ maryam annam avisaṁ kṛṇomi |  
For this I suggest: agnir no dataḥ prahito yam āgaṁ mano man- 
yam | annam avisaṁ kṛṇomi. 


In pāda a read ākṛtaṁ, in b probably avyathasūtam; in c madho, 
in d upa naṣ pitāv. The last three pādas are RV 1.187.2a and 
3ab, where a cara is read. 

siṅho bhāṭvā gā mrṣany āgnir bhāṭvā dhāṅyaṁ indra [5] rāśir nirmito māyāthāram vācāṁ gacchatu z 

Read: siṅho bhāṭvā gā mrṣany āgnir bhāṭvā dhāṅyaṁ | indra- 
rāśir nirmito mayāthāram vācāṁ gacchatu z 16 z 3 z 

The indrarāśi which is praised here was probably a portion of 
threshed grain set aside for the chief of a small or perhaps large 
district. I have been able to get very little more out of the hymn. 

(§ 19.32) 

darbhno yo gra oṣadhis tām te badhnāṁ āyuṣe z nāsya keśān pra 
vapanti [7] norasi tāḍam āghnait | yasmasčiṇnaparnena darbhena 
śarṇa yaschatu | divi te [8] tūlam oṣadhe prthivyāṁ adhi niṣṭhitā | 
tāyā sahasraṇḍenāyuṣ pra va- [9] rdhavāmāhe | tīrō dvō ty 
ātpat tīrō bhyaṁ prthiṁv uta | tāyā drhārdō jī- [10] hā ni 
tryāde vacānsi ca | tvam aśi sahamāno aham asmi sahasvān | u-
[11] tāu sahasvāntāu bhavā sapatnāt sahiśtvāki | sahasvino bhī-
māṭihāṁ [12] sahasvā prtanāyataḥ sahasva sarvāṁ druḥāndās 
vāhāndo me bāhuṁ kr- [13] dhī | darbhena devajātena divaṣṭham-
benā śaśvajit. tenāham nasvato daṇān a- [14] śanām śanavāṇi ca | 
pryām ma darbhā kṛṇu vrahmarṇaṁ bhyaṁ śudrāya oś- [15] 
ryāya oṃśmai ca kāmayāmahe | sarvāṁśmai da vipaśyate | yo jāya-
māna- [16] p prthiṁv adṛhiḥ yo stabhnād antarikṣaṁ divaṁ ca | 
yāṁ bibhātaṁ nanu pāṃma vi- [17] veda sa no yāṁ darbhā 
dharuṇo dhivākāḥ z sapatnāḥ satakāṇḍas sahasvān o- [18] sud-
hināṁ prathamaḥ sam bahkāva ma no yāṁ darbhāṣ pari pāṭu 
vīṣvataḥ tena sū- [19] kṣīya mytanā prtanāyataḥ z 5 z
Read: satakandho duscyavanas sahasaparṇam uttirah | darbho ya ugra oṣadhis tam te badhnāmy āyuṣe z 1 z nāsyā keśān pra vaptani norasi tādām ā ghnaste | yasmā achinnaparnena darbhena śarma yācchati z 2 z divi te tūlam oṣadhe prthivyām adhi niṣṭhitah | tvaya sahasrakāndenāyuṣ prā vardhayaṁaha z 3 z tisro dīvo ‘ty atrṇat tisro dyām prthivīṁ uta | tvaya durhārdho jihvāṁ ni ṭraṇām vacaṁ ca z 4 z tvam asi sahamāno aham asmi sahasvān | ubhān sahasvantāḥ bhūtvā sapatnāṁ sahisāvahī z 5 z sahasva no bhimāṁ sahasvā prtenāyataḥ | sahasva sarvāṁ durhārdas suhārdo me bahūn krūhī z 6 z darbhena devajātena diviśthambhena sāsvad it | tenāhām sāsvato janāṁ asanāṁ sanavāni ca z 7 z priyaṁ mā darbha kṛṇu vrahmarājanyābhyāṁ sūdṛāva cāryāva ca | yasmāī ca kāmayāmaha sarvasmāl ca vipaśyate z 8 z yo jāyamānas prthivīṁ adṛṇād yo śatabhād antariṣkam divaṁ ca | yaṁ bibhratam nanu pāpmā viveda sa no ‘yaṁ darbho dharruṇo ‘dhivākāḥ z 9 z sapatnāḥ śatakāndha sahasvān oṣadhīnāṁ prathamāḥ sam babhūva | sa no ‘yaṁ darbhaṁ pari pātu viśvatas tena sākṣāva prtaṇāṁ prtaṇāyaḥ z 10 z 4 z

This is very close to the text of S; in the case of the most notable variations (in 1b, 3a, and 9d) Whitney in his Translation has adopted the Pāipp readings, most of which are those of the S ms. Whether 4b can stand as given here is doubtful; S has tiers imāh prthivīṁ uta.

(§ 19.33)


Read: sahasārghyāś satakāndha payasvān apām agnir virudhāṁ rājasūyam | sa no ‘yaṁ darbhaṁ pari pātu viśvato dāivo manir
äyusā sam sṛjāti naḥ z 1 z ghṛtād ullabhdo madhumān payasvān bhāmidrāho 'cyuta' cyāvayiṣṇuḥ | nudan sapatnān adharūnś ca kṛṇan darbāh roha mahatām indriyena z 2 z tvam bhūmim aty ecy ojāsa tvam vedyām sidāsi cārur adhvare | tvām pavitraṃ sāya 'bharaṇta tvam punhi duritāny asmat z 3 z tiksṇo rājā viṣāsahī rakshohā viśvacarṣāniḥ | tejo devānām balam ugram etat tat te badhnāmi jarasvastaye z 4 z darbhena tvam kṛṇu vīryāni darbham bibhrad ātmanā mā vyathiṣṭāh | atiṣṭhāya varcase 'dhy anyān sūrya ivā bhāhi pradiśāḥ catasrah z 5 z 5 z

In 3c I have adopted (with Whitney) the reading of SPP; in 5c 8 has (by emendation) varcasādhī. The compound of ud+ labh (st 2a) is not quotable, but it seems to me quite as good as S 8ullupto.
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Pāda a is correct; in b a probable reading is arvān anu vātī vātaḥ, but I can make nothing of śātenāmant: in c read urjāvatāt and bījam, in d 6valiśām.

indra ca nām haryaśvo [10] agnir va rohitāśvah aśvinā rāṣu-bhāśva kṛṣṇa devim ayoyujam

In pāda a read indraś cāinām, in d ayoyujan.


Over the last syllable of pāda b the ms has "2."

In pāda a read varatām ā yaccha, in b ingaya: in d lāṅgalam.

For our ab cf. S. 3. 17. 6cd.

yunaktu vāhā vyogā tano ihate kṣetre vapaṭeha bi- [13] jaṁ tathā dhātā tathā bhaqas tathā kṛṇatām aśvinā z 4 z tathā devi [14] sarasvatā|

In pādas ab read yunakta, and vi yugā tanoteha te kṣetre. Period and numeral to be placed at end. In the right margin at the end of line 13 the ms corrects vapa 0 to vapyā 0. For our ab cf S. 3. 17. 2ab.

supippalā cāsadhayo nāhinām aksataḥ tad indro varu- [15] no vūyur aśvinadām me privatā vacah z

Probably tad is the end of pāda b but I can make no satisfactory
suggestion for the pāda; the rest can stand but the metre is irregular: for pāda a cf § 3.17. 5a, and for pāda d cf RV 10. 97. 14d.

dhātā pāda vr̥haspati bhū- [16] myāḥ saṃajita akān kṛṣiṃ devās svarrvidaḥ kalyāṇi subhāgeva yā |

In pāda a read o patir, in b akran, and possibly samecim before it.

[17] saṃsthāyān vapaṇyāsānaḥ ustrirātra madhumārgnam añāsam | anyasya bhāumā [18] puruṣasasya bhāumā paśūnām nu ki śratan- tām x

In the right margin the ms has saṃsayaṁ, probably to correct the end of pāda b; there is also an interlinear correction indicating the insertion of a second bhāumā before paśūnām.

For pāda a possibly we might read saṃsthāpyān vapaṇe ny āsan, or something like that; in b I would read madhumantam añāsam, but I cannot solve ustrirātra. Insert bhāumā at the beginning of pāda d as the ms indicates.

tīrā varṣanto vr̥ṣṭaṅgo [19] bhūpaye mahame vr̥dez x z pinvānas parjanyas tisṭhaṁ sā puruṣayod a- [20] yati sūryah ānandam janayan yuva sarvārātir apabadhamānāh |

In the right margin the ms corrects to (varṣa)ntu.

In pādas ab read varṣantu and bhūtaye mahase; in c read tisṭhaṁ, in d sa and eti, in e yuvat or possibly janayaty utsa, in f sarvā arātir. vi- [fi43b] jīṣva prthvi mayūr vipakṣa mṛdvi bhava bhadram rohatu dhānyum x

In pāda a read vi jīhiśva, in b vipakṣā (from vipakṣas); mayūr I cannot solve.


In pāda a read sedha and possibly gā sājān, in b oerām and probably vāhas; in c no.

soṣmākam ugrās saṃrabdhās tan naṣ kīṁ caṇāmamat. z rāyas poṣam ūnāśi- [4] rā yo vite bhagāsa ca yaḥ |

In the left margin is "tho."

For pāda a we may read so śmākam ugrās saṃrabdhās, in b I would suggest tam na; in cd oṣrātho.


Over the third sign in line 5 in written mna.
In pāda a jyāśthi would probably be better, and samudram is the only suggestion I can make for the second word; in b read no bhūhenvataḥ; in d read bhūhenvatu: the last two pādas seem possible as they stand, and it seems better to take them into this stanza.


In pāda a read vāhān, remove colon, in b probably vinītām etu bhūmim; in c vāyrdhānā, in d kṛṇutam. Cf §3.17.5.

yuvaṁ naś pīparad aśvi- [9] nā jyotismati tamaś tīrāḥ tāṁ asmāi rāsāyatāṁ īsāṁ z

Read: yā naś pīparad aśvinā jyotismati tamas tīrāḥ | tāṁ asme rāsāthāṁ īśāṁ z 14.2.6

For this stanza see §19.40.4 and RV 1.46.6.
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bhavaty e | [8] tasyānityuktasya mukham rocate adhipatiḥ ugra
vai namātāpo yad dhṛādudaya- [9] s tāsāṁ maruto ** *** ***
grāpo veda maruto [10] adhipatiḥ, ugro balavān bhavati mārutam
śardha ity enam āhur adhipatiḥ | z [11] zahi vai nāmātāpo yad
varṣam tāsāṁ parjanyo adhipatayah yo vāyāt maruto [12] veda |
parjanyam adhipatim ahassvāmitrabhāvah bhavaty ethinaena svā
nādaṇya u- [13] smāg vayaṁ iti asmāts charvo vrīṭhe mahīyate
adhipatiḥ z abhimanyā vāi nā- [14] mātāpo yat svarā tāsāṁ
āśvinādhipatin. z yo vāyātām abhimanyāpo veda [15] aśvinām
adhipatin, abhimanyate bhrātrvya nāmaṁ bhrātrvyaabhimanyante
tasmā. [16] māntor mattaṁ anumate adhipatiḥ paricinto vai
nāmātāpo yāh kaviśvāṁ tāṁ [17] yamo adhipatiḥ yo vāyātā pari-
citir ēpo veda ēmam adhipatin [18] pary ēnam syāsya viśvāsyā
vaiṣṇavaty adhipatiḥ z rāntaya vāi [19] nāmātāpo yas strīyās tāsāṁ
kāmo adhipatiḥ yo vāyātām rāntir ē- [f144b] po veda kāmam
adhipatin rāmane smīn ramaṇīyo yo [2] bhavati kāmāva strīnām
adhipatiḥ z vīśvabhṛto vāi nāmātāpo yat puru- [3] ṣas tāsāṁ
mṛtyur adhipatin. viśvāsyā bharta bhavati viśam ēnam vihārtāṁ
sa [4] trayo aṣyaya grha dhiyante | daksināgni gārhaspatya-
havaniyā e- [5] nam catvāri vāmāni gaṅchati nīkāh kānto
āśvataro stī adhipatiḥ z [6] ēmāṁ vāya tāsāṁ apāṁ hīmāva
nāudhaḥ soma [7] vatsah paramesṭhy adhipatiḥ yo vāya tāsāṁ
apāṁ hīmavantaṁ nāudhaṁ somam va- [8] tāṁ paramesṭhy
adhipatiḥ paramesṭhi bhavatu gaṅchatu paramesṭhin rāma-
[9] m adhipatiṁ bhavati svānāṁ cānysaṁ ca ya evam veda zz
zz [10]
it y atharvanikapāpaśrādaśkāhayām deśādaṁ kandaṁ samāptāḥ z z
Read: ārādhvāscuto vāi nāmātā ēpo yat oṣadhyas ca vanas-
patayaḥ ca tāsāṁ agnir adhipatiḥ | yo vā etā ārādhvāscuta ēpo
vedāṅnam adhipatiṁ | athātāṁ etā ārādhaṁ upa tīṣṭhanty evānasm
ārādhvā upa tīṣṭhanty adhipatiḥ bhavati svānāṁ cānysaṁ ca ya
evam veda z 1 z

praskadvarīr vāi nāmātā ēpo yat puruśās tāsāṁ ādityo adhi-
patiḥ | yo vā etās praskadvarīr ēpo vedādityam adhipatiṁ |
athātā ētasmīm udyaṁ praskandanty evāsīmīṁ āyatī praskandanty
adhipatiḥ * * z 2 z

takvarīr vāi nāmātā ēpo yāh sūdāyās tāsāṁ prīthivy adhipatīn | 
yo vā etās takvarīr ēpo veda prīthīvīṁ adhipatīn | athātā ētasyāṁ
pranuttās takantīr yanty evānīna dviṣantāḥ pranuttā yanty adhipatiḥ * * z 3 z
vaśīnir vāi nāmāitā āpo yāh syandante tāsāṁ varunā ṛadhātipathy | yo vā etā vaśīnir āpo veda varunām ṛadhāpam | athāśa etāsāṁ syandāmānānāṁ vaśāṁ adattā evā dviṣātāṁ vaśāṁ adattā ṛadhāpam  0  0  z 4 0

ūrjā vāi nāmāitā āpo yad bhāvas tāsāṁ tvaaṣādhipatīḥ | yo vā etā ārjāpo veda tvaaṣārām ṛadhāpatiḥ | ūrjāśi tejasvī bhavati prasāhān paśān āpnotey ṛadhāpatiḥ  0  0  z 5 0

ōjo vāi nāmāitā āpo yam madhu tāsāṁ indro adhipatīḥ |  yak vā etā oja āpo vedendram ṛadhāpatiḥ > | ojasvī virāvān indriyāvī bhavati pararājaḥ sabbāyāṁ madhuparkam āpnotey adhipatīḥ  0  0  z 6 0

vaṛca vāi nāmāitā āpo yad gaḍtaṁ tāsāṁ pūṣādhipatīḥ | yo vā etā vaṛca āpo veda pūṣānām ṛadhāpam | vaṛcasvī tejasvī bhavaty tetasvāṁ ity uktasyā mukham rocate ṛadhāpam  0  0  z 7 0

ugṛā vāi nāmāitā āpo yad dhṛāṇāyās tāsāṁ maruto < adhipataya | yo vā etā > ugrā āpo veda maruto ṛadhāpatiḥ | ugra balavān bhavati mārutam śardha ity enam āhur ṛadhāpatiḥ  0  0  z 8 0

sahō vāi nāmāitā āpo yad varṣāṁ tāsāṁ parjanyo ṛadhāpatiḥ | yo vā etāḥ saha āpo veda parjanyam ṛadhāpatiḥ | athāśmāi mitra-bāhavo bhavanti athāmēna svā nandanty asmād vayam ity asmāc charvo vṛte mahāyate ṛadhāpatiḥ  0  0  z 9 0

abhāmayā vāi nāmāitā āpo yat svarā tāsāṁ asvinādhipatiḥ | yo vā etā abhāmayā āpo vedāśvināv ṛadhāpati | abhāmayate hṛtrtvyāṁ nānām hṛtrtvyāḥ abhāmayante tāsāṁ mantor tmaṭtam anumānyate ṛadhāpatiḥ  0  0  z 10 0

paricito vāi nāmāitā āpo yāh kārisvāṁ sāsāṁ yamo ṛadhāpatiḥ | yo vā etāḥ paricito āpo veda yamam ṛadhāpati | parīy annaḥ śyāsya viśvāṣyāḥ vaṃsān ṛadhāpatiḥ  0  0  z 11 0

rantayo vāi nāmāitā āpo yās strīyas tāsāṁ kāmo ṛadhāpatiḥ | yo vā etā rāntīr āpo veda kāmam ṛadhāpati | rāmante śmin ramanīyo bhavati kāmā eva strīyām ṛadhāpatiḥ  0  0  z 12 0

viśvabhṛto vāi nāmāitā āpo yat puruṣas tāsāṁ mṛtyur < ṛadhāpatiḥ | yo vā etā viśvabhṛto āpo veda mṛtyum > ṛadhāpati | viśvasya bhartā bhavati viśvam enam bhīrataḥ sam trayo agrayo ghe dhīyante daksīnāṅgur gāthapatyā āhavanīyāḥ | enam catvāri vāmāni gacchanti nīskakāntaḥ aśvataro śty ṛadhāpatiḥ  0  0  z 13 0

himā vāi < nāmāitā āpo yat > tāsāṁ apāṁ himavān nodhāḥ somo vatsāḥ paramēṣṭhy adhipatih | yo vā < etā himā āpo veda > tāsāṁ apāṁ himavantaṁ nodhasam somaṁ vatsaṁ paramesṭhinam
adhipatim | parames̄ṭhi bhavati gacchati | parames̄ṭhin rāmam
adhipatir bhavati svānāṁ cānyesāṁ ca ye evaṁ veda

ity atharvanikapāippalādasākhāyāṁ dvādaśas kāndas samāptaḥ

In st 8 [d]hrādayyās might be considered as an alternative to [d]hrādunayaś. In st 11 karīṣās has been suggested, but it does not seem as probable to me as karirās. In st 14 I am doubtful about nōdhāḥ (ms nāudhāḥ and nāudham): in the last clause parameṣṭhe rāmam might be considered possible. In st 9 mitrā bahavo would seem more suitable.
A MANDAIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

CARL H. KRAELING

LUTHERAN SEMINARY AT PHILADELPHIA

In the latter half of the last century the interest of prominent orientalists was attracted to an ancient religious sect, the Mandaeans or Nasoreans, still surviving in the swampy lowlands of Mesopotamia about Basra. As texts of their extensive sacred writings and a knowledge of their peculiar practices reached Europe, it became evident: (1) that they represent a remnant of the Sabeans of early Mohammedan times; (2) that their language is an East Aramaic dialect akin to Syriac and the Aramaic of the Talmud Bably.

Recently students of Hellenistic and Christian antiquity have been profoundly interested by the theology and religious lore of the Mandaeans. It was observed that the none of their texts actually antedate the Mohammedan era, the peculiar form of thought they represent belongs in a general way to the syncretistic developments of the early Christian period. Both their name and their antique theological tradition stamp them as a Mesopotamian branch of the great family of Gnostic sects. The Mandean writings thus rank alongside the well-known group of Coptic Gnostic documents, as first-hand sources for the forgotten faiths of the later East, known until recently only from the polemical works of the Christian heresiologists.

The discovery of extensive Manichean texts in Turfan, giving prima facie evidence for a third Gnostic religion, and a further insight into the situation in Mesopotamia in Christian times, has already raised the question of the interrelation of the two contemporary forms of Mesopotamian Gnosis. Taking the Mandaean and the Manichean texts together with what the Chronicle of Arbela has to say, it should eventually be possible to gain a fairly definite picture of the religious status of the Tigris-Euphrates country in the early centuries. But the discovery in Turfan has had even more far-reaching results.

Two things have become increasingly evident to those interested in Hellenistic religious developments as a whole: (1) that
to fathom the religious complex of this age or more specifically to answer the question of Hellenism and Christianity, it is necessary to operate genetically; (2) that the controlling forces in the religious evolution of the time are eastern.

The key to the riddle of the early Christian centuries is the religion of the East from the Persian period upward. Unfortunately sources for this period are almost entirely lacking. Orthodox Judaism was until recently the only calculable factor. The Manichean texts were revolutionizing in importance because they gave evidence of the continued existence of ancient Iranian beliefs in the old centres of civilization, tho often in new forms. The Mandeane sources ranged alongside the Manichean, showed sufficient correspondence in point of view to suggest the existence of a Neo-Iranian or Proto-Gnostic atmosphere in Mesopotamia, which if its elements become more discernable will serve to fill in part the lacuna represented by the immediately pre-Christian centuries in religious matters. The Mandeane texts attained to independent importance in that they seemed to preserve more of the Neo-Babylonian thought, or rather more of the Babylonian elements of the Proto-Gnostic atmosphere. The clues to this pre-Gnostic faith, built upon the old religions of the East, have hitherto been examined only in so far as they may have bearing upon the question of the origin of the Hellenistic ideas and means of redemption.

Mandeane scriptures promise to be of some slight importance for the study of Judaism. It appears that these "baptists" were not originally indigenous to Mesopotamia, but that their first home, which they left at an early date, was the region of the Hauran. The extensive Jewish elements in their tradition, if they go back to this period of Mandeane history, would give us a glimpse into the non-orthodox movements centering about Jewish thought, similar to that afforded by the Zadokite Document, and thus eventually furnish a check upon the interpretation of the orthodox thought itself.

Finally too, the Mandeans may be of some importance for nascent Christianity. They claim to be the disciples of John the Baptist, and, indeed, harbor a great amount of legendary tradition concerning the "last of the prophets." They stood at an early time simultaneously in contrast both to Christianity and to orthodox
Judaism. That there existed in the first century something of a divergence in view-point between the disciples of Jesus and the disciples of John has frequently been gleaned from the New Testament material on the subject. If, as it is said, the early Christians actually endeavored to belittle and thus to supplant the Johannine movement, and the Mandeans are truly sprung from the movement begun by John, they may aid in giving us a more realistic impression of the vitality and individuality of the Baptist point of view, one that will aid in correctly interpreting the situations suggested in Acts and portions of the Synoptic Gospels.

To delineate correctly the history of the Mandeans from purely internal evidence, to distinguish the relative priority of the diverse influences playing upon them at different times, and to estimate their importance in reconstructing Baptist, Judaistic, Protop-Gnostic and Gnostic thought, all from documents of the Mohammedan era embodying unquestionably ancient tradition, that is the difficult but fascinating problem presented by the Mandaean sources. The work has scarcely begun, but, as the appended bibliography shows, promises to draw the interest of students of Oriental, Hellenistic, Jewish, and Christian religions alike.

**TEXTS**

1. *Theological.*

   *Genza.*


Book of John.

(A Coptic ostraca of the 5th Cent., which formed part of an index to a monastery library records among the books of this library one bearing the title of a "Book of John Baptist"; cf. Recueil de travaux relatifs à la philologie égypt. et assyr., XI. 135. Was this a Coptic version of the Book of John?)

2. Liturgical.

3. Magical.

4. Unpublished texts listed in
J. Euting. Nachrichten über die mandäischen oder zahischen Manu-

PHILOLOGY

Onomasticon to the liturgies in Lidszbarski: Mandäische Liturgien.

DISCUSSIONS

Reisen im Orient. H. Petermann. 1881; vol. II, pp. 96-123.


REVIEWS


J. Landau, review of same, in "De Outraadeling van het Mandaïsme." Theologische Tijdschrift, 1890, no. 2, pp. 113-126.

J. Wellhausen, review of same, in Deutsche Literaturzeitung, 1890, no. 19, col. 473-478.


M. Lidzbarski, review of Pognon, Coupes de Khouabir, in Theologische Literaturzeitung, 1899, no. 6, col. 171-3.


R. Reitzenstein, review of Scheffelowitz, Ursprung etc., in Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen, 1923, Jan. to April, pp. 37-58.
BRIEF NOTES

Alleged intensive noun-formations in the Semitic

A view of the Aramaic grammars reveals a category of nouns which the several grammarians assign in general to intensive formations, qattal, qittal, or quttal. For lists of such nouns in the respective dialects see Kautzsch, Gramm. d. Biblisch-Aramäisch, § 50, 1, c; Duval, Gramm. syriaque, § 237; Nöldeke, Syrische Gramm., § 114, and Mandäische Gramm., § 102; Levis, Grammar of the Aramaic Idiom contained in the Bab. Talmud, §§ 876-881; Dalman, Gram. d. jüdisch-palästinischen Aramäisch, § 29, i. The same postulation of intensive formations is also maintained in the comparative grammars, Barth, Nominalbildung, § 15, cf. p. xxx; Brockelmann, Vergleichende Gramm. 1, §§ 144-148; and for ṣippōr in Gesenius-Kautzsch, Gramm. § 84, b, no. 24. Examples found in the several Aramaic dialects, including BARAM., are: ʾiddērā "threshing floor," ṣimmērā "sheep," ṣippōrā "bird"; also the borrowed ʾeggārātā "letter." Other exx. from the Syriac are: ḫesērētā "little finger," xakkērā "shield" (Duval denies that it is Semitic), ṣebēdātā "corn-ear," etc. Now it is remarkable to find intensive formations in nouns of such primary significance as the above, for the organic reduplication of a radical has generally the economic purpose of intensifying the meaning, with the development of very precise functions for the various intensive formations.

The solution of the problem is found in the fact that in the nouns listed by the Aramaic grammarians all, with but few exceptions, have for the third radical a liquid, r or l. The liquid, as it were, demands room for its articulation, and insists on holding the vowel before itself, or else introduces such an ancillary, anaptyctic, vowel, with the consequent doubling of the preceding consonant. If the stem is monosyllabic, the process is ʾimr > ʾimmar; if disyllabic, ʾimarr > ʾimmar, the doubling thus creating or holding the vowel required by the liquid. The process is parallel to the phenomenon represented by the so-called euphonic dagesh in Heb.

1The only exceptions noted by Duval and Nöldeke are: neggedā "ship-puller," qoppēdā "hedgehog"—Heb. qippōd, and so cf. Syr. qoppērā—Heb. qippōr. The dental d may have had an effect similar to l, cf. Brockelmann, I, p. 132, on occasional d > l. In the other lists the above nouns are grouped with true intensive formations, e. g. taqqantā "ordering."
with the expression of a doubled consonant, e. g. 'ımbè > innbè, 'iqbè > 'iqqèbè.

A further process appears in the sporadic development of this short vowel into apparent length. Examples are 'immar > Akk. immèrū (ā > ā by 'imāle); *supur (or *spr) > suppur > Heb. sippôr 'bird.' That the o in the latter case is not primarily long appears from the construct pl. sippôrē, Bāram. sippôrē, and Syr. seppôrā. The same process appears in *subul > sibbul + t > Heb. sibbûlet, pl. sibbûlim. Cf. the similar development of Heb. subbôlt 'his burden,' from subl. (Barth's treatment of this form, § 74, c, is expansive but vague.)

A similar process is to be observed in a series of Heb. nouns, e. g. zikkûrôn, but const. zikron = Bāram. dikron; sibbûrôn, const. šibron; and so in cases where a liquid is the second radical: gillayôn, const. gilyôn; killayôn, const. kilyôn; hērayôn. These developments are not confined to cases of liquids, e. g. hizayôn, pqqadôn; but the explanation is found in the similar liquid character of y.

We can further compare the ancient variants in the pronunciation of the place name 'eqrôn = ḫ(x)apw, Akk. amqarrûna. The nasal dissimilation in the last form is quite common in the forms we have been discussing: Syr. 'eddîrā > Akk. indîrî and Arab. 'indar; Syr. 'emmîrā > Mand. 'embrâ; Syr. šeseîrā > Arab. hin-šîr; šubiltu (as above) > Arab. sundalat; sippôr > sincôra in Sachau's papyri.

This observation of the influence of a liquid upon its surroundings, which has been rather overlooked by the grammarians,  

---

*S. Barth, § 196; Brockelmann, 1, § 211, b, § 213, c, who cursorily recognize the doubling as secondary.

*Duval, § 114, d, notices the doubling of I in such forms as Syr. 'arpellâ, 'arpellâi, cf. Heb. bzzillai, karmillo. In these cases the preceding vowel, which normally should be vocalized in Aram., is maintained by the liquid. I may add the Mandaic himilla (in the Liturgy) from hîn-'a 'if not' (normally ella), with the development of a new vowel between the two liquids. The development is similar to that represented by the spelling of the French mercelle in comparison with Eng. marcel. Also many Akk. nouns which because of their orthophonic spelling are placed in the intensive formations, certainly do not belong there, as comparison with the other Sem. languages shows; e. g. gzm'mulâ 'camel,' bkkara 'young camel.' But Delitzsch has assigned these nouns to intensive formations, Ass. Gramm. § 65, no. 24.
throws light upon certain other forms. E. g. Heb. נָּשַׂי 'neck' = saŋar, is doubtless, as generally recognized, from saur, with, as in the cases noted above, the development of a new vowel and the consequent doubling of the preceding consonant, which doubling maintains itself through all forms of sing. and pl. The monosyllabic noun should normally give gôr, gôrîm (poss. sêyârîm), gôrê. Also such a noun as 'aïjâl 'stag,' generally treated by grammarians as qattal (II. cc. in the grammars) is doubtless 'aïl developed, according to the above theory, into 'aïl, with a thickening of the i, which is properly represented by the Massora with 'aïjâl (cf. Arab. sajjîd for sajîd). Also in the interesting Heb. noun sanûrîm 'blindness,' the penultimate vowel is long because of the r; that the process is sporadic appears from comparison with e. g. 'aâyûrîm 'the blind.' Also the long vowel in Syr. pêrdâ 'fruit' is to be similarly explained.

In fine, the whole subject of the influence of liquids upon their surroundings, as also that of the distinction between primary, or organic, and secondary doubling (dependent upon phonetic circumstances), requires far more special attention than has been accorded them in the philologies. We are still too much obsessed by the conventional quantitative forms without first determining the phonetic bases.

JAMES A. MONTGOMERY.

University of Pennsylvania.

Note on the adaptation of a Chinese character to political change

Defiance of ancient tradition is finding expression in many aspects of Chinese life today. An interesting example is to be seen in two modifications of the form of the character Kuo², meaning, a state, a country.

*The unique spelling with N represents the new vowel provided with a kenes, i. e. saŋar pronounced as saŋ'ar.

*The lexicographers have in general failed in the interpretation of this word. I find its correct derivation given only by Jastrow, Dict. of the Talmud. It is a Safel form from root BRR (bright), i. e. sabror 'dazzle,' sabbîr > saŋar. The peculiar labial y and the nasal dissimilation demonstrate the word's Akk.-Aram. origin.
Wieger following the standard Shuo-wnen, originally compiled by Hsü-shen, towards the year B. C. 200, traces the character as follows:

"Yu. A primitive appanage, a post, a centre; the land that a landlord defended with the weapons of his men; represents his residence, castle or town; the limits are not indicated, because there were none."

"Kuo. An estate, well defined and surrounded with marks, as they were later on; extended meaning, a state, a country."

(A singular collateral note is that which calls attention to the character Po signifying anarchy or revolution. Wieger (op. cit.) says: "When the fiefs are upset; one character being straight up, the other upside down." One is reminded of the aptness of the ideogram during the present clash of North and South in China.)

From ancient times an alternative form for Kuo has been used, especially in rapid writing, placing within the enclosure, not Yu, the primitive appanage, but Wang, a king. Of Wang, Wieger (op. cit.) says that in the character one sees the man who connects heaven, earth and man." Obviously, was an excellent picture for a kingdom, an empire.

With the coming in of the Republic, was hardly a form that commended itself to thinking young leaders and everywhere one has been seeing the third form for this character. Here, within the enclosure, one sees Min, the people, the mass, the common multitude. The interpretation of this character is in doubt, but is perhaps "a plant with sprouts." The significance of the new form is at once apparent.

The fourth form for Kuo, the second of the two seen since the driving out of the Manchus in 1911, is scarcely in current use, but one runs across it here and there on signboards. It suggests the egotism of the new leaders and the selfishness which is so widespread in the land at present. In this form,

1Wieger, Dr. L., S. J.: Chinese Characters, transl. into English by L. Davrout, S. J.
within the enclosure \[\square\], one sees \(O^r\) or \(Ngo^2\, \mathbb{R}\). Wieger (op. cit.) defines this: "two \(\mathbb{R}\) lances in conflict, two rights that oppose one another, my right and by extension, my \(E\) go, my own person; personal pronoun, I, me."

It is scarcely to be expected that this latter form will gain wide usage.

Yale in China, Changsha.

EDWARD H. HUME.

**Armenian hariur**

According to Meillet, the origin of Armenian hariur (100) is unknown.\(^1\) As Armenian has \(as\) for vowel-\(r\), we may assume that hariur came from a word-group \(*pr\,*jur\). This word-group corresponds, in form and sense, to Turkish bir jyz (100).\(^2\) Chuvash, which differs widely from other varieties of Turkish, regularly has \(r\) instead of \(z\), and \(p\) instead of \(b\).\(^3\) A Chuvash-like dialect may have had \(*pr = bir\); and \(*jur = jyz\), or even \(*br = jyz\), for the palatal vowel of \(jyz\) can have come from \(u\) under the influence of the preceding palatal sound. We might suppose that \(*pr < *br\) represented a stressless form of \(bir\); or that a general Turkish form \(*br\) was in most dialects expanded to \(bir\), parallel with Lithuanian \(vilkas < *wlos\).

North Haven, Conn.

EDWIN H. TUTTLE.

**Sanskrit śthīv-**

Sanskrit śthīv-, apparently connected with English *spew*, shows a remarkable change of the labial consonant. This change may have come from Dravidian influence, Dravidian equivalents being Kanara tūp-, Tamil tupp-, perhaps derived from a basis with initial śt or st.\(^4\)

North Haven, Conn.

EDWIN H. TUTTLE.

---

\(^1\) Meillet, *Grammaire comparée de l’arménien classique*, § 70 (Vienne, 1903).

\(^2\) I use \(j\) and \(y\) with their Scandinavian values, in accordance with the International system.

\(^3\) Gomberg, *Die bulgarisch-türkischen Lehewörter in der ungarischen Sprache*, p. 292 (Helsinki, 1912).

\(^4\) A. J. Ph., vol. 40, p. 78.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS


In this pamphlet we have a statement and a suggested solution of a Philippine problem which must be solved in some way in the near future if the Philippine Islands are to develop and progress as they should. The problem is, briefly stated: What shall be the language of education in the Philippine Islands?

The author, whose connection with the Philippines dates back to 1900, and who has been a student of Philippine matters and a writer on Philippine subjects ever since that date, after giving some account of his Philippine activities in the Preface, states the present situation in the Islands, under the head of Preliminary Remarks, in the following way. There are three stages of education, viz., before, during, and after the period of school attendance. The language of all three should be and usually is in most countries the same. This is not the case in the Philippines, where we have no common native tongue, but only numerous local dialects. Here the language of the first and third periods is one or the other of the local dialects, that of the middle period was for three and a half centuries Spanish, and is now—since the Spanish-American War—English. Spanish attained no hold on the people during the long period of its use; it never became the language of the first and third periods. "Twenty-five years of intensive English education have produced no radical change" in the situation. English has made practically no headway against the local dialects in the first and third periods. There is no special reason why the United States should insist on using English as the language of education in the Islands unless it really serves the purpose for which it is intended. Therefore, a discussion as to what is the best language of education, the best language of the middle period, whether English or some other tongue, is most seasonable and appropriate.

This problem is then discussed under three heads, viz.,

(a) the suitability of English,
(b) the suitability of the vernacular dialects,
(c) the political questions involved in choosing one dialect in preference to another.
Under the first head, which he calls *The Present Policy* (pp. 11-32), the author points out that it was natural that English should have been chosen as the language of education after the expulsion of the Spaniards, as there was no national native tongue, and that it would have been a good thing for the Filipinos if English could have become their common educational and national language. This he asserts, however, in spite of the whole-hearted enthusiasm and faithful coöperation of the teaching body, has not been accomplished, and is indeed, under the conditions which prevail, impossible of accomplishment.

By a series of statistical tables the author emphasizes the following facts:

(1) The amount spent on education in the Philippines is proportionately as large as, or even larger than, that spent by the most progressive countries. The amount is raised by taxation in the Philippines themselves.

(2) To carry out the present program successfully two American English-speaking teachers to each school would be the minimum number required; but the number of American teachers, never sufficiently large, has now practically sunk to insignificance, there being in 1923 only 329 such teachers compared with 7668 schools and a school enrollment of 1,129,997.

(3) It would be impossible to attain the minimum number of American teachers above mentioned without a very large increase in the tax burden, and it is unreasonable to expect the Filipinos to increase their contribution for educational purposes far beyond the normal percentage contributed by enlightened peoples. Moreover, any increase in the number of American employees is opposed to the present policy of the Philippine government, which is apparently determined to Filipinize the whole civil service.

(4) If English then is to become the common language of the Philippines, it must be made so thru the efforts of Filipino teachers, who constitute an overwhelming majority of the teachers in the Islands. Of 24,132 (misprinted 24,732 in text) Filipino teachers employed in 1923, almost half (10,000) had had no secondary education, only 3411 were graduates of normal or high schools, and only 246 were college graduates. If we consider that the efficiency of the college graduates as teachers of English is only
about 75% of that of American teachers, it is evident that the average efficiency of the teaching body as a whole in this respect is very low indeed, and that the view that the Filipino teachers, even with their natural ability, honest effort, and enthusiasm, are capable "of carrying English to the Filipino home, and of rendering it the common language of the people, is absolutely untenable."

(5) Only half the school population (i.e., children between six and sixteen years of age) receive any education at all; over 900,000 out of every million who go to school may be said to receive no secondary education, and about 85% get no education above the first four grades. The great majority, therefore, of school children, who constitute only half of the child population, are taught English only during the few years they are in school, and then by Filipino teachers who themselves have for the most part an inadequate knowledge of this language.

(6) English is not used by the natives except in school; in all intercourse with those who have not studied English in school (i.e., all of the older generation and about half the children) they are obliged, of course, to fall back upon the vernacular dialects. This difference between the language of the school and that of the home makes it difficult for the younger generation through their education to improve and uplift the social state of the older generation, in accordance with the expectations of the present educational program.

(7) The argument that English is better suited to foster democratic ideals, which is the chief argument put forward in defence of the present policy, is fallacious. No language that fails to touch the masses is fit for such a purpose.

(8) It would be impossible to establish English as the national language under the present system even if the teaching were especially good. If the Islands were colonized by one million Americans, then it might be possible, but with only about 6000 Americans, and with 12,000,000 Filipinos eager for national self-government, it is unreasonable, to say the least, to expect such a result.

(9) English, though not suited to become a national language, should be retained in the schools, and taught as the most important foreign language in all grades from the lowest to the highest.
Under the heading *Adaptability of the Vernacular* (pp. 33-41) the author proceeds to develop the second phase of his problem. He states that all the vernacular dialects of the Islands belong to the Malayan group (a subdivision of the Malayo-Polynesian or Indonesian family), and are sister languages of Malay and Japanese, and that while numerous, they are all closely related. He points out that, although the vernacular dialects have been practically ignored by the United States government (cf. my article, "The part played by the Publications of the United States Government in the development of Philippine linguistic studies," *JAOS* 43, pp. 147-170), they have continued to live and thrive, and there is a decided inclination among the Filipinos to have their children taught their native dialect in addition to English. As an example of the hold the vernacular dialects have maintained even on those whose instruction in English has been the most extensive, he quotes the letter of a high-school student of Zamboanga to show that outside of the class-room 99% of high-school students revert to their native idioms. As the high school graduates of any one year constitute only 1% of the annual quota of school population, according to this only 1% of 1% of the children of school age use English naturally in conversation.

The author admits that the vernacular dialects are not so highly developed in every respect as the languages of the civilized nations of Europe and America, but he thinks that the chief deficiency, which is that of vocabulary (scientific, technical, etc.), could be remedied by borrowing from another language which possesses the required terms. He believes that "all Malayan dialects derive their root words from an Indian stock which is closely related to the Sanskrit," and therefore suggests that Sanskrit should be employed as the source of such vocabulary. The facts, however, hardly appear to bear out this presumed relationship, and it would seem much more natural and convenient to use Spanish or English for that purpose.

The author acknowledges in the second place that there is no adequate vernacular literature which would make it possible to employ any of the vernacular dialects immediately as a language of instruction, but claims with perfect truth that this need could be readily supplied by having English texts translated into the vernacular dialects by competent educated Filipinos. This would,
he rightly asserts, be much easier than teaching thousands of Filipinos to teach English, and would result in an economy of time, effort, and money.

It is unreasonable therefore, he concludes, in the face of the facts here stated, to expect the Filipinos to abandon the use of the vernacular dialects in favor of English. "The Filipinos are entitled to a national literature, and to a national dialect that can give it natural form."

Under the caption The Political Side of the Problem (pp. 42-46) the author discusses the third phase of his problem, the feasibility and expediency of adopting some one of the vernacular dialects as the national language. His statements may be thus summarized. Of the 12,000,000 inhabitants of the Islands only 1,000,000 are non-Christians, and of these all except the Mohammedans (Sulus, Samals, Magindanaws) would easily be prevailed upon to use the dialect of their Christian neighbors. The chief dialects of the Christian Filipinos are about ten in number (Tagalog, Cebuan Bisaya, Panayan Bisaya, Samar Bisaya, Bikol, Ilokano, Pampanga, Pangasinan, Ibanag, Zambal), and of these there are three (Tagalog, Cebuan Bisaya, Ilokano) which so greatly exceed all the others in extent and importance, that it is not necessary to consider any other dialect as a candidate for the position of common or national vernacular. All of these are growing and expanding, and might be expected to take in the neighboring and most closely related dialects. Ilokano will probably absorb the northern dialects Pangasinan, Ibanag, and the dialects of the pagan mountain tribes. Tagalog may be expected to extend its sphere over all central and southern Luzon (assimilating Pampanga, Zambal, Bikol), as well as over the islands to the southwest of Luzon, Mindoro, etc. Cebuan will doubtless swallow up the other Bisaya dialects, and become the speech of the whole Bisaya group and of a large part of Mindanaw (including the territory of the pagan tribes).

Of these three dialects Tagalog is to be preferred as a national tongue "both on theoretic and scientific grounds. Its linguistic preeminence and its relation to the national capital and to the Filipino heroes, supports this claim." If Tagalog had been declared the national language by the American authorities before 1907, the whole nation would long ago have acquiesced in the choice, and there would now be no national language problem. The choice of
Tagalog today for this position would be the ideal solution of the problem, and such a step is urged by real patriots and men of broad vision. If, however, local jealousies or political expediency make the choice of a single national language impossible, the field would have to be divided among the three chief dialects already mentioned, Tagalog, Cebuan Bisaya, and Iloko.

Having now completed his main argument, the author proceeds under *General Considerations* (pp. 47-52) to take up certain educational matters closely connected with the preceding. He points out that if the language of all educational agencies other than the schools, e.g., newspapers, periodicals, public libraries, popular literature, miscellaneous text-books, etc., were the vernacular, some educational facilities at least would be available for those who did not attend the schools, and an opportunity would be furnished those who had ended or completed their school course to broaden and deepen the education they had already acquired. With the use of the vernacular in all educational agencies, he thinks the educational classes created by the present system (viz., a small, intelligent, well-educated, English-speaking class; an unintelligent, partially literate class with a smattering of English; and the large, illiterate majority) would cease to exist. The first two classes would vanish and the third would tend to become literate and informed in a short space of time.

He emphasizes the fact that under present conditions there is no intelligent public opinion due to the lack of newspapers and newspaper readers, and implies that this condition would rapidly disappear with education and educational agencies conducted in the vernacular.

After giving a concrete illustration of how education in the vernacular would probably work out if applied in one of the Tagalog provinces, he devotes the last part of this section (pp. 51-52) to a brief statement in favor of education in the vernacular in the various parts of Asia and Africa under European control (India, Egypt, Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine).

At the end of the pamphlet the author draws up his *Conclusions* (p. 53) under fifteen heads. The most important of these may be summarized in the following:

(1) English can never become the common national language.
(2) This should be one of the vernacular dialects, preferably Tagalog, though for this purpose three different vernaculars are preferable to one foreign language.

(3) The use of the vernacular would shorten the elementary course, make it possible for all children of school age to get an elementary education, and thus combat ignorance and abolish illiteracy among the common people.

(4) English should be taught as a second language in all schools, elementary and secondary.

We have in this pamphlet an exceptionally strong presentation of the case in favor of a vernacular national language for the Philippines. The wealth of argument which lay ready to the author's hand is perhaps responsible for the fact that in the heaping up of his points he does not always arrange them in the order in which they would have their greatest weight, and in his enthusiasm he at times appears to overlook the fact that the adoption of a "vernacular" as the language of education in a country of many "vernaculars" would not at once and entirely solve the educational problem, as it would for example in Egypt or Syria where there is practically only one native tongue. Nevertheless, assuming the correctness of the figures on which his arguments are based, and there is no reason to doubt their accuracy, Dr. Saleeby has certainly proved his main contentions.

English has not performed and can not perform successfully the functions of the educational and national language of the Philippines. The feasibility, moreover, of employing one or more of the vernacular dialects as a substitute for English is beyond question, and this being the case the advantage of having a single one of them is too obvious for discussion. That this language should preferably be Tagalog no unbiased person familiar with the linguistic situation in the Islands would hesitate to assert, but if it is found impossible to reach this ideal, the experience of Switzerland with its three official languages, German, French, and Italian, shows the possibility of having more than one national language.

A third possibility, which has several times been suggested, namely that of forming a national language by amalgamating or combining the chief dialects into a kind of Philippine lingua franca or Philippine Esperanto, Dr. Saleeby does not mention. The pro-
ject probably merits the silence with which he treats it, but the fact that some members of the Philippine Legislature take the plan seriously (evidence the bill for the forwarding of the project introduced by Senator Villanueva of Negros—see Philippine newspapers of Sept. 27, 1924) would seem to make it advisable to state at least the hopelessness of such an attempt. It would of course be perfectly possible to devise such a language, but it would probably be impossible to induce any considerable number of Filipinos to use it in speaking or writing, just as it has proved impossible so far to popularize the use of any artificial world-language such as Volapük or Esperanto. Besides, the only possible advantage of this plan, allowing that it were feasible, would be to save the local pride of the speakers of the various dialects, as none of them in this case would be called on to give way to any one of the others.

In adopting Tagalog as the national language it would not, it seems to me, be either necessary or advisable at present for the various parts of the Islands to give up entirely their native dialects. Outside of the Tagalog district some provision should be made in the educational scheme for the teaching of the local dialects in the schools alongside of Tagalog, for if the system is changed merely by substituting Tagalog for English, many of the same difficulties already noted as resulting from the exclusive use of English as the educational medium, though probably not so great in degree, would also manifest themselves here. Tagalog should of course be a part of the curriculum from the very beginning, but it would probably be better during the first year or so of the pupils' education for the instruction to be given in the local dialects. The language of instruction should be changed to Tagalog as soon as possible, in just which grade is a matter that would have to be determined by experience, but even after this change is made it would probably be found advisable to continue the use of the local dialect in some form through a considerable part if not through the whole of the elementary course. The system of elementary education would then be somewhat similar to that in use in the English-German schools in America before the World War, in which both English and German were used as media of instruction. There is no compelling reason, indeed, why the people of the various localities should not become practically bilingual, having a good command of both Tagalog and their local dialect, just as the Jews in many countries
are bilingual, speaking the German jargon called Yiddish as well as the language of the country in which they live.

It might be argued with some appearance of truth that the adoption of Tagalog as the language of education would perpetuate everywhere, except in the Tagalog region, the present unsatisfactory educational situation, the only difference being the substitution of one alien tongue, Tagalog, for another alien tongue, English; but the two cases are radically dissimilar. The success of Tagalog as a national language would be made exceedingly probable if not absolutely certain by the following advantages which it enjoys over English. It is a language of the same kind as all the other languages of the Archipelago with the same basic vocabulary; it is already the native tongue of over one-sixth of the population of the Islands; there are hundreds with a perfect command of Tagalog available as teachers of the language.

What would be the ultimate fate of the local dialects under the bilingual arrangement here suggested, would, of course, depend on circumstances, but the chances are that in the course of a few generations the superior advantages of the official national language would become so evident to all, and the knowledge of it so widely spread among the people of all sections and of all classes, that the local dialects would sink to a position of comparative unimportance, and that it might be then possible, without harm to the educational system and without serious objection in any quarter, to discontinue their use in elementary instruction.

In advocating and putting into effect a Tagalog program, the Tagalogs should bear in mind that the favored position of their language is due not so much to any superiority it possesses over the other dialects from a linguistic point of view, as to circumstances entirely independent of the field of language, such as the fact that it is spoken in the most important part of the Archipelago, that many of the most important popular leaders were and still are Tagalogs, and so on. As a matter of fact, reasons of this kind are the reasons that usually determine the choice of any national dialect: standard English is based on the East Midland dialect of the English court in which Chaucer wrote, standard French on the dialect of the region around Paris; the standard language of many peoples is the language of their Bible translation, e.g., Ancient Syriac, Modern German, etc. The Tagalogs should be proud that
they have been able to present their countrymen with a suitable national medium of communication, but this pride should not lead them to assume a contemptuous attitude towards the other dialects, any one of which under different circumstances might conceivably have been the strongest candidate for the position of national language. Every care should be exercised to avoid the wounding of local pride and local sensibilities.

On the other hand, the wise and patriotic thing for the Bisaya and Iloko leaders to do would be to come out whole-heartedly for a Tagalog program. None of them can sincerely question the fact that Tagalog is the language of the most important part of the Archipelago, the part most closely in contact with the outside civilized world, nor can any sincerely doubt that it would be easier to make Tagalog the national language than any other native idiom.

With regard to the teaching of English in the schools after the introduction of Tagalog as the language of instruction, I am inclined to differ with the author. It seems to me that the same objections which he raises to the use of English as the language of instruction still hold with regard to the study of English in the elementary schools under the new arrangement. If the large number of pupils who never receive any instruction beyond the elementary grades do not acquire enough English to be of any special value when English is not only taught, but is also the language of instruction for all subjects, how can they possibly obtain a satisfactory knowledge of that language when it becomes merely one of the subjects of the elementary curriculum? English in the Philippine schools should be relegated to the position of the most favored foreign language, like Latin, German, or French in America. It should not be begun until the latter years of the elementary course, but its study should be continued from this point until the end of the college course. This displacing of English from the early years of the elementary course would make room for the study of the local dialects referred to above.

The special political and educational problem created by the existence of Mohammedan tribes in Mindanao and the Sulu Islands, while tacitly assumed by the author (cf. his statement, p. 42, "with the exception of Sulus, Samals, and Magindanaos, all non-Christians may be easily prevailed upon to use the dialect that their Christian neighbors use"), is not discussed. The problem is some-
what like that presented by Ulster in Ireland, and it is not impossible that its successful solution may follow in general the lines of the Irish settlement.

It is sincerely to be hoped that the Filipinos, in their agitation for instruction in the vernacular, will not stop short of the ideal course, the adoption of Tagalog as the sole national language, either with or without provision for the use of the other local dialects in the first years of the elementary course; and that their leaders will allow no question of political expediency and no pride in their local dialects to keep them from securing this best solution of their linguistic difficulties.

Johns Hopkins University. 

FRANK R. BLAKE.


The volumes of Indische Erzählert listed above are of a widely varied character and equally varied importance. Primarily the series is intended for the popular reader, but at the same time the editor, Professor Hertel, has insisted upon attention to scholarship. It is doubtful if books containing as much of the philological, the scientific, as these do could find a large sale in the United States; it would be interesting to learn what success they have in Germany.

The first three volumes are devoted to the Daśakumāracarita, the “crest-jewel” of Sanskrit picaresque literature. Hertel apologizes for presenting a new German translation of this work on the ground that the otherwise excellent rendering by J. J. Meyer (Lotus-Verlag, Leipzig, 1903) is phrased in unusual and awkward language, due to Meyer’s effort to reproduce certain phenomena of Sanskrit diction. But for the scholar not much advance is represented by the new translation.

In the third volume Hertel presents critical work. Of this the most valuable is probably the index, which covers many subjects and seems exhaustive on them. Next in value is the discussion of the authenticity of the Pūrvaśīthikā (introduction). Ever since Wilson first reported on the Daśakumāracarita this has been a point of disagreement; and the disagreement seems to have existed even before that time among the Hindus, for some native commentators ignore the introduction. Hertel believes that the introduction is unecht. He rejects Meyer’s theory that it was composed by Dandin during his youth, while the rest of the work was the product of his more mature mind. Hertel employs the old argument of the contradictions between the introduction and the main body of the work, and advances new ones based on inner evidence of a more subjective character. He claims that the Geist of the main work is that of artha or niti, while that of the introduction is the Geist of dharma; and, again, that the introduction is totally without humor and satire, while these qualities appear in the main work in abun-
dance. Such argument, if substantiated, would be weighty, although not necessarily final, for Meyer's theory would provide for such intellectual development in Dandin. But Hertel's evidence to support his proposition seems inadequate, the testimony insufficient; and his contention, like Meyer's theory, remains unproved. All he has accomplished is to show that there are differences of stylistic tendency. The question of the authenticity of the Pūrvapiṭhikā, although profitably agitated, is still unsettled.

The fourth volume of the series presents the translation of two Jaina novelle, or romances. Prince Aghata is Fortunatus; and the last part of the long and interesting series of Ambada's adventures establishes an interesting contact with the Vikrama cycle. Every one of these Jaina stories has a value not only as fiction but also as a source of information concerning Jainism. There is probably no more important phase of Indian literature being exploited at present than the Jaina carita texts. The Sanskrit texts of both these tales have been published in India, but the reviewer has not seen them. This volume has a number of critical and appreciative notes and a good index.

Volume five contains a translation of the celebrated, though hitherto unpublished, Bharaṭakadavātrimśikā and of the "noodle stories" in Somadeva's Kathāsaritsāgara. The latter part is of but slight interest to the scholar, since Tawney's translation is already available; but Hertel has some further interesting material in his notes bearing upon his thesis advanced in 1913 that there was once an extensive collection of noodle stories, from which those in the Kathāsaritsāgara were derived. The Bharaṭakadavātrimśikā seems to be shown by Hertel to be a Jaina satire directed against the Śaivas, although every effort has been made to remove all evidence of its purpose. In this respect it has a spiritual kinship with the Jesuit Beschie's Guruparamattakathay. Hertel endeavors to determine the author of the work and conjectures, with a fair degree of plausibility, that it is Munisundara, a contemporary of the Jaina monk Jīnakīrti, two of whose works are translated in volume seven of the Indische Erzählter. The text of the Bharaṭakadavātrimśikā has also been published by Hertel, being the next to the last item in the list above. It is based chiefly on a single MS, but also makes use of the fragments previously presented in print. No folklorist should neglect this collection. At the same time the
language is simple, although with some colloquial words, and would make good material for a beginner.

The Old Gujarati Pañcākhyaṇavārttika had already been reported by Hertel in his Das Pañcatantra (Leipzig, 1914) and the stories analyzed. He has now published a text (see the last item in the list above) and a translation (volume six of the Indische Erzähler). The language of the text is of great interest, as is bound to be the case with a dialect, practically untouched philologically, bearing so close a kinship to modern dialects on the one hand and the literary Prākrits on the other. It is to be hoped that Hertel will be able to accomplish his hope of publishing another fascicle, "containing a skeleton grammar, notes, and a vocabulary." The stories are also of interest, although other versions of most of them are well known. It is doubtful if they are volkstümlich to the degree that Hertel claims. In spite of the poor Sanskrit of the catch verses, the tales have a decidedly literary form, rather than one that is folk or oral. They have a different flavor from those in Temple's Legends of the Panjab or those in Stein and Grierson's Hatim's Tales. Instead of being oral tales that have advanced into writing, they seem to be literary stories that have declined into a somewhat less polished presentation. "Rein volkstümlich" seems a misstatement.

In volume eight appear three Jaina romances of the usual high quality. Hertel himself had previously edited and translated the text of Campaka (ZDMG 55, pp. 1 ff.) and of Pāla and Gopāla (BKS GW 69, 4). The text of the Ratnacūjakathā was published by the Nirnayasāgara Press in Bombay in 1917. The new translation improves upon the previous publication of the first two only in that it is a "verbesserte Auflage." For the translation of the third we are properly grateful.

The Persian anecdotes and jests of volume nine have been previously translated, as Hertel notes, most of them in Glādwin's Persian Moonshee (1801) and in G. Rosen's Elementa Persica (1843). Each of these two has stories missing in the other. The jests themselves, Mohammedan in their Indian presentation, are well known in the Orient and some have even penetrated to the United States. No. 73, for example, tells of a simple-minded soul who lost a donkey and then, surprisingly, gave thanks to God that he had not been on the donkey at the time it got lost. If he had
been, he would have been lost, too. A prominent Democrat, who had been mentioned for the nomination for President in 1924, though not nominated, told this rather feelingly after the election. The present edition is welcome both because it combines the two previous selections and because it makes accessible a collection that was no longer in print.

The *Liebesgeschichten* of volume twelve are episodes from the *Mahābhārata*, being the well-known tales of Yayāti (appearing here as the tale of Devayāni), Sakuntalā, and Arjuna’s twelve-year exile after he had sinned by intruding upon the privacy of Yudhishtīra and Drāupadi. In the appendixes are descriptive and textual notes.

Johns Hopkins University.  
W. NORMAN BROWN.

---


Professor Hertel gives first a brief résumé of the doctrines of Jainism and their influence on India, since Europeans—even scholars—are very incompletely informed in regard to Jainism. He then discusses the immense literary production of the Svetāmbaras, of whose works 3200 are included in a catalog published by the Jain Svetāmbar Conference in 1909. This catalog is by no means complete, as innumerable manuscripts, especially in the temple libraries, are not yet catalogued. These Jain works cover numerous subjects, including a very extensive narrative literature. These narratives have a religious purpose, as the hero usually receives initiation at the end, and resemble in form the Jātakas. Prof. Hertel compares the Buddhist and Jain styles at some length, to the advantage of the Jain, and comes to the conclusion that the Jains were the principal story-tellers of India during the middle ages and thereafter.

Two problems are involved in these narratives: the migration of stories, and the linguistic problem. The first one will be solved, Hertel thinks, by the publication of many works now hidden in Jain libraries. Treating the linguistic problem, he defends the Jains against the charge of using bad Sanskrit. The prevalence
of Sanskrit in Gujarat to a late period resulted in a colloquial Sanskrit with an admixture of Gujarātī which was used by the Gujarat authors, not because of their ignorance of the rules of grammar, but to appeal to a wider circle of readers. The author’s contention is that “there is no such thing as standard Sanskrit,” and that the Gujarātī Sanskrit has as much claim to good standing as any other. He rightly emphasizes the necessity of some acquaintance with Gujarātī for the study of Sanskrit written in Gujarat.

Prof. Hertel makes a plea for more critical editions, and dwells on the textual disfiguration of Indian manuscripts. In this respect he seems unduly pessimistic. Not all manuscripts are in the deplorable state he describes.

He concludes the brochure with a reference to the excellent work of Vijaya Dharma Sūri (now deceased) and his disciples.

Helen M. Johnson.

Johns Hopkins University.


This volume of the Heritage of India Series gives in a brief space a very admirable sketch of Classical Sanskrit literature up to 1200 A.D. The Veda and the Epics are not touched upon, and the Drama is omitted. The latter has since been treated in great detail by Keith in a separate volume published by the Oxford University Press in 1924.

The subjects discussed are the nature of Classical Sanskrit as a language, the Kāvyas including a discussion of Āṣvaghoṣa and the predecessors of Kālidāsa, the prose romances and campūs, the popular tales, the didactic fables, lyrics and gnomic verse, and theories of poetry.

Strong arguments are advanced to prove the use of Sanskrit for secular literature in the pre-Christian period and to disprove the theory that Sanskrit was confined to those who sacrificed and engaged in theological speculations and that some primary Prākrit was first used for secular literature.
Brief mention is made of the literary value of early inscriptions and panegyrics.

Keith regards it as certain that Bhāsa is the author of the dramas published under his name and dates him before 300 A. D. The reviewer is not yet absolutely convinced that Bhāsa was really the author of the dramas ascribed to him. The evidence is not unequivocal.

This little volume is more than a popular sketch of the subject. It is a scholarly contribution which will be just as valuable to the specialist as to the layman.

University of Chicago.

WALTER E. CLARK.


The text, introduction and notes are the work of Jackson and Ogden. The translation is a revision of a translation made by Nariman.

The long and valuable introduction gives an account of the life and times of Harsha, a discussion of royal authors and patrons in India and especially of Harsha as an author and literary patron, the plot of the drama with a summary of time allusions and the duration of the action, the sources of the play, a discussion of the legend of Udayana, the relation between the Priyadarśikā and the other dramas of Harsha, the resemblance of the play to Kālidāsa’s dramas and its position in Sanskrit literature, the language and style of the play and the method of constituting the text, the metres employed and a list of flowers and shrubs mentioned in the play. An appendix discusses the use of a play within a play on the Indian stage.

The text is given in Roman letters with translation on the opposite page. On the whole it is based on the Srirangam edition of Krishnamachariar with some readings taken from Gadre’s text. The Prakrit however has been normalized on the whole to conform to rules set up by Pischel on the basis of the Prakrit grammarians. The reviewer is strongly opposed in principle to such normalization of the Prakrit passages in Sanskrit dramas. It seems to him
that the Prākrit should be based primarily on an exhaustive study of the manuscripts. Such a study however was beyond the scope of the present edition which lays chief emphasis on the translation, notes, and introduction, and prints a Sanskrit text only as a convenience to the reader who knows Sanskrit. Therefore the editors were obliged either to follow one of the uncritical Indian editions or to normalize the text.

About thirty-five pages of valuable explanatory notes are given at the end of the translation.

The play is a conventional Minor Heroic Drama without much originality. But it is a pleasing work marked by simplicity of style and skill in handling the incidents of the plot. This edition is admirably adapted to the needs of beginners who are just beginning to feel their way into the difficult field of Classical Sanskrit Literature. After their first year of Sanskrit in a Reader which has an admirable vocabulary and copious notes my students feel complete bewilderment when I throw them into an edition of some text printed in India, give them a big dictionary, and tell them to sink or swim. Such editions form a good bridge to more advanced work.

I regret that a Sanskrit chāyā of the Prākrit passages was not given. The book is intended for beginners rather than for advanced Sanskritists and since there is no good dictionary of Prākrit beginners are helpless before a Prākrit text. It seems to me that either a chāyā or a good vocabulary of the Prākrit passages ought to be given in all Western editions of Sanskrit dramas.

University of Chicago. WALTER E. CLARK.


This little volume, one of the trilogy of volumes on Buddhism planned for by the editors of "The World's Living Religions" series, does not pretend to be more than an introduction, but it counts among the few notable small books which have a value very far exceeding their size. The editors of the series are to be commended for presenting Buddhism not as a single whole, but in the Southern Asiatic, Japanese and Chinese forms that marked its
development under varying national conditions. For the volume on Buddhism in China they could not have chosen anyone better qualified, both by experience and sound scholarship, than Professor Hodous. Not a few writers on the world's religions have been limited to a knowledge of the sacred books of the religions they discuss. Although such knowledge is of unquestioned importance in a study of any religion, it is not in itself sufficient. One must have intimate and sympathetic understanding of the spiritual psychology of believers in the faith being studied. While well qualified in both respects Professor Hodous has gained an unusual insight into the religious thinking of Buddhists. He has given an interpretation of the Chinese form of Buddhism that is not to be matched in any other writing.

It is almost a pity that Professor Hodous did not retain in his title the term "Foism" which appeared in the preliminary announcement of the book. The term, although unfamiliar, would have helped to emphasize a point which is made clear throughout the volume, that Chinese Buddhism is distinctly an indigenous Chinese development of the Buddhist inspiration which came originally from without.

The volume has four characteristics of great value: First, it is written in a spirit of sober but sincere sympathy with the religious aspirations of Buddhism, and with the aim of interpreting what this faith means to those who believe in it. Second, it makes clear, with well-selected illustrations and critical analysis, the interpenetration of Buddhism into Chinese life, indicating the extent to which native Chinese attitudes were incorporated into the Buddhist system and given a distinctly Buddhist significance. While it is true, as was noted above, that Buddhism was definitely Sinicized and became a thoroughly indigenous Chinese religion, it is also true that many of the ethical, social and religious elements of Chinese thinking were "Buddhaised." Third, it shows the widening of horizon, enrichment of thinking and vitality of inspiration which came from Buddhism into Chinese life. The detailed analysis of this inspiration and its illustration in concrete instances are particularly well done.

Finally the book pictures clearly the important factors in "present-day Buddhism." Although this title is given to but one of the chapters, much of the material in other parts of the book
belongs to this topic. One may hope that Doctor Hodous will soon prepare out of the rich material that has been successfully condensed into the concise and vivid presentation of this small volume, a more extensive and detailed study of the whole subject. Growing out of the study of present-day Buddhism very happy suggestions are given for a more Christlike approach to Buddhists on the part of Christian workers; one in which the religious psychology and spiritual values of their own faith can be made use of as a help in understanding a faith which many believe will fulfil Buddhism just as it was intended to fulfil, and not destroy, the values of the Hebraism out of which it grew.

It is perhaps unfair to point out omissions in a work which definitely accepts very great limits of space. Three faults should be mentioned, however. First, a more complete statement should have been given of the process by which Buddhism was introduced into China and of its history within China. A great deal of fresh material is available from the expeditions into Central Asia led by Stein, von Le Coq and Pelliot. This material has not been drawn on to any great extent. A résumé of the history of Buddhist development in China might well have been added also. Some developments in Buddhism can only be understood in the light of the contests between Buddhism and the two Chinese systems, Taoism and Confucianism, with which it competed. The story of Chinese Buddhists who made pilgrimages to India, while familiar, might well have been repeated to emphasize the devotion to the faith which characterized the early converts. All this could have been given without greatly enlarging chapter two.

Secondly, I would note the failure to emphasize the elements in indigenous Chinese philosophical and religious thinking, particularly expressed in Taoism, which were similar to some important elements of Buddhism and formed a preparation for Buddhism. The doctrines of Tao which stressed harmony with nature, spontaneity and non-aggression, and a negative attitude toward the complexities of civilization are among the points that should have been brought out.

A third criticism to be noted is the lack of any treatment of the effect of Buddhist inspiration on literary and artistic development in China. To many Westerners Chinese art is the best known feature of Chinese culture. It would have been well to show the
relation of China's notable art movements to Buddhism. Esthetic and religious inspirations are often connected. The author does refer to the relation of Feng-shui. He might well have brought out in this connection the extraordinary appreciation for nature which is illustrated by the charming locations in which all Buddhist temples are found.

One closes the book with the very earnest hope that Professor Hodous will soon prepare a fuller presentation of his material. One is particularly anxious to see the development which he will give to such suggestive ideas as the following: Buddhism as the essential religion of the Chinese; Buddhism as filled with significant social teaching; the Buddhist Purgatory as a warning and deterrent to unsocial acts, etc. One vivid statement is unforgettable. "What our Buddhist religion teaches us is: 'Let it pass!'" One would like to have a chapter on that text. And another on the delightful reference to the neighborly, serviceable wife of whom her Buddhist husband said, "Wife, I should think you would make a first-class Christian." Apparently the ideal of Martha, rather than that of Mary, has received too great emphasis in some forms of Christianity. One closes Professor Hodous's volume with new understanding of the religious experience of the Chinese as well as a new appreciation of the meaning of Buddhism.

Lucius C. Porter.

Columbia University.


It would be difficult to find within so small a compass as much digested and well arranged information as this booklet, with its eleven maps, its tables and its bibliography, contains. Dr. Haushofer of the University of Munich has written luminously of Japan in previous works, and now brings his mature views and statements very close to 1924. With German thoroughness, he looks first at the natural foundations and those great silent forces in earth and the universe which have moulded the body and influenced the minds of the most progressive race in Asia. After looking at the earth crust, oceanic environment, climate and living creatures on
land and sea and in the air, he tells us of government and religion. Then he passes on to the social organization and the gradual development from clan and tribe to the modern national parliament and the varied features and functions of the modern state. He gives one the impression, and a correct one, that Japan is not only one of the most closely knit national structures, but also, considering its rather slender material resources, one of the most efficient in action and product. Yet while remarkably full in detail concerning the Japanese people and country in the proportions such as we formerly conceived them, the author deals very slightly with that tremendous problem which Japan has on her hands, viz., the government of what were her colonies, Korea, Formosa, etc.; but which are now integral parts of the imperial realm.

Not much space is given to the history which is now unfolding from that norm in the Mikado-centric theory and is making the nation more than throne or emperor. The maps help finely to aid the generalizations of the erudite author. One might almost wish that Dr. Haushofer could find the time and desire to follow, in a larger work, the illustrious example and the model of his predecessor Rein, whose work among serious books on Japan stands preeminent.

WILLIAM ELLIOT GRIFFIS.

Pulaski, N. Y.

Untersuchungen zum Hexateuchproblem, I Der Priesterkodez in der Genesis (Beihste zur Zeitschrift für die Alttestamentliche Wissenschaft, 38). By Max Löhre, D. Dr., Professor of Theology in the University of Königsberg i. Pr. Giessen: Verlag von ALFRED TÖPELMANN, 1924. 32 pp.

To any observant student it must be self-apparent that the scientific study of the literary origins and history of the Hexateuch is standing upon the threshold of a new era. The number of capable and authoritative scholars who feel the insufficiency and inconclusiveness of the so-called "Documentary Hypothesis" and its failure to answer satisfactorily all the many problems which it has raised, is growing steadily. It is a healthy and welcome sign, for it means that the next generation will surely witness a steady
and worthwhile advance in Biblical knowledge in all its wide ramifications.

The leaders in this movement thus far have been Wiener, Eerdmans, Sellin, Dahse and Smend. Now Löhr has added himself to the group. The general title of his latest work, *Untersuchungen zum Hexateuchproblem*, of which the booklet under review, *Der Priesterkodex in der Genesis*, is only the first, and presumably a very small part, indicates the author's intention to extend his investigation over the whole Hexateuch. It might have been the part of moderation and propriety to await the completion of the entire work, before presenting this review, were it not that in this little pamphlet the author seems to have stated his main general conclusions with considerable fullness, seemingly in purposed anticipation of the eventually finished work, and almost as a challenge to fellow scholars in the Hexateuchal field to consider now and to pass judgment upon his conclusions.

The present booklet is small but compact and comprehensive. The author professes himself, both in his brief introduction and in the body of the work itself, an immediate and sympathetic follower of the Biblical scholars of the new school named above. His general thesis is that the "Documentary Hypothesis" is inadequate and untenable. In particular he claims that the advocates of this hypothesis have emphasized far beyond the bounds of scientific propriety the significance of stylistic analysis of the text of the Hexateuch and the conclusions with regard to documentary differentiations and literary history drawn therefrom. Unquestionably this is the weakest point in the method of the adherents of the "Documentary Hypothesis."

But having posited this negative premise, the author proceeds to advance certain positive hypotheses and conclusions of his own, as far-fetched, fanciful and unproved as can be. He contends, in the first place, that the entire theory of four main documents, J, E, D and P, is without foundation, that there never were such documents at all, and in particular, in consideration of this first field of his Hexateuchal research, no separate, independent Priestly Code of post-exilic composition. Instead, he endeavors to show that not a few fragments of those portions of Genesis which are usually assigned to the Priestly Code, notably 17, 6-8, the nucleus of 23 and the greater part of the creation-Sabbath story in 1 and
of the flood-story in 6-9, are of pre-exilic authorship. He makes these assertions either gratuitously or with proof so flimsy, illogical and unconvincing that even a beginning student must mistrust them.

Instead of these four main documents of the older school he maintains that there were numerous pre-exilic collections of legends (Sagenkrünze) centering about the figures of the patriarchs, collections of ancient Torah, and the like. These were woven together by Ezra in Babylon into one large, composite literary work, the Torah. This was brought by him to Palestine for the guidance, edification and enheartening of the restored Jewish community. The different stories or story-groups and the various, oft-repeated motifs and separate details found in them were designed by Ezra to establish or strengthen the people's faith in Yahwe, in His eventual salvation of them and in their ultimate triumph and dominion over their enemies, and to establish their rightful claim upon the land of Palestine, and the like. To this original compilation of Ezra there were innumerable later additions and insertions of varying character, purpose and age. Such, in brief, is the author's hypothesis of the literary origin and evolution of the Hexateuch, which, he seems to believe, his present little work has established conclusively.

Many of the details of literary analysis are keen and merit sympathetic consideration. This fact is acknowledged all the more gladly because it must be coupled with the regrettable judgment that beyond this the work possesses very little scientific merit. As a whole it is unconvincing and should be studied and used with extreme caution and reservation. The author's main conclusions are rash, gratuitous, unfounded and misleading. His method is far less reasonable and satisfactory and in conformity with the principles of true science than that of the older Documentary school. All in all, therefore, this little book does not represent any real advance in the domain of Biblical Science. The old, difficult problems still remain as troublesome as ever. The correct solution must lie in a different direction, a slower and more cautious procedure, and a more sober, reliable, and truly scientific method.

Hebrew Union College.

Julian Morgenstern.
Orientalists of an earlier generation enjoyed one great advantage over those of the present; by necessity, they were forced to know their Greek and Latin classics. Today, so enormous is the mass of cuneiform tablets that little attention is paid by Assyriologists to the Greco-oriental writings; the one exception is Berossus, the Chaldaean priest and astrologer, from whom the later classical writers learned the most of what they knew of ancient Babylonia. Hitherto, we have been forced to depend on the collection of fragments in C. Müller’s *Fragmenta historiorum graecorum*, ii, 495ff., but this edition, though a monument of learning in 1845, was made without reference to the cuneiform sources, and a new edition is welcome.

We turn at once to the fragments collected in the appendix. Our chief source is still Alexander Polyhistor, quoted direct or through Abydenus by Eusebius in his Chronicle, and this in turn is preserved through quotation of the original Greek by Syncellus or in Armenian translation. Schnabel may now use the newer translation of the latter given by Karst in the Berlin edition of the church fathers. In one respect, the earlier translations of Mai and Schoene were more usable, for translation into Latin demanded classical forms which correspond to the Armenian alphabet at the time it was adapted from the Greek, while Karst has employed the shifted values of the modern alphabet. The difficulty of turning proper names back into the Greek is obviated by Schnabel, so far as possible, by placing the Greek of Symmachus and the Armenian in parallel columns, but this does not avail where only the Armenian is preserved. A new witness to Eusebius is found in the Syrian Chronicle of Mar Michael.

The more important of the remaining historical extracts are taken from Josephus, of whom we now have the critical edition of Nieze, and for the majority of the minor fragments we likewise have better editions. Schnabel has greatly increased the value of his book by carefully noting all variants. For the historical portions, there are a number of new fragments, from Helladius, quoted by Photius, from Hyginus, from Hippolytus, and one each added from Cicero’s *Divination* and Pliny’s *Natural History*. The well known reference to Gilgamesh by Aelian is of course included.
Hesychius once refers a Babylonian gloss to Berossus, from which Schnabel assumes that the entire list of twenty Babylonian words explained in the lexicon is from the same writer.

More important additions are to be found in the Astronomy, which Schnabel believes merely a part of the first book. He gives cogent reasons, yet it may be doubted if the influence of Berossus on later Greek astrology would have been so great had his astrology been contained in a rather dry work of ancient history. Schnabel excludes fragments 18 f. of Müller, from Stobaeus and Plutarch, but adds important extracts from Palchus, Cleomedes, Aetius, and an unknown commentator on Aratus. These are all attributed to Berossus by name; less surely, from content, fragments are found in Augustine, Pseudo-Epicurus, and Lucretius.

The greater part of the prolegomena was printed and separately issued in 1912. It has not been reset, and readers will save much time if they first note the substantial retractions in the brief "Berichtigungen." The personality, life, and work of Berossus is sketched as fully as our sources will permit, and then comes the main portion of the prolegomena, the study of the sources. Source investigation of lost authors is a quagmire whose safe traverse demands exceptional skill, and Schnabel has not always been successful, as witness his retractions. It is especially irritating to be half convinced by plausible theories as to Jewish or Christian literature, only to discover that the view is no longer held. Yet it would be quite unfair to give the impression that this work is futile. Students who exercise the requisite caution will find in these chapters a mine of information and a wealth of suggestion. Certainly no investigator of the fragmentary but highly important works in Greek which deal with the Orient can neglect these chapters.

Following chapters are less successful. That dealing with the cuneiform sources of the Babyloniaca is so brief that it might better have been omitted. Nor will much be gained by the chapter on chronology. In the reviewer's opinion, the attempt to extract exact chronology from Berossus is hopeless; when we have cuneiform sources, we may attempt to explain his chronological eccentricities, but not before.

"Babylonian astronomy in the time of Berossus," the last chapter, has little to do with our author, and is most forbidding in
appearance, for some pages seem taken from a handbook of the
higher mathematics. Understanding is difficult without constant
reference to the various works of Kugler and of Weidner. Nor does
one feel much safer with the astronomers than with the source
critics. What shall we do when a University of Pennsylvania
tablet, supposed to be Kashshite, is dated by Weidner at about
1500 B.C. and by Kugler at 424 B.C.?

However, certain results of assured value are secured. Strabo,
quoting probably Posidonius, names among the Babylonian mathe-
maticians Kidinas and Naburianius. Undoubted fragments of the
former have been found in the recently published work of Vettius
Valens and in a new commentary on Ptolemy, and two other frag-
ments seem proved by Schnabel, in Ptolemy himself, and in
Geminius. We now find the same Kidinnu on Babylonian tablets,
which present his tables. Other tablets use the tables of Nabu-
rimannu, that is, of Naburianus, and Schnabel has made it proba-
able that the title cited by Hesychius as Mindaloessa stands for
mindatu sha shame, which would be translated by περὶ τὰ ὀψάνα
σύννασις.

Schnabel then calculates the dates at which the two systems were
worked out, 427 B.C. for that of Nabu-rimannu, 314 B.C. for that
of Kidinnu. The former was published in Greek in this year, the
latter at first only in Babylonian. He then goes on to prove that
Kidinnu discovered the tropic year and the precession of the
equinoxes. If this is true, and Schnabel seems to have made out
his case, then to Kidinnu goes the enormous credit of the dis-
covery. Babylonia is once more the teacher of Greece in scientific
matters, Hipparchus loses his chief claim to distinction and be-
comes a mere copyist, and Schnabel is justified in declaring that
Kidinnu was the greatest astronomer of antiquity.

In his "Vorwort" Schnabel begs the critic to take the work
as a whole, not in its parts. If we cannot exactly approve every
point, we can heartily sympathize with his second plea, that to
write the book he must combine in one classical philologist, Assyrlo-
logist, Old Testament student, chronologer, astronomer, historian
of antiquity. His conclusion, that such work on the boundaries
must always be ungrateful, we cannot accept. Schnabel has made
an important contribution, and it will be appreciated.

University of Illinois. A. T. OLMSTEAD.
The political rehabilitation which has ensued to France from the Great War has been accompanied by an intellectual revival, shared in by other sciences, but, as the readers of the Journal must have remarked, eminently by Orientalistic studies. The centenary of the Société Asiatique came at a happy moment when France not only was restored to her own in Europe but found herself enlarged as an Oriental power. It is of interest to note that of the Great Powers which had played the part of masters of the Near Orient, which is almost synonymous with Islam, France alone has come out unimpeached in her holdings. To be sure, England has gained Palestine and established patronal rights over Arabia; but the latter has ever been a troublesome heritage to empire, while Palestine is politically valuable as a pis aller to Egypt, control over which England is fast losing. For it has become an autonomous kingdom, with reservation made only of the Suez Canal and foreign affairs. But how long these reservations will be respected remains to be seen. England has withdrawn her centre of gravity in North Africa to the Soudan, whence, if she cannot control the Delta, she can threaten the water supply of Egypt at its fountain head, and is building a great harbor on the Indian Ocean, Port Soudan, to counterbalance Alexandria. But these efforts do not escape the restless Egyptians. Spain has been driven to the seaboard of Morocco by the invincible Moors of the Rif. Italy is still busy in securing her fresh claims in Tripoli, in the rear of which are the Senoussi. Only France keeps her power intact and unimpeached in Algeria and Tunisia; by her happy system of government these 'departments' of the Republic have remained untouched by 'the rising tides' of color and Islam, and have been a strength and not a weakness to la Patrie. To this secure footing
in Africa has been added by the post-war partitions the fair land of Syria, which French sentiment has claimed since the Crusades, and which despite the exclusion of the Holy Land, the real apple of the eye to the Frankish mind, has given France a coveted position in the Eastern Mediterranean, in its most beautiful and fertile territory, along with a back door into Mesopotamia. How secure this control is the censor, or else the lack of interest on part of American newsgatherers, does not permit us to learn. France had to retire from Cilicia in great precipitation, her claims in North Syria, involving the metropolis of Aleppo, are contested by the Turks, while ‘Young Syrians’ are politically restless in the Great Lebanon. The necessities of politics and the traditions of patriotism thus come in as incentives to the propagation of Oriental studies. The many excellent books in these lines now fast appearing from the French press are proof of this awakened interest and an earnest of a revival in French Orientalism which will make England and Germany look to their laurels.

The first of the titles registered above comes from the hand of one whose name is fresh in Oriental lore. M. Froidevaux, who writes the introduction, also introduces the author: “Singulière audace et que n’aurait pas un vrai savant, pensera sans doute plus d’un lecteur”; and he continues, one might add “jeune présomptueux”. But the qualifications of the writer he proceeds to expose. Captain André (who under the pseudonym Redan published a book on Cilicia in 1921, crowned by the French Geographical Society) is one of that type of practical scholarship which Europe in its political contacts with the Orient has known how to produce, whereas America in its seclusion has but professors and missionaries. A former student of the School of Living Oriental Languages at Paris, he had his apprenticeship, evidently as governmental agent, in the Sahara and Morocco, in the Red Sea and on the African shores of the Indian Ocean, and finally as French governor of a Cilician province. The author’s purpose corresponds to his training: it is to inform his countrymen of the facts and the problems of Islam, on which he holds that his fellow-citizens are too little informed, as though with a natural provincialism they could not see beyond the Algerian frontiers. And so he would give a coup d’ceil of the whole history, both extensively in time, and intensively as to values of Islam. The work does not appear to be founded at
firsthand on original sources; but who would be sufficient for such things in the wide fields of Arabic, Turkish and Mongolian learning? Yet he fulfils his purpose in giving a well proportioned and fluently written history. Modern Islam is his theme rather than the classical ages of the Orthodox Caliphs, the Omayyads, the Abbasids; and far more space proportionately is given to the Turco-Mongolian entrance into, and hegemony over, Islam, an obscure history on which we possess too little general information. Yet the importance of it cannot be too much insisted upon, for the student of the classical period is by no means qualified as an expert in modern Islam. In the second volume the various religious movements and schisms are studied, with a valuable chapter on the *Confréries*, and this is followed by appreciations of the forces of Islam in its different territories. All is treated from the standpoint of a very intelligent observer, one who is sympathetic without prejudice, withal no alarmist. Strangely enough M. André omits one region on which he might be particularly well informed, namely Syria. Have policies of state closed the gallant officer's mouth?

The second of the above titles is by one of the ranking Arabists of the world, Père Lammens, who has had an advantage over Western savants by his long life in the Orient. (It is learned that he has now left the University at Beirut to take up residence in the Jesuit College at Rome.) The work fills a long felt lacuna, that of a history of Syria by itself, by which term the author means practically the present French Syria, although Palestine is constantly included in his theme, especially for the age of the Crusades. We are so accustomed to the general method of history which studies Oriental history from the imperial capitals, from Mecca, Damascus, Bagdad, Cairo, Constantinople, that it is novel to have a history devoted consistently to one of the regions of that world. For every land lives its own life whatever may be the vicissitudes of empire, and while Biblical Palestine has been written up times without number, the Syria to the north has lacked its laureate. Père Lammens writes with a profound enthusiasm for his subject and a warm love for his adopted country. The great part of the book deals with the age since Mohammed. He is, as well known, a warm supporter of the Omayyad dynasty in his treatment of Islamic history, and he celebrates that dynasty as constituting a veritable Syrian régime, overthrown to the vast detriment of Syria.
by the Abbasides, who removed the imperial capital from Damascus. His treatment of the age of the Crusades is full and interesting; from the Frankish point of view, to be sure, but his positions must be respected as he is as much at home in the Arabic as the European sources. The intricate history of the Lebanon in the subsequent ages is given with great precision. And the conclusion of the book, with its survey of the Allied campaigns in Palestine and Syria and the results, is of value and interest as giving another view of the military and political problems involved than that which we gain from English publications. He takes a very depreciatory view of the part played by the Arabs in the désastre of the Turkish empire and of Colonel Lawrence's relations with these untamed allies. May other similar regional histories of the Mediterranean world follow suit to this informing volume.

The third of the above volumes is an archaeological study of the Pilgrimage to Mecca. Proper appreciation of this learned work must be left to the skilled Arabist. With remarkable fulness and keen criticism the author discusses all the pertinent historical allusions and innumerable and conflicting hadiths. Nowhere else can such an assemblage of facts be found. His deductions are given cautiously, he has no theory of Religionsgeschichte to establish. But apart from its authority for the Arabist, the work is full of meat for the student of the history of religions, and must become a text book for the one desirous to pursue the survivals of antique religion in Islam; and the writer's cross references and interest in the larger field will serve the reader. One small gleaning may be noted. On p. 292 he notes that the hali, the shearing of the head at the end of the pilgrimage, is not permitted to women, only a symbolic cutting of a short stretch of the hair, the reason given being that the hair is one of the attractions of a woman, and that she may not dispose of it, if married without the authorization of her husband, if a slave, of her master. This may throw light upon the vexed passage in I Cor. 11, 10: 'a woman should have a power upon her head', or a sign of power, as generally interpreted. Had St. Paul in mind rules of Jewish praxis similar to those of Arabia which gave the husband control over his wife's hair and which obviated the customary shearing after vows (cf. Acts 21, 24)? The value of the book would have been increased by a map of Mecca and its environs, and, to the American eye, by photographs, which are now easily procurable.
Al-muštaṭaf and its Press.

The Journal exchanges with Al-mušṭaṭaf, an "Arabic Monthly Review," as it entitles itself in a sub-title. It is edited by MM. Ya‘qūb Sarrūf and Fāris Nimr, who conduct the well-known press of the journal named. Al-mušṭaṭaf appears monthly, in handsome form as to type and get-up, and fulfils, as it professes, the function of a monthly magazine covering all the domains of cultured interest, from belles-lettres to science. The reviewer remarks with pleasure the attractive character of the contents, which contain many titles of real interest and originality. Archaeological subjects are included, such as the recent excavations in the Valley of the Kings, and at Jubail, and the numerous illustrations are of excellent quality. It might be well for some superficial people of political bent who take lightly "the Arabs" as if they were still barbarians, to be imposed upon by Christians and Jews in their political aspirations, to glance at these pages. To be sure they largely represent Western culture, but the composition is in the classical Arabic, which here shows how it is still able, as ever in the past, to be the purveyor of exotic sciences and yet to maintain its integrity as a language. And a great language is itself an education to a people. The Press of Al-mušṭaṭaf also issues numerous volumes as supplements to the journal, some of which have come to hand. We note basā‘iti 'ala l-ḥalak, "Text-book of Astronomy," by the senior member of the firm, well illustrated with plates of the heavens, and containing an index of the technical astronomical terms with their Western equivalents, which may well be of use to Western scholars. Another title, Fatāt Miṣr, "A Girl of Egypt," by the same writer, is a very attractive romance of high life in Cairo and cosmopolitan circles, set in a number of different scenes, ranging from London to Tokyo, at the time of the Russian-Japanese War. The theme is of the love between an English gentleman and a Coptic maiden of high degree, and the story gives scope to the discussions of war, of "Big Finance," etc. To the Western reader the glimpses into the inner life of Cairo are most interesting, and he might wish that the subject had been confined to the native field without the cosmopolitan excursions. The story is simple and charming, and quite as good as hosts of the current

The author of the second title ("Novelties and Oddities") in the heading, M. Jibrān Jalīl Jibrān, is a distinguished literateur of Libanese birth, and withal an artist of recognized merit, who has studied in Paris, and who, we understand, has taken up residence in New York. The volume is adorned with his sketches, and contains many imaginative and philosophizing pieces, of thoughtful and pleasing sentiment. Why should not our Western seminars encourage the reading of modern Arabic literature? Their Arabism is surely good enough for the taste of most students, and they give an insight into the modern mind of that literature, which may help heal the breach between "East and West" on which Dr. Adler discoursed in his recent Presidential address. Also the philologist will find crumbs of interest in this wonderfully rich language which no dictionary has ever exhausted. The reviewer notes, for example, the Libanese use of the word haikal used of a country mansion (as he had similarly observed its use in Aramaic incantation texts), of course merely a degeneration of the word until it comes to mean any "big house." In the romance named above a term used in a certain tense situation puzzled the reader, viz. musaddas. At last the context showed that it meant a "six-shooter." The use of the II. Form pass. ppl. corresponds exactly to mešullaš, used of the three-year-old cow in Gen. 15. It might be remarked in conclusion that these books and journals are deposited in the Library of the Society at Yale University.

J. A. MONTGOMERY.

University of Pennsylvania.
MINOR NOTICES


The previous births of the first Jina, as told by Hemacandra; the original text of Haribhadra’s shorter version is also given in the introduction. The text is interesting at many points. E. g., vss. 287-394 present a fourfold debate between a Jina, a materialist, a Buddhist, and a Vedāntin. The translation is only fair, and the notes insufficient; many Jain technicalities, including some very obscure ones, are left unexplained. Naïve are the renderings of kṣva ... kṣva (752) by “where ... where,” and of anyedūh (632) by “the other day,” instead of “one day” or at most “the next day.” In 455 “having pardoned his relatives” is equally bad grammar and sense; kṣamayītvā (causative!) means “having asked forgiveness of, caused to pardon (for leaving)” and so “having said good-by to,” see JAOS 44, p. 160. It seems to be a Jainistic expression. The list of new words, pp. vii ff., is incomplete; e. g. it omits paryāya, 169, apparently “life,” and śivāśri, 1, rendered “final beatitude.” Misprints are all too numerous. There is a useful index.


A competent history of Madura, a dependency of the kingdom of Vijayanagar in South India (16th-18th centuries), based on the original sources, native and European. Some of the sources (e. g. Jesuit letters) are quoted in Appendices. There is a chronological list of inscriptions, a bibliography, and an index.


The book is really nothing but a description of the Maurya empire, based on the Kauṭālya Arthaśāstra, Greek evidence, and Aśoka’s inscriptions. All this has been discussed so often before that the author can not add much, tho his treatment is intelligent.
and well-informed. The misleading title is thus explained: the author intended this as the first volume of a monumental History of Bengal, and since there are no materials specifically dealing with Bengal in pre-Christian times, he took the Maurya empire (the capital of which was at least near Bengal) as a starting-point, assuming that social conditions in Bengal must have been much the same. He died before this volume was printed.

*The Vision of Vāsavadattā. (Svapnavāsavadattam.*)* With stanzas attributed to Bhāsa in various anthologies and extracts bearing on the legend of Udayana from the *Slokasamgraha of Buddhāsvāmin, the Brhatkathāmanājari of Kṣemendra, the Kathāsaratāgara of Somadeva.* Edited with an Introduction, English Translation ... (etc.). By LAKSHMAN SĀRUP. Lahore: DAS BROTHERS, n. d. [1925.] x + 77 + 86 + 142 pp.

A hitherto unused MS. was collated for the text, but contributed almost no important variants. Bhāsa’s authorship is defended, without new arguments of value. The translation is not successful from the artistic standpoint.


The first hundred pages are devoted to the “Indo-Europeans and Indo-Iranians” outside of India. Then come chapters on the ethnography of India, on “castes and classes,” on “the history of the Aryan languages of India,” on the scattered fragments of early Indian “history” (“faits historiques ou semi-historiques” as the author cautiously says), and finally on beliefs and speculations from the Veda to Buddhism, including the (early) bhakti-religions. The author modestly disclaims the right to speak with authority on most of these fields. But, if the book contains few new facts (how could it contain many?), the points of view presented are always intelligent and independently critical.


This work contains a critical edition of the parts of the Padma Purāṇa (Bengal recension) which correspond to Kālidāsa’s Sakuntalā and Rāghuvānśa. The introduction tries to prove that these passages were the sources of Kālidāsa’s play and poem. In a Fore-
word, Professor Winternitz (under whose guidance the work was started) expresses his belief that the author has "proved his case and made [this theory] highly probable." With all deference to such high authority, the reviewer remains unconvinced. Especially as regards the Sakuntalā story, the proofs seem extremely weak. Only seven "verbal correspondences" (some none too close) are adduced; and it seems that all of them might easily be accidental. The author's negative conclusions that the Mahābhārata was not Kālidāsa's source, and that the Padma Purāṇa is not based on Kālidāsa, are more convincing. But it is not at all necessary to assume any direct connection between different versions of this ancient and wide-spread Indian story.


This is not the text edited years ago by Whitney in this Journal, but another text which the editor believes is the true AV. Prātiṣākhyam. A second part of the work will elucidate the text and discuss its relation to Whitney's text (the "Caturādhyāyikā"), and the relations of both to the two recensions of the AV. Sanhitā. A third part will give a new edition of the Caturādhyāyikā. Whatever these relations may prove to be, there is no doubt of the value of the text here presented, nor of the editor's learning and competence.

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

The Executive Committee by unanimous vote has elected the following to membership in the Society:

Prof. Augustus W. Ahl
Prof. F. W. Buckler
Miss Cecilia Cutts
Dr. Georges Dessin
Prof. Moses Jung

Mr. Chang S-Lin
Dr. George B. McFarland
Rev. Dr. Hilary G. Richardson
Rev. H. Henry Speer
Mr. Wesley F. Taylor

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES, ETC.

Yale University announces the establishment of a number of Fellowships for Research in the Humanistic Studies and the Natural Sciences, endowed by a gift of One Million Dollars from the estate of John W. Sterling. "Research or Senior Fellowships" on this foundation, the holders of which must have the Ph. D. degree or equivalent training, will pay $1,000 to $2,500. "Junior Fellowships," for persons "well advanced" towards the doctorate, will pay $1,000 to $1,500.
A LIST OF THE DIVINE AND DEMONIC EPITHETS IN THE AVESTA

LOUIS H. GRAY
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA

A list of the Avestan epithets of divine and demonic beings is of value in view of the assistance often derived from such terms in ascertaining the nature and functions of the deities and demons. The list here presented consists of two parts, arranged in the conventional order of the Avestan alphabet: (a) each epithet applied to a divine or demonic being with full reference to the passage or passages in which it occurs; and (b) each divine or demonic being, both separately and in all his groupings, with every epithet given to him.

The following abbreviations are here employed: Áfr. — Áfrina-kān; Aog. — Aogamadaēca; AZ. — Afrin-ī-Zaratūšt; FW. — Westergaard Fragments; G. — Gāsānvar; HY. — Hādōxī Yašt; Ntr. — Nīrāngastān; Ny. — Nyōyēn; Phl. tr. — Pahlavi translation; RV. — Rg-Veda; Str. — St Rōcak; Vd. — Vīdēvdāt; Vsp. — Visprat; VY. — Vištāsp Yašt; Ys. — Yasna; Yt. — Yašt.

EPITHEIS.

[References in italics are to the Gāēsas; in black-faced type to the Haptaštāhītī.]

vōxté-nāman, "whose name is spoken":

Ātar: Ys. iii, 21; vii, 21; Vsp. ix, 3.

Miēra: Ys. i, 3; ii, 3; iii, 5; iv, 8; vi, 2; vii, 5; xvii, 2; xxii, 5; lix, 2; Ny. ii, 10; G. i, 2, 8, 10; Str. i, 16.

Vanant: Yt. xxi, 1.

Srnōsa: Ys. iii, 20; vii, 20.

aʊjāh, "strong":

Miēra: Yt. x, 140.

aojaka, „possessing strength”:
   Atar: Ys. xxxiv, 4.
   Xastra: Ys. xxvi, 4.
   Fravashi: Yt. xiii, 32.
   Sraosa: Ys. lvii, 11.
   (Indexi - is used of Indra in RV VIII, lxv, 5.)

aojisa, „strong“:
   Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).

aojishe, „strength“:
   Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).

aojishe, „most strong“:
   Fravashi: Yt. xiii, 75.
   (Indexi - is used of Indra in RV I, cxxix, 10; VIII, lxxxi, 8; lxxvi, 10; X, lxxxi, 1.)

aksa, „evil“:
   Druj: Yt. xix, 95.

akaran, „boundless“:
   Zrvan: Ys. lxxii, 10; Ny. i, 8; Str. i, 21; ii, 21; Vd. xix, 9, 13, 16; Vy. 24.

aya-daena, „possessing a wicked religion“:
   Dakhaka: AZ 3.

agrya, „ foremost “:
   Mithra: Yt. x, 140.
   (Indexi - is used of Tvantri in RV I, xiii, 10; of Vayu in VIII, xxvi, 25.)

aityajah, „unimperilled “:
   Amsa Spentas: Ys. xxvi, 3; Yt. xiii, 82; xix, 15.

Ahura-Mithra: Ys. i, 11; ii, 11; iii, 13; iv, 16; vi, 10; vii, 18; xvii, 10; xxii, 13; Ny. ii, 12; Yt. x, 145.

adojna, „undeceivable “:
   Ahura Mazda: Yt. xii, 1.

Mithra: Yt. x, 82.
   (Cf. adabah - as used of Varuna in RV I, xxiv, 13; IX, lxxvii, 5
   [of the eye of Mithra-Varuna in VI, ii, 1]; of Agni in I, lxxvi, 2;
   II, ix, 6; IV, iv, 3; VI, viii, 7; VIII, xlv, 20; X, cxxviii, 6;
   of Indra in VIII, lxvii, 6; of the Ashvin in III, liv, 16; of the
   Adityas in II, xxvii, 3, 9; cxxvii, 3; VII, ix, 5; VIII, xviii, 2;
   Ivi, 13.)

adojnamna, „undeceivable “:
   Mithra: Yt. x, 24, 27, 31, 46, 60, 61, 69, 82, 141, 143.

adojgo-xvatu, „possessing undeceivable wisdom “:
   Ahura Mazda: Yt. xii, 1.

adoiter-dakhya, „(dwelling) beneath the country “:
   Mithra: Ny. ii, 11; Yt. x, 144.

adoiter, „undeceving “:
   Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).
sanyra-, "beginningless":
  Raoča: Ys. i, 10; iii, 18; iv, 21; vii, 18; xvi, 6; xxii, 18; lxxi, 9;
  G. iii, 6; Yt. xii, 35; Str. i, 30; ii, 30; Vd. xi, 1, 2, 10, 13; xix,
  35; HY ii, 15; VY 61.

anaic-drarac-, "undeceived":
  Mīra: Ny. ii, 14; Yt. x, 5, 23.

anamaruddika-, "pitiless":
  Vaya: Aog. 77, 78, 79, 80, 81.

anāvīranda-dīvra-, "whose eye is not":
  Vaya: Yt. xv, 54.

anda-māuna-, "unwaylayable":
  Prāvali: Yt. xiii, 32.

anāhita-, "undefiled":
  Mīra: Yt. x, 88.
  Haoma: Yt. x, 88.

(The term is one of the standing epithets of the amnestymous god-
ness known as Arđvi Sūra Anāhita.)

anātara-dańhva-, "(dwelling) within the country":
  Mīra: Ny. ii, 11; Yt. x, 144.

apayata (ṛt), "fetcher":
  Vaya: Yt. xv, 43 (47 names).

apairā-śya-, "uncircumventable":
  Asto-vlōtu: Aog. 57.

aśiśararo (ṛt), "aftergoer":
  Vaya: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).

aśi-dańhyu-, "(dwelling) behind the country":
  Mīra: Ny. ii, 11; Yt. x, 144.

aśiśaroṣya-, "aftergoer":
  Vaya: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).

afarheṣant-, "rich in possessions":
  Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.

afāśītra-, "containing the seed of water":
  Tāṣṭrya: Yt. viii, 4.

abauha-, "without hang":

aśīgāya-, "†":
  Aiviśrōrīma: Ys. i, 6, 20; ii, 6; iii, 8; iv, 11; vi, 5; vii, 8; xvii, 5;
  xxii, 8; G. iv, 1, 5.

aśīśītra-, "victorious round about":
  Prāvali: Ys. iv, 6; vii, 22; xxiii, 4; xxiv, 33; lxv, 12, 13; Vsp. xi,
  15; Yt. xiii, 1, 40, 75, 156, 158; Sir. i, 19, 30.
  Mīra: Ny. ii, 14; Yt. x, 5, 78.

aśī-dańhyu-, "(dwelling) round about the country":
  Mīra: Ny. ii, 11; Yt. x, 144.

aśī-śvarunah-, "possessing glory round about":
  Vaya: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).
aićaýóma, "possessing might round about":
  Amóśa Spántas: Ys. xxvi, 3; Yt. xiii, 82; xix, 10.
amáncat-, "mighty":
  "Aredví": Ys. lxx, 3; Yt. v, 15.
  Aśi: Ys. ii, 14; vi, 13; xvii, 14; Vsp. ix, 4; Yt. xvii, 1, 7; Str. ii, 25.
  Átar: Ys. xxi, 4.
  Upáratat: Vsp. ix, 4.
  Sróti: Vsp. ix, 4.
  Čiśti: Vsp. ix, 4.
  Tiśrava: Yt. viii, 4.
  Drváspá: Yt. ix, 2.
  Paurváatát: Vsp. ix, 4.
  Frávasíśa: Yt. xiii, 29.
  Miśra: Ny. ii, 15; Yt. x, 6, 25, 105, 107, 112; Str. ii, 25.
  Yazatas: Vsp. ix, 4.
  Raśú: Yt. x, 100; xii, 5, 6; xvii, 16.
  Vamant: Yt. xx, 1.
  Véeráraúana: Yt. xiv, 59.
  Srácó: Vsp. xv, 3.
  (amáncat- is used of the Marúts in RV I, xxxviii, 7.)
amídou-, "incomparable":
  Miśra: Yt. x, 140.
amóśa-, "immortal":
  Hvará: Ys. 0, 0, 9; xxii, 24; Ny. i, 10, 17; Yt. vi, 7; x, 13; Str. i, 11.
  ayó-zádo-, "possessing metal helmets":
  Frávasíśa: Yt. xiii, 45.
  ayó-túrdó-, "possessing metal shields":
  Frávasíśa: Yt. xiii, 45.
  ayó-sáya-, "possessing metal weapons":
  Frávasíśa: Yt. xiii, 45.
  airíme-auhab-, "sitting quietly":
  Frávasíśa: Yt. xiii, 73.
asúra-, "white":
  Miśra: Yt. viii, 2.
  (arúsp- is used of Agni in RV III, i, 4; xv, 3; xxxi, 3; V, 1, 5; VI, iii, 6; X, i, 6; etc.; of Soma in IX, xxv, 5; lxxii, 1.)
asúráapá-, "possessing white horses":
  Miśra: Yt. x, 102.
aróų-kárvéma-, "possessing fulfilment of (religious) duty":
  Hamáspá-sáma: Vsp. i, 2; ii, 2.
arósun-, "true":
  Frávasíśa: Yt. xiii, 32, 75.
  Miśra: Yt. x, 65.
arósun-śáma-, "?":
  Miśra: Yt. x, 35.
advá-, "swift":
  Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names), 54, 57.
  Haoma: Ys. x, 4.
curau-aspag-"possessing swift horses": "
Apam Napat: Ys. ii, 5; vi, 4; xvi, 4; lxv, 12; lxx, 6; G. iii, 8; Yt. ii, 9; v, 72; xix, 51, 52; Str. ii, 7, 30.

Harva: Ys. 0, 9; i, 11; iii, 13; iv, 16; vii, 13; xvi, 4; xxii, 13, 24; xxv, 4; lxxii, 22; Ny. i, 7, 9, 10, 11, 14, 16, 17, 19; ii, 9; Yt. vi, 0, 1, 4, 6, 7; x, 13, 30; xii, 34; xiii, 81; Str. i, 11; ii, 11; Vd. xxi, 5; AZ 6.

curvant,"swift": "
"Arodvi": Yt. v, 7.
Haoma: Ys. x, 10.

(curvant- is used of Agui in RV VI, xii, 6; of Indra in VI, xxxvi, 2; of the Visve Devah in X, lxiv, 6.)

accotama,"swiftest":
Vayu, Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).

arsan,"virile":
Apam Napat: Yt. xix, 52.

ardh-kara,"half":
Varoşrayna: Yt. xiv, 28.

ardata,"rightly created":
Haoma: Ys. ix, 16.

ardhthaśa,"orthodox":
Raśnu: AZ 7.

arṣa-caṇah,"possessing right words":
Mitra: Ny. i, 6; Yt. x, 7.

arṣa-cayant,"battling":
Fravahis: Yt. xiii, 33.

ara-tanaya,"father":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).

araśona,"unconquered":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8 (74 names).

avi-ama,"exceeding strong":
Fravahis: Yt. xiii, 35.

aspog-gov,"stone-handed":
Snāvīša: Yt. xix, 43.

aspog-gar,"horse-devouring":
Aši: Ys. ix, 11; xix, 40.

aša,"righteousness":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).

ašaojah,"very strong":
Druj: Ys. ix, 8; lvii, 15.

aslauhāc,"having Aša following":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xii, 2.

ašvashan,"righteous":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

(trāvan- is used of Varuna in RV II, xxviii, 6; IV, i, 2; of Mitra-Varuna in I, cxxxvi, 4; cli, 8; V, lxv, 2; VIII, xiii, 30; xxv, 1,
4, 7, 8; of Agni in I, lxxvii, 1; etc.; of Indra in III, liii, 8; of Tvaśṭr in III, liv, 12.)

ādvastō-dā-, "giving possession of claim";

Mīrā: Yt. x, 65.

ādecostoma-, "most righteous";

Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

ādecostana-, "furthering Āśa";

Haoma: Ys. viii, 9; x, 1, 14; xi, 10; Str. i, 30; Yt. xx, 3.

ās vaśāsīta, "best righteousness";

Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).

ādhanare-, "possessing great power";

Mīrā: Yt. x, 25.

ād-aοjaθ-, "possessing strength through Āśa";

Ātar: Ys. xliii, 4.

ādivant-, "possessing rewards";

Sraoša: Ys. i, 7; iii, 1, 9; iv, 12; vii, 1, 9; xxii, 9; lvi, 3, 4; lxv, 17, 18; G. v, 2, 7, 10; Yt. ii, 5; Str. i, 7.

Hāštā: Vsp. ix, 5.

ādvanobdā-, "guiding by the goad";

Mīrā: Yt. x, 112.

(Cf. aeśra ... paśustādhā as used of Puṣan in RV VI, liii, 9.)

ad-borot-, "much-bringing";

Fravasēṣ: Ys. xliii, 23.

ādga-, "pious";

Sraoša: Ys. i, 7; ii, 7; iii, 1, 9, 20; iv, 12, 23; vi, 6, 17; vii, 1, 9, 20; xvi, 5; xvii, 6; xxii, 9; lvi, 5; lvii, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 33, 34; lx, 6; Vsp. xi, 6, 16; xii, 1; G. v, 2, 7, 10; Yt. ii, 5, 10; x, 52, 100; xi, 1, 3, 7, 8, 9, 16, 19, 20, 21, 23; xiii, 55, 146; xvii, 16; Str. i, 7, 17; ii, 7, 17; Vd. xviii, 14, 22, 30, 31, 33, 34, 36, 37, 39, 40, 42, 43, 45, 46, 48, 49, 53, 54, 55, 57; xix, 15, 40; VX. 14, 40; AZ. 6.

ād-candra-, "receiving much praise";

Xvarosh: Ys. xix, 9, 45.

ahura-, "lord";

Apam Nahāt: Ys. i, 5; ii, 5; vi, 4; xvii, 4; lxv, 12, 13; lxx, 6; G. iii, 8; Yt. ii, 4, 9; v, 72; xix, 52; Str. i, 7, 30; ii, 7, 30; FW. vii, 1.

Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8, 12 (74 names, twice!)

Mīrā: Yt. x, 25, 69.

(ādura- is used of Varuṇa in RV I, xxiv, 14; II, xxvii, 10; xxviii, 7; VIII, xiii, 1 [ādura- viśvedvedas]; x, cxxvi, 4; of Mitra-Varuṇa in VII, xxxvi, 2; lxvi, 2; VIII, xxv, 4; of Agni in IV, ii, 5; V, xii, 1; xv, 1; VII, ii, 3, vi, 1; xxx, 3; of Indra in I, liv, 3; clxv, 1; VIII, lxxix, 6; X, xxvi, 11; xxix, 12; of Rudra in V, xiii, 11; of Soma in IX, lxxvii, 7; xxix, 1; of Sāvitr in I, xxxv, 7, 10; cx, 3; IV, liii, 1; of Puṣan in V, ii, 11; of Aryaman in V, xiii, 1; of the Adityas in VIII, xxvii, 20.)
ahurâdâto-，“created by Ahura”;
Voroâraya-: Ys. i, 6; ii, 6; iii, 8; iv, 11; vi, 5; vii, 8; xvi, 5; xvii, 5;
xviii, 8; lix, 28; lxxii, 9; Vep. i, 6; ii, 8; G. iv, 2, 10, 13; Yt. ii, 5, 10; v, 86; x, 33, 67, 70, 89; xiii, 34, 42; xiv, 1, 2, 5, 11, 15, 17, 19, 23, 25, 27, 28, 29, 34, 41, 42, 47, 48, 49, 52, 54, 57, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64; Str. i, 7, 20; ii, 7, 20; Âfr. i, 9; Vd. xix, 37; AZ 7; FW v, 1, 2.

ahurâ-takâlo-，“possessing Ahura’s doctrine”:
“Arody”: Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.

ahum-norâk-，“life-destroying”:
Drau-: Ys. lvii, 15.

asvâmha-，“sleepless”:
Miêra: Ny. i, 6; Yt. x, 7.
(Cf. asvapau- as used of the Âdityas in RV II, xxvii, 9.)

asvâmya-，“sleepless”:
Hâm-varoti: Ys. lxiii, 5; Yt. xix, 39.

asvastâ-，“unsensed”:
Xvaraôam: Ys. i, 14; ii, 14; Yt. xix, 45, 47, 48, 49, 50, 51, 53, 54; Str. i, 25, 28.

âdracatome-，“most priestly”:
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

âdravan-，“priest”:
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

âdâhyu-，“(dwelling) within the country”:
Miêra: Ny. ii, 11; Yt. x, 144.

âdah-prêôana-，“zeal-furthering”:
“Arody”: Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.

âdinecan-，“I”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 40 (47 names).

âfrasâmhsant-，“possessing one’s wish”:
Âû: Ys. lii, 1.

âyano-，“causing (water) to surge forward”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).

âsitô-gratu-，“resting on a couch”:
Hâm-varoti: Ys. lxiii, 5; Yt. xix, 39.

âsâ-，“swift”:
Miêra: Yt. x, 65.
Sraôcha: Ys. lvii, 11.
(âsâ- is used of Indra in RV I, iv, 7; X, cii, 1; of Soma in I, iv, 7; IX, xxxix, 1; lii, 1; and of Vâta in IV, vii, 11.)

âsâ-kosârya-，“possessing swift action”:
Cistha: Yt. xvi, 1.

âsâ-wôcâca-，“swift-swinging”:
Tistraya: Yt. viii, 37.

âsâm-urçan-，“possessing successful souls”:
Pravâśis: Yt. xiii, 40.
āruiti-dā-, "giving fatness":
Miśra: Yt. x, 65.

āhuirya-, "associated with Ahura":
Amaša Spenta: Ys. xxvi, 3; Yt. xiii, 82; xix, 15.
Daena: Ys. viii, 7; xi, 14; xii, 9; lii, 7; lx, 2; Yt. viii, 59; 60; Vd. ii, 2.

Sraosa: Ys. iii, 20; lv, 23; vii, 20; lvii, 1; Yt. xi, 23; xliii, 85;
Str. i, 17; Vd. xviii, 14.

iša-xiēthra-, "kingdom-desiring":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).
iša-xiētrjötoma-, "most kingdom-desiring":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).
iya-, "desirable":
Airyaman: Ys. xxvii, 5; lie, i; Vsp. i, 8; ii, 10; Vd. xxii, 9, 19, 20.

ištacauat-, "wealth-possessing":
Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.
iyau-, "successful":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xiii, 3.

axša-sharara-, "plant-increasing":
Miśra: Yt. x, 61.
Satavāśsa: Yt. xiii, 43; 44.

wyrā-, "strong":
Gwāṣa: Yt. x, 66.

Dāmōša Upāmana: Ys. i, 15; ii, 15; iii, 17; iv, 20; vi, 14; vii, 17;
xxvi, 1; xvii, 15; xxii, 17; lxvi, 19; Vsp. i, 7; ii, 9; Yt. x, 66;
xiii, 47; 48; Str. i, 30; ii, 30; Afr. i, 13.

Fravašis: Ys. i, 18; ii, 11; iv, 6; vi, 10, 19; vii, 22; xvi, 5; xvii, 5;
xviii, 4; xxiv, 33; lxvi, 2, 12, 13; Vsp. xi, 15; Yt. x, 66; xlii, 1,
12, 40, 47, 51, 63, 69, 70, 75, 156, 158; Str. i, 19, 30; Vd. xix, 37.

Miśra: Ny. ii, 14; Yt. x, 5, 78, 105, 107.

Vāyu: Yt. xv, 5.

Ham-varoti: Yt. x, 66; xix, 39.

Xvaranah: Yt. viii, 2; x, 66; 127; xix, 9, 13, 45, 54.

(ugrap- is used of Indra in RV i, vii, 4; xxxii, 5; ii, 11; lv, 3; c, 12;
ci, 10; cxxix, 5; cxxx, 7; etc.; of Indra-Agni in I, xxi, 4; VI, lx, 5;
of Indra-Varna in IV, xii, 4; of Indra-Soma in VI, lxii, 5; of the Maruts in I, xix, 4; clxxvi, 6; cxxvi, 5; V, lvii, 3; lx, 2;
VI, lxvi, 5; VII, lxxiv, 1; of Rudra in II, xxxii, 9, 11; VIII,
xxix, 5; X, cxxvi, 5; of Varuṇa in VII, xxxiv, 10; of Bhaga in VII,
xii, 2; of Mitra-Varuṇa in V, lxvi, 3; of the Asvins in I, cxxvi, 5;
VI, lxvi, 3; X, cxi, 7.)

wyrā-bhāru-, "strong-armed":
Miśra: Yt. x, 75.

(ugrapadhau- is used of Indra in RV VIII, i, 10, and of the Maruts in
VIII, xx, 12.)

wyrā-saoka-, "strong-willed":
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 31.
Divine and Demonic Epithets in the Avesta

\textit{uyərəstə, “arising strong”:}
Fravašša: Yt. xiii, 23.

\textit{upa-rucčīta, “most restraining”:}
Kāsun: Yt. x, 126.

\textit{upairi-dahyu, “(dwelling) above the country”:}
Miōra: Ny. ii, 11; Yt. x, 144.

\textit{upəro-kairya, “possessing activity on high”:}
Tīştrya: Yt. viii, 4.

Fravašša: Yt. xiii, 31.

Vayu: Ys. 0, 9; xxii, 24; xxv, 5; lxxii, 10; Yt. xv, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 16, 20, 24, 32, 36, 40, 48, 57, 58; Str. i, 21; ii, 21; Vd. xix, 13, 16; VY 24.

Xvaranah: Yt. xix, 9, 45.

\textit{upəro-nəmən, “possessing a house on high”:}
Miōra: Yt. x, 140.

\textit{upa-xəxətə, “enkindled”:}
Ātar: Yt. x, 127.

\textit{upəpo, “subaqueous”:}
Apām Napāt: Yt. xix, 52.
Gandraoqa: Yt. xv, 28.

\textit{uṛdəsman, “exhilarating”:}
Āša: Ys. x, 8.

\textit{urcinyat, “crushing”:}
Fravašša: Yt. xiii, 33.

\textit{uŋkəf-γəsta, “high-girt”:}
Vayu: Yt. xv, 54.

\textit{uŋgərəptə-draftə, “possessing banners lifted high”:}
Fravašša: Yt. xiii, 37.

\textit{uŋdətə-γənga, “possessing an uplifted ankle”:}
Miōra: Yt. x, 61.
Hām-varoti: Yt. xix, 30.

\textit{uŋzətə-fragən, “possessing a silver spear (1)”:}
Miōra: Yt. x, 112.

\textit{karədəsən, “”:}
Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).

\textit{karə-kəzəh, “(giving) laws to the furrow”:}
Miōra: Yt. x, 61.

\textit{karəzähltə, “most hard”:}
Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1 (cf. xxvi, 2).

\textit{xru-tə, “wisdom”:}
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).

\textit{xru-təmənt, “wise”:}
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).

(\textit{kru-təmənt} is used of Indra in RV I, lxii, 12; X, cxiii, 1; and of the Aśvins in I, clxxxiii, 2.)

\textit{xru-tələsə, “most wise”:}
Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1 (cf. xxvi, 2).
xvī-dru, "possessing a sanguinary mace":
Aēśaṇa: Ys. x, 8; xxvii, 1; lvii, 32; Yt. xi, 10; xiii, 138; xvii, 5; xviii, 2; xix, 48, 95; Vd. ix, 13; x, 13, 16; xix, 43.

xuvēyant, "terrible":
Fravāsha: Yt. xiii, 33.

xvēta-, "shining":
Apam Nāpāt: Ys. ii, 5; vi, 4; xvii, 4; lxv, 6; G. iii, 8; Yt. ii, 9; v, 72; xix, 32; Str. ii, 7, 30.
Amēša Spānta: Ys. xxvi, 3; Yt. xiii, 82; xix, 15.

xvihrō-da-, "kingdom-giving":
Mētra: Yt. x, 16, 65.
xvihrō-naptar-, "grandchild of the kingdom (or, of Xvihrōt)":
Nairya-saṣṭha: Ys. xvii, 11; lix, 11; Ny. v, 6; Str. i, 9; ii, 9.

xvihrō-, "royal":
Apam Nāpāt: Ys. ii, 5; vi, 4; lxv, 12, 13; lxv, 6; G. iii, 8; Yt. ii, 9; v, 72; xix, 32; Str. ii, 7, 30.
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).
Hāmūr: Ys. lvii, 19; Yt. ix, 17; x, 88; xvii, 37, 39.
(kšatriya- is used of Varuṇa in RV IV, xlii, 1; of Mētra-Varuṇa in VII, lxiv, 2; VIII, xxv, 8; and of the Ādityas in VIII, iv, 1.)
xvihrōtoma-, "most royal":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).

xviyant-, "ruling":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. xiii, 63, 78.
Mētra: Yt. x, 35.
(kšyantar- is used of Varuṇa in RV I, xxiv, 14, and of Agni in III, xxv, 3.)
xviyante-, "ruling":
Tīṣṭrya: Yt. viii, 49.
Mētra: Yt. x, 35.

xviṣṭha-, "shining":
"Arodvi": Yt. v, 15.
Aśi: Ys. ii, 14; vi, 13; xvii, 1, 14; Yt. xiii, 107; xvii, 1; Str. ii, 25.
Ulah: G. v, 5.

xviṣṭa-, "possessing effulgence":
Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.

xviṣad-aši-, "six-eyed":
Dāhika: Ys. ix, 8; Yt. v, 34; xv, 24.
(Cf. the dāeva pāṇakṣa triśṛṣṭan of RV X, xcix, 6, identified by Sāyaṇa with Viśvarūpa, son of Tvaṣṭr.)
xvīci-śi-, "possessing swift arrows":
Mētra: Yt. x, 102.
xvīci-śiṣ-, "possessing swift flight":
Tīṣṭrya: Yt. viii, 37.

phō-fraṣāna-, "helping creatures":
"Arodvi": Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.
gaocidra, "possessing the seed of the Kine":
Muhl: Ys. i, 11; iii, 13; iv, 16; vi, 17; xvi, 4; xxii, 13; Ny. iii, 1, 2, 5, 7, 8; Yt. vii, 1, 3, 5, 6, 7; xii, 33; Str. i, 12; ii, 12; Vd. xxi, 9.

gooman, "milky":
Haoma: Ys. x, 12.

goomuant, "milk-possessing":
Xvaranah: Yt. xviii, 1.

goy-da, "life-giving":
Mitra: Yt. x, 65.

gufra, "deep, mysterious":
Fravashi: Yt. xiii, 30.

Mitra: Yt. x, 25.

goro, "greedy":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).

goroziene, "possessing a greedy":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).

gorozyeno, "possessing a greedy":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).

cisti, "insight":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).

cistien, "possessing insight":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).

jaydwroh, "alert":
Mitra: Ny. i, 6; Yt. x, 7.

Ham-varoti: Ys. lxii, 5; Yt. xix, 39.
(Cf. jagroda as used of Mitra-Varuṇa in RV I, xxxvi, 3.)

tasme, "sturdy":
Amaša Spontas: Ys. xxvi, 3; Yt. xiii, 82; xix, 16.

Damoš Upamana: Ys. i, 15; ii, 15; iii, 17; iv, 20; vi, 14; vii, 17, 26; xvii, 15; xxii, 17; lxxi, 19, 23; Vsp. i, 7; ii, 9; Yt. x, 127; Str. i, 30; ii, 30.

Fravashi: Yt. xiii, 32, 33, 75.

Mitra: Yt. x, 61, 65, 112, 140; xi, 19.

Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names), 57.

Vata: Yt. xv, 46; Vd. xiii, 13, 16; VY 24.

Sraoša: Ys. iii, 20; iv, 23; vii, 20; lvii, 1, 11, 33; Yt. xiii, 85; Str. i, 17; Vd. xviii, 14.

tasmešt, "arising sturdy":
Fravashi: Yt. xiii, 23.

tasmo-tṣṭaya, "sturdier than sturdy":
Ham-varoti: Vsp. vii, 3.

tasmo-toma, "most sturdy":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).

toṭ-ṭp, "possessing falling water":
Mitra: Yt. x, 61.

Satavacsa: Yt. xiii, 43, 44.
tanumastra, "whose body is the Spell":
Mīrā: Yt. x, 29.
Sraṇa: Ys. i, 20; iv, 23; vii, 20; livi, 1, 33; Yt. xi, 19, 23; xiii, 85; Vd. xviii, 14.
tanàisti-, "most sturdy":
Fravaštis: Yt. xiii, 75.
Haoma: Ys. xi, 7.
tapasastra-, "possessing a glow":
Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. v, 5.
(Cf. tapasastra- as used of Agni in RV VI, v, 4.)
tarā-śaṅkha-, "overcoming hostility":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
(Cf. taraddeśus- as used of Indra in RV I, c, 3.)
tiṣi-urži-, "sharp-spearred":
Mīrā: Yt. x, 102.
Vayu: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).
tiṣinastra-, "possessing sharpness":
Mīrā: AZ 6.
tiṣyast (†), "sharp-spearman"(1):
Vayu: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).
tiṣvanta-, "possessing sharpness":
Mīrā: YV 4.
tuṣnīlāyad-, "sitting silently":
Fravaštis: Yt. xiii, 29.
tomasaheña-, "consisting of darkness":
Druj: Yt. xix, 95.
tomasaheña-, "careful":
Tiṣṭrya: Yt. viii, 49.
Xvaronah: Yt. xix, 9, 45.
tvāṣa-, "active":
Haoma: Ys. xi, 10.
θrātor-, "protector":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12, 13 (74 names; twice!).
Drvaśpā: Yt. ix, 5, 11, 32.
(tratrā- is used of Agni in RV I, xxxi, 12; xlv, 5; IV, iv, 10; V, xxiv, 1; VI, i, 8; xlviii, 2; VIII, xlix, 5; of Indra in I, xlv, 5; cxxix, 10, 11; cxxviii, 5; IV, xvii, 17; VI, xxv, 7; xvii, 11; of Visnú in I, cxxv, 4; of the Maruts in VII, liv, 22.)
θrikamvara-, "three-pated":
Dahāka: Ys. ix, 8; Yt. v, 34; xiv, 24.
(See under xvaṇa-ədī-.)
θrisafak-, "three-mouthed":
Dahāka: Ys. ix, 8; Yt. v, 29, 34; xiv, 19, 24; xix, 47, 49, 50.
θrapośa-, "rich":
Saṅkā: Yt. xiii, 42.
Daeza-, "demonic":
  Druj: Ys. ix, 8; lvii, 15; Vd. xviii, 31.
  Daeza-daia-, "demon-created":
  Azi: Ys. xvi, 8; Vd. xviii, 19, 21, 22.
  Vištātu: Yt. x, 93.
  Zym: Vd. i, 2, 19; ii, 22; vii, 27; xix, 43.
Daishtu-paiti-, "lord of the land":
  Miēra: Yt. x, 78, 99.
  Haoma: Ys. ix, 27.
Daishu-frēdena-, "helping the land":
  "Arodvi": Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.
Doeva-, "creating, creator":
  Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1; iv, 7, vi, 1; xxii, 1; xxiv, 12; Yt. xiii, 78;
    Str. i, 8, 15, 23; ii, 8, 15, 23; Vd. ii, 20, 21, 39, 42; lxi, 1, 2, 3,
    5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16; etc.
  Spenta Mainyu: Yt. x, 143.
Darva-arātaya-, "possessing a long spear":
  Miēra: Yt. x, 102.
Darva-para-, "long-handed":
  Būṣyaštā: Yt. x, 97, 134; Vd. xi, 9, 12; xviii, 16, 24.
Darva-vrōman-, "long tranquillising":
  Fravisās: Yt. xiii, 29.
Darva-vrōman-, "long-protecting":
  Aši: Ys. lii, 1.
Dareva-hauoṛuṇa-, "†":
  Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 1.
Darva-arātaya-, "long-autonomous":
  Vayah: Ny. i, 1.
  Zrva: Ys. lxii, 10; Ny. i, 8; Str. i, 21; ii, 21.
Darsi-, "hardy":
  Vāta: Ys. xiii, 3; Vep. vii, 4; Yt. viii, 33, 34; xiii, 2; xviii, 5, 7.
Darsta-, "bold":
  Sraośa: Ys. lvii, 11.
    (dhrysta- is used of Indra in RV VIII, xxxii, 6; lxxxv, 17; X, exili, 5;
    cxxviii, 4; and of the Maruts in X, lxxxiv, 1.)
Darvi-dru-, "possessing a bold mace":
  Sraośa: Ys. iii, 20; iv, 23; vii, 20; lvii, 1; Yt. xi, 23; xliii, 85; Str.
    1, 17; Vd. xviii, 14.
Darvasaṭa- (the reading of Mi 2), "most firm":
  Vayu: Yt. xv, 40 (47 names).
Dasadhvanṭ-, "rich in possessions":
  Fravisās: Yt. xiii, 29.
Dahaka-, "†":
  Vayu: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).
Dahma-, "plous":
  Afrisi: Ys. ii, 15; iii, 17; iv, 20; vi, 14; vii, 17, 28; viii, 1; xvii, 15;
déśo, "creator":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8, 12, 13 (74 names; thrice).

déša-smako-, "possessing granted (or, created) advantage":
Aši: Yt. xvii, 1.
Miōra: Yt. x, 25.

dēni-, "creative":
Ārmaiti: Ya. xxiv, 10; Vsp. xix, 2.

dēmišta-, "created by the Creator":
Aši: Yt. xvii, 60, 61.
Gšuš Urvan: Yt. xiv, 64.
Miōra: Yt. x, 61.
Haoma: Ya. x, 10.

duśčötra-, "possessing an evil appearance (or, seed)":
Druj: Yt. xix, 94, 95.

duśvaranā-, "possessing an evil glory":
Ašma: Yt. xix, 95.
Angra Mainyu: VY 44.

duśdaena-, "possessing an evil religion (or, ego)"
Angra Mainyu: FW iv, 2.
Dahāka: Yt. xix, 47.

duśdā-, "evil-thinking":
Ašma: Ya. lvii, 25; Yt. x, 93, 97, 134.
Angra Mainyu: Yt. xvii, 19; Vd. vii, 27; xi, 10; xix, 1, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12, 44.

duśdāman-, "possessing an evil creation":
Angra Mainyu: Ya. lxi, 2; Vd. xix, 6.

duśdāfavātra-, "making fathers of wretched understanding" (†):
Zaurvan: Vd. xix, 43.

duścaroštācorez, "working evil":
Angra Mainyu: Yt. xix, 96.

dūraďdarītā-, "far-seer":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

dūraďdarītomo-, "most far-seeing":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).
Rašnu: Yt. xii, 7.

dēruč-sāka-, "far-glancing":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).
Tisťrīya: Yt. viii, 4.
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 30.
Divine and Demonic Epithets in the Avesta

*dāruoṣa-, "holding death afar":
Haoma: Ys. xlii, 5 (cf. xxvi, 14); ix, 2, 4, 7, 10, 13, 19, 20, 21;
x, 21; xi, 3, 10; Str. ii, 30.
dravya-, "sturdy":
Angra Mainyu: Ys. xxvii, 1; lvii, 32; lxxii, 5; Yt. i, 19; x, 118;
xiii, 71, 78.
dorvi-yauśra-, "possessing sturdy attack":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 54.
dorvi-, "sturdy":
Fravāšis: Yt. xiii, 75.
Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).
(Cf. drhā- as used of Indra in RV VIII, xxiv, 10.)
drōv-aprorsamukhu-, "possessing sound children":
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 1.
drōv-urcoda-, "possessing sound friends":
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 1.
drōv-çāhan-, "possessing sound eyes":
Tištrya: Ny. i, 8; Yt. viii, 12.
drōv-pau-, "possessing sound flocks":
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 1.
drōv-coro-, "possessing a sound abode (?)":
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 2.
(Cf. dhræakṣema- as used of Mītra-Varuṇa in RV IV, xiii, 3; V,
ixxii, 2.)
drōv-staoro-, "possessing sound cattle":
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 1.
drōv-stātī-, "possessing sound standing (?)":
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 2.
ḥaṭṭa-tara-, "overcoming hostility":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
(Cf. dṛṣṭogṛt- as used of Agni in RV IV, xi, 5.)
ḥaṭṭa-tourkom-, "conquering hostility":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).
naśru-, "manly, heroic":
Haṃ-variṣṭi: Vap. vii, 3; Yt. x, 66, 71; xi, 2; xix, 38, 39; Str. i, 22;
i, 22.
(naśra- is used of Indra in RV I, lxiii, 3; cxxi, 12; IV, xxix, 2;
VII, xx, 1; xxv, 1; X, xxix, 7; of Visūṇ in VII, 6, 1; of soma in IX, evii, 1; and of the Maruts in I, cxvi, 5.)
namo-zōda-, "possessing a mild (?) kingdom":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).
namo-zōdṛyaṭama-, "possessing the mildest (?) kingdom":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).
namoṣa-, "possessing bending twigs":
Haoma: Ys. xii, 9.
nidānaidī-, "laying weapons down":
Daēnā: Ys. xii, 9.
nimaruciita, “" i;”
Cistā: Yt. xvi, 1.
nispa, “casting down”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).
naro-gar, “man-devouring”:
Aši: Ys. ix, 11; xix, 40.
smāna-paiti, “lord of the house”:
Āta: Ys. xvii, 11.
Haoma: Ys. ix, 27.
(Cf. démpati- as used of Agni in RV I, cxvii, 8; V, xxii, 4; VIII, lxxiii, 7; and of Indra in VIII, lviii, 16.)
smānyant, “" i”:
Uśah: G. v, 5.
poiti-pāyu, “cautious”:
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).
pauca-sadvaca, “possessing fifty doors ("i")”:
Vāsī: Ys. xiii, 4.
payaḥ, “milk (i. e. sap-) (giving)”:
Maityōi-zaruma: Vsp. i, 2; ii, 2.
purākāśatoma, “farthest reaching”:
Rāṣṇu: Yt. xii, 7.
pairi-dahyu, “(dwelling) round about the country”:
Miśra: Ny. ii, 11; Yt. x, 144.
pairi-kacīd, “far-reaching”:
Miśra: Yt. x, 102.
pātor, “protector”:
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).
(Cf. pāta nardām as used of Indra in RV II, xx, 3.)
pādmainyotoma, “most road(-preparing)”:
Haoma: Ys. ix, 10.
pāyava, “causing (water) to surge away”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
pāyu, “guardian”:
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).
pāsha, “" i;”:
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 1.
pātind-dā, “son-giving”:
Miśra: Yt. x, 65.
pasēn-frāka, “broadly proceeding”:
“Arcdvī”: Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.
Daēnā: Yt. x, 64.
parsēn-yona, “possessing broad places”:
Fravanāsī: Yt. xiii, 29.
parsēn-caḥnyaona, “possessing a broad look-out”:
Miśra: Ny. i, 6; Yt. x, 7.
parsēn-caurā, “broad-breasted”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 64.
paśa-āramih, "broad-hipped":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 54.
(Cf. prthujāghāna- as used of Indrā in RV X, lxxxvi, 8.)
pāra-grēstā (ṛś), "broad-spearman (1)":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).
pāra-grēsṭī, "broad-spearred":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).
pāra-grēśī, "possessing broad vision":
Aši: Yt. xvii, 1.
pāśō-tānu-, "possessing a damned body":
Aśāma: Yt. x, 97, 137.
pouru-tātā, "desired by many":
Xvaranah: Yt. xviii, 1.
pouru-dorātar, "many-seeing":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).
pouru-dorātoma-, "most many-seeing":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).
pouru-baēsara, "many-healing":
Ātār: Ny. v, 6; Str. i, 9; ii, 9.
Yazatas: VY 7.
pouru-mahkra, "possessing the death of many":
Angra Mainyu: Ys. lxi, 2; Yt. iii, 13, 14; x, 97, 134; xv, 56; xvii, 19; xviii, 2; Vd. i, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19; xix, 1, 43, 44; xxii, 2, 9; VY 44; Aog. 28.
pouru-gasēta, "possessing many qualities":
Miēra: Yt. x, 61.
pouru-reśaca, "possessing many herds":
Xvaranah: Yt. xviii, 1.
pouru-saraša, "possessing many sorts":
Haoma: Ys. x, 12.
pouru-spasēta, "possessing many spies":
Dvāspā: Yt. ix, 1.
pouru-spēśa, "possessing many armies":
Fravāšis: Yt. xiii, 37.
pouru-xvaranah, "possessing much glory":
Ātār: Ny. v, 6; Str. i, 9; ii, 9.
Yazatas: VY 7.
Xvaranah: Yt. xviii, 1.
pouru(4)-xwēkra, "possessing much bliss (or, many blessed abodes)"
Aši: Yt. xviii, 4; xix, 54.
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).
Rāman: AZ 7.
frēxourēśtīna-, "having the ingathering (of the herds)":
Ayāśirma: Ys. i, 9; ii, 9; iii, 11; iv, 14; vi, 8; vii, 11; xvii, 8; xxii, 11.
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fravasīti-dā-, “giving fulness”:
Miśra: Yt. x, 65.
fravāsīya-, “to be questioned(!)”: 
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).
fravāsīya-, “going before”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).
fravāsī-āp-, “water-filling”:
Miśra: Yt. x, 61.
fravāsī-ūr-, “man-?”:
Ušah: G. v, 5.
Haṃ-varāti: Vsp. vii, 3.
fravāsī-ūrōvīra-, “! man’s insight”:
Ušah: G. v, 5.
Haṃ-varāti: Vsp. vii, 3.
fravāsī-ūrōdayant-, “destroying”:
Fravasīya: Yt. xiii, 33.
fravāsī-, “casting forth”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).
fravāsī-ūrōdayana-, “casting forth the onslaught”:
Daēnā: Ys. xii, 9.
fravāsī-, “famous”:
Cištā: Yt. xvi, 1.
Fravasīya: Yt. xiii, 29, 30, 35.
Miśra: Yt. x, 47.
fravāsī-krit-, “making prepared (for the renovation of the world)!”(!)
Vaoēraya: Yt. xiv, 28.
fravāsī-ūrōdaya-, “furtheing creatures”:
Arštāt: Ys. i, 7; ii, 7; iii, 9; iv, 12; vi, 6; vii, 9; xvii, 6; xxii, 9;
Vsp. vii, 2; G. v, 2, 7, 10; Yt. ii, 5, 10; x, 139; xi, 16, 21;
xiii, 18; Str. i, 7, 18, 26; ii, 7, 18, 26.
Āša: Ys. xxvii, 11 (cf. zīcī, 12).
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xvi, 1; iv, 3; Vsp. xi, 1.
Daēnā: VY 14.
Sraosā: Ys. i, 7; ii, 7; iii, 1, 9; iv, 12; vi, 6, 17; vii, 1, 9; xvii, 6;
xxii, 9; lvi, 5; lvi., 2, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 19, 21, 23, 27, 30, 33;
G. v, 2, 7, 10; Yt. ii, 5, 10; xi, 1; Str. i, 7; ii, 7, 17.
Haoma: Ys. xii, 5; x, 21; Yt. viii, 33; Str. ii, 30.
fravāsī-, “forth-shining”:
Tištāya: Yt. viii, 2.
frāpsa-, “having forward (flowing) water”(!):
Satavācās: Yt. viii, 62; Str. i, 13; ii, 13.
frāspē-, “! ”:
Haoma: Ys. xiii, 5; x, 21; lvi, 19; Yt. viii, 33; ix, 17; x, 88;
xvii, 37, 39; Str. ii, 30.
frāsē-, “beloved”:
Armatī: Vd. ii, 10.
Sraosā: Ys. lvi, 34; Yt. xi, 20.
Brava: "dear":
Sraeda: Ys. lviii, 34; Yt. xi, 20.

Svoni-marana, "touching with exuberance (?)":
Dvàspà: Yt. ix, 2.

Sàmanat, "possessing cattle":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).

Svàke-màtra, "spell of the cattle-owner" (name of Ys. lviii, 4-7):
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).

Bdvàvar-càsman, "possessing ten thousand eyes":
Miôra: Ys. i, 3; ii, 3; iii, 5; iv, 8; vi, 2; vii, 5; xvii, 2; xxii, 5; lix, 2; Ny. i, 6, 15; ii, 10; G. i, 2, 8, 10; Yt. vi, 5; x, 7 (cf. x, 82); 91, 141; Str. i, 16; ii, 16.

Bdvàvar-spezan, "possessing ten thousand spies":
Miôra: Yt. x, 24, 27, 46, 60, 69, 82, 141, 143; xvii, 16.

Bacasa, "healing":
Mâli: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.
(Cf. bhàsad- as used of the Ævins in RV I, cxvi, 19; cxvii, 6; VIII, xvii, 8; lxxv, 1; X, xxxix, 3, 5.)

Bacazya, "healing":
"Arodvi": Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.
Aâli: Yt. xvii, 1.
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8, 12 (74 names; twice!).
Tûshtra: Yt. viii, 2.
Dvàspà: Yt. ix, 2.
Fravaishis: Yt. xii, 30, 32.
Vanant: Yt. xxi, 1.
Haoma: Ys. ix, 16; x, 7; lvii, 19; Yt. ix, 17; x, 88; xvii, 37, 39.
Hapté-iranga: Str. i, 13; ii, 13.

Bacazya-tomea, "most healing":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).
(Cf. bhàsad-tomea - as used of Rudra in RV II, xxxii, 4.)

Barajâya, "victory-bearing" (?):
Xvaranah: VY 40.

Baraj-avasita, "bearing possessions":
Saokâ: Yt. xiii, 42.

Baraj-gopeta, "bearing boons":
Saokâ: Yt. xiii, 42.

Baraj-sûkra, "bearing libations":
Cîstà: Yt. x, 126; xvi, 1.

Baraj-svaro-as, "bearing glory":
Varàdevana: Vd. xix, 37.

Sàmanat, "shining":
Aâli: Yt. xvii, 6.
(bhàsamant- is used of Agni in RV V, i, 11.)

Bâmya, "radiant":
Fravaishis: Yt. xiii, 37.
bāzu-staŋga-, "stronger (i.e. deeper) than a fathom":
   "Arodvi": Yt. v, 7.

bāzu-aojag-, "possessing strength of arm":
   Miṣra: Yt. x, 25.
   Sraoṣa: Ys. lvii, 33.
   (bākā́joṣas- is used of Indra in RV X, exi, 6, and of the Maruts in VIII, xx, 6.)

bīzuvačītra-, "possessing two-legged seed":
   Druj: Yt. xlii, 129.
   buxti-, "howling":
   Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
   buçahin-, "possessing howling":
   Vayu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
   boroṣh-, "welcomed":
   Armaiti: Ys. xxxiv, 9; zile, 7 (cf. zeleiši, 6).
   borozen-: "high":
   Apsam Napāt: Ys. i, 5; ii, 5; iii, 7; iv, 10; vi, 4; vii, 7; xvii, 4;
   xxii, 7; lxvi, 12, 13; lxx, 6; G. iii, 2, 8, 11; Yt. ii, 4, 9; v, 72;
   xii, 52; Str. i, 7, 30; ii, 7, 30; FW vii, 1.
   Amāsha Spoutas: Ys. xxvi, 3; Yt. xlii, 82; xii, 15.
   "Arodvi": Yt. v, 15.
   Aši: Ys. ii, 14; vi, 13; xvii, 14; lvii, 3; Yt. viii, 38; x, 68; xi, 8;
   xvii, 1, 10, 17, 21, 25, 26, 31, 35, 39, 43, 47, 52, 54, 57, 58, 59;
   xvii, 3, 4; Str. ii, 25.
   Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).
   Ahura-Miṣra: Ys. i, 11; ii, 11; Yt. x, 113, 145.
   Tiṣṭrya: Yt. viii, 2, 4.
   Fravašis: Yt. xlii, 29.
   Miṣra: Ny. i, 6; Yt. x, 7, 25.
   Raṇiu: Yt. x, 100; xii, 6; xvii, 16.
   Sraoṣa: Ys. lvii, 30.
   Haoma: Ys. x, 21; Str. ii, 30; Vd. xix, 10.

bīrozi-št-, "possessing lofty sight":
   Sraoṣa: Ys. lvii, 11.

bīrozi-aṣṭa-, "high-girdled":
   Fravašis: Yt. xlii, 29.
   Miṣra: Ys. lvii, 30.

mainyu spatōtoma-, "most holy spirit":
   Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

maitya-, "deceitful":
   Angra Mainyu: Vd. xxii, 2, 9.
   Būṣyaśṭā: FW x, 42.

maṣiṣ-kura-, "†":
   Voraṛayna: Yt. xiv, 28.

maṣiṣkaraṇa-, "compassionate":
   Haṃśa: Vsp. ix, 5.
masita-, "great":
   "Arodvi": Ys. lxv, 3.
masište-, "most great":
   Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1; xvi, 1.
   Daēnâ: Ys. xii, 9.
   Miôra: Yt. x, 142.
masdaōīša-, "created by Mazda":
   Ātar: Ys. xvii, 11; lix, 11.
   Čistā: Ys. 0, 9; xxii, 24; xxv, 5; Ny. i, 8; Yt. xvi, 1, 2, 4, 7, 20;
   Str. i, 24; ii, 24.
   Daēnâ: Yt. ii, 12.
   Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 1, 5, 6, 11, 32, 33; Str. i, 14; ii, 14.
   Rāštā: Yt. ii, 3, 8; Str. i, 3; ii, 5; Vd. xix, 19; VY. 37.
   Vanant: Ny. i, 8; Yt. vii, 12; xii, 26; xvi, 1; Str. i, 13; ii, 13.
   Vāta: Ys. xliii, 3; Vsp. vii, 4; Yt. viii, 33; xiv, 2; xviii, 5, 7;
   Vd. xix, 13, 16; VY. 24.
   Varōšōraya: Vd. xix, 37.
   Saoka: Yt. i, 21; ii, 2, 7; iili, 0; xii, 4, 6; xliii, 42; Str. i, 3; ii, 3;
   Vd. xxii, 3, 4.
   Saokanta: Ny. i, 8.
   Satavāsa: Yt. vii, 0, 62; Str. i, 13; ii, 13.
   Savāh: Ys. i, 14; ii, 14; iili, 16; iv, 19; vi, 13; vii, 16; xviii, 14;
   xxii, 16; Ny. v, 5; Yt. xvii, 62; Str. i, 9, 25; ii, 9, 25; Vd. xix, 18.
   Haoma: Ys. x, 17; xi, 8.
   Xvarhsat: Ys. i, 14; Ny. v, 5, 6; Yt. x, 67; xiii, 65, 134; xiv, 2; xix, 9, 13, 45, 54; Str. i, 9, 25, 28; ii, 9, 25, 28.
masdaōasauyā-, "Mazda-honouring":
   Daēnâ: Ys. xxxv, 1; 0, 9; viii, 3; xii, 9; xiii, 1, 3, 8; xv, 1; xvi, 6;
   xvii, 13; xxii, 15, 22, 24, 25; xxiv, 8; xxv, 5, 6; lx, 3; lxii, 4;
   Vsp. vii, 2; ix, 2, 7; x, 2; xi, 5, 18; Ny. i, 8; G. ii, 7; v, 6;
   Yt. ii, 12; viii, 23, 29; ix, 26; x, 68, 117, 126; xi, 3, 16, 21;
   xiii, 94; xvi, 1; xvii, 16; xviii, 8; xix, 69, 82; Str. i, 24, 29;
   ii, 24, 29; Vd. ii, 42; iii, 30, 31, 40, 41, 42; v, 21; ix, 52; x, 18;
   xix, 6, 7, 13, 16; VY. 10, 14, 34, 35, 37, 42, 52; Nir. 41.
masda-āk-, "wise":
   Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8, 12 (74 names; twice!).
māyu-, "skillful":
   Nairyō-sausha: Yt. x, 52.
   (Cf. māyu- as used of Varuṇa in RV VII, xxviii, 4; X, xix, 10;
   xlvii, 5; of Indra in VIII, lxv, 1; and of the Āśvin in VI,
   lxiii, 5.)
mazā-raye-, "possessing great riches":
   Aši: Ys. xliii, 12.
mīdāk-, "!":
   Aši: Ys. lili, 1.
moṣu-kairya-, "possessing swift action":
   Čistā: Yt. xvi, 1.
yaozitivectant, “skilful”:
Tištṛya: Yt. viii, 49.
Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.
Mīrā: Yt. x, 61.
Xvaronah: Yt. xix, 9, 45.

yayocējṛ, “ever-living”:
Amaša Spontas: Ya. xxxix, 3; iv, 4; xxiv, 9; Vsp. ix, 4; xi, 12.

yayacēs, “ever-advantageous”:
Amaša Spontas: Ya. xxxix, 3; iv, 4; xxiv, 9; Vsp. ix, 4; xi, 12.

yūrīya-, “yearly”:
Huṣīti: Ya. i, 5; ii, 6; G. iv, 2, 10, 13; Str. i, 6; ii, 6; Yt. ii, 3, 5, 8, 10; iii, 11.

yāskorat-, “making the consumption (of the world)”:
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 75.

yāskorosteṣa-, “most making the consumption (of the world)”:
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 75.

yāstō-sayah-, “possessing weapons girded on”:
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 37.

yāsta-apesa-, “possessing yoked horses”:
Drvaspa: Yt. ix, 2.

ruka-, “radiant”:
Hvāra: Ya. 0, 9; xxii, 24; Ny. i, 10, 17; Yt. vi, 7; Str. i, 11.

rukaṣant-, “radiant”:
Ahura Mazda: Ya. 0, 8; i, 1; iv, 7; vi, 10; xii, 1; xvi, 3; xvii, 10; xxii, 1, 23; xxiv, 12, 28; xxv, 4; xxvii, 2; lxx, 10; Vsp. xi, 16;
Yt. i, 0, 22, 23; ii, 6; Str. i, 1, 8, 15, 23; ii, 1, 8, 15, 23; Afr. 1, 8;
FW v, 1, 2.

Tištṛya: Ys. i, 11; iii, 13; iv, 16; vii, 13; xvi, 4; xxii, 13; xxvii, 2;
Ny. i, 8; Yt. viii, 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26,
28, 29, 30, 32, 35, 36, 37, 39, 41, 42, 55, 56, 57, 60, 62; xii, 27;
xviii, 7; Str. i, 13; ii, 13; Vd. xix, 37.

Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.

Mīrā: Yt. x, 75.

Satavāsa: Yt. viii, 32.

(reedat- is used of Indra in RV I, iv, 2; VI, xlviv, 11; VIII, ii, 11, 13;
of Varuna in X, xxxvi, 3; of Mitra in VIII, xlvii, 9; of Brahmanas Pati in I, xviii, 2; and of Uṣas in X, xxxv, 4.)

ruksino-, “shining”:
Ātar: VY 4.
Tištṛya: Yt. viii, 2.
(Cf. rukson- as used of Agni in RV I, xcvi, 5; X, xlv, 8.)

rukskaṇeṣant-, “shining”:
Aṣa: Ya. xxxvii, 4.

ruksinaceṇt-, “shining”:
Māh: AZ 6.
raorada-, "possessing a swift car":
  Pûrûndî: Yt. viii, 33; x, 66; Sr. i, 23; ii, 25; VY 8.
rauy-, "light, swift":
  Uşah: G. v, 5.
  Pûrûndî: Vsp. vii, 2.
  Fravâshis: Yt. xiii, 75.
ratâvædæra-, "possessing lordship of the ratu":
  Ahura Mazda: Vsp. xi, 1.
râdæstâr-, "warrior":
  Ātār: Ys. lxii, 6 (gloss); Ny. v, 6; Sr. i, 9; ii, 9; VY 26.
  Mērâ: Yt. v, 53; x, 25, 102, 112, 140.
  Sraosâ: Ys. lvii, 33.
  (ratãpèhâ- is used of Indra in RV 1, clxxiii, 4, 5; II, xvii, 3; VI, xxi, 1; xxiii, 5; VIII, iv, 13; xxxii, 14; IX, xvii, 49.)
ranâx-wspâ-, "making horses run swiftly":
  Uşah: G. v, 5.
repont-, "assisting":
  Ahura Mazda: Ys. lxx, 1.
ravâx-wspâ-, "making horses run swiftly":
  Uşah: G. v, 5.
ravâ-fraosâman-, "possessing swift flight":
  Tištîrya: Yt. viii, 2.
  Fravâshis: Yt. xiii, 29.
rázita-, "most upright":
  Čistâ: Ys. 0, 9; xxii, 24; xxv, 5; Ny. i, 8; Yt. x, 126; xi, 16, 21; xvi, 1, 2, 4, 7, 20; Sr. i, 24; ii, 21; Vd. xix, 39.
  Rañnu: Ys. i, 7; ii, 7; iii, 9; vi, 6; vii, 9; xvi, 5; xvii, 6; xxii, 9; lv, 12, 13; lxx, 3; Vsp. vii, 2; xi, 6; G. v, 2, 7, 10; Yt. ii, 5, 10; x, 126; xi, 16, 21; xii, 7, 38; xii, 86; Sr. i, 7, 18; ii, 7, 18; VY 52; Phl. tr. of Vd. xiii, 9.
râmanicant-, "peaceful":
  Tištîrya: Yt. viii, 9.
rasma-âyuâna-, "possessing a peaceful abode":
  Tištîrya: Yt. viii, 2.
  Miêra: Ny. ii, 13; Yt. x, 4.
reumâ-, "†":
  Aši: Ys. iii, 1, 3.
reâma-, "calming":
  Fravâshis: Yt. xiii, 40.
ranjâsta-, "most swift":
  Fravâshis: Yt. xiii, 75.
vaêbîsho-, "most wise":
  Rañnu: Yt. xii, 7.
vaêbîsâto(râ), "sharp-lancer (†)":
  Vayu: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).
vaêbîsâtri-, "possessing a sharp lance":
  Vayu: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).
vāsā-daḥ., "good-giving":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xxxviii, 4.
Yazatas: Ys. i, 19; xvi, 9; xxiii, 4; xxiv, 34.
(casāda- is used of Indra in RV VIII, xix, 4.)

vāsāteṣaḥ, "victorious":
Srnoṣa: Ys. lvii, 33.

vīnas-pośana, "winning in battle":
Fravāsha: Yt. xiiii, 30, 35, 40.

vānali-, "conquering":
Uparatāt: Ys. i, 6; ii, 6; iii, 8; iv, 11; vi, 5; vii, 8; xvii, 5; xxii, 8;
ixxii, 9; Vsp. i, 6; ii, 8; G. iv, 2, 10, 13; Yt. ii, 5, 10; v, 86;
x, 33; xii, 34, 42; xiv, 64; Str. i, 7, 20; ii, 7, 20; Afr. i, 9;
FW v, 1, 2.

vānas-ṣeṣaḥ, "all-conquering":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 44 (47 names).

varāṣaheṣaḥ, "energetic":
Tīṣtryu: Yt. viii, 49.
Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.
Xvaramah: Yt. xix, 9, 45.

vāstār-vārā, "possessing a rolling car":
Dravāpā: Yt. ix, 2.
(Cf. the sword ratha of the Aśvins in RV I, xlvii, 7; cxviii, 2, 3;
clxxiii, 2, 3; III, lvii, 3; IV, xlv, 5; X, xxix, 1; and of Suryā in X, lixxv, 29.)

vāraso-poṭha, "increasing creatures":
Arīṇāt: Ys. i, 7; ii, 7; iii, 9; iv, 12; vi, 6; vii, 9; xvii, 6; xxii, 9;
Vsp. vii, 2; G. v, 2, 7, 10; Yt. ii, 5, 10; x, 139; xi, 16, 21;
xiii, 18; Str. i, 7, 18; ii, 7, 18.

varinākaṛita-, "ram-freeing":
Ayāśīma: Ys. i, 9; ii, 9; iii, 11; iv, 14; vi, 8; vii, 11; xvii, 8;
xxii, 11; Vsp. i, 2.

varaya沮丧, "efficacious":
Vohu Manah: Ys. xtr, 4.

causātāṭha, "possessing dominion at pleasure":
Homa: Ys. ix, 25.

causā-gaupāroti-, "possessing fields at pleasure":
Miṣra: Yt. x, 60.

causā-gaun, "possessing abodes at pleasure":
Fravāsha: Yt. xiiii, 34.

causā-gānu-, "possessing favour at pleasure":
Miṣra: Yt. x, 60.

causārta-, "arising energetic":
Fravāsha: Yt. xiiii, 23.

vakṣita-, "best":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1.
(Also the conventional epithet of Aša.)
cəhmo-zəndah, "prayer-fulfilling";
Miðra: Yt. x, 25.
cərdəroynə, "victorious";
Fravasīs: Yt. xiii, 40, 156.
cəstrəumf, "possessing pastures";
Haṣiš: Vsp. i, 9; ii, 11; ix, 5.
Huṣiti: Ys. xviśi, 11.
cəstrə-dətəinynə, "relating to the fodder-harvest";
Maibyō-šam: Vsp. i, 2; li, 2.
caścəd-də, "herd-giving";
Miðra: Yt. x, 65.
cəšcə-frəšana, "herd-furthering";
"Arodvi": Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.
cəšəwy, "relating to herds";
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).
cəšəne-kara, "making demon-foes";
Vayun: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).
cəšənəsta, "best-deciding";
Rașanu: Yt. xii, 7.
cədənt-spədən, "army-finding";
Miðra: Yt. x, 35.
cədənta-vənən, "glory-finding";
Vayun: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).
cəvedə, "causing (water) to surge apart";
Vayun: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
cədə, "deciding";
Fravasīs: Yt. xiii, 40.
cətar, "pursuer";
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).
cədəya, "antidemonic";
"Arodvi": Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.
Ahura Mazda: Yt. xiii, 146.
cədəkə, "finding (?)";
Vayun: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).
cədəcətən, "unantagonisable";
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8 (74 names).
cədəstein, "knowing";
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xvi, 3; xviśi, 2.
cədəsə, "free from deceit";
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).
cədəsə, "driving-hence";
Fravasīs: Yt. xiii, 40.
cədpətən, "all-shaping";
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).
cədpətən, "lord of the village";
Miðra: Yt. x, 112.
Haoma: Ys. ix, 27.
(viēpā-ri) is used of Agni in RV I, xili, 2; xxvi, 7; lx, 2; cxiv, 1; III, ii, 10; xili, 5; V, iv, 3; vi, 5; VIIi, vii, 4; xv, 7; VIII, xiii, 13, 14; xiv, 26; xili, 19; X, iv, 4; of Indra in III, xi, 3; and of Varuṇa in VIII, xxv, 16.)

viēpāravaṇa, "all-conquering":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).

viēpē cōhā maccaḏaḏa ašaître, "all good things Mazda-given, with seed from Aša":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 7 (74 names).

viēpē-sō̄dēra, "(giving) all comfort":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).

viēpē-šēsēr, "all-perceiving":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xlv, 4; Yt. i, 8 (74 names).

viēpē-ufšama, "containing all verses":
Daēnā: VY 14.

viēpē-mahṛka, "possessing the death of all":
Angra Mainyu: Yt. i, 19; xili, 71.

viēpē-ušiṣt, "all-knowing":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. xii, 1; Vd. xix, 20, 26.

Miēra: Yt. x, 24, 27, 35, 40, 60, 69, 82, 141, 143.
(Cf. viēpē-sēdēra as used of Mitra-Varuṇa in RV VIII, xxv, 3; of Agni in I, xii, 1; xxiiii, 6; xiv, 7; cxviii, 8; exiili, 4; cxvii, 3; III, xxv, 1; IV, iv, 13; vii, 1; X, iv, 4; of Varuṇa in VIII, xili, 1; of the Maruts in I, xlv, 8; V, lx, 7; of the Adityas in V, lxvii, 3; VIII, xviii, 11; cxvii, 3; of the All-Gods in VIII, xxvii, 2, 4, 11, 19-21; viēpē-sēdēra is used of Agni in III, xix, 1; xxix, 7; V, iv, 3; X, xei, 3; and of Soma in IX, xxviii, 1; xcvii, 56.)

viēpē-corṣaṇa, "all-working":
Daēnā: VY 14.

viēpē-kaukorṣaṇa, "?":
Daēnā: VY 14.

viēpē-maṣṭ, "all-greatest":
Sraēa: Ys. xcviiii, 5.

viēpē-ažu, "venomous":
Aši: Ys. ix, 11; xix, 40.

viēpē-casēρe, "poison-spitting":
Aši: Ys. ix, 50.

cōrko-gaṇāoṣiti, "possessing wide pastures":
Miēra: Ys. 0, 6; i, 3; ii, 3; iii, 5; iv, 8; vi, 2; vii, 5; xvi, 5; xvii, 2; xxii, 4, 23; xxv, 4; lix, 2; lxv, 12, 13; lxviiii, 22; lxx, 3; lxvii, 6; Vsp. 1, 6; li, 9; vii, 2; xi, 6; Ny. i, 6, 15; ii, 10, 13, 14, 15, 17; G. i, 2, 7, 8, 10; Yt. ii, 4, 9; vi, 5; viii, 7, 38; x, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 46, 48, 52, 60, 78, 88, 87, 91, 94, 95, 98, 99, 114, 115, 120, 121, 122, 124, 128, 129, 130, 131, 132, 133, 135, 139,
146; xi, 16, 21; xiii, 18, 86, 95; xvii, 16; xix, 35; Str. i, 7, 16; ii, 7, 10; Vd. iii, 1; xix, 15.

(Cf. urōgaityi- as used of Soma in RV IX, xc, 4; the urvi īdvāti of Aditi in 1X, lxxiv, 3; and the urvi īdvāti to which Mitra-Varna hasten in V, lxvi, 3.)

couru-dōīra-, "wide-seeing":
Rāta: Yt. ii, 3, 8; Str. i, 5; ii, 5; VY 8.
Saōka: Yt. ii, 2, 7; iii, 0; Str. i, 3; ii, 4; Vd. xix, 37.
(Cf. urucikṣas- as used of Surya in RV VII, xxxv, 8; lxiii, 4; and of Varna in I, xxv, 5, 16.)

couru-rauṣaḥ-, "wide-reaching":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1.
Daēnā: VY 14.

cōhunant-, "possessing goods":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xii, 1; Vd. xix, 11.

cōhucūsīta(?)-, "weld-worker":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 44 (47 names).

cōheuvaṇant-, "possessing good light":
Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.

cōvērāṣaṇ-, "victorious":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. iv, 4; Vep. xi, 1.
Fravāšīs: Yt. xiii, 47, 156.
Vāst: Yt. x, 9; xii, 4, 6; xiii, 47, 48.
Sraoša: Ys. i, 7; ii, 7; iii, 1, 9; iv, 12; vi, 6, 17; vii, 1, 9; xvii, 6; xxii, 9; lvi, 5; lxii, 1, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 27, 30, 33; Vep. xvi, 1; G. v, 2, 7, 10; Yt. ii, 10; xi, 1, 3, 7, 8; Str. ii, 7, 17; Vd. xix, 40; AZ 6.
Haoma: Ys. ix, 18 (cf. x, 9).
(Cf. vīraṭhān- as a standing epithet of Indra in RV; also of Agni in I, lix, 6; lxxiv, 3; lxxviii, 4; III, xx, 4; VI, xvi, 14, 19, 48; VIII, lxiii, 4; X, lxxix, 12; of Indra-Agni in I, cviii, 3; III, xii, 4; VI, lx, 3; VII, xcix, 1, 4; xciv, 11; VIII, xxxviii, 2; of Soma in I, xci, 5; IX, i, 3; xxiv, 6; lxxix, 7; X, xxv, 9; of Manyu in X, lxxixi, 3; and of the Áśvins in VIII, viii, 9, 22.)

cōvērāṣaṇ-, "victorious":
Varaōrāṇa: Yt. x, 59.
cōvērāṣaṇ-, "victorious":
Miθra: Yt. x, 141.

cōvēsī-dāśman-, "possessing energetic eyes":
Fravāšīs: Yt. xiii, 29.

cōvēsī-dōīra-, "possessing energetic eyes":
Amaša Spantas: Ys. xxvi, 3; Yt. xiii, 82; xix, 15.

cōvēsī-sauka-, "possessing energetic advantage":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).

cōvēsī-sauk-, "possessing energetic profit":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).
carospaška, "possessing energetic onset":
Mārā: Ys. i, 18; ili, 15; iv, 18; vii, 15; xxii, 25; Vsp. xxi, 2;
Str. i, 29.
Zām: Ys. x, 4.

cupacana, "eloquent (or, relating to assemblies?)":
Ātāra: Yt. xiii, 85.
Naivyō-saša: Vd. xxii, 7, 13.
Mārā: Ny. i, 6; Yt. x, 7, 25, 61, 65.

cupacana, "beaming":
Āsī: Yt. xvii, 6.
Tītrāya: Yt. viii, 2.
(Cf. vihātāna as used of Agni in RV I, lxix, 7; lxvi, 2; III, ili, 9;
IV, i, 8, 12; V, i, 9; iv, 2; VI, iv, 2; xi, 4; X, vi, 2; lxi, 20;
xvi, 1; and of Uṣas in I, xxx, 20; xlviii, 1; xcvii, 14; IV, ili, 6;
V, lxxix, 4, 10; VIII, xlvii, 10.)
sukacaśat, "advantageous":
Māhā: Ny. ili, 7; Yt. vii, 5; YY. 4.
sucaśin, "flaming":
Vāyu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
sucaśinacana, "flaming":
Ātāra: AZ. 6.
sivi, "":
Vāyu: Yt. xv, 47 (47 names).
sorda, "cold-giving":
Maityārya: Vsp. i, 2; ii, 2.
sud-gaṇa, "possessing advantage for creatures":
Ariṣṭā: Vsp. vii, 2; Yt. xi, 56.
śima, "horrible":
Āsī: Ys. ix, 30.
suvru-, "red":
Ātāra: Ys. xxxi, 19; ii, 9.
(Jukru- is used of Agni in RV I, lxix, 1; IV, i, 7; xi, 2; V, xxi, 4;
xxiii, 4; VI, xvi, 34; xlviii, 7; VII, i, 5; VIII, xlix, 3; X, xxi, 7;
and of Soma in III, xxxii, 2; IX, xcvii, 32; cix, 3, 5, 6.)
śtra-, "mighty":
Apaṃ Napāt: Yt. xiii, 95.
Aśī: Yt. xvii, 1, 7, 14.
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names); xiii, 78.
Tītrāya: Yt. viii, 4.
Dvāpā: Yt. ix, 1, 5, 6, 11, 32, 33; Str. i, 14; ii, 14.
Pravāsī: Ys. ii, 6; vi, 5; xvi, 5; xvii, 18; xxvi, 1, 3; lix, 10, 27;
xv, 4; lxxv, 5; Vsp. xiii, 0; Ny. i, 9; G. i, 4; ii, 7; Yt. ii, 10;
x, 3; xxiii, 21, 26, 27, 40, 73, 75, 79, 147; Str. ii, 19.
Mārā: Ny. i, 6; ii, 15; Yt. x, 6, 7, 15, 24, 27, 31, 33, 48, 50, 60, 69,
70, 82, 141, 143.
Satavāsa: Yt. viii, 0, 62; Str. i, 13; ii, 13.
Sraoša: Ys. lvii, 11; Yt. x, 52; xiii, 140.
(The term is one of the standing epithets of the amnestymous
goddess known as Arodvi Sūrā Anahitā.)

Advantageous:
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).

Most mighty:

Arodvi: Ny. i, 19; Yt. v, 18, 22, 26, 30, 34, 38, 42, 46, 50, 54, 58,
69, 73, 82, 105, 109, 113, 117, 130.
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xxviii, 5; xxvi, 11; xvi, 1; lv, 3; lvi, 1; Vsp.
xi, 1; xv, 2; Yt. i, 8, 15 (74 names; twice!); AZ 2.

Tištṛya: Yt. viii, 43, 47.
Drvāspā: Yt. ix, 4, 9, 14, 18, 22, 26, 30.
Fravāšis: Yt. xiii, 31, 34, 75, 147.

Miōra: Yt. x, 6, 13, 31.

Sdvijtha: is used of Indra in RV I, lxxx, 1; lxxxi, 1, 19; clxv, 7; 
V, xxix, 13, 15; xxxv, 8; xxxvii, 2; VI, xxii, 2, 7; xxvi, 7; 
xxv, 3; VII, xxi, 5; VIII, vi, 31; xlii, 12; xlvii, 9; l, 1; ll, 4; 
Iv, 12; lxx, 6; lxxix, 4; lxxxvi, 14; X, exvi, 1; and of Agni in I, 
xxxvii, 11.)

Skutara, "it":
Angra Mainyu: Vd. xix, 3.

Spaatta, "white":
Čistā: Yt. x, 126.

(Dvtt is used of Agni in RV III, i, 41 and of Indra-Agni in VIII, 
XI, 8.)

Spanahvani, "holy":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8 (74 names).

Spas, "watcher":
Miōra: Yt. x, 61.

(Spas is used of Mitra-Varuna in RV VI, lxvii, 5 [their spies are men- 
tioned in VII, Ixi, 3]; of Indra in VIII, i, 15 [cf. I, xxxiii, 8]; of 
Surya in IV, xlii, 3; of the Adityas in VIII, xlvii, 11; spies of 
Varuna in I, xxv, 13; VII, lxxvii, 3; of Agni in IV, iv, 3; and of 
the gods in X, x, 8.)

Spastor, "observer":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).

Spānak, "sanctity":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8 (74 names).

Spāvādāsta, "it":
Aši: Yt. xix, 54.
Fravāšis: Yt. xiii, 35.

Spānāda, "most holy":
Fravāšis: Yt. xiii, 75.
Raśnu: Yt. x, 126; xii, 7.

Spontu, "holy":
Ātār: Ys. lxii, 8 (gloss); Ny. v, 9; Yt. xiii, 85.
Fravašis: Ys. ii, 11; vi, 5, 10, 19; xvi, 5; xvii, 5; Vsp. xiii, 0; xix, 1; Ny. i, 9; G. i, 4; ii, 7; Yt. xiii, 46, 73, 75.
Vātā: Ys. xvi, 5; Ny. i, 8.

Asa: Ys. xxxvii, 4; lx, 12; lxxi, 30; Yt. iii, 0, 18; Str. i, 3.
Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1.

Arzuqāna-, “possessing an ear for hearing (?):”
Daēnā: VY 14.

Arzotu-, “sturdy-bodied”:
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 40.

Arzotu-, “hearing”:
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 29.

Arzotusmā-, “possessing sturdy !”:
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 40.

Arzru-, “beautiful”:
Asa: Ys. xxxv, 3.
Asi: Yt. xiii, 107; xvii, 6, 60, 61.
Armaityu: Vd. xix, 13, 19.
Utā: G. v, 5.
Tištymi: Yt. viii, 9.
Daēnā: Yt. x, 64.
Vātā: Yt. xiv, 2.
Vohu Manah: Vd. xix, 19.
Huoma: Ys. lvii, 19; Yt. ix, 17; x, 88; xvii, 37, 39.

Arzutu-, “possessing a hearing ear”:
Miēra: Yt. x, 107; xix, 35.

(Cf. Arzutu-, as used of Agni in RV I, xliiv, 13; xlv, 7; X, cxli, 6;
and of Indra in VII, xxxii, 3; VIII, xlv, 17.)

Arzutu-stotu-, “possessing a most hearing ear”:
Apam Napāt: Yt. xix, 32.

Arzru-, “horned”:
Asi: Ys. ix, 11; xix, 40.
Arcuzaa-, “belonging to a horned race”:
Snāviṣka: Yt. xix, 43.

Ionē-frośana-, “wealth-furtheing”:
“Arodrī”: Ys. lxv, 1; Ny. iv, 2; Yt. v, 1.

Arodrī-, “watchful”:
Miēra: Yt. x, 61.

Azurū-, “summons-answering”:
Fravašis: Yt. xiii, 23.
Antu-paṭti-, “lord of the district”:
Huoma: Ys. ix, 27.

Warahstri-, “Zarathushtrian”:
Daēnā: Ys. viii, 7; xi, 14; xii, 9; lli, 7; lx, 2; Yt. viii, 59, 60;
Vd. ii, 2.

Waranyo-azeru-, “possessing golden shoes”:
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.
zarangō-aunayešana-, "possessing a golden girdle":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.

zarangō-axedra-, "possessing a golden helmet":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.

zarangō-čaṣtra-, "possessing golden wheels":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.
(héraγyacira-, is used of the Maruts in RV I, xlviii, 5.)

zarangō-pusa-, "possessing a golden diadem":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.

zarangō-mina-, "possessing a golden necklace":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.

zarangō-castra-, "possessing golden clothing":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.

zarangō-čaγirištan-, "possessing a golden breastplate":
Mišra: Yt. x, 112.

zarangō-čela-, "possessing a golden car":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.
(Cf. heraγyarathka-, as used of Agni in RV IV, i, 8; and of the Maruta in V, lvii, 1.)

zarangō-yasa-, "possessing golden weapons":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 57.

zaire-gaono-, "gold-coloured":
Haoma: Ys. ix, 10; x, 12.
(Cf. heraγyarathka- as used of Indra in RV V, xlviii, 2; of Apam Napat in II, xlv, 10; of the Maruts in II, xlv, 11; of Usas in III, lxi, 2; VII, lxvii, 2; and heraγyarūpa-, of Apam Napat in II, xlv, 10; and of Agni in IV, iii, 1; X, xx, 9.)

zaireta-, "yellow":
Aśi: Ys. ix, 11, 30; xix, 40.
(Cf. hārīta- as used in Indra in RV III, xlv, 4.)

zaire-dōštra-, "golden-eyed":
Haoma: Ys. lvii, 19; Yt. ix, 17; x, 88; xvii, 37, 39.
(Cf. heraγyakṣa- as used of Savitṛ in RV I, xlv, 8.)

zairena-, "putting to sleep":
Bṛyāṣṭa: Yt. xviii, 2; Vd. xi, 9, 12.

zaire-pade-, "golden-heeled":
Gandarawa: Yt. v, 38; xix, 41.

zairenayevant-, "possessing a (fixed) abode":
Mīh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.

zarangō-sa-, "helping at summons":
Apam Napat: Yt. xix, 52.

zarangō-erūt-, "summons-hearing":
Mišra: Yt. x, 61.

Satavāsa: Yt. xili, 44.
(hoaraγerūt- is used of Rudra in RV II, xlviii, 15; of Indra in I, x, 10; VIII, xii, 23; of Indra-Agni in VI, lix, 10; of Indra-
Varuna in VII, lxxxiii, 3; of the Aēvins in V, lxxv, 5; VIII, viii, 7; of the Ādityas in VIII, lvi, 5; and of the All-Gods in VI, iii, 10.)

surañamāna-, "helping at summons":
Mītra: Yt. x, 76.

śādīrī-, "golden":
Haoma: Ys. xiii, 5; ix, 17, 30, 31, 32; x, 13, 21; Vsp. xi, 2; Str. ii, 30; Vd. xix, 19.
(Cf. hārī- as used of Soma in RV I, iii, 9; v, 4; lvii, 2; lxx, 8; xvii, 6, 9; ci, 15; ciii, 2, 4; cvii, 10; X, ci, 10.)

śīnaka-, "†":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 45 (47 names).

śurijā-, "†":
Aṅur-viśūṭu: Aog. 57.

śāntator-, "knower":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12, 13 (74 names; twice!).

śānātīta-, "best-knowing":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 13 (74 names).

kauzerosnōna-, "promising Haoma":
Mātra: Yt. xviii, 8.

kaučat-āsā- (ed. atēna-), "having Āsa following":
Daēnā: VY 14.

kauvrasnōna-, "conquering at once":
Vayu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).
(Cf. satrējīt- as used of Indra in RV II, xxi, 1; VIII, lxxvii, 4.)

kauvrasnapuṇya-, "conquering at once":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).

kauvasnābō-ā, "giving beatitude":
Mītra: Yt. x, 65.

kauvrasnapuṇya-, "possessing a thousand ears":
Mītra: Ys. i, 3; ii, 3; iii, 5; iv, 8; vi, 2; vii, 5; xvii, 2; xxvii, 5; lxx, 2; Ny. i, 6, 15; ii, 10; G. i, 2, 8, 10; Yt. vi, 5; x, 7; 91, 141; xvii, 16; Str. i, 16; ii, 16.

kauvrasnapuṇya-, "possessing a thousand faculties":
Dahaka: Ys. ix, 8; AZ 3.

Mītra: Yt. x, 35 (cf. x, 82), 107; xix, 35.

hētā-morōti-, "mindful of what is merited":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 8 (74 names).

kauvrasnapuṇya-, "conquering":
Axtāti: Yt. ii, 1, 6; xv, 1; Vsp. vii, 1; Str. i, 2; ii, 2.

kauvrasnapuṇya-, "capable of defending":
Frawasis: Yt. xiii, 33.

Sraoša: Ys. lvii, 33.

kauvrasnapuṇya-, "possessing a good onset":
Ciśtā: Yt. xvi, 1.

Aukarop-, "well-bodied":
Haoma: Ys. ix, 16.
Divine and Demonic Epithets in the Avesta

Aukoroptena, "best-bodied":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. 1, 1.

Ausratu, "possessing good wisdom":
Huoma: Ya. ix, 23; x, 2.

Subdratu - is used of Soma in RV I, xci, 2; IX, ii, 3; xii, 4; xlvii, 3; lxiii, 25; lxv, 30; lxx, 6; lxxii, 8; lxxiii, 8; cii, 3; of Agni in I, cxxvii, 4; cxli, 11; cxliv, 7; III, i, 22; V, xi, 2; xxv, 9; VI, xvi, 3; VIII, xix, 17; lxiii, 7; lxxiii, 8; X, cxxii, 2, 6; of Indra in I, v, 6; II, 13; iv, 6; II, xxxi, 3; III, lxix, 1; VI, xxx, 3; VIII, 4, 18; xxxiii, 5; X, cxliv, 6; of Varuna in I, xxv, 12; 19; V, lxv, 1; VIII, xxv, 2; of Mitra-Varuna in III, lxii, 16; VII, lxii, 2; VIII, xxxv, 5, 8; of Bhāspati in I, cxxxiv, 10; of Savitri in VI, lxvi, 1; and of Surya in VI, xxx, 2.)

Auzabrah, "possessing good dominion":
Amsa Spantas: Ya. xxxv, 1; ii, 2; iv, 4, 25; vi, 1; xiii, 4; xiv, 2; xxiv, 9; xxv, 1; lvi, 3, 4; lxiii, 5; lix, 1; lxiii, 3; lxv, 12, 13, 17; lxx, 1; Vsp. v, 2; viii, 2, 15; ix, 4; xi, 12; Yt. ii, 6; Str. ii, 1, 8, 15, 23; Afr. ii, 3; Vd. xix, 9; FW v, 2.

Ahura Mazda: Vsp. xi, 1.

Sukaratré - is used of Indra in RV V, xxxii, 5; xxxviii, 1; of Varuna in VII, lxiv, 1; lxxiii, 1, of Mitra in III, lix, 4; and of Varuna, Mitra, and Agni in VI, lxix, 1; ii, 10.)

Auzdratoma, "possessing best dominion":

Auzhva, "possessing a good appearance":
Aesi: Yt. xvii, 15.

Auztdha, "well-shaped":
Amsa: Ya. i, 6; ii, 6; iii, 8; iv, 11; vi, 5; vii, 8; xvii, 6; xxii, 8; Ixxii, 2; G. iv, 2, 10, 13; Yt. ii, 5, 10; xiii, 42; xiv, 7, 9, 44; Str. i, 7, 20; ii, 7, 20; Afr. i, 9; FW v, 1, 2.

Miitra: Ny. i, 6; Yt. x, 7.

Auzdnas, "possessing good insight":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).

Auzdnasoma, "possessing best insight":
Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 15 (74 names).

Auzdsha, "possessing good eyes":
Fravasías: Yt. xiii, 29.

Auzdha, "possessing good insight":
Amsa Spantas: Ya. xxxv, 1; ii, 2, 12; iv, 4, 25; vi, 1; xiii, 4; xiv, 2; xxiv, 9; xxv, 1; lvi, 3, 4; lviii, 5; lix, 1; lxiii, 3, lxv, 12, 13, 17; lxx, 1; Vsp. v, 2; viii, 1; ix, 4; xi, 12; Yt. ii, 6; Str. ii, 1, 8, 15, 23; Afr. ii, 3; Vd. xix, 9; FW v, 2.

Ahura Mazda: Ys. xlvii, 3; xvi, 1.

Atar: Ny. v, 4.

Vāta: Ys. xvi, 5; Ny. i, 8; Str. i, 22; ii, 22.

Auzhta, "well-created":
Aesi: Yt. xvii, 5.
Miśra: Yt. x, 142.
Haoma: Ys. ix, 16.
\textit{huddman}, "well-intentioned":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. i, 1.
\textit{kunardvam}, "skilful":
Čistā: Yt. xvi, 1.
(Cf. \textit{sādān} as used of Uṣas in RV I, xlviii, 5, 8, 10; IV, ili, 1; VII, lxxxi, 1.)
\textit{kunairvān}, "skilful":
Miśra: Yt. x, 102.
\textit{kupāthmaina}, "possessing good paths":
Čistā: Yt. xvi, 1.
\textit{kupairita}, "well-extending round about (?1)":
Vāyu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).
\textit{kupairispā}, "well-flourishing round about (?2)":
Vāyu: Yt. xv, 46 (47 names).
\textit{kunāga}, "possessing good blessings":
Ahura Mazda: Ys. xli, 3.
\textit{kunubna}, "possessing good places":
Fravasī: Yt. xiii, 29.
\textit{kunuztara}, "well-honoured":
Ašī: Yt. xvii, 1.
\textit{kunoda}, "well-formed":
Ama: Ys. i, 6; ii, 6; iii, 8; iv, 11; vi, 5; vii, 8; xvii, 5; xxii, 8; lxxii, 9; G. iv, 2, 10, 13; Yt. ii, 5, 10; xiv, 7, 9, 44; Str. i, 7, 20; ii, 7, 20; Afr. i, 9.
"Arodvi": Yt. v, 15.
Ašī: Ys. ii, 14; vi, 13; xvii, 14; Str. ii, 25; Yt. xvii, 1.
Dvīspa: Yt. ix, 2.
Nairyosauha: Ys. lvii, 3; Yt. xi, 8; VY 40.
Sraoša: Ys. ii, 7; vi, 6, 17; xvii, 6; lvi, 5; lvii, 2, 3, 7, 9, 11, 13, 15, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 30, 33; lxvi, 12, 13; Yt. xi, 1; Str. ii, 7, 17; Vd. xviii, 22, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 46, 49, 34, 37; xix, 15, 40; AZ 6; FW v, 1, 2.
\textit{kurēga}, "possessing a good chariot":
Miśra: Yt. x, 76.
(Cf. \textit{suraēga} as used of the Aśvins in RV I, xxii, 2; of the Maruts in V, lvii, 2; and of Agni in IV, ii, 4 [in these two instances also with \textit{svērēna}].)
\textit{kuregana}, "possessing a good abode":
Tiṣtrya: Yt. viii, 2.
Miśra: Ny. ii, 13; Yt. x, 4.
(Cf. \textit{sukṣiti} as used of Soma in RV I, xvi, 21.)
\textit{kuregano}, "beneficent":
Armaīti: Ys. xli, 4.
hezāena-，“possessing good weapons”;
Mihr: Vd. xix, 15, 28.
(Cf. svađyuḥa- as used of Soma in RV IX, iv, 7; xv, 8; xxxi, 6; lxv, 5; lxxvi, 12; lxxvii, 2; xxvi, 10; cviii, 15; ex, 12; of Indra in VI, xvii, 13; X, xlvii, 2; and of the Maruts in V, lvii, 2; lxxxvii, 5; VII, lv, 11.)
hevar-, “beneficent”:
Haoma: Ys. ix, 10.
hevān-hezānā-, “possessing like will with the Sun”:
Amaša Spantas: Ny. i, 1; Yt. x, 51; xiii, 92.
hevāspā-, “possessing good horses”:
Mihr: Yt. x, 76.
(saudēru- is used of Indra in RV IV, xxix, 2; V, xxxiii, 3; of the Asvins in VII, lxviii, 1; lxix, 3; of Agni in IV, ii, 4; and of the Maruts in V, lvii, 2 [in these two instances also with surāṭkha-].) hevāśīta-, “possessing good pacification”:
Varuṇāraṇya: Yt. xiv, 28.
hevāpak- (baya), “possessing good works”:
Ahura Mazda: Ys. x, 10; lxxi, 10; Yt. x, 92.
hevāmarṣāda-, “very merciful”:
Mihr: Yt. x, 140.
hevānāna-, “possessing a good place”:
Cistā: Yt. xvi, 1.
Varuṇāraṇya: Yt. xiv, 28.
hevānaccahafta-, “possessing good battle”:
Cistā: Yt. xvi, 1.
hevāroti-, “arising well”:
Fravališ: Yt. xiii, 23.
hevānastiḥ-, “well-attending”:
Aši: Ys. ili, 1.
svađvadāda-, “having performed next-of-kin marriage”:
Daēnā: Ys. xii, 9.
svađārtha-, “autonomous”:
Owīša: Ys. lxxii, 10; Ny. i, 8; Yt. x, 66; Str. i, 21; ii, 21; Vd. xix, 13, 16; VY 24.
Raoči: Ys. i, 16; ili, 18; iv, 21; xii, 18; xvi, 6; xxii, 18; Yt. xii, 35; Str. i, 30; ii, 30; Vd. xix, 35.
(Cf. svađhāvant- as used of Agni in RV I, xxxvi, 12; xxvii, 2; III, xx, 3; IV, v, 2; x, 8; xii, 3; V, ili, 5; VIII, xlv, 20; X, xi, 8; xlvi, 3; of Indra in I, lxii, 9; cxcii, 6; II, xx, 6; III, xii, 8; IV, xx, 4; VI, xvii, 4; xxi, 3; VII, xx, 1; X, xiii, 9; of Varuṇa in VII, lxxxvi, 4, 8; lxxvii, 5; of Puṣan in VI, lv, 1; and of Viśvakarman in X, lxxxi, 5; cf. also svađāvānt- as used of Agni in V, ili, 2; of Indra in V, xxii, 10; of Rudra in VII, xiii, 1; and of the dual world [rōdasi] in VII, xxxi, 7.)
\textit{\textbf{xvatra-tava}}, "possessing resounding wheels":

Aši: Yt. xvii, 1.

Dravaspā: Yt. ix, 2.

\textit{\textbf{xvaranovahātame}}, "most glorious":

Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

\textit{\textbf{xvaranovahan}}, "glorious":

Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 12 (74 names).

\textit{\textbf{xvaranah}}, "glory":

Vayu: Yt. xv, 48 (47 names).

\textit{\textbf{xvaranahvant}}, "possessing glory":

Ahura Mazda: Ys. 0, 8; i, 1; ii, 11; iv, 7; vi, 10; xii, 1; xvi, 3; xvii, 10; xxiv, 1; xxiv, 12; xxv, 4; xxvii, 2; lix, 10; Vsp. xi, 16; Yt. i, 0, 22, 73; ii, 6; Str. i, 1, 8, 15, 23; ii, 1, 8, 15, 23; Afr. i, 3, 5; iv, 2; FW v, 1, 2.

Tiārya: Ys. i, 11; iii, 13; iv, 16; vii, 13; xii, 4; xxii, 13; xxvii, 2.

Ny. i, 8; Yt. viii, 0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 13, 16, 18, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 32, 35, 36, 37, 39, 41, 42, 55, 56, 57, 60, 62; xii, 27; xvii, 7; Str. i, 13; ii, 13; Vd. xix, 37.

Māh: Ny. iii, 7; Yt. vii, 5.

Satavaša: Yt. viii, 32.

\textit{\textbf{xvaranodā}}, "glory-giving":

Miśra: Yt. x, 16.

\textit{\textbf{xvātacana}}, "possessing well-being":

Dravaspā: Yt. ix, 1.

\textit{\textbf{xvātacant}}, "possessing well-being":

Ahura Mazda: Yt. i, 14 (74 names).

Ušā: G, v, 5.

Fravasās: Yt. xiii, 32.

Hašā: Vsp. i, 5.

\textit{\textbf{xvāpa}}, "bringing welfare":

Aši: Ys. ii, 14; vi, 13; xvii, 14; Str. ii, 25; Yt. xiii, 157.

Fravasās: Yt. xiii, 32.

(Cf. \textit{supāra} as used of Indra in RV III, 13; VI, xvii, 7; VII, xiii, 21)

\textit{\textbf{xvāmacona}}, "possessing good advantage":

Dravaspā: Yt. ix, 2.

\textit{\textbf{xvāstra}}, "possessing good pastures":

Rāman: Ys. 0, 8; i, 3; ii, 3; iii, 5; iv, 8; vi, 2; vii, 5; xvi, 5; xvii, 2; xxii, 5; xxv, 4; lix, 2; lxxii, 6, 10; Vsp. i, 6; ii, 9.

Ny. ii, 10; G. i, 2, 7, 8, 10; Yt. ii, 4, 9; x, 146; Str. i, 7, 16, 21; li, 7, 16, 21; Vd. iii, 1; AZ 7.

\textit{\textbf{xvāng-dara}}, "possessing the appearance of the sun":

Xuātra: Ys. xiii, 16.

\textit{\textbf{xvādona}}, "sunny":

Aši: Ys. xxi, 2.

(Cf. \textit{svādona}, as used of Indra in RV VIII, lxxvi, 1; of Agni in I, lix, 4; of Aditi in I, xxxvi, 3; of Usās in X, xi, 3; and of the gods in VI, 1, 2.)
NAMES OF DIVINE OR DEMONIC BEINGS.

[Epithets in italics are peculiar to the divine being under whose name they are recorded; epithets marked with an asterisk (*) under Ahura Mazda and Vayu are found in the lists of seventy-four and forty-seven names respectively.]

Aēśma: (4)
   srva-šra-, duśxvaronah-, duśdā-, posī-tonu-.

Aēśma and Angra Mainyu:
   duśxvaronah-, duśdā.

Angra Mainyu: (10)
   duśxvaronah-, duśdaēna-, duśdā-, duśdaēman-, duśvarātāvar-, dvṛvant-,
   pours-mahrka-, mairyā-, vispē-mahrka-, skutara-.

Angra Mainyu and Aēśma:
   duśxvaronah-, duśdā-.

Angra Mainyu and Dahāka:
   duśdaēna.

Angra Mainyu and Bēṣyāstā:
   mairyā.

Apām Nāpāt: (10)
   aurva-asa-, arān-, ahura-, upāpa-, xāēta-, xāērya-, borozant-, sūrā-
   sru-vaṇo-vama-, zavaṇo-sū-.

Apām Nāpāt and Amoūa Sponas:
   xāēta-.

Apām Nāpāt, Amoūa Sponas, "Arodvu," Aṣī, Ahura Mazda, Ahura-Miēra,
   Tiṣṭrya, Fravaēis, Miēra, Raśnu, Sraoṣa, and Haoma:
   borozant-.

Apām Nāpāt, Aṣī, Ahura Mazda, Tiṣṭrya, Drvāspā, Fravaēis, Miēra,
   Satavaēsa, and Sraoṣa:
   sūrā.

Apām Nāpāt, Ahura Mazda, and Miēra:
   ahura-.

Apām Nāpāt, Ahura Mazda, and Haoma:
   xāērya-.

Apām Nāpāt and Gandarowa:
   upāpa-.

Apām Nāpāt and Hvarā:
   aurva-asa-.

Alwisrūdrima: (1)
   atibāya.

Ama: (2)
   kutāṭa-, huraoṣa-.

Ama, "Arodvu," Aṣī, Drvāspā, Nairyo-Sascha, and Sraoṣa:
   huraoṣa-.
Ama and Miēra:

hutâhta.

Amaṣa Spantas:

ādyayah, uṣeyama, āhuīrya, xēqeta, taxma, borozant, gyroḍi, yagāmī, yagamā, woroż-dōidra, hūrā ḍōa, haṭa, hauro-haurośa.

Amaṣa Spantas and Apqm Napāt:

xēqeta.


borozant.

Amaṣa Spantas, Ahura Mazda, Ātar, and Vāta:

huṣā.

Amaṣa Spantas and Ahura-Miēra:

ādyayah.

Amaṣa Spantas, Ātar, Dāmōī Upanama, Fravāšis, Miēra, Vayu, Vāta, and Sraośa:

taxma.

Amaṣa Spantas, Daēnū, and Sraośa:

āhuīrya.

Aṣṭārima: (1)

froureṇuṭṭrima, varēniharēta.

“Arodv” (19):

anāṁita, amavant, aurrvant, ahūro-koṣa, ṭāo frāṣama, xōiēna, gātō-frāṣama, dainhu-frāṣama, porọṭu-frāka, baṣeṣaya, ḍāva-staγōh, borozant, maṣita, vaṃmo-frāṣama, vidāeva, sūra, sovīṣṭa, saṇtō-frāṣama, huraośa.

“Arodv,” Apqm Napāt, Amaṣa Spantas, Aśi, Ahura Mazda, Ahura-Miēra, Tiṣṭrya, Fravāšis, Miēra, Raṣnu, Sraośa, and Haoma:

borozant.

“Arodv,” Ama,

“Arodv,” Ama, Aśi, Drvāspā, Nairyo-Saṇha, and Sraośa:

huraośa.

“Arodv,” Aśi, Ahura Mazda, Tiṣṭrya, Drvāspā, Fravāšis, Vanant, Haoma, and Haptō-İringa:

baṣeṣaya.

“Arodv,” Aśi, Ātar, Uparatāt, Frāti, Čisti, Tiṣṭrya, Drvāspā, Paurovatāt, Fravāšis, Miēra, Yāyatās, Raṣnu, Vanant, Verōsyṛyna, and Sraośa:

amavant.

“Arodv,” Aśi, and Uṣah:

xōiēna.

“Arodv” and Ahura Mazda:

vidāeva.

“Arodv,” Ahura Mazda, Tiṣṭrya, Drvāspā, Fravāšis, and Miēra:

soviṣṭa.

“Arodv” and Daēnū:

porọṭu-frāka.
"Arodvi," Miθra, and Haoma:
anāhita.
"Arodvi" and Haoma:
aurvanta.
Airyanman: (1)
īṣya.
Arštāt: (3)
frādā-ṛgaṇa, vṛd ṇ a-ṛgaṇa, sa ṇ a-ṛgaṇa.
Arštāt, Aṣa, Ahura Mazda, Daēnā, Sraoša, and Haoma:
frādā-ṛgaṇa.
Aṣṭo-Višātu: (2)
apavi-āya, siviya.
Aṣa: (6)
uravamaṇa, frādā-ṛgaṇa, vṛcča-ṛcčaṇa, sraoša, urśra, vṛcčaṇa.
Aṣa, Arštāt, Ahura Mazda, Daēnā, Sraoša, and Haoma:
frādā-ṛgaṇa.
Aṣa, Aši, Ārmaiti, Uṣah, Tiśtrya, Daēnā, Vāta, Vohu Manah, and Haoma:
urśra.
Aṣa and Ahura Mazda:
sraoša.
Aši: (25)
amavanta, a ś rucčaṇa, xšōīna, darvaj-vaŋ̄magana, dātō-sagika,
damiša, porvētra, pouru(s)-xṭāra, baḥānya, bōnmanant,
berozant, mace-ṛapi, mašēk, rōvant, urśra, spör-dōšta,
siri, kućiŋra, huśita, hyagata, huraoa, kev-śviṅki, xvaṇat-čaxra, xvāpara.
Aši, Apaṃ Napāt, Anoša Spantas, "Arodvi," Ahura Mazda, Ahura-Miθra,
Tiśtrya, Fravašis, Miθra, Rašnu, Sraoša, and Haoma:
berozant.
Aši, Apaṃ Napāt, "Arodvi," Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, Fravašis,
Miθra, Satavācza, and Haoma:
urśra.
Aši, Ama, "Arodvi," Drvāspā, Nairy-Šasha, and Sraoša:
huraoa.
Aši, "Arodvi," Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, Fravašis, Vanant, Haoma,
and Haptō-Iringa:
baḥānya.
Aši, "Arodvi," Ātār, Uparatāt, Ṣroti, Āsti, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, Paurvatāt,
Fravašis, Miθra, Yazatas, Rašnu, Vanant, Vṛdṛyaṇa, and Sraoša:
amavant.
Aši, "Arodvi," and Uṣah:
xšōīna.
Aši, Aši, Ārmaiti, Uṣah, Tiśtrya, Daēnā, Vāta, Vohu Manah, and Haoma:
urśra.
Aši, Ahura Mazda, and Rāman:
pouru(s)-xṭāra.
Aši, Gəuš Urvan, Miēra, and Haoma:

dāmištata.

Aši and Tisṭrya:
vylavant.

Aši and Dhṛṣṭapā:

xvantačäxra.

Aši and Fravāšis:

spärō-dāštā, xvāpara.

Aši and Miēra:
dātō-saokā.

Aši, Miēra, and Haoma:

huštta.

Aši: (7)

aspō-gar, naro-gar, višvant, viśō-vaēpa, siina, sreva, sahīta.

Ahura Mazda: (88)

ašaŋya, ašaŋy-srātu, *ašāvi, ašaśa, aša-taunyā, aša-nomna,
ašaṛa, *aśa, ašaśa, aša-varaša, aša vahti, ašuha,
ašavna, ašuvaša, ašuvaša, iša-ašhara, iša-ašhara,
ašahroša, išu, xraoḏištta, *srātu, *sratoṇant, xraoḏištta,
xšaṅya, xšaṅyōtma, xšaṅya, ārši, ārši, ārši, ārši, ārši,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa, ašaṛa,
Ahura Mazda, Amoša Spontas, Ātār, and Vāta:
huṣā-

Ahura Mazda and "Ārodvi":
vīdaēva-

Ahura Mazda, "Ārodvi," Aši, Tištrya, Drvāspā, Fravašis, Vanant, Haoma, and Haptō-Irīnga:
haēnaya-

Ahura Mazda, "Ārodvi," Tištrya, Drvāspā, Fravašis, and Miēra:
svēśta-

Ahura Mazda, Ārātūt, Aša, Daēnā, Sraoša, and Haoma:
frāta-ūṣēta-

Ahura Mazda and Aša:
sraēta-

Ahura Mazda, Aši, and Rāman:
pouru(ś)-xvāēra-

Ahura Mazda, Ātār, Yazatas, and Xvaronah:
pouru-xvaronah-

Ahura Mazda, Uēsah, Fravašis, and Haēśī:
xvāēravant-

Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, and Fravašis:
dūrapā-sūka-

Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, Māh, Miēra, and Satavāēsa:
raēvant-

Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, Māh, and Satavāēsa:
xvaronahvant-

Ahura Mazda and Daēnā:
voiru-raēnah-

Ahura Mazda, Daēnā, and Miēra:
mariēta-

Ahura Mazda and Drvāspā:
θrētār-

Ahura Mazda, Fravašis, Vāta, Sraoša, and Haoma:
vorseējan-

Ahura Mazda and Miēra:
ādaēya-, xiēyant-, vispē-viēvant-

Ahura Amazda, Miēra, and Hmē-varutī:
axvaēna-

Ahura Mazda and Yazatas:
vairu-dūh-

Ahura Mazda and Raēsu:
dūraēdaraēštēma-

Ahura Mazda and Sponta Mainyu:
daēvah-

Ahura-Miēra: (2)
aēyayēah-, hērzant-
Ahura-Miērā, Apām Napāt, Amoēa Spontas, "Arodvē, Aši; Ahura Mazda, Tiēstrya, Fravašis, Miērā, Raēnū, Sraoēa, and Haoma:
borōzant.
Ahura-Miērā and Amoēa Spontas:
aieyajah.
Āxstī: (1)
aqm-caisti.
Ātar: (17)
aoxtō-nāman-, nojāhvant-, amavant-, aēd-nojah-, upa-suṣṭa-, taxma-, nmānō-paiti-, pouru-baṣīṣa-, pouru-xvarōnāh-, mazdaštā-, raoxāna-, rāvaēstar-, vyāxna-, saoṣiavamat-, sueru-, sponta-, huēa-
Ātar, Amoēa Spontas, Ahura Mazda, and Vātā:
huēa-
Ātar, Amoēa Spontas, Dūmōiē Upamana, Fravašis, Miērā, Vayu, Vātā, and Sraoēa:
taxma-
Ātar, "Arodvē, Aši, Uparātāt, Hroti, Čisti, Tiēstrya, Dṛvāspē, Paurvātāt, Fravašis, Miērā, Yazatas, Raēnū, Vanant, Varaērayna, and Sraoēa:
amavant-
Ātar, Ahura Mazda, Yazatas, and Xvarōnāh:
pouru-xvarōnāh-
Ātar, Xaēra, Fravašis, and Sraoēa:
nōjāhvant-
Āatar, Čisti, Daēnā, Dṛvāspē, Rātā, Vanant, Vātā, Varaērayna, Saōkā,
Saokonta, Satavaēsa, Savah, Haoma, and Xvarōnāh:
mazdaštā-
Āatar and Tiēstrya:
raoxāna-
Āatar, Miērā, Vanant, and Sraoēa:
aoxtō-nāman-
Āatar, Miērā, and Sraoēa:
rāvaēstar-
Āatar, Naḷryē-Suēha, and Miērā:
vyāxna-
Āatar, Fravašis, and Vātā:
sponta-
Āatar and Yazatas:
pouru-baṣīṣa-
Āatar and Haoma:
zmānō-paiti-
Āfrīti: (1)
dahma-
Ārmāiti: (5)
dāma-, friēa-, borōzēa-, srīra-, haēpyotaēa-
Ārmāiti, Aši, Aśi, Uśah, Tiēstrya, Daēnā, Vātā, Vohu Manah, and Haoma:
srīra-
Ármaiti and Sraoša:
frīta.

Aši: (1)
daēvō-dāta-

Aši, Viṣāṭu, and Zrām:
daēvō-dāta-

Uparatāt: (2)
amavant-, resavant-

Uparatāt, "Arodvi," Aši, Ātar, Hroti, Čisti, Tiṣṭrya, Drvāspā, Paurvatāt, Fravasīs, Mišra, Yazatas, Raśnu, Vanant, Voroṣhrayna, and Sraoša:
amavant-

Ušah: (9)
xhōḏna-, umāyant-, framan-nar, framan-narō-vīra, rayu-, ronjaṭ-
aspa-, ronjaṭ-aspa-, aśīra, xvāhravant-

Ušah, "Arodvi," and Aši:
xhōḏna-

Ušah, Aša, Aši, Ármaiti, Tiṣṭrya, Daēnā, Vāta, Vohu Manah, and Haoma:
aśīra-

Ušah, Ahura Mazda, Fravasīs, and Ḥađis:
xvāhravant-

Ušah, Pārondi, and Fravasīs:
rayu-

Ušah and Hām-Varoti:
framan-nar, framan-narō-vīra-

Hroti: (1)
amavant-

Hroti, "Arodvi," Aši, Ātar, Uparatāt, Čisti, Tiṣṭrya, Drvāspā, Paurvatāt, Fravasīs, Mišra, Yazatas, Raśnu, Vanant, Voroṣhrayna, and Sraoša:
amavant-

Xaṭra: (2)
aojahvant-, xeig-doroso-

Xaṭra, Ātar, Fravasīs, and Sraoša:
aojahvant-

Gandarowa: (2)
upāpa, zāirī-pāša-

Gandarowa and Apam Napāt:
upāpa-

Gūn Urvan: (1)
damīštāta-

Gūn Urvan, Aši, Mišra, and Haoma:
damīštāta-

Čistā: (13)
šau-kairya-, nimarciša-, jātrāta-, heraṭ-scoṭra-, mazdaśīta-, mošu-
kairya-, razišta-, spoṭa-, huvaśitaćina-, hungarvant-, hupo-
śmainga-, ḥrāyaona-, ḥrāyoṣda-

Čistā, Ātar, Daēnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Voroṣhrayna, Sackā,
Saokinta, Satavaesa, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaronah: 
manlidata.
Cistä, Fravashis, and Miöra: 
frasrutsa.
Cistä and Rašnu: 
rasistä.
Cistä and Voroetrayna: 
vāyayona.
Cisti: (1) 
amavant-
Cisti, "Arodvi," Aši, Ātar, Uparatāt, Ārti, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, Paurvatāt, Fravashis, Miöra, Yazatas, Rašnu, Vanant, Voroetrayna, and Sraoša: 
amavant.
Tiśtrya: (25)
"aśjadiya, amavant, āsa-zirovēn, uparō-kairya, xayamna, xwicic-ved, xamnahvant, dūrā-siika, drvā-chaśman, fudorasa, bāšāxya, horazant, yazoštivant, raevant, raosna, ravō-fraosman, rumanicant, rama-jayana, varočhvant, vyāvant, sūra, sovišta, sīrīna, hușayana, xvaromahvant.
Tiśtrya, Apaṃ Napat, Amoša Sponta, Aši, Ahura Mazda, Ahura-Miöra, Fravashis, Miöra, Rašnu, Sraoša, and Haoma: 
borazant.
Tiśtrya, Apaṃ Napat, Aši, Ahura Mazda, Drvāspā, Fravāšis, Miöra, Satavaesa, and Sraoša:
sūra-
Tiśtrya, "Arodvi," Aši, Ahura Mazda, Drvāspā, Fravāšis, Vanant, Haoma, and Haptō-Irinda: 
bāšāxya-
Tiśtrya, "Arodvi," Aši, Ātar, Uparatāt, Ārti, Cisti, Drvāspā, Paurvatāt, Fravashis, Miöra, Yazatas, Rašnu, Vanant, Voroetrayna, and Sraoša: 
amavant.
Tiśtrya, "Arodvi," Ahura Mazda, Drvāspā, Fravāšis, and Miöra: 
sovišta-
Tiśtrya, Aša, Aši, Armaiti, Uṣah, Daññā, Vāta, Vohu Manah, and Haoma: 
sīra-
Tiśtrya and Aši: 
vyāvant-
Tiśtrya, Ahura Mazda, and Fravāšis: 
dūrā-siika-
Tiśtrya, Ahura Mazda, Māh, Miöra, and Satavaesa: 
ravvant-
Tiśtrya, Ahura Mazda, Māh, and Satavaesa: 
xvaromahvant-
Tiśtrya and Ātar: 
raosna-
Tiśtrya and Fravāšis: 
ravō-fraosman-.
Divine and Demonic Epithets in the Avesta

Tīstṛya, Fravašīs, Vayu, and Xvaronah:
uparō-kairya.-
Tīstṛya, Māh, Miśra, and Xvaronah:
yauχātiβant.-
Tīstṛya, Māh, and Xvaronah:
varōcahvant.-
Tīstṛya and Miśra:
χāyana-, rāma-χāyana-, hušayana.-
Tīstṛya and Xvaronah:
χamnahvant.-

Ωwāsa: (2)
uyra-, χvāχāta.-

Ωwāsa, Dāmōiś Upaman, Fravašīs, Miśra, Vayu, Hām-Vaṛut, and Xvaronah:
uyra.-

Ωwāsa and Račah:
χvāχāta.-

Daēnā: (17)
āhuirya-, μοθανοιδέ-, µεροθ-µρακα-, frōspāγονοστρα-, frādat-µαδζά-, 
masišta-, mazdaštā-, mazdayaŋya-, vispō-afman-, vispō-νορχον-, vispō-hankωrδγν-, vouru-rañnah-, sraota-χαοδζα-, srita-, zoravustri-, 
χανξ-αζα-, χωδζαδαχα.-

Daēnā, Amoša Spuntas, and Sraoša:
āhuirya.-

Daēnā and "Arodvi":
µεροθ-µρακα.-

Daēnā, Aršāt, Aša, Ahura Mazda, Sraoša, and Haoma:
frādat-µαδζά.-

Daēnā, Aša, Aši, Armałti, Ušah, Tiṣṭrā, Vāta, Vohu Manah, and Haoma:
srita.-

Daēnā and Ahura Mazda:
vouru-rañnah.-

Daēnā, Ahura Mazda, and Miśra:
masišta.-

Daēnā, Ātar, Cistā, Drvāpā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Vorošrayna, Saokā,
Saokanta, Satavāča, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaronah:
mazdaštā.-

Dahāka: (6)
ayu-däñna-, zivāñ-ød-, brikamōrōda-, Ᾱrīṣafus-, dušdañna-, hatawra- 
yaoχōtī.-

Dahāka and Angra Mainyu:
dušdañna.-

Dahāka and Miśra:
hamañ-yaoχōtī.-

Dāmōiś Upaman: (2)
uyra-, tuxma.-
Dāmōîśa Upamana, Amośa Spoutas, Ātār, Fravaśis, Miēra, Vayu, Vātā, and Sraośa:

taxma.-
Dāmōîśa Upamana, Owāśa, Fravaśis, Miēra, Vayu, Hām-Varoti, and Xvaronah:

uyra.-
Druj: (7)

aku-, aśōjak-, ahūm-morak-, tamauhaena-, daēra-, duṣēdra-, bīzuvar-čītra.-

Drvaśpā: (21)

amavant-, strātar-, davārye-hazābrayana-, dvē-aperonāyuka-, dvē-uṛsēhu-, dvē-paṇu-, dvē-varaśa-, dvē-stuara-, dvē-stāti-, poura-

sparati-, fāmoci-morusa-, baōāayya-, mazdašāta-, yuzta-apra-, varatō-

rada-, sūra-, sovīsta-, huraōa-, xvanat-čaxra-, xōdēravanena-, xēsanoka.-

Drvaśpā, Apam Napāt, Aši, Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Fravaśis, Miēra, Satavāesa, and Sraośa:

sūra.-

Drvaśpā, Ama, "Arodvī," Aši, Nairyo-Saśa, and Sraośa:

huraōa.-

Drvaśpā, "Arodvī," Aši, Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Fravaśis, Vanant, Haoma, and Haptō-Irunga:

baōāayya.-

Drvaśpā, "Arodvī," Aši, Ātār, Uparatāt, Šroti, Čisti, Tiśtrya, Paurvatāt, Fravaśis, Miēra, Yazatas, Raśnu, Vanant, Varāryana, and Sraośa:

amavant.-

Drvaśpā, "Arodvī," Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Fravaśis, and Miēra:

sovīsta.-

Drvaśpā and Aši:

xvanat-čaxra.-

Drvaśpā and Ahura Mazda:

strātar.-

Drvaśpā, Ātār, Čisti, Daēnā, Rātā, Vanant, Vātā, Varāryana, Saokā, Saokanta, Satavāesa, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaronah:

mazdašāta.

Nairyo-Saśa: (4)

xēnō-saṃptar-, māyu-, vyāxana-, huraōa.-

Nairyo-Saśa, Ama, "Arodvī," Aši, Drvaśpā, and Sraośa:

huraōa.-

Nairyo-Saśa, Ātār, and Miēra:

vyāxana.-

Paurvatāt: (1)

amavant.-

Paurvatāt, "Arodvī," Aši, Ātār, Uparatāt, Šroti, Čisti, Tiśtrya, Drvaśpā, Fravaśis, Miēra, Yazatas, Raśnu, Vanant, Varāryana, and Sraośa:

amavant.-
Pārāndī: (2)

Pārāndī, Uṣah, and Fravašśīs: ratu-

Fravašśīs: (68)

nojahvant-, nojīta-, add-mōhna-, aitištēra-, amavant, apā-zoos-, apā-
\ntančīta-, tušnišd-, darrō-garōman-, dasaśaṃt-, dūraē-sūka-, doreśra-, 
\nporō-yaona-, poura-śūdo-, fraavandayant-, fraavāt-, bašānaya-, 
\nbōmya-, borazant-, baramžātā-, yākārow-, yākārowma-, 
\nyātō-sayh-, ratu-, ratō-frāosman-, frōma-, romišta-, vanat-
\npōsma-, vanat-yaona-, vanārōt-, vēsārōya-, cīśra-, reyant-, 
\nvorōrajan-, vorē-čāsma-, sūra-, sovīšta-, upāro-dāśta-, sponta-, 
\nspūništa-, srovarānu-, srovarō-, srovarōmona-, sroyēt-, hum-
\nvaroittivant-, budōīrē-, kuvaona-, krēt-, vēśravant-, vēśpara-

Fravašśīs, Apm Nāpāt, Amaša Spontas, "Arodī", Aši, Ahura Mazda, 
\nAhura-Miēra, Tištṛya, Miēra, Raśnu, Sraoša, and Haoma: 
\nborazant-

Fravašśīs, Apm Nāpāt, Aši, Ahura Mazda, Tištṛya, Drvāspē, Miēra, 
\nSatavaēsa, and Sraoša:

sūra-

Fravašśīs, Amaša Spontas, Ātar, Dāmōīš Upamana, Miēra, Vāta, Vayu, and 
\nSraoša:

taxma-

Fravašśīs, "Arodī", Aši, Ahura Mazda, Tištṛya, Drvāspē, Vanant, Haoma, 
\nand Haptō-Irīnga:

bašānaya-

Fravašśīs, "Arodī", Aši, Ātar, Uparatāt, Sroti, Čisti, Tištṛya, Drvāspē, 
\nPaeruštē, Miēra, Yazataa, Raśnu, Vanant, Vorērōya, and 
\nSraoša:

amavant-

Fravašśīs, "Arodī", Ahura Mazda, Tištṛya, Drvāspē, and Miēra:

sovīšta-

Fravašśīs and Aši:

upāro-dāśta-, vēśpara-

Fravašśīs, Ahura Mazda, Uṣah, and Hašī:

vēśravant-

Fravašśīs, Ahura Mazda, and Tištṛya:

dūraē-sūka-

Fravašśīs, Ahura Mazda, Vāta, Sraoša, and Haoma: 
\nvōrōrajan-

Fravašsīs, Ātar, Xašēra, and Sraoša:

nojahvant-

Fravašsīs, Ātar, and Vāta:

spōnta-.
Fravāši, Uṣah, and Pārondi:
rayu-.
Fravāši, Čistā, and Miśra:
fraserita-.
Fravāši and Tištrya:
rahov-fraōman-.
Fravāši, Tištrya, Vayu, and Xvaronah:
uparō-kairya-.
Fravāši, Ėwaśa, Dāmōśi Upamana, Miśra, Vayu, Ḥam-Varoti, and Xvaronah:
uyra-
Fravāši and Miśra:
aiwistāra-, arodrā-, gufrā-, derozyāsta-.
Fravāši and Raśnu:
spūniṣta-.
Fravāši and Vayu:
doroza-.
Fravāši and Śraośa:
ḥam-varošitivant-.
Fravāši and Haoma:
taneṣṭa-.
Bōṣṣaṭā: (3)
doroṣu-gavo-, mairya-, sairina-.
Bōṣṣaṭā and Angra Mainyu:
mairya-.
Mainyārya: (1)
airōdā-.
Mainyō̄-śam: (1)
vedvō-śatainu-.
Mainyō̄-zaromaya: (1)
payak-.
Māh: (14)
afnacvant-, ītatvant-, stāvant-, guocīra-, tafnačvant-, bośaya-,
vaṣṭītvant-, raṇvant-, račinacvant-, vaṭočavant-, vaṇcvevant-,
mokaračvant-, sairimyāvan-, xvaronahvant-
Māh, Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, Miśra, and Satavāša:
raṇvant-.
Māh, Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, and Satavāša:
xvaronahvant-.
Māh, Tištrya, Miśra, and Xvaronah:
yaṣṭītvant-.
Māh, Tištrya, and Xvaronah:
vaṭočavant-.
Maṣṭra: (2)
varaṣyavhyva, haomačana.
Mātra and Zām:
varaiyavha.

Mīrā: (100)
aoxtō-nāman-, aojah-, ayya-, dāvoya-, abooyamna-, abairī-dahiyy-
anaire-drusta-, anāhīta-, antara-dahiyy-, aipī-dahiyy-, aiviśūr-
aiwī- dahiyy-, amavant-, anādha-, aurāsa-, aurāśāpa-, arodra-
aronat-cōha-, arī-cōha-, aavastō-dā-, aabhunara-, aśtranāḥ-
ahura-, axtāna-, dāhaiyy-, āku-, azulī- dā-, uzūt-urvaha-, urta-
urprā- bōzu-, upairi-dahiyy-, uparō-umāna-, orodwō-zonga-, oxsotō-
frāna-, karsō-razak-, zairī-dā-, xayant-, xayamna-, xevāci-
ānu-, gauō-dā-, gufrā-, jayāurva-, tasmus-, taś-ap-, tanumārṇa-
iti-arštī-, tiśinavant-, tiśanant-, dalshu-palti-, darwya-arśīya-
dotō-saoka-, dāmilāta-, paiari-dahiyy-, pari-kavidd-, puśrō-dā-, porā-
undāyana-, pouru-yaoxti-, frestī-dā-, fre-tāp-, frexrūta-, bāvī-
caīmau-, bāvīro-spasaone-, bāzū- aojah-, borozant-, borozvāt-
mazīta-, yaoxtīvant-, raśvant-, raśvāstar-, rāma-šayana-, vasi-
vyayopti-, vasi-puṇa-, rahmō-zondak-, vēṣō- dā-, vinatfrogu-
vispalti-, vispō-vibrānt-, couro-gauyopti-, vooxvāsant-, vāyana-
sūra-, suvīsa-, spars-, sva-gosā-, suvākačant-, svaricyā-vāro-
maro-arbt-, maro- evan-, hauvih-dā-, hauvira-yaoxti-, hauvira-
stoītī-, hutoṣta-, hutoṣa-, kunāvyāk-, kuroyva-, kusaya-
kaujoya-, hauvira-hauvira-.  

Mīrā, Āpaṇ Napāṭ, Amaśa Spantas, "Arodvi," Aśi, Ahura Mazda, Ahura-
Mīrā, Tiśtrya, Fravašis, Raśnu, Sraoṣa, and Haoma:
borozant-

Mīrā, Āpaṇ Napāṭ, Aśi, Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, Fravašis, 
Satvača, and Sraoṣa:
sūra-

Mīrā, Āpaṇ Napāṭ, and Ahura Mazda:
ahura-

Mīrā and Ama:
butasita-

Mīrā, Amaśa Spantas, Ātar, Dāmoś Upamana, Mīrā, Vayu, Vāta, and 
Sraoṣa:
taxma-

Mīrā, "Arodvi," Aśi, Ātar, Uparatat, Īrotī, Čisti, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, 
Puruvalat, Fravašis, Yasatas, Raśnu, Vanant, Vooxrayna, and 
Sraoṣa:
amavant-

Mīrā, "Arodvi," Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, and Fravašis:
alvīśā-

Mīrā, "Arodvi," and Haoma:
anāhīta-

Mīrā and Aśi:
dotō-soka-

Mīrā, Aśi, Guṇā Urvan, and Haoma:
dāmilāta-
Miśra, Aśi, and Haoma:
    huśāta.-
Miśra and Ahura Mazda:
    adāyta-, arvafna-, xṣayant-, vispō-viśvant.-
Miśra, Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, Māh, and Satavaša:
    raṇvant.-
Miśra, Ahura Mazda, and Dāeuţa:
    mazāšta.-
Miśra, Ātar, and Nairyo-Sashta:
    vyūxana.-
Miśra, Ātar, Vanant, and Sraoša:
    aoxtō-nāman.-
Miśra, Ātar, and Sraoša:
    raṇašētar.-
Miśra, Čisē, and Fravašī:
    frasṛuta.-
Miśra and Tištrya:
    xṣayamna-, rāma-sayana-, huśayana.-
Miśra, Tištrya, Māh, and Xvaranah:
    yoaxšīvant.-
Miśra, Oruṣa, Dāmolī Upamana, Fravašī, Vayu, Ham-Varušti, and Xvaranah:
    ugra.-
Miśra and Dahāka:
    haça vara-yaoxtēti.-
Miśra and Fravašī:
    aiviśĪra-, arodra-, gufra-, boroxyāsta.-
Miśra and Vayu:
    tiši-arūti.-
Miśra and Satavaša:
    uśat-urvara-, taṭ-āp-, zavan-ārūt.-
Miśra and Sraoša:
    asu-, tanumāṭra-, hāzuš-aojāh.-
Miśra and Haoma:
    daishu-paṭiti-, vispaṭiti.-
Miśra and Ham-Varušti:
    arvafnya-, orośwō-xonga-, jayāurvah.-
Yazatas: (4)
    amāvant-, pouru-bašasa-, pouru-xvaranah-, vaśhu-dā.-
Yazatas, "Arodī," Aśi, Ātar, Uparatāt, Aroti, Čisē, Tištrya, Drvāspā,
    Paurvatāt, Fravašī, Miśra, Rašnu, Vanant, Vorośraγna, and
    Sraoša:
    amavantz-
Yazatas and Ahura Mazda:
    vaśhu-dā.-
Yazatas, Ahura Mazda, Atar, and Xvaronah:
pouru-xvaronah.
Yazatas and Atar:
pouru-baêşasa.
Raočah: (2)
enoûra, xvaštā.
Raočah and Thwāsā:
xvaštā.
Rašnu: (10)
amavant-, ará-kaša-, upa-rociša-, duraêdarastoma-, parakovistoma-, borozant-, razišta-, vañdiša-, viñcişta-, spaniša-
borozant-
Rašnu, "Arodvi," Aši, Atar, Uparatat, Ārata, Čisti, Tištrya, Drvāspā, Paurvatat, Fravašis, Miêra, Yazatas, Vanant, Voroêrayna, and Sraoša:
amavant-
Rašnu and Ahura Mazda:
duraêdarastoma-
Rašnu and Čisti:
razišta-
Rašnu and Fravašis:
spaniša-
Rātā: (2)
mazañiša-, pouru-dolêra-
Rātā, Ātār, Čisti, Daenā, Drvāspā, Vanant, Vāta, Voroêrayna, Saokā, Saokontā, Sattavaçsa, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaronah:
mazañiša-
Rātā and Saokā:
vouru-dolêra-
Rāman: (2)
pouru(a)-xvâšra-, xvâštra-
Rāman, Aši, and Ahura Mazda:
pouru(a)-xvâšra-
Vanant: (4)
aocto-ñaman-, amavant-, baêšasya-, mazañiša-
Vanant, "Arodvi," Aši, Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, Drvāspā, Fravašis, Haoma, and Haptō-Iringa-
baêšasya-
Vanant, "Arodvi," Aši, Ātār, Uparatat, roti, Čisti, Tištrya, Drvāspā, Paurvatat, Fravašis, Miêra, Yazatas, Rašnu, Voroêrayna, and Sraoša:
amavant-
Vanant, Ātār, Čisti, Daenā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vāta, Voroêrayna, Saokā,
Snokanta, Satavaësa, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaronah:
mazdaštâ.
Vavan, Ætar, Mîtra, and Sraoša:
anxor-nûman.
Vaya: (1)
anaunaozička.
Vayah: (1)
darroy-xvaštâ.
Vayah and Zrvan:
darroy-xvaštâ.
Vayu: (62)
*cojîn, *cojîn, anûsviša-dûdra, *apoyata(r?) , *aipârâ(r?) ,
aipârâna, *aici-xvaronak, *aurva, *avodomâ, *ônisvan,
*ayane, ugya, upar-kairyâ, uskâ-yûsta, *karodarôna,
*gorôn, *gorônâzva, *gorôyavoya, *taxma, *taomôtoma,
tarâ-fbačen, *tišårînti, *tišyarînti(r?), *dorôzista, *dahaka,
drvuici-yaozdra, *dorazra, *thaôî-tarâ, *nispâ, *puyaoca,
poro-bhara, poro-bharaoni, *paro-brarosta(r?) , *paro-brarosta,
*fraçara, *frasâp, *buzik, *buçahin, *vâcyarostra(r?) , *vâcyar-
risti, *vânô-viepa, *vîdûcê-kara, *vindiavaroak, *vireoca,
vîduka, *voharosta(r?) , *sacoahin, *saicë, zaranô-ođra,
zaranô-yiwpukana, zaranô-xoâ, zaranô-baza, zaranô-pusa,
zaranyô-mina, zaranyô-sastra, zaranyô-cëka, zaranyô-
zyva, *zinka, *haôreçana, *hupairitan, *hupairîspê,
*xvaronak.
Vayu, Amoša Spontas, Ætar, Dâmöîš Upanama, Fravâšis, Mîtra, Vûta, and Sraoša:
taxma.
Vayu, Tistra, Fravâšis, and Xvaronah:
upar-kairyà.
Vayu, Ówâša, Dâmöîš Upanama, Fravâšis, Mîtra, Hâm-Varotì, and Xvaronah:
ugya.
Vayu and Fravâšis:
dorazra.
Vayu and Mîtra:
tišårînti.
Vayu and Haoma:
aurva.
Vûta: (7)
taxma, *dorë, mazdaštâ, varôrsjan, sponta, srîra, hušâ.
Vûta, Amoša Spontas, Ahura Mazda, and Ætar:
uhû.
Vûta, Amoša Spontas, Ætar, Dâmöîš Upanama, Fravâšis, Mîtra, Vayu, and Sraoša:
taxma.
Vāta, Aša, Aši, Ārmaiti, Uṣah, Tiştrya, Daēnā, Vohu Manah, and Haoma: srīra-

Vāta, Ahura Mazda, Fravašis, Sraoša, and Haoma: vorōšrājan-

Vāta, Ātar, Čistā, Daēnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vorōsrāyna, Saokā, Saokonta, Satavaēsā, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaranah: mazdaēta-

Vāta, Ātar, and Fravašis: spenta-

Vāsi: (1)

pusē-satēsur-

Višātu: (1)

daēvō-dāta-

Višātu, Āsi, and Zyuṃ: daēvō-dāta-

Vorośrāyna: (10)

amuvant-, arō-kara-, ahurādāta-, fraō-kara-, baro-xvaronah, marād-kara-, mazdaēta-, vorōsrāsa-, hvayaōna-

Vorośrāyna, "Arodvi," Aši, Ātar, Uparatā, Hroti, Čistā, Tiştrya, Drvāspā, Paurvatāt, Fravašis, Miēra, Yazatas, Raēnū, Vanant, and Sraoša: amvant-

Vorośrāyna, Ātar, Čistā, Daēnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Saokā, Saokonta, Satavaēsā, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaranah: mazdaēta-

Vorośrāyna and Čistā: hvayaōna-

Vohu Manah: (2)

vorōsrēṣat-, srīra-

Vohu Manah, Aša, Aši, Ārmaiti, Uṣah, Tiştrya, Daēnā, Vāta, and Haoma: srīra-

Saokā: (5)

erōfōta-, barō-xvarata-, barō-āγoγo-, mazdaēta-, vouru-dōlēra-

Saokā, Ātar, Čistā, Daēnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Vorōsrāyna, Saokonta, Satavaēsā, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaranah: mazdaēta-

Saokā and Rātā: vouru-dōlēra-

Saokonta: (1)

mazdaēta-

Saokonta, Ātar, Čistā, Daēnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Vorōsrāyna, Saokā, Satavaēsā, Savah, Haoma, and Xvaranah: mazdaēta-

Satavaēsā: (8)

uxēt-urvava-, tut-ādp-, frēpo-, mazdaēta-, raēvant-, srē-, evanō-arūt-, xvaronahvant-
Sauvācasa, Apqam Napāt, Āṣi, Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, Fravaštis, Mi̱ra, and Sraoša:

sūra-

Sauvācasa, Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, and Māh:

xwarōmāvant-

Sauvācasa, Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Māh, and Mi̱ra:

raēvant-

Sauvācasa, Ātar, Ćist, Daēnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Voroṭrayna,
Saokā, Saokonta, Savah, Haoma, and xwarōnah:

mazdaštā-

Sauvācasa and Mi̱ra:

uxšat-urvara-, tat-āp-, zavanō-srūt-

Savah: (1)

mazdaštā-

Savah, Ātar, Ćist, Daēnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Voroṭrayna,
Saokā, Saokonta, Sauvācasa, Haoma, and xwarōnah:

mazdaštā-

Snāviška: (2)

dasērgō-gos, āruō-sane-

Spenta Mainyu: (1)

dāvah-

Spenta Mainyu and Ahura Mazda:

dāvah-

Sraoša: (24)

aunxō-nāman-, sojahvant-, amavant-, aśivant-, ogyu-, āsu-, āhuīrya-,
taxma-, tanumāṭra-, darsēta-, darsē-dru-, frādaṭ-gaēkē-ā, friśa-,
fyru-, bīzē-amah-, borosī-ē-ā, borosant-, raēaśtār-, vanuicicant-,
viμē-mazītā-, voroṭrajan-, sūra-, ham-varoṣīvant-, huraša-

Sraoša, Apqam Napāt, Amaša Spentas, "Aṛōdvī, "Āṣi, Ahura Mazda, Ahura-
Mi̱ra, Tiśtrya, Fravaštis, Mi̱ra, Rašnu, and Haoma:

borosant-

Sraoša, Apqam Napāt, Āṣi, Ahura Mazda, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā, Fravaštis,
Mi̱ra, and Sauvācasa:

sūra-

Sraoša, Ama, "Aṛōdvī, "Āṣi, Drvāspā, and Nairiyō-Saēha:

huraša-

Sraoša, Amaša Spentas, Ātar, Dāmōs̤ Čepamana, Fravaštis, Mi̱ra, Vayī,
and Vāta:

taxma-

Sraoša, Amaša Spentas, and Daēnā:

āhuīrya-

Sraoša, "Aṛōdvī, "Āṣi, Ātar, Uparatāt, Šoṭi, Ćist, Tiśtrya, Drvāspā,
Paurvatāt, Fravaštis, Mi̱ra, Yaśatas, Raśnu, Vanant, and Voro-
ṭrayna:

amavant-

Sraoša, Āṛētāt, Āṣi, Ahura Mazda, Daēnā, and Haoma:

frādaṭ-gaēkē-ā.
Divine and Demonic Epithets in the Avesta

Sraosha, Ahura Mazda, Fravaesh, Vata, and Haoma:

voroerajan.

Sraosha, Atar, Xsno, and Fravaesh:

aojahvant.

Sraosha, Atar, and Mirosa:

raasutar.

Sraosha, Atar, Mirosa, and Vanant:

aostu-noman.

Sraosha and Armaiti:

frida.

Sraosha and Fravaesh:

hagm-varoitvant.

Sraosha and Mirosa:

asu, tanumggra, bazu-aojah.

Sraosha and Hasa:

asivant.

Zaurvan: (1)

dadagodra.

Zyam: (1)

daevodata.

Zyam, Asi, and Vidatu:

daevodata.

Zvan: (2)

akurus, darag-xvashita.

Zvan and Vayah:

darag-xvashita.

Haoma: (33)

anahita, surva, survant, aridata, deravazha, xashrya, gaoman, tanjista, tvaraga, daishu-paiti, damidash, davoroa, namo, namo-paiti, padoingotora, pouru-soroa, frudat-gae, fradiuma, haxaryya, boroqant, manidasa, vaag-xodra, vispalti, voroerajan, erira, santu-paiti, zairi, zairi-gaona, zairi-dohra, hugorip, huzratu, huista, heoro.

Haoma, Apam Napat, Amasa Spontas, "Arodvi," Asi, Ahura Mazda, Ahura-Mirosa, Tiistroya, Fravasas, Mirosa, Raunu, and Haoma:

boroqant.

Haoma, Apam Napat, and Ahura Mazda:

xashrya.

Haoma and "Arodvi":

survant.

Haoma, "Arodvi," Asi, Ahura Mazda, Tiistroya, Drvasp, Fravasas, Vanant, and Hapti-irenga:

haxaryya.

Haoma, "Arodvi," and Mirosa:

anahita.

Haoma, Arista, Aasi, Ahura Mazda, Daunu, and Sraosha:

frudat-gae.
Haoma, Aša, Aši, Armaiti, Usah, Tištrya, Daёнā, Vāta, and Vohu Manah: aritra-
Haoma, Aši, Gōuš Urvan, and Miśra:
dāmišta-
Haoma, Aši, and Miśra:
hušita-
Haoma, Ahura Mazda, Fravāšis, Vāta, and Sraoša:
vāstračan-
Haoma and Ātar:
nāmō-palti-
Haoma, Ātar, Čistā, Daёмā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vātā, Vāstračan,
Saokā, Sookonta, Satavašsa, Savah, and Xvaramah:
maždašta-
Haoma and Fravāšis:
tančišta-
Haoma and Miśra:
daishu-palti-, vīspalti-
Haoma and Vayu:
aurva-
Hašiš: (4)
ašīvant-, marōdīkavant-, vāstravant-, xvāstračan-
Hašiš, Ahura Mazda, Usah, and Fravāšis:
xvāstračan-
Hašiš and Sraoša:
ašīvant-
Hašiš and Hušiti:
vāstravant-
Haptō-Iringsa: (1)
bašēzayay-
Haptō-Iringsa, "Arodvi," Aši, Ahura Mazda, Tištrya, Drvāspā, Fravāšis,
Vanant, and Haoma:
bašēzayay-
Hamaspašmaēdaya: (1)
oraō-karērem-
Harm-Varoti: (9)
oraōfaya-, oraō-gātav-, ugra-, oraō-wō-zonga-, javāurvah-, tawmō-tiqihak-,
maērya-, framen-nar-, framen-narō-vira-
Harm-Varoti and Usah:
framen-nar-, framen-narō-vira-
Harm-Varoti, Ōwša, Dāmōši Upamana, Fravāšis, Miśra, Vayu, and
Xvaramah:
ugra-
Harm-Varoti and Miśra:
oraō-wō-zonga-, javāurvah-
Hušiti: (2)
yōīrya-, vāstravant-.
Huisîti and Hašì:  
\textit{vāstravant-}.

Hvare: (3)  
amśa-, anuvat-aspā-, račca-.

Hvare and Apam Napāt:  
anuvat-aspā-.

Xvarenah: (13)  
aś-vendra-, aśvarata-, ugra-, uparō-kairya-, paomacant-, śamnabhvant-,  
pouru-istë-, pouru-xvarenah-, pouru-vaibca-, barajeya-, mazdaśāta-,  
yaoxštvant-, varočahvant-.

Xvarenah, Ahura Mazda, Atar, and Yazata:  
pouru-xvarenah-.

Xvarenah, Atar, Čistā, Daśnā, Drvāspā, Rātā, Vanant, Vāta, Varṣeṣrayna,  
Śokāh, Śukontā, Śatavāṣa, Savah, and Haoma:  
mazdaśāta-.

Xvarenah and Tištrya:  
śamnabhvant-.

Xvarenah, Tištrya, Fravāšī, and Vayu:  
uparō-kairya-.

Xvarenah, Tištrya, and Māh:  
varočahvant-.

Xvarenah, Tištrya, Māh, and Miōra:  
Xvarenah, Švāsa, Dāmōś Upanama, Fravāšī, Miōra, Vayu, and Hām-  
Varotī:  
yaoxštvant-.

ugra-.
IS CANTICLES AN ADONIS LITANY?

NATHANIEL SCHMIDT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

In various quarters it is felt that Canticles must be something else than what it seems to be. The attempt is made to vindicate once more its religious character. If it is not an allegory of the love of Yahwe and Israel, or of Christ and the church, it must at least be a litany of some pagan cult. It cannot be allowed to be simply a collection of secular lyrics, singing the love of man and woman. It is not an epithalamium celebrating the marriage of Solomon to the Egyptian princess, or a florilegium used at peasant weddings, where the bridegroom is hailed as king and the bride as queen. Nor is it a drama in which Solomon's love is scorned by a country maiden who remains faithful to her shepherd lover amid the seductions of the royal harem. The book would not have found a place in the canon, it is thought, unless it had originally been written for some religious purpose.

Already in 1906, Wilhelm Erbt suggests that Canticles is a collection of paschal songs of Canaanitish origin. It describes the love of the sun-god Tammuз, called Dod or Shelem, and the moon-goddess Ishtar, figuring under the name of Shalshim. If for some time this view met with little favor, the reason may have been that a reaction was setting in against the astral theories of Winckler and his followers. N. du Jassy's attempt to explain Canticles as a Hebrew translation of certain Osirian litanies made in Alexandria in the Ptolemaic period failed to attract much attention. But a fresh impetus toward the further development of Erbt's theory has recently been given by the publication of a catalogue of love-songs found at Assur in the course of the excavations carried on by the Deutsche Orient-Gesellschaft. These ballads bid fair to

*Die Hebräter, 1906, pp. 196-201.
*Erich Eberling, Keilschrifttexte aus Assur religiösen Inhalts, IV, No. 158; T. J. Meek, 'Babylonian Parallels to Canticles,' JBL 43 (1924), pp. 245 ff.
play as important a rôle in the later form of the theory as the famous Syrian Threshing Table in the wedding-song hypothesis. Canticles is regarded as a Passover liturgy expressing the love of Tammuz and Ishtar, the king and queen of heaven, and also of the hierodules, male and female, who represent these divinities. A new feature is the emphasis upon its religious purpose to awaken by this love, through imitative magic, the life of nature, and to bring forth fertility, the blessings of the womb and of the fields.

In a series of articles, Professor Theophile J. Meek has elaborated this view. He calls attention to the evidences of Tammuz cult in Judah, presents in a new translation the Babylonian songs which he regards as connected with this worship, stresses the similarity between these and Canticles, points out what he considers as Babylonian loan-words in the latter, finds in it not only the name of Tammuz, but also that of his wife Shala and references to her home in Syria and descent to the nether world in search of her husband, as well as to numerous objects related to this cult, and concludes that the Song of Songs is a Tammuz liturgy whose religious character is obvious, inasmuch as it sets forth the way in which the love of this god and his sister-spouse, and human imitation of it, may bring fertility to the earth, and accounts for its place in the canon of Jewish scriptures. Mr. Wilfred H. Schoff, in an ingenious essay, gives the support of an expert in one particular field little known to ordinary exegetes. His interest centres on the things mentioned in Canticles which are also found in the descriptions of the temple and the tabernacle, and especially on the ingredients of the anointing oil and the incense. These seem to him to have been derived from the Tammuz cult, and their frequent occurrence in Canticles he regards as an indication that this work is an Adonis liturgy. He thinks that some of the spices, such as spikenard, saffron, aloes, and henna, were introduced in a later revision of the text, as they are not likely to have been known in Israel in pre-exilic times, and on this point his judgment is of great value. Dr. Schoff also emphasizes the political purpose, to

* * 'The Offering Lists in the Song of Songs and their Political Significance,' in The Song of Songs, A Symposium, 1924, pp. 80 ff.
legitimize certain elements of the popular Tammuz cult in the official worship of the state.

It should be admitted at the outset that the assumption of pagan survivals in the festivals of Israel and in its sanctuaries is perfectly legitimate. Not only Purim and Hanukka, but also Mazzoth, Shabnoth, and Sukkoth were clearly of foreign origin. Nomads do not celebrate agrarian festivals. Most of the sanctuaries were taken over from the former inhabitants, and that in Jerusalem was built by a Tyrian architect. In all of them, including the royal temple at Jerusalem, heathen cults were carried on. Songs were, no doubt, sung and stories told that were appropriate to each. Esther was probably composed for the late Purim festival, and Lamentations may be a liturgy for the 10th of Ab, later transferred to the 9th of Ab. It is possible that the reading of Canticles, with its spring air, at Pesah, Ruth, with its harvest atmosphere, at Shabuoth, and Ecclesiastes, with its praise of wine, at Sukkoth, goes back to relatively early times, though we know it only as a medieval custom, and Ecclesiastes certainly cannot have been written as a vintage hymn or Ruth as a pentecostal story. The Pesah ritual may not always have been what we find it in the Pentateuch. Concerning the death and resurrection of a god the Assur texts have added fresh details. Zimmerer has published the stage-directions for a sort of miracle-play performed in the temple of Marduk at Babylon every New Year's Day. Marduk is bound, scourged, condemned to death, and led to execution with a malefactor, while another is released. His clothes are placed before the divine queen of Uruk, Ishtar, and a goddess seeks his tomb. Marduk descends to hell (iriddi kisukkiš), and the spirits in prison rejoice to see him; eventually he rises from the dead. How many such features, of ultimately Babylonian or Amoritish origin, may have been added to the story of the martyrdom of Jesus, as his disciples remembered their master over the paschal table? And may not a great deal have been said and done at the spring festival in ancient Israel that has not been recorded in the purified ritual? It is natural that an effort should be made to find in Canticles the remains of an Adonis litany.

---

1 Cp. G. Wildeboer, Het Onstaan van den Kanon den Ouden Verbonds, 1891, pp. 11 ff.
2 Zum babylonischen Neujahrsfest, II, 1918.
Nevertheless, the arguments advanced in favor of this view are by no means convincing. According to Ezekiel 8:14 women sat weeping for Tammuz in the northern gate of Yahwe’s house in Jerusalem. This shows that Tammuz was worshipped in the temple and that his home was supposed to be in the north. There was mourning for Hadad-Rimmon in the valley of Megiddo (Zech. 12:11). While the lamentation על יהויאקים יחזקאל (Jer. 22:18, 34:5) is not necessarily connected with the Adonis cult, Isa. 17:10 f. may allude to Adonis gardens. In view of what we know about this cult it may naturally be assumed that there was also rejoicing over the resurrection of the god; but there is no direct evidence of this. Astarte (ארסטרה) was worshipped in Israel from early times; and “the queen of heaven” (מלכה של עון) for whom the women make cakes (Jer. 7:18; cp. 44:17) was undoubtedly Ishtar-Venus. Whether she was thought of in Israel as having descended to the nether world to bring Tammuz back, we do not know. The intercession of the goddess is not a necessary feature of the solar myth.

The catalogue of songs found at Assur gives no more than the first line of any of them. The references to Nana (I. 38) and to ‘lamentation,’ if that is the meaning of melilu, šihatu, and šaru, as seems probable, indicate that some of them are religious. In 1.18, Langdon reads-actions ši-bu-ri-ti and translates: “The bosom of a female friend is a jar of sweetness”; Meek reads: *Ni-ip-pu-ri-ti, ‘My Nippurite’ and finds a reference to Ishtar. Other songs may be secular. It is difficult to decide. One may question, e.g., whether ‘son’ (maru) always refers to Tammuz, whose name is never mentioned, and ‘sons’ to male votaries. Even if such terms were used in the cult, they may also have been common enough among the women who plied their trade independently of the sanctuaries. Some texts just published by Eberling* give an idea of the language as well as practices of the laity.

Meek thinks that the similarities of these irtu-songs to Canticles are sufficiently marked to convince the most skeptical that they are both liturgies of the fertility cult. “The structure,” he says, “is the same: two lovers representing god and goddess wooing

---

*“Liebesmäuber im alten Orient,” in Mitteilungen der altorientalischen Gesellschaft, 1, 1, 1925.
each other and alternating in the praise of each other's charms." But there is no hint in Canticles of either a god or a goddess, and lovers are wont to praise each other's charms. "The general theme is the same (love)" and "the lines breathe the same delight in love." That is true of all love-songs. "Many of the phrases are quite identical." There is a general resemblance in the woman's frank invitation to come and taste love; but the most careful search does not reveal a single phrase that is quite identical. On the other hand, there are numerous references to lamentation in the Babylonian songs, if Meek is right, while there are none in Canticles. It certainly seems fanciful to discover in the woman's allusion to her sun-burnt complexion (1:6) a reference to the drying up of vegetation. "The intent of all is manifestly to bring about the awakening of life in nature." This is so far from being manifest that there is not the slightest hint of such an intent in Canticles. In 6:11 f. the dancer says:

"To the garden of nuts I went down
To behold the green plants by the brook,
To observe if the vine was in bloom,
If the pomegranate was in flower."

Her amorous promptings may be revealed in the following line: "if the love-apples fragrant were"; but assuredly there is no suggestion of a magic ritual by which the plants will grow. If issur aladi ‘bird of child-bearing’ is the correct reading in 1:34, there is a possible allusion to the increase of children; and Eberling ¹ points out, that, in the myth of the pestilence god, Ira praises the natai, or sacred prostitutes of Babylon, because "they cause the womb to live," i. e., do not practise abortion. The "blessings of the womb" were dear to the Hebrews. But there is not the slightest trace in Canticles of this kind of fertility.

Meek holds the opinion that the many *hapax legomena* in Canticles as well as certain peculiarities of language "bespeak a non-Hebraic origin," and lists a large number of so-called Babylonian loan-words to show that Canticles "in its early form came more or less directly from the Canaanites," whose language he thinks

¹ *L. e., p. 5."
was "essentially the same as the Akkadian." Cannon 10 had already noted four: לָחֵכ, *kutallu,* 'wall'; לָכַר, *tanapu,* 'defile'; לָמַא, *ammanu,* 'skilled workman'; לָתֹר, *ratu,* 'panel.' Meek adds nineteen: אָלוּא, *ekama,* 'where'; לָרָר, *laru,* 'go around'; לָטֹפ, *apparu,* 'gazelle'; לָבָא, *labbau,* 'lattice' from הָרָאָכ, 'cut in'; לָמָא, *samaru,* 'ritual song'; לָסֶר, *rsaru,* 'support'; לָגָאָל, *galasu,* 'flow'; לָרָר, *rahasu,* 'wash'; לָבָא, *lababu,* 'hearten'; לָתֶל, *tallalu,* 'palm branches'; לָמָא, *milu,* 'flood'; לָרָר, *dagatu,* 'look'; לָטֹפ, *isitu,* 'column'; לָטֹפ, *saššu,* 'marble'; לָנֶא, *aganu,* 'basin'; לָנֶא, *sissanu,* 'branches'; לָנֶא, *argamannu,* 'purple'; לָבָא, *dababu,* 'plan'; and לָבָא, *rikku,* 'spices.' But לָבָא is no doubt also connected with Ar. *kutala,* 'heap up blocks'; לָנֶא is also found in Syr. and Ar.; and לָנֶא in Syr. and Nab. Whether לָבָא, apparently 'panel,' is the same as לָרָר is uncertain. לָהוּא — Aram. אָלָכָא; לָבָא, 'circlets,' is connected with Ar. *târu,* 'move in a circle'; לָבָא — Ar. *ghafra,* 'wound' is not limited to a ritual song, as R. Akiba (Tosephta Sanhedrin xii) complains of youth singing Canticles in the winehouses לָבָא, 'as a kind of secular song'; לָבָא is more closely related to Ar. *rafada,* 'support' than to Ass. *rapadu,* 'stretch out'; לָבָא, Ar. galasa, 'sit' may be the meaning in Cant. 4:6 (Oxford Dictionary), but Erman 11 suggests Egyptian *kls* — to leap; לָבָא is found in Ar. and Eth.; לָבָא is Ar. *lababu,* 'to wound in the heart'; לָבָא, 'does not mean 'palm branches,' (Gk. *daíρα*) but 'locks' or 'braids' connected with *tallu,* 'fall,' 'hang down'; לָבָא, *milu,* 'flood,' but connected with לָבָא, is not לָבָא, 'sign' gives a good sense in 2:10 may be compared with לָבָא, 'insignia from signum,' while לָבָא, 'look,' does not suit either context. לָבָא may be Ass. *sasu,* but was used by the Hebrews (Talmud) to designate a polished slab, a bar; לָבָא is found also in Syr.; לָבָא also in Ar. and Aram. (לָבָא being probably Ar. *sahru,* 'enchantment'); לָבָא *sasit* is also found in Syr.; לָבָא, Ass. *argamante,* as already Haupt indicated (Z. A. II, 267) is of doubtful origin, and it is by no means certain that it appeared in Babylonia before it was used in Syria. לָבָא is more clearly related to Ar. *dabba,* 'move slowly' than to Ass. *dababu,* 'speak secretly,' 'plan'; and לָבָא, 'incense.'

10 The Song of Songs, Cambridge, 1913.
11 Orientalistische Literaturzeitung, 28, 1, Jan. 1923, p. 5.
probably came from Arabia, as Ar. rūkāhat, 'commerce' and rūkā-
hiyyu, 'merchant,' were no doubt derived from the chief article of
Arabian commerce.

The significance of these words had been approximately ascer-
tained by the aid of other Semitic tongues. In regard to some of
them it has been confirmed by Assyrian usage. There is no evi-
dence that any of them is an Assyrian loan-word. Assyrian words
whose meaning is sometimes guessed, in the first instance, from
the conjectural values assigned to hapax legomena in one or an-
other of the Semitic languages, often prove very helpful. But it
is rash to assume in every case a borrowing and an Assyrian origin,
and quite impossible to prove it. Words undoubtedly passed from
one nation to another, especially if the objects designated by them
also migrated. It should be remembered, however, that the vocabu-
larv of any ancient people contained many words not used at all,
or only once, in the literary remains that have happened to be
preserved. The people known to us as Phoenicians called them-
.selves Canaanites, and their speech was the language of Canaan
(ךתב משת). This language the Hebrews adopted and, aside from
dialectic differences, our early Hebrew records are likely to give a
more adequate idea of the speech of Canaan than either the Phoe-
nician and Carthaginian inscriptions or the hints in cuneiform
and hieroglyphic texts, valuable as these are. It was not essen-
tially the same as Akkadian, unless by essence is meant what is
common to a group of Semitic languages.

Erbt maintained that Tammuz is referred to in Cant. as Dod
and presented as the most convincing evidence 5:9 which he trans-
lated: "Wer anders als Dod ist dein Geliebter?" This is ac-
cepted by Meek: "Who but Dod is thy beloved?" Even if נב
is changed to יא, it would be difficult to justify this reading. The
two passages (1 Chron. 29: 3; 2 Sam. 13: 16) in which Gesenius
translated 'ausser,' 'ausgenommen' do not warrant the sense
given to the preposition by Erbt and Meek. On the assumption
that in one case נב has its usual meaning and in the other is to
be understood as Dod — Tammuz, it might mean: "Who is thy
lover more than, over and above, or in comparison with, Dod?"
This is obviously impossible. The description naturally follows a
question: "What is thy lover more than a lover (any lover)?"
Is Canticles an Adonis Lilies?
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Ishtar is also called Shulmanit; *šar Ištar Ur-us-sîlim-ma*—Shulmanit (VAT 10434); Urusilimma, according to Meek, is a city in Babylonia. Meek assumes that ŠIšar has been abbreviated from Šala, or expanded from Šala, the wife of Adad. This change of our text, demanded only by the theory, is no more convincing than the identification of the lover as Tammuz. Shala is a mountain goddess: *belit šadi, Šala ša šadi*. The mountain is supposed to be Lebanon. Hence: "Come with me from Lebanon!" 48. But there is no indication that the lady of the Lebanon region is a goddess or that she is identical with the dancer in Amminadab's camp, playfully alluded to as the Shulamite, Abishag of Shunem. Ishtar's descent to the nether world was found by Erbt in the woman's search for her lover in the streets of the city. Meek adopts this interpretation. The city is, allegorically, hell; so are the garden in the country, the flowing waters, the hills, and the bosom of the beloved. The tedious search of the goddess is also seen in 8: which, with great freedom, is translated: "O that some one would bring thee back, O brother, to me, thou who didst suck the breasts of my mother, that I might find thee in the street, kiss thee, and people no longer despise me!" Why people should despise the suddenly prudish goddess for kissing her husband in the streets of hell is not clear. At first Meek regarded the panegyric on love, 8 f., the brightest jewel in the collection, as an interpolation, but he was finally persuaded by the mention of death and Sheol and the many waters that will not quench love that it must refer to "the power of the love of the goddess to win the god back from the nether world." A descent of Marduk to hell to bring back Ishtar has not yet been found, and the beautiful Canticle 29-34 will therefore have to be explained as an unsuccessful effort of a male votary to bring fertility to the soil. Almost everything that a couple of lovers would be likely to notice and mention in the spring under the Syrian sky is brought into connection with the Tammuz cult: sun, moon, and stars; mountains, rivers, fountains, fields, and gardens; houses, tents, huts, rafters, pillars, and panels; cedars, cypresses, vines, lilies, apples, olives, and pomegranates; wine, honey, milk, and perfumes; doves, gazelles, foxes, and horses. By the allegorical method it is all turned into veiled allusions to the infernal regions and the practices of sacred prostitution.
Verily, what has been described as 'die Leidensgeschichte des Hohenliedes' still continues.

Erbt and Meek find it natural that an Adonis liturgy should have gained a place in the canon of Jewish scriptures. Stripped of the features supposed to be related to this pagan cult, it would have no sacred character, and could have been cherished only because of its assumed Solomonic authorship. This is not deemed sufficient. It is therefore thought that these features were transferred to the Yahwe cult. How this was done, Schoff seeks to explain. Tammuz and Astarte were worshipped in Jerusalem when the city was taken by David. The Jebusites continued this worship. For political reasons it was favored by Solomon and installed in the royal temple. Its influence is shown in this temple, its structure, vessels, and ceremonies, as is indicated by the description in 1 Kings 4 ff., and that of the tabernacle, Ex. 25. Spices peculiar to the Tammuz cult were used in the composition of the sacred oil and the incense, Ex. 30. The duty of supporting the new sanctuary was of such importance that boys at school in Jerusalem are likely to have been taught to recite the injunction concerning the Terumah, the heave-offering, as American boys learn by heart the Declaration of Independence. Each cult had its own ritual which naturally affected the others. Canticles was originally a Tammuz liturgy. It was adapted to the needs of the national sanctuary and was preserved among the treasures of the temple archives. A strong party, including many Judaeans, was devoted to these divinities. It had to be considered and, in view of prophetic opposition, conciliated. At the spring festival the kings and queens of Judah represented Adonis and Astarte. When the foreign domination came, a king and queen were probably elected to take charge of this function. Gradually, Yahwe was substituted for Tammuz and the Daughter of Jerusalem for Astarte. As אָדָד also meant 'lover,' its earlier use to designate Adad-Tammuz was disguised. But the ritual remained essentially the same. A second revision took place. It is chiefly signalized by the appearance in the text of new spices not known in pre-exilic times, just as such additions were made in the Talmudic description of the oil and the incense. The book was kept with the other canonical scriptures in the temple archive, and it may be assumed that 'the rolls of the temple were there
because they referred in some way to the services and ceremonies of the temple."

There is much evidence that Shemesh, Tammuz, Astarte and other divinities were worshipped in the royal temple at Jerusalem before the Exile. Each cult obviously had some peculiar ceremony, and there was no doubt borrowing and adaptation as well as rivalry between them. Oil and incense were probably used in all of them. The Yahwe cult seems to have insisted upon a certain proportion of the ingredients. Hence the prohibition against their being prepared in the same manner for secular purposes. Spices were of course imported and employed, not only for religious use, but also as a luxury. They were in the homes of the rich. The thoughtless wife of Prov. 7, who seems to have belonged to the bourgeoisie, perfumed her couch with myrrh, aloes, and cinnamon; and lovers innocent of the Tammuz cult rejoiced in wine, nuts, and pomegranates. There is not the slightest indication that the kings and queens of Judah, or of Israel, represented Tammuz and Astarte at the Pesah feast, and no trace of a protest against such a custom in the Deuteronomistic law or the prophets. It is scarcely conceivable that when the High Priest became the head of the state, kings and queens were elected pro tempore to impersonate divinities whose worship was no longer tolerated in the presence of Yahwe. Any custom, symbol, or offering characteristic of the proscribed cults would naturally be removed. If milk and honey had been offered and Tammuz litanies sung, Nehemiah and Ezra would no doubt have objected. The comparison of a kiss with sweet milk and honey cannot prove that such customs were allowed to continue or that Canticles was used either as a Tammuz liturgy or in the cult at all. The occurrence of spikenard, saffron, aloes, and henna may be only an indication, along with many others, of its late origin. Neither the enallage of genders, nor the relative pronoun ς, nor the absence in Daniel and Ezra of words found in other Aramaic dialects, can rightly be cited as signs of older usage. Every instance of ς in early Hebrew documents is suspect on text-critical grounds.

For centuries ς alone was used. As late as the second century B.C. ς is struggling for recognition. In Ecclesiasticus there are 45 cases of ς to 46 of ς, and in the Zadokite document 118
cases of בּוֹקֵשׁ to 1 of בּ, 20*. In Cant. בּ is uniformly used, בּוֹקֵשׁ only in the title. Schoff admits that בּוֹקֵשׁ = φορτιρόν and that pardes is Persian. There is no reason for believing that the canonical books were kept in a temple archive, or that the rolls used in the synagogues were limited to such as had to do with the services and ceremonies of the temple. Ecclesiastes, Proverbs, and Job certainly did not. The fact that Solomon was supposed to be the author, for reasons no more convincing than in the case of Proverbs, Ecclesiastes, Sapientia, Psalter, or Odes, was probably decisive. A work of the wisest of kings could not be discarded, and was likely to have a hidden meaning. The allegorical interpretation silenced all scruples.

But although the theory we have been considering does not commend itself, it is altogether probable that the poet whose diwan of secular love songs has so fortunately been preserved to us derived some of his conceits and imagery from popular festivities. In my translation and commentary,10 I suggested that the dance of the Xylophoria furnished such an occasion for the first canticle. Elsewhere he may have contributed his share to the merry ballads of marriage feasts. It is not impossible that he also drew upon ideas and expressions that had grown up in connection with the customs at the agrarian festivals and in the once popular cults. The analogy of erotic poetry does not favor the assumption that he confined himself to wedded love, and many passages become quite incomprehensible on this view. Experience and observation, a passion for beauty in nature, rare in the ancient world, a joy in the life of the senses as spontaneous as the warbling of a bird in the mating season, and an admirable mastery of form moulded these precious lyrics.

10 The Messengers of the Poets, 1911, p. 241.
THE INDIAN ORIGIN OF THE BUDDHA IMAGE

ANANDA COOMARASWAMY
MUSEUM OF FINE ARTS, BOSTON

In preparing a work on the history of Indian art,¹ to be published probably at the end of the current year, I have found it necessary to abandon the commonly accepted theory of the Greek origin of the Buddha image. The argument will be set forth in greater detail in that work. In the meantime I have thought that it would be interesting to gather together a number of quotations, mostly, though not invariably, from well known scholars already committed to the theory of Greek origin. These extracts are admittedly selected ad hoc, and do not always fairly represent the author’s real views; they are rather, at least in some cases, to be regarded as incidental admissions. My object in gathering them together here is to show that there actually exists a great deal of evidence in favour of an Indian origin of the Buddha image, and that a theory of an Indian origin must not be lightly regarded as a rank heresy proceeding “par engouement d’esthéticien ou rancune de nationaliste,” as M. Foucher has rather awkwardly suggested, but must be seriously considered in the light of all the evidence now available.

The view to which I now adhere is that the Buddha image is of Indian origin; that is, that the Gandhāra and Mathurā types were created locally about the same time, in response to a necessity created by the internal development of the Buddhism common to both areas ²; that in each area the sculptors, following similar literary and oral traditions in respect of iconography, created a type plastically in accordance with stylistic traditions of their own,³ and that the Mathurā type is the main source of the

¹ Kunst und Kunstgewerbe Indiens und Indonesiens, to be published in English and German editions by Hiersemann, Leipzig.
² I leave aside for the present the question to what extent even the Gandhāran type embodies older Indian formulae, with the remark that “adaptation” would probably be a more accurate term than “creation.”
³ The general use of Kharoṣṭhī script in Gandhāra and of Brāhmī in Mathurā offers an exact parallel: the words are the same, the letters are different and neither script is derived from the other.
Gupta and later development both in and beyond India. In the following section, wishing to be as brief as possible, I have added only so many words of my own as are needed to exhibit the continuity and trend of the argument.

1. Date of the Greco-Buddhist school of Gandhāra

Marshall, J. H., *Guide to Taxila*, 1918:

"Not one of the thousands of known images bears a date in any known era, nor do considerations of style permit us to determine their chronological sequence with any approach to accuracy" (p. 31).

Wilson, H., *Ariana Antiqua*, 1841:

The stūpas of Afghanistan "are undoubtedly all subsequent to the Christian era" (p. 322).

Goloubew, V., in *B. E. F. E. O.*, 1923:

"Rien n'empêche en effet, dans l'état présent de nos connaissances de supposer que le bouddha indo-grec du Gandhāra soit une création postérieur de quelques années au bouddha indien de Mathurā" (p. 450).

Vogel, J. Ph., *Inscribed Gandhāra sculptures*, *A. S. I., A. R.*, 1903-04:

"It is a point on which most authorities agree, that the palmy days of Buddhism and Buddhist art in Gandhāra coincide with the reign of the great Kuśana kings, and more especially with that of Kaniska. This is somewhat more than a hypothesis" (p. 258).

2. Date of the Mathurā type

D. B. Spooner, in *A. S. I., A. R.*, 1912-13, pt. 1, p. 26 mentions the discovery at the Kumrahar site, Patna, of "at least one large and inferentially elaborate Bodhisattva statue from Mathurā, which is to be assigned probably to about the dawn of the Christian era or a little later," but gives no illustration or evidence for this early dating.

The Bodhisattva dedicated by Friar Bala at Sārnāth is dated in the third year of Kaniska, probably ca. 123 A.D. On palaeographic grounds the Kaṭrā Bodhisattva and Anyor Bodhisattva at Mathurā are dated about the same time. Various other images found at
Sravasti, Kasi, Sarnath, etc. are in the same style. The Buddha image of Mathurā must have attained some reputation before an outside demand could have arisen (see next section). If we allow only twenty-five years (probably much too little) for this development we must assume a manufacture of Buddha images at Mathurā at least as early as the end of the first century A.D.

Jaina images of the same type occurring in relief on āyūgapātās etc. may well be considerably earlier, but these, in common with many Buddhas or Bodhisattvas are undated.

In any case we cannot safely take it for granted that any Kuśana Buddha or Bodhisattva that we possess was the first one of its kind ever made in stone or any other material.

3. Independence of the Mathurā type


"It would indeed be difficult to derive these clumsy and unwieldy figures from the graceful Bodhisattvas of Gandhāra" (p. 150). . . . "enormous difference in style" (p. 151).

Vogel, J. Ph., *The Mathurā school of sculpture*, A.S.I., A.R., 1909-10:

"It must be admitted that the Bodhisattva (or Buddha) type represented by these images of the Kuśana period cannot be immediately derived from any known class of images in Gandhāra" (p. 86).

"The Mathurā school has different types of Buddha figures, the exact history and meaning of which it is difficult to explain" (p. 78).

Spooner, D. B., *Excavations at Takht-i-Bahi*, A.S.I., A.R., 1907-08:

"Indra and Brahmā were the original figures out of which the sculptural representations of Avalokita and Maitreya were respectively evolved by steps which we cannot trace at present . . . this evolution was an accomplished fact prior to any form of the Gandhāra school with which we are as yet familiar" (p. 144).

“the Mathurā sculptures have very little in common with those of Gandhāra and seem to be the work of a different school.”

With the single exception of A 47 in the Mathurā Museum (Vogel, J. Ph., in A. S. I., A. R., 1906-07, p. 15), no known image of a Buddha or Bodhisattva in the round has been described by any author as a ‘copy’ of any Gandhāran type. Only one Gandhāran sculpture (F 42 in the Mathurā Museum, Burgess, Ancient Monuments, pls. 56, 57) has been found at Mathurā, and that is not a Buddha.

4. Mathurā the centre of type-distribution in India

Mathurā sculptures in the well-known red sandstone of Sikri, and of Kuşāna and Gupta date, have been found at Sārnāth, Gayā, Allahābād, Kasi, Śrāvastī, Pātaliputra, Rājagrha, Sānci, Taxila, and doubtless at other sites.

Przyluski, J., Aśokāradāna, 1933, p. 9:
A study of the literary sources shows “que l’église de Mathurā eût parmi les communautés bouddhiques une situation privilégiée et qu’elle eût contribué pour une large part au rayonnement de la foi.”

Vogel, J. Ph., The Mathurā school of sculpture, A. S. I., A. R., 1909-10:
“The great influence exercised by the Mathurā school on Buddhist art in other religious centres” (p. 78).

Vogel, J. Ph., Catalogue of the Archaeological Museum at Mathurā, 1910:
“There is plenty of evidence that the Mathurā school greatly influenced Buddhist art throughout the period of its existence” (p. 38).
“We find Mathurā . . . sending down images to the sacred sites of the Gangetic plains, thus setting examples to the sculptors of Benares and Gayā” (p. 34).

Sahni, D. R., Catalogue of the Museum of Archaeology at Sārnāth, 1914:
“I conclude that this image was prepared by a sculptor of Benares in imitation of the Mathurā image above referred to” (p. 37).
Cunningham, A., A. S. I. Reports, vol. XI:
"Everywhere in the North-West I find that the old Buddhist statues are made of the Sikri sandstone, from which it would appear that Mathurā must have been the great manufactory for the supply of Buddhist images in Northern India" (p. 75).
The Gandhāran type did not profoundly affect Indian art

5. The Gandhāran type did not profoundly affect Indian art

Kern, H., Manual of Indian Buddhism, 1896:
"The Buddha type in the Gandhāra sculptures is more Greek than Indian and has therefore not been able to gain the upper hand" (p. 94).

Smith, V. A., History of Fine Art in India and Ceylon, 1911:
"Within the limits of India the art of Gandhara was not widely propagated. . . . Political conditions seem to have been responsible to a great extent for the failure of the art to penetrate deeply into the interior" (p. 129).
Referring to the well known seated Buddha of Gupta date at Sārnāth, B.(b) 181 in the Sārnāth Museum: "the style, which is singularly original and absolutely independent of the Gandhāra school" (p. 170).
"Whatever influence Greece had exercised on Indian art was practically exhausted by A. D. 400" (p. 390).

Marshall, Sir J. H., in Cambridge History of India, vol. 1:
"Hellenistic art never took a real and lasting hold upon India for the reason that the temperaments of the two peoples were radically dissimilar" (p. 649).

Goloubew, V., in B. F. E. O., 1923:
"le buddha de Mathurā, ce prototype d'inspiration et de facture indiennes et peut-être même l'authentique ancêtre de toutes les images du Bienheureux, ne s'est pas éclipsé au contact de l'art gandhārien et qu'il a survécu à la vogue classique sans avoir subi d'altération essentielle" (p. 451).

Cohn, W., Buddha in der Kunst der Ostens:
"Buddha-Darstellungen erhalten, in denen weder Hellenistischen noch Gandhara-mässiges anklängt. . . . Einer stilkritischen und psychologisch tiefergehenden Ausdeutung der
Denkmäler . . . kann die These von der Erfindung des Buddha-Bildes im hellenistischen-indischen Gandhāra nicht standhalten” (pp. xxvi, xxvii).

Hackin, J., *Guide Catalogue du Musée Guimet, Collections bouddhiques*, p. 23:

“nous verrons disparaître, ensevelis dans les sables du Turkestān, les dernières vestiges de l’Art gréco-indien; pour l’Inde, elle reviendra délibérément aux enseignements de ses écoles nationales.”

Much more could be said on the subject. I have not, for instance, referred to the seated Buddha types supposed to be represented on coins of Manes (see Dames in *J. R. A. S.*, 1914, p. 793) and Kadaphes (see Whitehead in *Catalogue of the coins in the Panjāb Museum, Lahore*, pp. 181, 182). But taking into account only the extracts quoted above it is obvious that there exists good evidence for a Mathurā origin of the Buddha image. If Gandhāra “created” at all, it created only a provincial type, of which the influence can scarcely be traced in India after the third or fourth century.
THE MANUSCRIPTS OF IBN KHALDUN

NATHANIEL SCHMIDT
CORNELL UNIVERSITY

A CRITICAL EDITION of Ibn Khaldun is still a desideratum. Neither al Mukaddama nor al 'Ibar nor al Riḥla lies before us in an altogether reliable text. In the case of even those parts that have been edited with most care only a few MSS could be used. In no instance has there been an extensive collation. It is possible that some treatises are extant that have not yet been published. There are lacunae in some otherwise good copies. Some have important additions by the author himself that should be incorporated in the text. In Brit. Mus. Add. 33, 271—33, 272, the addition is made in his own hand. The same seems to be true of the supplement to al Riḥla in the separate Cairene MS of this work. Two lines, including his signature, were written by himself in the recently discovered Féx MS. To a limited extent we, therefore, have today autographs. But, aside from such marginal notes and additions, these MSS are not autographs, but copies from the original, though made in Ibn Khaldun's life-time, probably under his supervision, and by reputable copyists. In view of the great length of his works it is quite possible that there are omissions and scribal errors. Even the oldest and best copies must be compared throughout with other MSS. There are many variants that have a right to be considered. Even the Turkish versions of Perizadeh and Jevdet Pasha, although particularly the former, as is well known, contains much material that does not come from Ibn Khaldun, have occasionally yielded noteworthy readings. Hard labor is in store for a competent editor. This implies no criticism of the excellent work done by a long line of eminent scholars. Silvestre de Sacy, A. von Hammer-Purgstall, H. A. Hamaker, Eugène Coquebert de Montbret, and G. W. Freytag rendered great services by printing some fragments, chiefly of al Mukaddama, from a single MS or two, or from Hajji Khalifa. The longer sections from al 'Ibar, published by Noël de Vergers, C. F. Tornberg, Michele Amari, W. Tiesenhausen, R. Dozy, William Cassels Kay, and Goudeffroy Demombynes were based on a careful comparison of some of the best MSS accessible to them. Students
are greatly indebted especially to William McGuckin de Slane and Etienne Quatremère for their editions of Tomes VI and VII (The History of the Berbers) and Tome I (The Prolegomena), although the text they present rests only upon a limited number of MSS. The Bulak editions are indispensable, as they alone give the whole tarīkh. For the first of them, in one folio, that of 1857 (1274 A. H.), the learned Naṣr al-Hurini apparently used a copy of the MS sent to Abd al-Aziz II, the Merinid ruler of Fez, from Egypt in 1396 (798 A. H.), containing a number of marginal notes. Other local MSS seem to have been used for the editions in seven tomes of 1867 (1284 A. H.) and 1872 (1289 A. H.). It is doubtful whether the Beirut editions of al-Muḥaddama reposses on any other authority. Some of the difficulties of the modern editor have been hinted at by Duncan Black McDonald in his 'Collation from the Prolegomena of Ibn Khaldun.' Only with a more adequate critical apparatus than has hitherto been available can an edition of the Arabic text be constructed that shall in all respects meet scientific demands; and only from such a text should that complete translation into some western language be made which is so urgently demanded in view of the growing importance attached by students of history, philosophy, sociology, economics, and pedagogy to the ideas of the greatest of Arab historians.

What is needed, in the first place, is a survey of all extant MSS. Brockelmann lists some of them; and Seybold adds others. But there are many omissions, and fresh material has been discovered. The notices of these scholars should be supplemented. Such an attempt is here made. There can, of course, be no claim to completeness. It has not always been possible to verify the existence or trace the location of MSS referred to by earlier writers. No doubt many MSS of Ibn Khaldun exist in various Muslim countries where no search has yet been made for them, in mosques, public libraries, and private collections. With more facilities than in former times, the zeal of a Schulz or a Gräber would assuredly today be more amply rewarded. It would be well if men in the diplomatic service, missionaries, physicians, resident scholars, and travelers were willing to make inquiries and to communicate the results of their investigations.

In the following list the places where MSS of Ibn Khaldun are known to exist have been arranged in alphabetical order. A brief
list has been subjoined of localities where it has been maintained by scholars, at one time or another, that MSS existed, though it is at present impossible to trace their whereabouts. In all such instances the source is indicated whence the information has been received.

**Berlin**


**Cairo**


**Constantinople**


**Fez**

Kitab al 'Ibar, Jami al Karawiyin 1266. Jacob Gräberg of Hemsö, Gotland, heard of this MS in Tangier late in 1831, and sent a learned sharif to secure a transcript, but never received it, as he was removed to Tripoli in January 1822. Cp. *Notizie intorno alla famosa opera istorica di Ibn Khaldun*, 1834. In the beginning of his Mukaddama, of which Gräberg saw a copy in Tangier, Ibn Khaldun declares that he had sent a copy of al 'Ibar to the mosque of al Karawiyin at Fez (Bulaş ed. 1867, I, p. 7). This phrase does not occur either in Quatremère's edition or de Slane's translation. But de Slane knew the passage from the Cairene MS. Cp. Introduction pp. cvii-cix. Alfred Bel revealed the existence of this MS. Cp. his *Catalogue des livres arabes de la bibliothèque de la mosquée d'El Qarouïyin à Fès*, 1918, p. 6. In *J A Juillet-Sept.* 1923, E. Lévi-Provençal gives an account of two MSS, of which
only tomes V and III remain, and prints the deed of gift and a facsimile of the page in which Ibn Khałdun's signature occurs. At the end of Vol. V the name of the copyist, Abđallah b. Hasan waľad al-Fahuri, occurs, who furnished it in Ramadan 798 (June-July, 1396).

**Leiden**


**Leningrad**


**London**

British Museum. *Al 'Ibar 1237-1238; 9375; add. 23, 271; 23, 272. Al mukaddama*, Suppl. 477. Brockelmann gives 934, 279. On the important Add. 23, 271-23, 272 cp. William Wright, in the Palaeographical Society. *Facsimiles of MSS and inscriptions (Oriental Series)*, 1875-93. It seems to have been transcribed for the author in Egypt. The genealogical titles were inserted in both volumes by the author himself; and he has also added many marginal notes, containing a history down to about the year 803 (1400-1401 A. D.). Plate LXXXIV exhibits his own hand. On Suppl. 477, which at the end has the author's colophon with the date of composition 1378 (779 A. H.) cp. Charles Rieu, *Supplement to the Catalogue of the Arabic MSS in the British Mus.*, 1894, p. 208. Cp. also *Catalogus codicum MSS orientalium qui in Museo Britannico asservantur*. Pars. II *Codices arabicos complectens*, 1846-71.

**Madrid**

existent en la biblioteca Nacional, Madrid 1889. Bibliotheca Escorial. Reinaud in Bibliographie Universelle maintains that there is an autograph copy of a treatise on the Muslim religion by Ibn Khaldun in this library; and the author of the article on Ibn Khaldun in the Enciclopedia italiana assigns to the same place a treatise on logic written for the son of Muhammad V, the Nasrid ruler of Granada. Neither is mentioned by Hartwig Denebourg in his Les Manuscrits de l'Escorial 1, 1884; II 1893. But this catalogue does not include the religious works, ending with No. 788.

**Munich**


**Oxford**


**Paris**


**Tübingen**


**Tunis**

Tarikh 3607 et al. Cp. Seybold, l. c.

**Vienna**


**Wigan**

The following MSS are still unverified:

**Algiers** MS in the Hanifite mosque, used by de Slane for the Riha, Notices et Extraits, 1849 p. III.

**Beirut** Whether any local MS was used for the editions of al Mukaddama, 1879, 1886, 1900, and 1904 is uncertain. This has been assumed particularly in the case of that of 1900 which is supplied with vowel signs. Cp. McDonald, l. c.

**Cambridge** A Cambridge MS is referred to by Gräberg, l. c.; and de Sacy mentions that a translation of the Cambridge MS by Dr. Samuel Lee was announced in 1837. But neither E. H. Palmer, Descriptive Catalogue of the MSS in the Cambridge Library, 1870, nor Edward G. Browne, A Handlist of the Mohammedan MSS in the Cambridge Library, 1900, nor his A Supplementary Handlist of the Mohammedan MSS in the Libraries of the University and Colleges of Cambridge, 1922, knows of any such MS. It is possible that the MS belonged to Dr. Lee.

**Shella near Sale** An incomplete MS of al 'Ibar was said to exist at this sanctuary by the informant of Gräberg. Cp. Notizia, 1834.

**Tangier** Al Mukaddama. A MS was found by Gräberg in the principal mosque of which he secured a transcript. Cp. Notizia, 1834.
BRIEF NOTES

Dravidian notes

From the position of the Dardic languages at the extreme north of India, we might well expect to find forein elements in them. It has been noticed that a few Dardic nouns are connected with equivalents used in Burushaski, a puzzling unclassified language spoken in the mountains north of the Dardic region. More remarkable is the fact that a Burushaski verb is represented in Pashai, the westernmost variety of Dardic. Most of the Dardic languages have for the verb 'die' words from the mar-basis; one has nāś-, connected with Sanskrit naś- (perish); and Pashai has lē-, which Grierson leaves unexplained. Burushaski ir- (die), which seems to have a variant form ir-, shows us the forein basis of lē.

I am not aware that the Dravidian element of Dardic has been noticed. In Gārwi, a central variety of Dardic, we find thōs (head). Initial tr, widely kept in Dardic or changed to tū thru unvoicing of the r, has become th in Gārwi thā (three). We may therefore assume that thōs came from *tlōs or *tlaus, with l (like r in the same position) reduced to the weakest audible sound that could be uttered after t. This *tlōs or *tlaus represents the Dravidian word for 'head': Kui tlau, Gōndi tala, Telugu tala, Tulu tare, Kanara tale, Tamil tulai. The southern Dravidian forms seem to have the basis *tala, with s changed to i or lost. But Kui tlau indicates *talōs as an older form. And with displacement of l, as in the Kui word, *talōs becomes nearly the same as the basis inferred from Dardic thōs.

Dravidian zn, which made Brāhui d (z), Gōndi h (s), Kui s, Kurukh-Malto t (st) and southern n, is represented in Malto toro<zoro (mouth) and the equivalent Telugu nōru. Grierson leaves the origin of Pashai dōr (mouth) unexplained. Evidently dōr is connected with northern Dravidian zdoro<zoro.

---

2 Grierson, Pāścā Sanskrit, p. 68 (London, 1900).
6 Grierson, Pāścā Sanskrit, p. 76.
In central and western Dardic the word 'nose' appears as natkel, nōzōr, and in other forms with suffixal r. Malto muso seems to show the basic form of Dravidian 'nose'; southern mēkku and māgu have kk<gg<gw and g<gw, derived from the hiatus-filling w which was added after the s was lost. Gôndi mūssōr (nose) is a compound, with an ending derived from the word *znoro. Kui mungēli (nose) could have come from *mug... <*mugw... <*muv... <mus..., as Kui has lost ancient medial s. Its ending seems to lack parallels in ordinary Dravidian; but it resembles that of nakhēti (nose) in Kanjari, an Aryan tongue supposed to have a Dravidian basis. The endings of Dardic natkel, nōzōr and other r-forms may be derived from Dravidian equivalents.

The basis of Brâhui xan (eye) seems to be represented by Tamil kau. If an older form of the basis began with γ or gh, it would explain the initial γ as well as the added nasal in Dardic words for 'eye': Khôwar γêš (a variant of etš) and Pashai antš. Nasalized vowels, corresponding to the an of the Pashai word, are found in many Indic equivalents of Sanskrit ākṣi: they likewise could have come from blending with the Dravidian word.

The form of Gârvi thair (hand) is queer. Apparently the r came from khur (foot); and the h may have come from khur. The remaining *taí seems to be a blend of Eranian dost and Dravidian bai (hand), with t combining the dentality of Aryan and the voicelessness of Dravidian.

Bashgali, a western variety of Dardic, has dui as a variant of dûš (hand). This dui is apparently the source of Brâhui dâ (hand), the ū being assimilated in accord with Brâhui bâ for *bái (mouth), beside Kurukh bai, Kanara bâji, Tamil nāji.

Wakhî, an Eranian tongue spoken north of the Dardic region, has mîš (nose), with unexplained m. We may assume that mîš came from the Dravidian root found in Brâhui bāmus (nose < *mouth-nose), Gôndi mūssōr (nose < *nose-mouth) and Malto muso.

Washington, D. C. EDWIN H. TUTTLE.

---

* L. B. L., vol. 8, pt. 2, p. 332; Grierson, Piśćea Languages, p. 76.
* L. B. L., vol. 11, p. 100.
10 Grierson, Piśćea Languages, p. 73.
11 Grierson, Ishkashmi, Zebaki, and Yzghulami, p. 90 (London, 1920). Wakhî often palatalizes velar vowels, as in γiš = Persian یش (ear).
Notes on Cappadocian Tablets

The Cappadocian sign ⌧

For the first time it is possible to state positively that the above sign has the value 1/4. In *PSBA*, Nov. 1883, p. 18 f., Professor A. H. Sayce published a transliteration and translation of a Cappadocian tablet, in line 3 of which he translates, "six and one quarter (?) shekels." From his transliteration, not having seen the original, I judge that the sign he read conjecturally 1/4 (pir) is the same sign discussed here. If this is the case, apparently without any proof at his disposal, Sayce has correctly guessed the value of the sign. The signs ⌧ and ⌧ are listed by Contenuau in *Trente Tableltes Cappadoziennes*. He tentatively assigns the value 1/6 to both signs (p. 77). Proof that the former equals 1/4 is found in two tablets in the James B. Nies Collection of Cappadocian tablets at Yule. Reading the value 1/4 where this sign occurs in NBC 3778: 3-6, we have: 25 TUG*** I-din-a-bu-un ub-lam 7-1/4 șiqlu ta kasab(ab)-șü-nu 3 ma-na 1-1/4. șiqlu, "25 garments Idin-abum brought to me; at 7-1/4 shekels each, the silver for them is 3 minas, 1-1/4 shekels." The mathematical calculation involved here is 25 x 7-1/4 shekels — 181-1/4 shekels or 3 minas, 1-1/4 shekels. The only value for the sign in question which will balance this equation is 1/4. The first ten lines of NBC 1653 read as follows:

\[11 \text{ LU } \overline{t} \text{a } \text{Ha-bu-a-}\overline{a} \text{t } i\text{-d} \text{-i} \text{-a-ni }\]
\[\text{lib-ba } \frac{1}{4} \text{ LU a-na 17 } șiqlu \text{ kashim }\]
\[\text{ta-ad-nu } 2 \text{ LU a-na 9-1/} \frac{1}{4} \text{ șiqlu }\]
\[\text{ta-ad-nu } 1 \text{ LU a-na }\]
\[4-1/6 \text{ șiqlu ta-di-in }\]
\[1 \text{ LU } 3-2/3 \text{ șiqlu 16 } \text{a-d} \text{-i-in }\]
\[1 \text{ LU a-na 5 } \text{ șiqlu a-di-in }\]
\[2 \text{ LU i-na bit } \text{ har-ri-ni }\]
\[\text{ta-ab-hu naphar kashim }\]
\[1/2 \text{ ma-na 9-1/6 șiqlu kashim }\]

11 sheep which Ḥabuala brought to me:
Therefrom, 4 sheep for 17 shekels of silver
you sold; 2 sheep for 9-1/4 shekels
you sold; 1 sheep for
4-1/6 shekels you sold;
1 sheep for 3-2/3 shekels, 15 le I sold;
1 sheep for 5 shekels I sold;
2 sheep in our bit ḥarri
you shut up. Total of the silver
1/2 mina, 9-1/6 shekels of silver.

It is evident that the total in line 10 is obtained by adding together the prices for the various sheep. For convenience let all the items be reduced to shekels. The total, 1/2 mina, 9-1/6 shekels —
39-1/6 shekels. On the basis of 180 še = 1 shekel, a well known fact, 3-2/3 shekels, 15 še = 3-3/4 shekels. The following equation may therefore be formed: $17 + 9-1/4 + 4-1/6 + 3-3/4 + 5 = 39-1/6$. It will be seen that in this equation any fraction whatever might be substituted for the sign read 1/6, but no other value is possible for the sign read 1/4, no matter what fraction is substituted for 1/6. Since there are 4 wedges in the sign 1/4 and 6 in the other it is very probable that the latter is really 1/6. These two sign values are of interest because, so far as is known, they were never used in Babylonia or Assyria. The question is therefore raised whether the Cappadocians invented them or adopted them from some other source.

The causative stem of the verb

The šaf'el form of all verbs with a weak first radical (except א) in Cappadocian becomes a šif'el: from ʾabālu, ú-sī-be-lu NBC 1711 : 6. But when the first radical is strong, the regular šaf'el is used: from šaqālu, ú-šā-ā-sa-ša-ma BIN IV, 6 : 11. That the use of šaf'el or šif'el was determined by phonetic principles and that it was not merely the arbitrary peculiarity of certain verbs is shown by the fact that when a verb which would otherwise have a š, is used with the נ formation, the š returns: from ʾabālu, us-ti-bi-el BIN IV, 6 : 6. Many other examples of these points have been collected which I hope to publish soon in a fuller treatment of the subject. A comparison of this Cappadocian causative stem with that of Old Akkadian, on the basis of Ungnad’s Materialien zur Altakkadischen Sprache, MVAG, 20 (2), shows that with regard to the use of š instead of š, Cappadocian stands between the usage of Akkad and that of the Third Ur Dynasty. In the texts of Akkad š is used with verbs whose first radical is either weak or strong; in Cappadocian the š is restricted to verbs א weak (except א); in the Ur Dynasty it is not used at all. These facts suggest a closer relationship of Cappadocian to the language of the Kingdom of Akkad than to that of the Third Ur Dynasty.

The god Ea and Yah

It was long ago suggested by Professor Hommel that possibly the Babylonian Ea is to be identified with the West Semitic Yah. Professor Clay has also expressed himself as believing that this
identification is to be made; but no proof has hitherto been found for the belief. The name of the god Yah is variously written in Assyro-Babylonian inscriptions, a-u, a-a, a-a-u, i-a, ia-u. The god Ea is written both i-a and e-a. The god Ea appears in Cappadocian names in both these forms: e.g., E-a-dan, and E-a-šar. Apparently the strongest evidence yet discovered that Ea — Yah is found in the writing of the name E-a-šar as I-a-šar in BIN IV, 6:13/9:5, 7, 11, 28/31:5, 11, 13/NBC 3731:3, 6, 20. Unfortunately it can not be demonstrated absolutely that Ea-šar and Ia-šar represent the same individual, but since both appear as agents of Bushukin, it is highly probable that they are identical.

The name element Nin-Subur

*Nin-Subur has the Semitic value *I-li-ab-rat (cf. Deimel, Pantheon Babylonicum, p. 220). That it is to be read with this value in Cappadocian names is indicated by the following: Gimil-Ili-abrat, father of Puzur-Ishtar appears in NBC 1902:4 (case), as Gimil-Nin-Subur; the same individual appears in NBC. 1762:9 as Gimil-la-ab-ra-at. The first syllable of *I-li-ab-rat is here elided with the last syllable of Gimil, which incidentally gives evidence that Gimil is the correct reading of the sign $U$ as an element in personal names. For a fuller phonetic writing of the element Nin-Subur cf. NBC 3676:17, I-la-ab-ra-at-ba-ni.

The month Hūbur

The eleventh month in the list of old Assyrian months published by Eheleof and Landsberger, ZDMG 74, p. 218, is ḫūbur (hubur). The name of a Cappadocian month paralleling each of the old Assyrian months except this one has previously been found. The tablet NBC 1669 furnishes the name of the remaining month. Beginning with line 30, this tablet reads, iš-du ḫa-muš-tim ša Bu-za-zu waraḥ ḫu-bur li-mu-um A-ku-tum, “From the official period of Buzazu, the month Hūbur, the eponym of Akutum.” Probably the same month name is an element in the Cappadocian personal name Gimil-hu-bur, “present of the month Ḫūbur,” but compare the phrase Ummu Ḫūbur, Creation Tablets III: 23, 81, etc.

FERRIS J. STEPHENS.

Culver-Stockton College,
Canton, Mo.
AARON EMBER, 1878-1926.

Dr. Aaron Ember, Professor of Egyptology at Johns Hopkins University, lost his life in a terrible tragedy which occurred at his residence at Windsor Hills, Baltimore, Md., in the early morning of May 31. He and Mrs. Ember had been entertaining friends until a late hour, and must have gone to sleep immediately after retiring. Apparently less than an hour after the guests had departed, chance passers-by noticed smoke pouring from the house, and attempted without success to arouse the family. Just what happened in that house after the inmates did awaken will never be known. Mrs. Ember, attempting to save her invalid six-year old son, was overcome and burned to death with her child before aid could reach her, and a similar fate overtook the maid. Professor Ember, fearfully burned, managed to reach the roof of the side porch, and was helped to the ground, where he was with difficulty restrained from rushing into the blazing house again in search of his wife and child. Fire engines which had been summoned arrived too late to save the lives of those left in the house. Professor Ember was hurried to the hospital where he died of his burns the following day. In the brief intervals in which he was fully conscious he could give very little account of the tragedy except that the family awoke to find the house in flames, and that Mrs. Ember told him to get the manuscript of the book he was writing while she saved Robert. Professor Ember is survived by two children, Theodore, twelve, and Ruth, ten years old, who happened to be visiting relatives on the night of the fire, and so escaped the fate of the other members of the family.

Professor Ember was born in Russia, Dec. 25, 1878. He came to America as a child of eight, and was educated in the public schools of Baltimore, graduating from the Baltimore City College in 1897. He entered Johns Hopkins in the fall of that year, took his Bachelor's degree in 1901 and his Doctor's degree in 1904, having served as Fellow in Semitic languages during the preceding year 1903-1904. From 1904-1910 he was Rayner Fellow in Semitic, during which period he became a regular member of the Fac-
ulty, being appointed Instructor in Semitic Languages in 1906, and Associate in 1909. In 1914 he was advanced to Associate Professor, which position he held until 1924, when in recognition of his Egyptological researches he was made Professor of Egyptology.

Professor Ember's work was concerned chiefly with the establishment of the fact that Egyptian is a member of the Semitic family of speech. He was the first to discover the phonetic laws which govern the relationship between Egyptian and Semitic, and to place the Semitic character of Egyptian beyond question. The value of these Egyptological investigations has been recognized by Oriental scholars both here and abroad.

Professor Ember's untimely death has broken the threads of a number of scientific activities, some of which can hardly continue without him. His magnum opus on the linguistic affinities between Egyptian and Semitic of which the first part dealing with the phonetic relations was in an advanced stage of preparation, though saved from the fire, is badly burned, and it may not be possible to accomplish anything like a complete restoration.

In conjunction with myself he was preparing a Hebrew Grammar intended to present not only the essential features of the language, but also the essence of the language itself. About a quarter of the material pertaining to this enterprise has been lost, but the work will be completed.

Professor Ember was co-editor with President Cyrus Adler of Dropsie College, Philadelphia, of the Haupt Anniversary Volume, a series of Oriental studies in honor of Professor Paul Haupt's fortieth year as Director of the Oriental Seminary of Johns Hopkins University. It seems that practically all the proof for this volume had been corrected and sent to the printer before the fire.

He was also co-editor with Dr. S. Schiffer of Paris of a new international Oriental Journal, Oriens, the first number of which had just appeared.

Professor Ember is the author of a number of articles on Semitic and Egyptian philology. His work on the Pluralis Intensivus in Hebrew and his numerous papers on Semito-Egyptian relations are
the most important. He has an extensive article on *Partial Assimilation in Egyptian* in the Haupt Anniversary Volume, and also one on *Egypto-Semitic Etymologies* in the first number of *Oriens*.

Professor Ember was prominent in Jewish educational circles in Baltimore. He was a Director of the Jewish Board of Education which exercises supervision over the various Talmud-Torah schools of the city. He was also deeply interested in the cultural side of Zionism, being thoroughly convinced of the importance for Judaism of the establishment of a center of Jewish life and activity in Palestine.

He was a confirmed book-lover, and had succeeded in accumulating what was probably one of the best Semitic libraries in this country. About half of this library was housed in his room at the University and so escaped destruction. That section which he kept at home is badly damaged, but not an utter loss, though what proportion of it is worth saving is still uncertain.

Professor Ember was imbued with true Hopkins enthusiasm for original research in his chosen field. On several occasions he received offers which were financially attractive, to teach Hebrew, Aramaic, and Arabic elsewhere, but in every case he preferred to remain where he was in order that he might be freer to follow his Egyptological investigations. He was an optimist and an idealist. He was always hoping for and expecting the best, and the principles that guided his actions were of the highest type. Good-nature, true kindliness, and loyalty to his ideals and his friends were striking attributes of his character.

His shocking death has created a void in the hearts of those who knew and loved him. Not only will he be sadly missed in the Oriental Seminary in which he worked for so many years, but the forces fighting in a materialistic age to uphold the essential importance of the humanities, will have been weakened by the loss of a faithful, self-sacrificing, and valiant seeker after truth.

*Johns Hopkins University,*

*Frank R. Blake.*

This book opens with an official testimonial from the Turkish Navy Department and a report of experts who are members of American educational institutions in Constantinople. In both documents this book is recommended in the most flattering way and, after examination, we must agree with the judgment expressed in them. This dictionary is a work to which the author has applied much knowledge and great labor. It is a very useful book of which people have long had need, because there has been no satisfactory English-Turkish dictionary, especially for the spoken, modern Turkish language, as distinct from the literary.

But even remarkable works have their defects, and some exist in our dictionary. In the first place, we cannot agree with the system of transliteration. This criticism is directed not only against the author, but also against the members of the Committee of experts, because the adopted system of transliteration "is the result of many discussions of the author with a committee of leading Turkish scholars of the American institutions in Constantinople." Many years ago a system of transliteration for Arabic, Persian, and Turkish languages was prepared by the best Orientalists in the world. This system has been published by the British Academy and approved by the International Congress of Orientalists. Moreover, this system is the standard transliteration in the United States and has been adopted by the Library of Congress at Washington. It therefore seems to me that it was not necessary to invent a new system and, if that of the British Academy is imperfect, it was enough to introduce some corrections. But such are not what we find in this new system.

For instance, in this transliteration "tree" = āj (instead of aghāj, as in the system of the Br. Ac.); but āj in Turkish means "hungry" which word our author transliterates by "āch"; it is not correct because our author himself writes "ājuqmāq" and not "āchuqmāq" (the same root "to hunger"). And if we write "āch," hungry, it will be confused with "āch," open! (Imperat. of to open).
Generally the transliteration of guttural gh is faulty. In the word "mountain" (dagh) the author writes da, but in "to scream" (baghirmag), baruq, and omits not only gh, but also i; by his own transliteration we must write baruq. Sometimes the author abandons his system and writes agh instead of a, e.g. yaghuyor (it rains).

Further we have chojouqja, childish (instead of chojouqcha). Chojouqja is a combination which is impossible of pronunciation; let the author pronounce ja after q and he will get inevitably chojouqja.

We often have errors in the transliteration of the vowels. Is it possible that the author, a native Turk, does not see the different sounds represented by u in dusk qapu (storm door, dish qapou)?

Mr. Vahid Bey says in his preface that "this work has been prepared chiefly for foreigners," and we think that all these questions of pronunciation will furnish many complications for foreigners.

Also we think the author's assertion is erroneous that "in Turkish as spoken today there is practically no accent." Till the present time in all the grammars, dictionaries, etc. we have always been told that the accent in the Turkish language is on the last syllable.

There are also some defects in translation. For example "pen-name," namu mustar, and "surname," mahlas. Permit me to remark that pen-name is mahlas, and if the author has doubts he can find it in A History of Ottoman Poetry by the late world-known orientalist E. J. W. Gibb. Although many new European words are in the dictionary of Vahid Bey, nevertheless there are many omissions. For instance, there is not "airplane" and for tayyare (airplane) we must look under "monoplane." "Radio" is also also missing, because telsiz means "wireless."

In spite of the defects which we have mentioned we must say that the work of Vahid Bey is the best among all the dictionaries of this kind. Our notes must not be offensive to the author, because he begins his preface by the following quotation: "un dictionnaire, on ne saurait trop le rédiger, n'est jamais une œuvre parfaite."

N. N. MARTINOVITCH.

This is a well documented volume and will be indispensable to all scholars interested in Mahayana theology and in the identification of Mahayana, especially Vajrayana deities. These deities are classified according to the Dhyani Buddhas from whom they emanate. Here, then, is not so much a polytheism as a polymorphic theism. As Sukracarya remarks, the forms of deities are determined and produced by the relation which exists between the worshipper and the object of worship. So, too, a Hindu deity may be addressed as ‘Thou that dost take the forms imagined by thy worshippers.’ In the last analysis the forms are modes of thought and means by which it is sought to adumbrate, understand, and apprehend an impersonal Absolute. Mr. Bhattacharyya (p. 164) brings out this position in Buddhism very clearly, quoting the Advayavajrasamgraha as follows: ‘The divinities are manifestations which are naturally non-existent. Wherever there is manifestation it must be Sunya in essence.’ To take a specific instance; in yab-yum images, Sunya in the form of Heruka embraces Sunya in the form of Nairatma, and the dual image adumbrates the bliss of Nirvana. This is, indeed, but a visual rendering of an idea already expressed in Brhadaranyaka Upanishad IV. 3 where the Brahman is explained by ananda, in the original sense of the word.

The Sadhanamala is a collection of descriptive formulae designed to be used by those who desire to evoke the mental image of a given deity for purposes of worship, or more especially, of plastic realisation in painting or sculpture. The artist (sadhaka, mantrin or yogin), in order to accomplish his purpose, must first effect an imaginative self-identification with the form evoked, and then only proceed to the handiwork. But surely the author is mistaken in supposing that only Buddhists believed in and practised such a self-identification with the deity. As Hindus say, Devo bhuta,

1 This arrangement has a logical air, but inasmuch as the origins of many Buddhist divinities are unknown, and others are connected with more than one Dhyani Buddha, a classification by types (Bodhisattvas, Tara, Lokapalas, etc.) would have been much more convenient.
devam gajet: and already in the Yoga-sūtras, we find that while in normal life the self takes the form of the fluctuations of the mind-stuff, in concentration there must be "identification of consciousness with the presented idea" and "fusion with the nature of the object to be contemplated," and devotion to the deity is specially mentioned as providing a suitable object for the practice. And as Sukrācārya remarks, it is only from mental vision that the imager should establish the images to be set up in temples. The truth is that scarcely anything in Indian religious experience or method is sectarian, except the specific theologies. A well known example of this is the simultaneous appearance of iconolatry in Hinduism and Buddhism as a result of the development of "loving devotion" (bhakti).

Another point on which we disagree with the author is connected with the Brahma-kapāla carried by certain Buddhist deities. Mr. Bhattacharyya supposes that in this way "the Buddhists attempted to exhibit the superiority of their gods over those of the Brāhmaical faith." This ill accords with the Buddhist-Hindu entente so characteristic of the Tantric period, and reads like the suggestion of a Victorian missionary; the explanation is altogether too facile. If, as the author tells us, the colors, weapons and āsanas of the Buddhist deities all had "deep spiritual meanings," why not also in this case? And in fact Śiva himself is represented in more than one way as Brahmā-slayer. In the Kārmapurāṇa he cuts off one of the five heads of Brahmā; he wears a (Brahmā-)kapāla in his hair, and often a garland of heads. Very likely the heads go back to Śiva’s old connections with the burning ground, and may have received a subsequent interpretation, but certainly in Hindu mythology they seem to imply the nature of an eternal being, who in the course of his cosmic activity must terminate the lives of the Brahmās of innumerable kalpas, and some such meaning is probably to be sought in Buddhist symbology also, where it is probably a borrowing from Saivism. And what about the Buddhist divinity known as Buddhakapāla?

So again in the case of Parṇaśavari, and others who trample upon Ganesa. It is not likely that this represents "animosity to Hinduism," but a misunderstanding of a Hindu type. Ganesa is Vighnesvara, the master and remover of difficulties; but if as Mr. Bhattacharyya says the Buddhists called him Vighna, "obstacle,"
it is easy to understand that they might have imagined a form of some deity, represented as overcoming the 'obstacle.'

Most of the illustrations consist of drawings, new or old, which have only an elucidatory value: others are from photographs of ancient sculptures, in some cases of importance as works of art, and we are glad to have these properly identified.

The volume is well printed, bound and indexed, but contains too many typographical errors, far more indeed than are given in the list of errata.

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy.

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston.


This volume contains six papers presented to the Oriental Club of Philadelphia, May 10, 1923. 'How the Song of Songs entered the Canon' is discussed by Margolis. In so far as the question is answered at all, it is by two important suggestions. The notion of canonicity has itself a history, and there may have been rival canons. It is worth while following up these hints. But our limitations should be recognized. The history of the canon is the history of the criticism of the canon. Our knowledge of a fixed canon begins with the recorded debates among the rabbis as to whether this or that book 'made the hands unclean,' possessed such a sanctity as to render necessary a ritual ablution of the hands after contact with them before profane objects were touched. This Pharisaic custom naturally led to a critical movement by which the number of books publicly read or especially cherished was reduced and arranged in a definite order. The latter half of the second century of our era seems to mark the end of the process. Beyond the period in which these questions were discussed we cannot go except by conjecture. Nevertheless, we cannot help asking what kind of sanctity was ascribed to certain books, and how it came to be attached to them, before the custom arose and the consequent critical sifting. The prevalent idea of an early canon, understood precisely as it was
in later times, into which books were formally admitted by some authoritative body, rests on insecure foundations. Margolis questions, on good grounds, the position of many critics who assume such a canonization, first of the Law, then of the Prophets, and finally of the Writings, and seeks to explain Daniel's place in the third division by its having been written after the completion of the prophetic canon. Cp. my articles 'Canon, Critical View' in the Jewish Encyclopedia, and 'Daniel' in the Encyclopaedia Americana. In very early times certain utterances, oral or written, were considered as sacred because they were looked upon as inspired. "A torah taught, a prophetic word spoken, a song sung, each of the three genres was regarded as a work of inspiration." Hence the author infers that "the three parts of the canon originated simultaneously and each grew to its present dimensions by long evolution." There can be no doubt as to the evolution; but the equal length of this evolution may be questioned. It is difficult to suppose that any part of the Writings goes back to the days of the earliest law-codes or prophetic oracles. More significant is the suggestion as to a rivalry between priests and prophets, priests and priestesses, prophets and prophets, strictly religious and more secular mashal poets. So far as priests and prophets are concerned, we know of such rivalry in the royal period. "Each camp," says Margolis, "had its canon, its standard of classicity." This is indeed plausible, and though it may be difficult to prove, it would be well to look more closely for possible indications. "The canon in its beginnings was more elastic, secularism had not yet been submerged . . . and so the Song of Songs must be taken to have been admitted into the canon at an early date when the later and more rigorous notions had not yet obtained." The underlying assumption is that Canticles was written at an early date and that this book of a secular mashal poet successfully ran the race through the centuries against more rigorous notions. It would seem to be a simpler view that the growing regard for the great personalities of the past, legislators, historians, prophets, poets, seers, and sages, tended to increase the authority, credibility, significance, sanctity, and respectability of whatever documents were reputed as having come from their pen. The number of late books ascribed to Solomon shows how easily such "classicity" could be acquired.
Montgomery writes on "The Song of Songs in Early and Mediaeval Christian Use." He thinks that "the breasts of the Father" in Odes of Solomon, XIX, may be a reminiscence of the Greek rendering in Cant. 1, 2, though it is strange that these mystical Odes should be so utterly independent in language and imagery of Cant., if the author knew the Song and interpreted it allegorically. Montgomery has rightly called attention to Hippolytus as a predecessor of Origen. The mixture of spiritual and secular songs in the Vienna MS. of the 12th century is an interesting analogy to the Babylonian songs found at Assur. The exquisite poem printed on p. 28 f. is certainly secular, and even the language of the closing stanza has little in common with Cant. ii, 12. "Greek Analogies to the Song of Songs" are described by Hyde. It is a matter of gratification to the present writer that the interpretation he gave in The Messages of the Poets, 1911, has been so ably supported and further strengthened by an eminent classical scholar. Hyde is probably right in finding a greater similarity in form between Cant. i, 9 ff. and the 27th Ode of Theocritus than between it and the 18th Ode, though the latter has quite naturally been often cited since Grotius first referred to it as a sample of oaristys, or fond discourse of lovers. In connection with the ever-recurrent allegorical interpretation of Canticles, Edgerton's discussion of 'The Hindu Song of Songs' is interesting. Many attempts have been made to find a hidden meaning in the Gita Govinda, not apparent on the surface. This beautiful poem, written in Sanskrit by Jayadeva in the 12th century, has more of a unity than Canticles. It consists of a series of dialogues, in which Krishna, his mistress Radha, and a female attendant take part. Edgerton emphasizes, however, that "it is not a drama, but a sort of lyric ballad." It seems to have been intended "at least partly as a work of religious devotion" chanting the love of an incarnate god whose divinity is not concealed; but it is purely erotic and sufficiently sensuous, and "no allegorical explanation is at all necessary." The longest and, in some respects, most important papers are those by Meek on 'The Song of Songs and the Fertility Cult' and Schott on 'The offering Lists in the Song of Songs.' These are examined at length in my article entitled 'Is Canticles an Adonis Litany?' in this number of the Journal.
There is a valuable Appendix, in which Meek gives a transliteration and translation of the Babylonian parallels to Canticles, KAR, No. 158. Whatever one may think of the theory he upholds, Schoff’s learned observations on the spices are important and should be noted by interpreters of the book. It was a felicitous idea to bring together these papers which present some of the latest phases of the critical study devoted to what is still a somewhat puzzling collection of love-songs.

Cornell University.

NATHANIEL SCHMIDT.

NOTES OF THE SOCIETY

Steps are being taken for an arrangement with the printers of the JOURNAL to have the volumes bound, provided forty or fifty members will signify their desire to receive bound volumes at a small additional cost.

NOTES OF OTHER SOCIETIES

The first meeting of the recently incorporated Mediaeval Academy of America was held on April 24, at the American Academy of Arts and Sciences, Newbury Street, Boston. President Montgomery conveyed to the President and Council the greetings of our own Society.
SOME MISUNDERSTANDINGS ABOUT INDIA

WALTER EUGENE CLARK

THE UNIVERSITY OF CHICAGO

In many recent books, both by Indian and by western writers, is found the statement that the civilization of India is and always has been essentially spiritual. It is a wide-spread idea that Indian civilization has been completely dominated by mysticism and asceticism, by world-renouncing religions. The Indians are depicted as dreamy lotus-eaters who have been so engrossed with spiritual things, with questions of God, their souls, and their salvation, that they have paid a minimum of attention to worldly things. The facts of the matter are in sharp contradiction to the point of view just stated. Indian civilization has always been controlled by precisely the same combination of forces that has controlled western civilizations or any other civilization in the world. There never has been a people which has devoted itself, as a whole, exclusively to the practice of religion, which has directed its efforts exclusively to spiritual and non-worldly ends. This religious element has been only one factor in Indian life, and a much less important factor than is generally supposed. There have been millions whose lives have been dominated, in whole or in major part, by purely spiritual impulses, but these have never formed more than a small minority of the population as a whole. It is probably true that in India a religious sanction has been extended over more social matters than anywhere else in the world, but in the resulting synthesis of religious and social life which we call Hinduism most of these matters have become so stereotyped that they really have much less spiritual content than is commonly supposed. A merely nominal participation in external religious ceremonies does not necessarily imply a deep spiritual content.

One reason for the exaggerated emphasis which is often placed upon the spiritual element in Indian life is the fact that the only literature which has been preserved from the first thousand years or so of Indian literary history is almost entirely religious. Moreover, in dealing with the later period much more attention has

---

1 Presidential Address delivered before the Society at Philadelphia, April 7, 1926.
been paid to the religious and philosophical literature than to the technical and secular literature. At the beginning of Indian studies attention was devoted largely to the study of the Sanskrit language itself. The study of Sanskrit played a very large part in the development of Comparative Philology. Simultaneously attention was turned to various attractive bits of the secular literature, and to the study of Indian religion and philosophy from the missionary point of view, or for their own intrinsic value, or as an aid to Comparative Religion. Even today in this country practically all of those who are able to devote themselves exclusively or largely to Indian studies owe their support to missionary activity, to comparative philology, or to the comparative study of religion. The time is just coming when the picture of Indian civilization must be painted on a larger canvas, when attention must be turned to the civilization of India as a whole and the part which it has played in world history and especially in the history of Asia. More and more Indian culture must be studied as a whole for its own sake and not merely as an appendage to philology or religion.

The fact that the Vedic literature, although containing some scanty historical information, is largely religious in content has led to a distorted treatment of the whole early period of Indian history. Such distortion, of course, is inevitable when the only historical documents are religious documents or works which have been heavily overlaid with professional religious elements. Suppose that nothing had been preserved in Europe from the first thousand years or so of the Christian era except the works of the Church Fathers and other religious texts, and suppose that the whole history of this period had to be reconstructed and described from these religious texts alone. It is apparent that our accounts of early European history would be much distorted. The situation in India is closely analogous to the one I have just described. We tend to exaggerate the influence of priests and monks in early Indian life as a whole just because they composed and preserved the religious literature of the time, and because this literature is all that has come down to us. There was, doubtless, much worldly activity outside of these professional religious circles, and it is by no means certain that all the intellectual or even literary activity was confined to the priests and monks. This religious literature, precious as it is, veils the actual history from us, and only a few things show through in
vague, blurred outlines. I might say in passing that the history of the Jews has often been distorted by too great a preoccupation with an essentially religious literature.

From the early centuries of the Christian era our preserved literature is no longer exclusively religious. There has come down to us a huge mass of literature dealing with mathematics, astronomy, astrology, medicine, poetics, architecture, sculpture, painting, grammar and language, alchemy or rudimentary chemistry, logic, music, dramaturgy, the art of love, minerals and gems, horses and elephants, lexicography, law and government, and other subjects of a practical and worldly nature. In all these matters the Indians have shown remarkable talents for patient observation and for accurate analysis and calculation. During this period Indian knowledge was on a par with that of Europe up to the development of modern science. I am becoming more and more of the opinion that the beginnings of some at least of this technical literature and of the secular literature in general (whether in Sanskrit or Prakrit) goes back some distance into the pre-Christian period. One of the pressing needs of Sanskrit scholarship is the making of adequate editions of the most important works of this technical literature and the preparation of detailed works on Indian realien. The field has hardly been scratched as yet. During the past three or four years I have had occasion to work systematically through Aryabhata, Varahamihira, Lalla, Brahmagupta, Bhaskara and other writers on astronomy and mathematics. The content and the intellectual nature of these works is a revelation to one who has spent most of his time in the reading of religious and philosophical texts.

We now know that the Indians were one of the greatest navigating and colonizing peoples of antiquity. From the first century of the Christian era, and probably from three or four centuries before that time, the so-called Indian ocean was in a very literal sense an Indian ocean. Throughout Indo-China from Burma to China and throughout the islands from Sumatra and Java to the Philippines Indian culture was the dominant factor. For more than a thousand years the whole of south-eastern Asia seems to have been as closely connected to India as were the Greek colonies in Sicily and on the Black Sea to the Greek motherland. We owe the recovery of these lost pages of Indian history to French and Dutch scholarship. Indians travelled freely to Arabia and Egypt,
but have left no clear, permanent traces of influence on the West. But in the Far East the whole civilization bears the imprint of Indian influence. Indian culture never succeeded in impressing itself strongly upon the West. Its expansion was eastwards. To the West, Indian trade seems to have been of rather a passive nature, controlled by Arabs and others. To the East, Indian trade seems to have been largely an active one. Here Chinese culture alone met Indian culture upon equal terms, but even so China borrowed from India much more than India borrowed from China. One need only compare the culture of the Han period with that of the Tang period to see how great an influence India had upon Chinese religion and art. The emotional and devotional elements in Mahāyāna Buddhism met a need which was not filled by Confucianism and Taoism. There were Indian colonies, Indian dynasties of kings, Indian architecture and art, Indian religion, and Indian codes of law and government all over the Far East. From the ninth to the eleventh century Angkor in Cambodia was one of the most magnificent and flourishing cities in the world. Its civilization was largely Indian. How much of a really Indian element there was in the population it is impossible to say. The inscriptions are Sanskrit, and Sanskrit literature in many of its branches, even the most technical, was widely studied. In the course of this eastward expansion of India no effort was made to found a great empire having its centre in India, although we now have inscriptive evidence for the despatch by the Cholas of a great fleet which won victories in Sumatra and on the Malay Peninsula.

The early Dutch traders in the Far East found that India alone would take any considerable quantity of European goods for cash. Elsewhere the insistent demand was for Indian goods. In order to carry on their commerce successfully European traders were forced to develop a great carrying trade between India and the Far East. This coastal trade bulked larger than the trade between the factories and their home country. As Moreland remarks, "it accounts for what is at first sight a puzzling phenomenon—that merchants who came to buy Eastern goods for Europe should devote so much of their energies to the conduct of purely Asiatic trade, carrying all sorts of merchandise from one Asiatic port to another, and dealing largely in markets which had little to offer
for shipment to Europe." In this matter the Europeans were merely following in the footsteps of the Arabs, and the Arabs themselves were merely following the trade routes and methods of trade developed by Indian traders centuries before.

It is curious that all of this eastward expansion of Indian culture has left so little trace upon our preserved Indian literature. But this fact serves only to emphasize the unhistorical character of Indian literature in general, not to prove the lack of practical ability and activity. For the most part Indian literature was Brahmanical, or the product of Buddhist and Jain monks, or the product of popular bhakti religious movements (especially in the south), or it was a court literature which interested itself little in history and trade. If not in Sanskrit one would expect some traces in Oriya, Telugu, and Tamil literature, for it seems to have been south-eastern India which was most closely in touch with the Far East. But even the early colonization of Ceylon which gave an Aryan basis to the Cinghalese language, and the large trade with the west which had its centre in the seaports on the north-western coast of India have left very little trace in our literature. Only the Roman trade with south-western India has left clear traces in Tamil works.

There is, however, much scattered material which proves the existence of elaborately organized trade guilds in India. There are many stories in Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain books which centre around caravans and voyages by sea. There is a fine opportunity for some student to collect and analyze all these more or less fabulous stories of sea voyages, and to compare them with corresponding Chinese and Arabian accounts. There are fragmentary Greek accounts, passages in Chinese and Arabic literature, and the recently discovered Kauṭilya Arthaśāstra. The last of these has done more than anything else to change our attitude towards early Indian civilization. Dahlmann has gone so far as to argue that in the above-mentioned guilds and in the organization of trade and industry in general we have the key to the whole formation of caste. This is, doubtless, a much exaggerated point of view, but the very exaggeration serves to draw attention more strongly to an important factor in Indian life which has been too much neglected. I have lately been much impressed in my reading of Sanskrit Buddhist literature and especially in the course of making a trans-
lation of the Divyāvadāna by the important part played by the
guilds and by sea voyages in the thought and general life of early
India.

The recovery of the political history of India and of its eastern
colonies has been due almost entirely to the study of inscriptions.
Compare for instance the account of the pre-Mohammedan period
given by Elphinstone with that given in the first edition of Vincent
Smith's Early History of India. Nothing could show more clearly
the inadequacy of a history of India based entirely on a religious
literature and on court poetry. The inscriptions contain many
religious elements, but except for the inscriptions of Asoka they
are not essentially religious in content. On the whole they give
us a picture of a vigorous, objective, worldly life, of constant war-
fare and struggling between kingdoms for political supremacy, of
a luxurious court life, and of a vigorous and efficient organization
of government. These elements formed at least as important a
part in Indian civilization as a whole as the quiet religious life and
literature of those who were essentially spiritually minded. One
of the most pressing needs of Indian scholarship is the completion
of the long-planned Corpus of Indian inscriptions. These, for the
most part, are now so inadequately edited or the publication is so
scattered that it is very difficult for one who is not a trained epi-
graphist to make much use of them, and we shall need to make
increasing study of them in every branch of Indian research. Their
number is rapidly increasing. At present we have in Vincent
Smith's work only the skeleton and bare bones of Indian history.

Those who emphasize the essentially spiritual side of Indian life
forget the Kāmasūtra and the large quantity of later literature of
the same type. They forget the large mass of lyric poetry and
other literature in which the erotic element and the joy of physical
living constitute the dominant element. In no other country in
the world have the refinements of love on the physical side been
worked out with such scientific or pseudo-scientific details. This is
not a vagrant and random offshoot of literature, for elements of it
are strongly marked in a very large part of the secular literature
as a whole and even in some of the religious literature.

It is a frequent complaint in the religious and philosophical
literature that the majority of men follow the Cārvāka point of
view which considers wealth and enjoyment to be the only ends of
human activity. One of the common names for this system is Lokāyata which means "prevalent in the world." It is clear that the spiritual elements in Indian life were constantly struggling against the same elements which tend to drag down the spiritual elements in western civilization.

The Pāñcatantra, the Kathāsārītāgāra, the Vētalapaṇcaviṃśati, the Sūkasaptati, the bhānas and all the rest of the more popular literature of fables, tales, dramas, and so forth show that spiritual ideals formed only one factor in Indian life.

Most important of all is the fact, which is often overlooked, that the main current of Brahmanism and Hinduism was not directed towards the leading of an exclusively spiritual life in which attachment to worldly activity was reduced to a minimum. The thought of varnāśrama dharma (the duties of castes and the various stages of life) is at the very basis of the religious and social system of Brahmanism and Hinduism. This involves the maintenance of family and social life, the keeping up of the whole social organization. Every man is supposed to carry out energetically the duties of the station in life into which he is born. Brahmanism and Hinduism have had strong political affiliations, and Brahman statesmen attached to kings have always shown great ability in the management of practical affairs. The Brahman caste, which was supposed to devote itself exclusively to religious functions, has not been able to maintain that ideal. The major part of the Brahman caste was forced gradually to give up such religious functions and to engage in other occupations. If spiritual ideals had been the dominant factor in the historical development of Indian society this dislocation would not have happened. The conception of a great body of priests and monks who should lead a purely spiritual life apart from kāma and artha has never been at the basis of the religious and social system of Hinduism. The spirit of renunciation is very strong in India and of course a place was found within the system for those who were strongly inclined to renounce the world and lead a purely spiritual life. But on the whole a man was supposed to live in the world and perform all the duties of his station in life until middle age or later. Then, his worldly duties done, he might become a hermit or sannyāśī. How often in our Brahman literature do a man's ancestors rebuke him for having renounced the world before he has begotten a son. In spite of the philosophical developments of Hinduism how large a part is played
by the idea that the welfare of the souls of the departed ancestors is dependent upon the continuance of the family. Salvation is, to be sure, the goal of Hinduism, but nevertheless men who without fulfilling their social duties spend their whole lives as sannyāsīs are really outside the main current of Hinduism. Buddhism and Jainism, of course, had different postulates. In the West the monastic ideal of life is still strongly marked in more than half of Christendom. If we had accurate statistics I wonder whether these men and women would not form nearly as great a percentage of our population as the real sannyāsīs do in India. Nobody would dream of saying that this deeply religious and spiritual ideal was the controlling influence in western civilization. I very much doubt whether it has been such in India.

It seems to me that the main current of Indian life, just as in the West, has been that of trying to strike a balance between the claims of kāma, artha and mokṣa. Although the last is deemed to be the most important goal of life, still the claims of the first two are not neglected, and bulk as large in the general treatment of religious and social problems as does the last. I am inclined to think that the breaking up of Hindu kingdoms and the foreign rule of the last few centuries has tended to develop a greater scholasticism of thought, and to concentrate attention and effort to a greater degree than formerly upon philosophy and religion. A recent writer on Indian history (I refer to Vaidya's History of Mediaeval Hindu India) sees in the prevalence of Buddhism and its insistence upon celibacy, the monkhood, and the purely spiritual life as the very basis of its religious and social system one of the chief reasons for the decline of Indian civilization and for foreign conquests. He says "The high esteem in which Buddhism held sannyāsa and the fact that it allowed people of all castes, men and women, to flock to the fold of the recluse and pass a life of idleness and begging spread among the people a sense of carelessness about their political condition and worldly prosperity." His elaboration of this and his other statements gives room for much comment and criticism. I refrain here from criticism. I quote him merely to illustrate the reaction of a Hindu critic to the course of mediaeval Indian history and the part played in it by Buddhism.

India has been no more successful in striking a balance between nivṛtti and pravṛtti (a purely spiritual life and a life of worldly activity) than has the West, although India has probably carried
over more religious elements into its treatment of an active worldly life than has the West. Indian civilization has been much less spiritual than is commonly supposed and the West has been much less materialistic than India thinks. Not all the energy of India has been directed towards a purely spiritual goal or even towards the external religious ceremonies of sacrifice and temple worship. We must emphasize the economic life and the development of industry which, for many centuries, made India one of the greatest industrial and trading countries in the world. We must emphasize Indian political organization and the constant struggle of her kings and nobles for political supremacy. The strong development of nationalism which has been taking place in India during the past generation or more is not based primarily upon spiritual ideals. Political and economic factors of a practical and worldly kind are the dominating ones. We must emphasize Indian technical literature and its purely intellectual attainments. We need more work on the neglected subject of Indian realism. The perpetuation of the family, the maintenance of social institutions and of government, the creation and enjoyment of wealth, trade, intellectual efforts of all kinds outside the fields of religious and philosophical speculation have played a much greater role in Indian history than most people think. Most of the elements which differentiate the India of the present from the West of the present have developed during the last two or three hundred years, and they are not all to be traced to Indian spirituality or to Western materialism. A deeper analysis than these easy catchwords is needed. There is a Sanskrit proverb to the effect that to one who wears shoes the whole earth is covered with leather. Only to one who is shod with a purely religious or philosophical point of view is the whole of Indian civilization explainable by the catchwords religious and spiritual.

What I have said will not be new to those of you who have read widely in Sanskrit literature as a whole and have been following the recent trend of Indian studies. Please do not think that I mean to deny that many, very many of India's greatest men have been her religious teachers and philosophers, or that I minimize the part which has been played by these men in Indian history. But we must treat Indian history as a whole, and place the various formative elements in their proper perspective.
THE ORIGINAL RĀMĀYANA

E. WASHBURN HOPKINS

YALE UNIVERSITY

THE VERY WELCOME TEXT of the North Western Recension of the Rāmāyana adds much to our knowledge of the poem as a whole. Despite the scanty material thus far available, for the publication "drags its slow length along" at the rate of only a few fasciculi per annum, it is yet possible to utilize the new text for a better comprehension of the epic problem in general than was afforded even by the valuable introduction given his work by Professor Jacobi years ago in Das Rāmāyana, a book of great learning and of keen insight.

There is frequent mention in the works of the Mahratti saints of comparatively recent date of an ādi-Rāmāyana, from which they profess to draw their citations and make paraphrases, as has been demonstrated by Dr. Abbott, though on the surface these citations appear to coincide well enough with one or the other of the accepted texts without exactly following either the Bombay or Bengal version. But the North Western text raises the question whether there ever was an ādi-Rāmāyana. This heretical suspicion I will seek to justify by an examination of a few passages (as already published in that recension) and a comparison between them and the corresponding readings in the other recensions.

The abrupt beginning of the NW text, kasyacit tv atha kālasya (in a sentence meaning "after some time king Daśaratha summoned his son Bharata, son of Kekaiyī, and said to him"), coinciding with the beginning of the seventy-seventh and seventy-ninth chapters, respectively, of Bāla and Ādi (Bomb. and Beng. texts), suggests that the whole first book is a later addition; but the abruptness must imply that some unknown matter lies back of this beginning, which may perhaps be left for later publication. To proceed with NW 11 = Bomb. 9, Beng. 8: Beng. and NW after 1a interpolate to 8 (= Bomb. 3) with unimportant variations, but note in NW and Beng. (1b) alone the expression jāne te bhaktim uttamām. Bomb. 4 = NW Beng. with slight but significant variants: Bomb. has evam uktā tu sā devyā Maṇtharā pāpadarśiṇī, Rāmārtham upahiṅsanti Kaṅkeyīm idam abravit; Beng.
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has evam uktā tayā devyā... pāpaniścayā, vākyam duḥkhāya Rāmasya and this is the text of NW, while the close of the section has several upodras in Bomb. but not in NW Beng. In Bomb. 10-11 = Beng. 9, there are more descriptive verses in Bomb. (e.g. Bomb. 31 goes only to Beng. 10); 28 in Bomb., kena 'bhīyuktā 'si = Beng. 7, abhīṣastā 'si gives the same idea in a different compound, a point so slight as to be easily overlooked, but of fundamental importance in determining the “original” text.

Before taking this point into consideration, however, it is necessary to warn against a too hasty inference from the example of concord just given between Beng. and NW. (On the whole the NW text is nearer to Beng. than to Bomb., but exceptions are not far to seek. One of these follows immediately where a list of peoples expands the simple mention of the realm in all three texts and NW alone follows Bomb., though with different readings, as follows:

Bomb. (10, 37):

Dravidāḥ Sindhusauvīrāḥ Saurāśtrā Dakṣīnāpathāḥ
Vamāṅgamagadhā Matsyāḥ samṛddhāḥ Kāśīkośalāḥ

NW:

Prācyāḥ ca Sindhusauvīrāḥ Surasā (v. 1. Surāśtra-) vartayās
latāḥ,

with desāḥ for Matsyāḥ in the next hemistic. Yet at the close of the exhortation following, where Bomb. has surve śṛṇvantu daivatāḥ (11.16) and Beng. (28b) has tan me śṛṇuta devatāḥ, our NW text follows Beng. and not Bomb.; as in the preceding hemistic Beng. has satyasandho mahārājā dharmajñāḥ susamāhitāḥ, NW has the same except for mahābhagā instead of mahārājā (sic), and Bomb. has satyasandho mahātejā dharmajñāḥ satyavāk śucīḥ.

It is to be regretted that the editor has found the MSS marked as 7-12 (inclusive) to be “too divergent” to be collated after the fourth sarga. The first of this group, by the way, calls the Bālakaṇḍa the Bālācarita and includes it in Ayodhya. A tendency to coincide with the Bengal version distinguishes the MSS 1-3, of which 5-6 are a sub-group, and this tendency would have become more capable of being handled critically if the divergences had all been noted. In the very first sarga it becomes a question of manuscript authority whether we are to read with nearly all manuscripts
gamane 'tha matim cakre or assume as correct the reading of one MS (ṭī) which has the older Beng. (79, 4b) reading, gamanāyo 'pucakrāma or (with Bomb. 77, 180) gamanāya 'bhicakrāma. But we must do as well as we can with what the editor has given us. And a second observation immediately presents itself, namely, that in the frequent cases where NW stands with Beng. rather than with Bomb., there is no uniformity as regards that agreement. For example, the second sarga, where NW corresponds to Beng. 80 and describes how Bharata and Śatrughna are instructed in science and how Bharata sends greetings to his parents, has thirty-two ślokas in each text while Bomb. has nothing of the sort; only the general meaning is quite the same in NW and Beng. Thus Bharata explains what sort of teachers he wishes to have, "those who know writing, forms, and words, proficient in regard to works on polity and practical affairs, and in regard to elephants, horses, cars, and wagons, clever in Gandharvavidyā (magic), and learned in different arts... well-trained old Brahmans learned in the Veda" and so forth, as NW has it, while Beng. has "proficient in dharma, artha, jñāna and acquainted with writing and counting, lekhyaśaṅkhyaśīdas, proficient in regard to arrows and darts and versed in works on polity, in regard to elephants (etc. as above), and others proficient in the meaning of Veda, Vedāṅga, and Nyāyaśāstra." After this slight but marked difference the texts are similar though still not the same (e.g. 8—Beng. 7, paṭhane, v. 1. grahane, "absorbed in reciting" or "absorbed in learning" the texts), as if two different persons were giving substantially the same account but each in his own words, e.g. NW 2, 11—Beng. 9, as a result of this training: NW sets down

so 'nupūrveṇa tān sarvān pariṣṭhāha suvṛataḥ
saha bṛhtrā mahātejāḥ Śatrughnena yaśasvina

and Beng. has

ānupūryā hi sāstrāṇām āgame bhṛṣam udvataḥ
vidyānaṁ ca saśilpānāṁ Śatrughasahitās tādā.

The matter is unimportant in detail; it sums up the preceding. Bharata and Śatrughna both studied hard and became proficient in their scholarship; what matter how this is worded precisely? Such seems to be the implication. But after 15 (—Beng. 13), which says in slightly different words that when Bharata had be-
come acquainted with all sciences he desired to learn the real meaning of what he had memorized, it is recorded in NW that he began to cultivate all the twice-born who were expert in dharma, since he wished to learn "from aged Brahmans and Bhiksus," which does not appear in Beng. at all, nor does the neighboring phrase (16 and 18) tapo kiṁśaratāḥ, which conjointly may hint at Buddhistic teachers. This is followed by another of these baffling descriptions of simple content and duplicate form (21):

Bengal Recension

tadā 'sya buddhiḥ samajñe
dūtam presāyitum pituh
athā 'hāyā 'bravid vṛddham
suḥydam brahmavādinam
Ayodhyām gaucha bhadrāṃ te
tvarīto jāvanair hauḥ
pitarāṃ tatra Kauśalyām
brūyās tvam mātaram ca me
mātāmahakule cā'pi
yathā vartāmahe cayam ....
brūyāṣ ca .. Kauśalyām abhi-
vādanam.

North-Western Recension

tasya buddhiḥ samābhavat
pituh sampreṣaṇam ² prati
saṁdīdesa tadā dūtam
brāhmaṇaṁ śubhalakṣaṇaṁ
Ayodhyām gaucha bhadrāṃ te
dūta śighraṁ nṛpotāmam
pitarām kuśalam brūhi
mātṛṣ ca bhrātarau tathā
prētvā ca kuśalam tebhyo
vācyo Daśarathah prabhuh
mātāmahagṛhe tātā
vartate (v. l. varte 'ham) tvādaṇu-
grahat
yathā 'jñaptam kṛtam tātā
mahat tara śubham priyam (v. l.
kṛtam).

It is obvious that in Beng. the first Kauśalyām has taken the place of kuśalam, as the greeting to K. occurs later. The Beng. text is expanded in the matter of greetings (omitted above), but this is a small matter. The important point is that the text as a whole occurs in these two versions only (not in Bomb.), but with differences which may be roughly expressed in translation thus: "then he got the idea of sending a messenger to his father," "then he had the idea as to sending"; "and summoning him he thus addressed a venerable kindly priest," "as messenger he com-

²The editor has admitted the reading sampreṣaṇam, but the v. l. sampreṣaṇam is required by the sense, by the presāyitum of Beng., and by the fact that no such word as sampreṣaṇam exists.
missioned a Brahman having lucky signs"; etc., so that, except for the one phrase "go to Ayodhya, blest be thou" (a conventional expression) there is only a loose conformity of words and even this phrase is not sustained, one text adding "hastening on with rapid steeds" and the other having "(go) O messenger, to the king in haste."

It is not my intention to discuss in detail the varied reading of the new text but only to draw from certain selected passages such historical inferences as seem to be justified. The loose agreement of sense and words resolves itself into what is on the one hand a substantial agreement in meaning for any one sloka with a complete or partial disagreement in the form of expression. Therewith comes in addition the pregnant fact that either text is liable anywhere to embellish or at least add to the text by means of supplementary stanzas not found at all in the alternate text. This then is carried so far that supplementary passages long enough to make an extra sarga are sometimes added in the same way. In the passage just cited, an episode of 32 slokas entirely lacking in the Bombay recension is handled with this verbal freedom in the Bengal and North-Western recensions. The general content is identical; the manner of expressing that content is quite different. There is not the slightest use in trying to get at the original form of this episode. No comparison of the varied readings in the two versions will enable one to discover the aditi-form.

To understand how this can be, several items of historical moment must be appreciated. In the first place, these plastic verses are not art-forms. In the unstudied narrative style of the epic there is very rarely any attempt to produce a combination of words which is artistic. There are precious few verses, for example, in the whole Mahabhârata which show any attempt to play with words in an attractive manner, to express sense by special syllables onomatopoetically, or to invent felicitous verbal combinations arresting to the ear. For the most part the verse, which is as near prose as verse can be, sweeps on in a continual stream of story-telling, the text being chosen not to please with sound but to proceed with a tale as monotonously recounted as the battle-scenes of Homer, where choice words are not important, but the interest lies in the succession of events recorded. In the second place, the epic narrator is no duta or caste-herald trained to deliver his mes-
sage as verba ipsissima of his lord, but a man who has certain things to say at a certain place, or at some place, in his general narrative and says them more or less in his own words, intent not on the form of words but on their graphic and historical value. He feels at liberty to say what he has to say as he will, and even where he will,2 if only he says clearly what belongs to the passage. Whether he expresses the idea of tasya buddhiḥ samabhavat pituḥ sampresanam prati in exactly these words or in the form tadda 'syā buddhiḥ saṃśajñe dūtam presayetum pituḥ, is a matter of complete indifference to himself and to his audience!

Another illustration. NW 36 = Beng. 33 and Bomb. 33 is in all texts substantially the same but with many variae lectiones, though unusually noticeable in the more exact agreement between the Bengal and NW recensions. Thus both (vs. 16) describe Rāma as Lokanātha, not in the Bombay text, and the six qualities of Rāma in Bomb. 12 are

ānṛśaṃsyam anukroṣaḥ śrutam śilam damaḥ śamaḥ
(Rāghavam śobhayanty ete saḥ guṇah purusarsabham)
whereas in NW and Beng. 14 alike they are

ānṛśaṃsyam kṣamā śilam śrutam satyam parākramaḥ
(śobhayanti guṇā Rānam ete suprathitā bhuvī).
[Beng. has ete saḥ prathitā]

There follows immediately the lament of the people, which appears as below in the two texts of the Bombay and Bengal recensions respectively (the slight variations of NW 36 are noted under Beng.) : Bombay (ii. 33, 13-17) :

tasmā tasya 'paghātena prajāḥ paramapidentāḥ
audakānti 'va sattvāni griśme salilasoṁkṣayāt
piḍayā piḍitaṁ sarvam jagad asya jagatpateḥ
muṇḍaye 'vo 'paghātena vr̥kṣaḥ puspaphalopagah
mūlaṁ hy eṣa manusyaṁ nāṁ dharmasāro mahādyutih
puspam phalam ca patram ca śākhāṁ ca 'syē 'tare janāḥ

*The dislocation of certain episodes, appearing in one text before and in another after another episode, points to a narrative freedom in the enumeration of incidents. Sometimes the same incident appears, as Jacobi has noticed, in two places in the same text, but told in slightly different words.
te Laksmana iva kṣipram saapatnyah sahabāndhavaḥ
gacchanti'am anugacchāmo yena gacchati Rāghavaḥ
udānāni paritajjya kṣetṛāni ca ghrāṇi ca
ekādukhkasukhaḥ Rāmam anugacchāma dhārīmikam.

Bengal (ii. 33, 15-20):
vivāsenā 'syā tenā 'yaṁ duḥkhito 'dya mahājanaḥ (NW has vivāsenādyā tenāsyā)
aukāṇi 'va sattvāni salilasya parikṣayā
lokanāthasya Rāmasya pīḍayā pīḍitam jagat
aparvanī 'va somasya Rāhugrahānapīḍayā (NW—grahanipīḍayā)
ayaṁ sa dātā bhogānam paritrānasukhasya ca (NW paribhogaprasādānām)
lathā 'bhayapradānasya dātā gacchati no vanam
sādhu Laksmaṇavat sarve tyaktabhogaparigrhaḥ
Rāmam eva 'nugacchāmaḥ kīṁ no dārār dhanena vā
saputradhanadārā vā sapasudravyasamanayāḥ (NW śca for vā)
gacchāmas tatra yatā 'yaṁ sādhuḥ gacchati Rāghavaḥ (NW sādhu)
vihāro 'dyānaśayanaśaranānasādhanam
paritajjyā 'nugacchāmas tulya duḥkhāḥ nṛpaṁ mājam

One sees almost at once how the matter works out. A few phrases identical or nearly so, a slight "improvement" by substituting lokanātha for jagatpati, the old metaphor abandoned in favor of a fresh simile, then the return to the burden of the song "we will follow him where he goes." In other words, a suggestion that in this particular passage we have an older text of sorts slightly revamped. But what shall we say of the following verses, where both texts fill up or distend a simpler passage descriptive of the desolation anticipated in the event of the people following the prince? This simpler passage is conserved in both texts in identical words of clauses afterwards separated by divergent attempts to embellish the old matter. Thus Bomb. and Beng. both begin with the words samuddhyātanidhānāni and then after two and three hemistichs, respectively, continue with paritajtāni daivataḥ to which Beng. adds at once the gist of the whole matter

asmattyaktāni veśmāni Kaikēyi pratipadyatām
vanaṁ nagaram eva 'stu yatā gacchati Rāghavaḥ
which in Bomb. appear verbatim (except *yena* for *yatra*) but only after four more unnecessary descriptive hemistichs concerning the deserted homes “infested with mice and snakes running about out of their holes, homes deprived of water-libations and incense and purification and all religious activities (*pranāṭabalikarmeṣyāman-
trahomajapāṇi ca*) and with utensils broken as by an evil Fate.”
But one hemistich here makes one of those (almost the same) that appear in Beng. in the first group of separated clauses, *prakṣiṇadhanyakośāni (hinasamārjanāni ca)* instead of *apeto-
dakadhūmāṇi hina—etc.* The Bomb. text has at 22c-d a hemistich immediately following *yena gacchati Rāghavah* (above) which appears in the same words in NW, asmābhis tu parityaktam puram sampadyatāṁ vanam, which is slightly changed and expanded along the lines already given (Beng. 24):

```
aranyatām parityaktam asmābhīr yātv idam puram
yatra vatsyati Rāmo 'yam puraṇī tatra bhāvīṣyati
```

The following verses show the same colloquial variations as noted above, with an apparent expansion of the text in Bomb. without change of meaning till the finale is reached in the two texts:

Bomb.: *ity evam vividhā vaco nānājanasamāritāh
śūrāva Rāghavaḥ śrutā na vicakre 'syā mānasam*

Beng.: *etāś cā 'nyāś ca vividhā vacā paurajaneritāh
śrūvan Rāmo vayaṁ mārga vanavāsakṛtodyamaṁ.*

Again the words change but the content remains. What possible criterion will give us the “original” form? What was original was the sense, not the precise words in which the sense was conveyed. All our classical notions of a fixed original from which manuscripts vary by the slightest alterations vanish into thin air before such freedom of transmission as is instanced here. And then the tag at the end of the chapter immediately following this verse. Bomb. préfaces it with a couple more ślokas explaining that Rāma, who was *mattamataṅgarikramakaḥ*, went to his mother’s apartment which was *Kailāsāśikharaprabham* (two common iterata of epic verse) and then:

```
pratikṣamāno 'bhijanāṁ tadārtam anārtarāpah prahasann īva 'tha jāgama Rāmaḥ pitarāṁ didyēṣāḥ pitar nideśāṁ vidhivac ciktaṁ
```
which Beng. has without introduction and with merely the slight change in d of satyapratijñām nṛpatim (v. l. pitaram) cikīrśuh; after which Bomb. has

tat pūrvam aikśvākasuto mahātmā Rāmo gamisyān nṛpaṁ ārīlam vyatiśṭhata prekṣya tadā Sumantram pitur mahātmā pratiḥāram ārīham

pitur nideśena tu dharmavatsalo vanapraveśe kṛtabuddhiniścayah sa Rāghavaḥ prekṣya Sumantram abravin nivedayasyāv gayanam nṛpya me

and Bengal:

āsādya ce 'ksvākulaapradipo Rāmah pitur veśma tadāryavṛttāh vyatiśṭhata prekṣya tato niyoge sthitam Sumantram pratiḥāram ışṭam.

It is as if certain catch-words were remembered by two transmitters, who put in what they could recall of the words but were intent mainly on transmitting the message as a whole.

The whole of the next chapter contained in NW 37 and Beng. 34 is omitted in Bomb. The text of the two agreeing recensions is substantially the same though there are slight variations and omissions (NW omits Beng. 16b-17a and the hemistic after 20b) and the three texts unite again in the next passage (Bomb. 34; Beng. 35; NW 38) though verbal similarity is still largely lacking. Compare, for example, Sumantra’s address in Bomb. and Beng.

(Bomb.)

bṛihmaneṣbhyo dhanāṁ dattvā sarvaṁ caī 'vopajīvināṁ sa tvām paśyatu bhadrām te Rāmah satyaparākramāh sarvāṁ suhṛda āprchyā tvāṁ hi 'dānim didṛkṣate gamisyati mahārānavām tam paśya jagatipate vṛtaṁ rājagunaiḥ sarvāṁ ādityam iva raśmiḥhīh

(Beng.)

dattvā dvijēbhyaḥ svadhanam bhṛtyebhyaḥ ca 'pajīvanam svaraśmibhir ivā 'dityāḥ khyāto loke gunāṅsūbhīh ājñām te śirasā 'dāya vanam gantum kṛtakaṇaḥ Laksmanena saha bhṛatrā Sīlaya ca naviddhipa draśṭum te 'bhyāgataḥ pādaṁ tam paśya yadi manyase, etc.

Here indeed the texts "unite again," but in what manner do
they unite? The situation is identical, the content of each passage is the same, yet the words are quite different: "Giving all his property to Brahmans and those dependent upon him, Rāma the hero of truth should see thee, blest be thou; having bid all his friends farewell he now seeks to see thee; into the great forest will he go; O lord of the world, see thou him encompassed with all royal qualities like the sun with its beams," as compared with: "To the twice-born giving his property all and a means of livelihood to his servants, like the sun with its rays glorious in the world with his rays of good qualities, taking upon his head thy command, impatient to go to the wood, with his brother Laksmana and with Sītā, O lord of men, he has approached thy feet to see thee; see him, if thou art so minded."

We have here precisely the same sort of concordant discord that appears when the Rig Veda verse sahasrākṣena sataśāradena ... kṣātu yathenaṁ śarado nayāṁtindrah appears in the Atharva Veda as sahasrākṣena satavīryena ... Indro yathāṁ śarado nayāty ati, etc. (RV 10, 161, 3 = AV. 3, 11, 3). In some form or other the text must have originally appeared but only to be modified in more or less degree by successive repeaters and alterers, who wished to preserve the substance but were not much troubled in regard to the exact form. The meticulous care later lavished on the Vedic texts preserved them from continual disintegration of this sort and conserved the words as conscientiously as the meaning. But no such care ever bothered the repeaters of epic verse any more than today it worries the repeaters of popular quotations. "When Greek meets Greek" is not a true quotation but it does as well as "When Greek joins Greek" and facilis descensus Averni has almost superseded the original Averno.

Let it be conceded that Vālmiki originally composed a Rāmāyaṇa. But when he himself began to repeat the verses in which he had enshrined the tale he probably varied them in unessentials, such for example as (above) viprebhyyah for dvijebhyyah, and no sooner had his poem become the public property of rhapsodes and bards than this process began to affect whole clauses and verses and,

*Perhaps rather "giving to twice-born and to servants his property all (as) a means of livelihood." The NW text (38, 4 = Beng. 35, 4 = Bomb. 34, 6) has dattēdv dhanānī viprebhyyo bhṛtyebhyyaś ca 'pajivenam, but otherwise has exactly the Beng. words.
further, the original text began to be expanded partly for the sake of beautifying it and partly for the sake of inculcating moral and religious teachings. Of the latter sort (not to speak of the whole seventh book) are those additions which emphasize the religious importance of the hero; he becomes Lokanātha (etc., above). Both intentions are combined in passages where, for example, Ganges is extolled and verses are obviously added in honor of the goddess as well as to describe the river. Thus the Bomb. text adds twelve verse to the text, as accepted by Beng. and NW, describing the passage of the Ganges in Bomb. 2, 50, 12, seq. —Beng. 47, 1 and NW 51, 1, some bits of which appear (not as wholes) in the other texts, but only Bomb. 24b has the significant hemistic Vīṣṇupādacyutām divyām apāpām pāpaṇāśinām (Gaṅgāṃ). This whole section is an admirable illustration of the way the text has been handed down. The scene in itself is unimportant. Rāma crosses the Ganges and meets the Niśāda king Guha, with whom he talks and by whom he lets his horses be cared for. The simplest text is that of NW:

\[
tatās tripathagām Gaṅgāṃ śītaśāyām abāvalām
dādarśā Rāghavah punyām divyāṃ rṣinīṣevitām.
\]

Bomb. replaces Gaṅgāṃ with divyām and in the second hemistic has Gaṅgāṃ rāmyām after Rāghavah; but Beng. reads tatāra for Gaṅgāṃ in the first hemistic and divyām supunyām rṣīṣevitām in the second and does not mention Gaṅgāṃ till the last half of the next śloka:

\[
pavitraśaśīpakāṃ kimavacchailasambhavāṃ
svargotaranāṇīśreniṃ Gaṅgāṃ bhāgirathīṃ nadīṃ,
\]

the last hemistic appearing in NW as svargaraṇakāṇiṇīṣreniṃ maheṣīganāṣeṣeṣitām. Then Bomb. expands the description by adding some kvacit verses and, taking up the śloka which appears in Beng. with the two hemisticśiṣumāraṇīć ca and haṃsāsaṃsaṅghaiś ca, disposes one of them at 19a and the other at 25a, but with different forms of b in each, thus: Beng. makraiś ca nisevītām is represented by bhujāngaiś ca samanviṭām and (saṅghaiś ca) vāraṇaiś ca nisevītām by (haṃsāsaṃsaṅghustām) caukravākopaśobhitām! One sees it is an entirely different verbal text, by no possibility to be referred to divergent forms of an original, but
the same text substantially, treated in two ways as to expression, as contrasted, for example, with NW 4, ātmā urmicālāvarītāṃ anvavekṣya sa Rādhavāḥ which is practically identical with Beng. ātmā urmicālāvarītāṃ anvavekṣya mahārathah, though even here there is still the improbability that one text varies from the other because of a copyist's error. Still, the two half-verses say virtually the same thing, and so with the next following:

NW: Sumantram abravit sūtam ihaivādyā vasāmahe
Beng.: Sumantram abravid Rāmo nivasāma iḥādyā vai
Bomb.: tām urmicālāvarītāṃ anvavekṣya mahārathah
Sumantram abravit sūtam ihaivādyā vasāmahe.

Bomb. in a-b thus combines NW and Beng. and follows NW in c-d. In the following verses almost the same conditions hold, though Bomb. inserts 29, preksāmi saritām śreṣṭhām, etc.; but NW in 7c has rathād avātarat tasmāt with Beng., as compared with Bomb. rathād avātarat tasmāt, where the Comm. says the verbal form is for avātarat; perhaps as more antique form, certainly not to avoid the three iambi, which are common enough. In the next śloka Bomb. and Beng. read mocayitvā hayottamān instead of NW's snāpayitvā. Then comes the introduction of Guha:

NW and Beng.:

\[
\text{tatra rājā Niśādānāṃ Rāmasya dayitaḥ sakhā dharmikāḥ satyasandhuḥ } [\text{Beng. satyavāų}] \text{ ca Guho nāma mahā-balaḥ}
\]

Bomb.:

\[
\text{tatra rājā Guho nāma Rāmasya 'tmasamaḥ sakhā Niśādajātyo balavān Sthapatiṣ ce 'ti viśrutaḥ,}
\]

which gives Guha a new name. Bomb.'s snehasāndarśanena ca (41) appears in NW (18) and Beng. (18) as snehād aghrāya mūrdhāni, but dissimilarly, where NW 20 has na kālo me prati-grahaḥ, both Bomb. (44) and Beng. (20) have na hi varte prati-grahaḥ, the latter the better reading, especially as NW adds an extra hemistich (mām viddhī) caturdaśasamāh saumya vatsyantam pitur āyñayaḥ, which ought to give the hero time enough! In virtually the same passage the two texts thus agree here and differ there. Finally, Rāma accepts none of the offerings of Guha except
"fodder" (Bomb. khādana) or "corn" (NW and Beng. yavusa), aśvānāṃ khādanena 'ham arthā na nyena kenacit versus aśvānāṃ yavasena arthā na 'ham anyena kenacit, two simple clauses that could scarcely have resulted from divergences of the same written original.

The shorter text, where a whole sarga appears in one recension and not in another, is presumably in most cases the older, because such sargas are obvious additions, that is, either inserted in maiorem gloriem of some person or thing to be revered or of decorative intent, and the same is true of casual differences where the slight praise of Rāma or Ganges or Viṣṇu of one text is amplified or exaggerated in another. It is highly improbable that amplification and exaggeration do not deserve these terms, that is that, had they been original, the other recension would have toned them down or pruned them of their edifying features. Texts NW and Beng. thus remain in general less antique than does the Bomb. recension. Apparently the NW recension is a variation of the Beng. text, with which it coincides more closely than with the Bomb. text, as may be seen toward the end of Ayodhyā, where the Bomb. text omits several sargas common to NW and Beng. Thus Bomb. has no sargas corresponding to NW 84 and 85, which are Beng. 80 and 81. Also NW 87 and 89 are the same as Beng. 83 and 85, and only a few verses (77, 1-3) represent them and the next sarga in Bomb. Moreover, if the Bomb. order followed that of NW, the sargas would be, consecutively, 78, 75, 81, 77, 76, 80, 82 (Bomb. 75 — NW 82-83). This NW order is that of Beng. to NW 97 — Beng. 93 (not in Bomb.); after which the three texts proceed together (NW 98 — Beng. 94 — Bomb. 86) till NW 102 (— Beng. 98) fails in Bomb. (Jacobi's Concordanz der Bomb. und Gorres. Ausgaben is at fault here; 93 should be 94). The subject-matter is the events after Daśaratha's death, where different bards have given free rein to their conception of what would be fitting, rather than follow a less ornate description.

But from the historical point of view we may take a wider sweep than is afforded by the Rāmāyaṇa texts. In the discussion of the unhappiness resulting from the lack of a king, all the texts have about the same material but this subject and its discussion are also treated in the Mahābhārata. The condition is not precisely the same, for the Mahābhārata text argues what would happen yadi rājā na pālayet, while the condition in the Rāmāyaṇa is implied.
by the repeated shibboleth nārājakē janapade; that is, one text is discussing the woes induced by a bad king who does not properly protect his people and the other the woes induced by not having any king at all. Yet in another chapter of the Mahābhārata this is led up to by a statement introduced by the broader condition arājake jivaloke, 12, 49, 70, which is to all intent the Rāmāyanā condition in another form. Only the Mahābhārata suggests the improvement arising from having a king, but this is virtually the same verse as that of the Rām. without the negative:

Mbh. 12, 68, 32:

   striyam ca 'purusā margam sarvālaṁkārabhūṣitāḥ
   nirbhayam pratipadyante yadi rakṣati bhūmipah

Rām. Beng. 2, 69, 18:

   nārājakē janapade viśvastāḥ kulakanyakāḥ
   alaṁkṛtā rājamārgē kriṇantī viharantī ca.

In the preceding, the absence of sacrifices, feasts, and assemblies is emphasized; in Mbh. ib. 22, yañās, vivāhas, samājas; in Rām., 12, 14, yañās, utsavās, samājas; and the lack of Veda-reading:

Mbh. 26, brāhmaṇās ca turo vedān nā 'dhiyāraṅs tapasvināḥ
Rām. 16, vedān na 'dhiyate viprāḥ

Here too there is no verbal similarity sufficient to imply that one text is a copy of the other, yet the ideas imparted are the same. In the Rām. the argument is given to induce the "king-makers" to appoint a king after Daśaratha's death; in the Mbh. it is to point out the necessity for having a guarding king. The three Rām. texts under consideration are evidently based on a common tradition differing as a whole from that of Mbh. The three texts begin with a list of sages who act as king-makers, practically the same list in all texts, except that NW and Beng. include Vasiṣṭha while Bomb. inserts Kātyāyana and omits Vasiṣṭha till verse 4, where Vasiṣṭha appears as the chief. These sages in NW and Beng. alike have the title rāja-guruenas, but in Bomb. they are called rājakartāras. They address Vasiṣṭha saying virtually the same thing in different words to the effect that the night is now over which has seemed like a century to them who have been grieving for king Daśaratha, who has died through grief for his son; as NW and Beng. have it:
śocatām putraśokena mṛtam Daśaratham nrpam
or, in Bomb.,
asmin pañcatvam āpanne putraśokena pārthive.
Both traditions keep the word putraśokena and express the rest each in its own way. Then begins the theme of nārājake janapade in which the texts vary little at first, e. g., Bomb. 10, c-d:
nārājake pituh putro bhāryā vā vartate vaśe
but NW and Beng. 9,

nārājake pituh putrāḥ samyak tiṣṭhante sāsane
and Bomb. 11,
arājake dhanam nāsti nāsti bhāryā 'py arājake
idam atyāhitam ca 'nyat kutah satyam arājake.

Instead of dhanam here, the other texts emphasize svam and parigrahaḥ at this point and in so doing bring the Rām. version as a whole in close connection with the Mbh., thus:
R. N. W. 2, 73, 11:
svam nāsty arājake rāṣṭre praśāntaś ca parigrahaḥ
Beng. 69, 11:
svam nāsty arājake rāṣṭre pumśaṁ na ca parigrahaḥ
Mbh. 14-15:
hareyur balavanto 'pi durbalānām parigrahān
mame 'dam iti loke 'smin na bhavet samparigrahaḥ
na dārā na ca putraḥ syān na dhanam na parigrahaḥ.

In Beng. ib. 27, na . . svam vai bhavati karhicit seems to be a repetition, but NW 24 has here svāsthyam, while Bomb., which does not have the parigrahaḥ verse, has at 67, 31 na . . svakam bhavati kasyacit. The two epics are here playing the same tune but with variations much more pronounced than in the case of the different Rām. texts, though it is impossible to decide which of the three texts of Rām. represents the ādi-form.
The well-known śloka at Mbh. 12, 57, 41, copied from the "Rāma-carita," seems to be only another version of the above:
The first hemistich is found also at Mbh. 1, 160, 12, but without reference to the Rām. It is difficult to say whether the Mbh. agrees more closely with the NW Beng. or with the Bomb. text, though the insistence on parigrahaḥ in the former and in Mbh. as opposed to the Bomb. absence of the word would imply perhaps that in this place at least the Mbh. and NW Beng. text are more closely allied, contrary to Jacobi’s general opinion that Bomb. agrees most closely with Mbh. (as e.g. above in Bomb. 11). While not prepared to dispute the further generalization that Mbh. has here borrowed from the Rām. and thus shows its later date, I would observe that the induction refers only to the pseudo-epical didactic twelfth book and to the later first book, so that the argument is not convincing as regards the priority of the great epic quā epic but only as it now exists in its encyclopedic form. This applies not to the Rāma-story in Mbh. but only to the particular citation under question here, and yet in point of fact a somewhat similar objection to the above generalization may be made in the case of the purā gīto sākṣāt Vālmikīnā (na hantavyāḥ striya ṣtā etc.), in that the quotation appears in Mbh. 7, 143, 67, in an attempt to excuse Arjuna after Bhūriśravaś’ death. Professor Jacobi himself is careful to say only that the Rām. was known as an old work before the (whole) Mbh. was completed (Das R. p. 71). This (Drona) quotation was probably inserted midway in time between the creation of the Kuru epic and the addition of the dharmaśāstra. It would at any rate have been more convincing if Vālmiki had been cited by name in some part of the Mbh. not otherwise marked as late. Yet those who do not believe in the evolution of the epic will not be affected by this fact. But to proceed:

In Manu’s Dharmaśāstra there is at 7, 20-21 what appears to be a popular saying: yādī na pranayād rājā dannāḥ . . . sūle matsyān āvā ’pakṣyan dūrbalāṁ balavattarāḥ, svānyām ca na sūt kasyaḥcit. Rām. Bomb. 67, 31, continues the text above with the words:

matsyā āvā janā nityam bhakṣayanti parasparam

The Beng. text at 28 has dūrbalāṁ balavattarāḥ

bhakṣayanti nirudvegā matsyān matsyā āvā ’lpakān (NW v. 1.)
ksapayanti). Here Mbh. 12, 15, 30 (an entirely different section) has

jale matsyān ivā 'bhaksyan durbalān balavattarāh

and at ib. 67, 16 repeats Manu 7, 20 (above). Compare also Mbh. 12, 49, 70:

arājake jīvaleoke durbalā balavattaraih
piṣyante na hi vipreṣu prabhutvaṁ kasyacit tadd.

Obviously here is a proverb caught up by various authors and repeated in about the same language; it consists of a simile, "as big fishes devour little fishes" and is characterized by the phrase durbalān balavattarāh or its equivalent. But there is more here, namely a whole section of verses more or less closely connected (in Mbh. the verses are more diffused) on the same subject and in just about the same language. Besides the above, compare, for example, the following:

R. Bomb. 67, 18:

śerate vívtadvārāh kṛṣigorakṣajivinaḥ
NW 73, 20 and Beng. 69, 20:

śerate vívtadvārā viśvastam akutobhayāḥ

Mbh. 12, 68, 30:

vivṛtya hi yathākāmam grhadvārāni śerate . . . akuto-
bhayāḥ (akut. also in śl. 25). Also:

Bomb. 29, agopālā yathā gāvas tathā rāṣṭram arājakam

Beng. 25, agopāś ca yathā gāvas, and note that here the reading of NW is not that of Beng. but of Bomb. and add Mbh. 12, 68, 13, agopāḥ paśavo yathā.

From this point, verses in Bomb. appear without exact parallelism in NW and Beng., while these two unite in verses comparable only with the Mbh. text. Thus Beng. 31 and NW 28 have

dasyavo 'pi na ca kṣemaṁ rāṣṭre vindanty arājake
dvāv ādaddaṁ hy ekasya dvayoś ca bahavo dhanam

and Mbh. ib. 67, 14,

pāpā hy api tadā kṣemaṁ na labhante kadācana
ekasya hi dvāv harato dvayoś ca bahavo 'pare
and ib. 67, 2, dasyavo 'bhikhananty uta. But again in NW 73, 27,
andham tama ive 'dam syan na prajñāyeta kimcana
and Mbh. 68, 10, andhe tamasi majjeyur apasyantaḥ paramparam,
there is a parallel to the evidently incorrect reading of Bomb. 36,
aho tama ike 'dam syan, etc., a line completed in NW by rājā cen
na bhavel loke vibhajan sādhu asādhu vā (v. 1. sādhu sadhu vā),
where both Bomb. and Beng. have vibhajan sādhvasādhuni.

We shall await the further fasciculi of this new edition with
great eagerness. The editor has rendered a real service in pub-
lishing it. In some ways it is an unsightly text, disfigured with
huge O and N against line after line, and it is a pity that the
numerals, whether Sanskrit or Arabic, referring to notes, were not
decided upon in advance; but there has been a steady progress
toward clarity and the varied readings are abundant, if not quite
so complete as desirable.

The induction which one is entitled to make from a study of the
texts appears to be that the hope of getting at any ādi-Rāmāyana,
by working back from the textual variations handed down in the
several recensions, is quite vain. There can be no plausible original
reconstructed and practically there was from the time of, let us
say, the first repetition of the text, no original Rāmāyana. From
the very beginning there were variations in words and in arrange-
ment of words; while added ślokas and even added sargas were so
ingeniously yet ingeniously produced that only when the subject-
mater smacks of religious excess can one reasonably argue that one
text is more original than another. In the hands of manuscript copy-
makers such a condition as now exists would have been almost im-
possible. The text must therefore, as Jacobi also believes, have been
handed down by word of mouth and the bards who transmitted it
were little concerned to reproduce exact tradition by the precise
words or arrangement which they had heard. Sufficient to give
the pregnant word as it lingered in memory, the scene as it tradi-
tionally occurred, perhaps beautified by the latest transmitter. At
some vague period these oral versions were reduced to writing
according to the local authorities and the written texts still hold
the divagations of various ancient bards.
NOTES ON THE TOPOGRAPHY OF ANCIENT MESOPOTAMIA

W. F. ALBRIGHT

AMERICAN SCHOOL OF ORIENTAL RESEARCH, JERUSALEM

The study of the historical topography of Western Asia is being pursued with increasing interest and success of late. The control of Palestine, Syria and Mesopotamia by European powers opens these lands to scholarly investigation in a way formerly impossible, especially in Syria and parts of Mesopotamia. Thus it is now possible to set to work seriously on the badly needed archaeological survey of the lands included within the Mesopotamian sphere of cultural influence in antiquity. The geographical survey of this region is still far from complete, and only includes Palestine, parts of Syria, and about half of Mesopotamia, now being published by the 'Irāq government in separate sheets on the respectable scale of an inch to two miles (1:126,720). In a few years, however, all these countries will have been thoroughly surveyed—even cadastrally in some cases—and the topographer will be freed from the necessity of following bad maps or of being his own cartographer. Only those who have tried their hand at this fascinating, but difficult task can appreciate the relief which this entails.

Now the principal task before the topographer is to collect materials for the required archaeological survey. Until this is finished, our identifications of sites, as well as our more general conclusions as to location of places and districts, must remain tentative. If we wish to identify the site of Mari, for instance, we must find a site which corresponds roughly to the indications of the texts as to location, we must satisfy ourselves that the extent and character of the ruins fill the requirements—and last, but highly important, we must make sure that the remains on the site date from periods in which we know that the city was occupied. In most sites in Western Asia belonging to the early period the only available criterion without extensive and costly excavation is the broken pottery which is strewn over the surface of the site. The comparative study of Western Asiatic pottery has now reached such a firm position that we may safely employ its results for topographic conclusions. To the sine qua non of topographic research, meticu-
lously accurate philology, we must add as a close second thorough and careful consideration of the pottery evidence.

For a number of years the present writer has been studying Palestinian topography on this principle, with ample justification in the results. It was not until the fall of 1925 that he was enabled to extend this branch of archaeological research to Mesopotamia, in collaboration with Professor R. P. Dougherty, who continued the work by making an independent archaeological survey of southwestern Babylonia (January, 1926). The results were most satisfactory, and the empirical knowledge of Mesopotamian pottery gathered from careful study of numerous mounds of all ages, especially where scarp sections had been cut in them by erosion, was again and again confirmed, and is in strict accord with the results attained already by Andrae, Hall, Frankfort, and others, though covering a much wider field. It is not our intention here to go into details; a preliminary account of our work in the Euphrates basin will be found in Bulletin nos. 21-2 of the American Schools of Oriental Research, and the fuller description will appear in the Annual.

Our primary purpose in this paper is to supplement and correct statements in the writer's article, "A Babylonian Geographical Treatise on Sargon of Akkad's Empire," in the Journal, vol. XLV, 193-245. This paper was written before the writer's trip in the fall of 1925, and its conclusions were naturally in his mind during the entire journey. We may, accordingly, correct a good many erroneous statements, besides furnishing additional material for various contentions of ours. Some new publications have a direct bearing on the subject as well.

It is regrettable that certain observations in the paper have been taken as intended to disparage the work of Schroeder on this text, published in his Keilschrifttexte aus Assur verschiedenen Inhalts, a perfect mine of material for all phases of Assyriology. This is very unfortunate, and is entirely wrong. "The text was copied so often or so carelessly in antiquity that it is very corrupt in places" (p. 193), but the modern editor is not to be blamed for the errors of ancient scribes. A great many supposed mistakes of the modern copyist must undoubtedly be ascribed to the ancient dupšarru, a state of affairs too often forgotten. In this instance the mistakes are in most cases so obviously those of the Assyrian scribe or scribes
that the writer called explicit attention to this fact repeatedly (pp. 193; 195, n. 1; 196; 197, 198; 219; 228 f.; 231; 234; 240; 242). Dr. Schroeder himself wrote that he could see no foundation for the rumor that had arisen. Lest this be insufficient, the writer wishes to stress the great admiration he has always had for Schroeder’s work, which in accuracy and acumen is quite unsurpassed in the Assyriological field. Our text happens to be a particularly nasty one to handle, which is one of the reasons why it has not received adequate treatment before. Collations have been made by two or three German scholars, but since none have been published, we may take it for granted that no mistakes of the editor worth mentioning were found.

The treatment of the topography of the Middle Euphrates valley on pp. 199-208 requires some revision on the basis of the more recent researches of the writer. It was correctly noted that the Parthian Stations of Isidore all belong on the Arabian side of the Euphrates, as proved by Cumont’s discovery that Dura Nicanoris is eṣ-Šālīhiyeh. The result of this shift naturally is to distinguish entirely between this route and that of Tukulti-Ninurta II, which followed the Mesopotamian bank, without crossing the river. The Assyrian historiographer generally states clearly whether the town mentioned was actually visited, or lay opposite the Assyrian camp on the other side of the river. It therefore follows that Nagiāte, Aqaribānī, Ŝupru, Arbāte, Kaši were on the Mesopotamian, not the Arabian side. Scheil’s attempt to identify the Merrhan of Isidore with Aqaribānī-Nagarabānī is entirely out of the question, since the towns were located on opposite sides of the Euphrates. In order to secure approximate locations for these places, we must start in the south with Hindānu. Owing to the distances given by Isidore between Giddan and Asicha on the one hand, Giddan and Anatho on the other, the writer felt compelled to suggest the identification of Hindānu-Giddan with Tell ej-Jābrīyeh below Albū-kemāl. Study of this region proved the correctness of this proposal; Tell ej-Jābrīyeh was occupied both during the Early Iron and during the Hellenistic periods, and is in every respect a remarkable site, which suits the literary indications for Hindānu-Giddan very well, as will be shown in the detailed study to appear in the Annual. It should be emphasized that this Tell ej-Jābrīyeh has nothing to do with the Jabarlīyeh with which Miss Bell doubtfully identified.
Giddan, since the latter is some distance below it on the other side of the river. From opposite Hindanu to Naghate a road was hewn by Tukulti-Ninurta through Jebel Baghuz ("Irzi," the site of the tower tombs), so Naghate is probably Werdî (Werdiyeh), opposite Albû-kemâl, a little above. Aqarbâni must then lie north of Werdî, while Supru is north of it. On the other hand Supru is separated from the district of Sirqu—Tell 'Asarah by Arbâte and Kasî, so cannot be placed too far north. Being separated on each side from the two fixed points, Hindanu and Sirqu, by two stations, we will naturally place it in the district between Tell eç-Ca'abeh and Tell Abû'l-Hasan, either at one of the two, or at the two intervening sites, Tell el-Ma'asreh and Tell Simbel. Tell eç-Ca'abeh and Tell Simbel are exclusively Early Bronze (third millennium), though not important sites, while Tell el-Ma'asreh seems to contain nothing but Early Iron, and has no earlier deposit. Tell Abû'l-Hasan is a fine mound, possessing both Early Bronze and Early Iron, as may be determined with certainty from the stratified mound scarp overlooking the river. Since Supru existed both in the Early Bronze and in the Early Iron, the identification seems practically certain. It has nothing to do with Sâlihiyeh-Dûrâ, as the writer rashly proclaimed in his previous article, misled by the vagueness of the itineraries. Aqarbanî presumably lay between Werdî and Tell Abû'l-Hasan, while Arbâte and Kasî were situated between the latter and 'Asarah—just where can hardly be determined, since they may have been only villages of wattled huts.

The search for Mari, which was one of our principal objectives, was quite unsuccessful, and the mystery remains. The only possible location near the confluence of the Euphrates and the Habûr seems to be Buseireh, ancient Circesium, but the writer was unable to find any traces of Early Copper strata underlying the thick deposits of the Graeco-Roman and Arabic periods. If it were not for the fact that the southern boundary of the district of Mari was at Supru, which certainly cannot be placed farther south than Tell Abû'l-Hasan, it would be tempting to place Mari at Tell el-Harîrî and Tell Madqûq (not Madbûk, as spelled in my previous article), north of Albu-kemal. Tell el-Harîrî is a very extensive mound, half a mile across, while the adjoining Tell Madqûq is a striking
cone several hundred meters to the west, and may be the ruined temple-tower of the city. Both were flourishing cities in the Early Copper age, and were abandoned about the beginning of the second millennium. There can be no doubt that Tell el-Ḫarrīrī was at least as important as any city of the Middle Euphrates in the third millennium. From the confluence of the Euphrates and the Ḫabūr to the frontier of Babylonia there is no other early site that can compare with it. As pointed out in Bulletin no. 21, there is a strong temptation to identify Tell el-Ḫarrīrī with Mari, which must have had precisely the same archaeological history. Nor should we overlook the important fact that the Merrhan of Isidore also lay in the vicinity of Tell el-Ḫarrīrī and Tell Madqūq (middle of page 261), though, as we have seen, quite distinct from the Assyrian Aqarbâni-Naqarabâni, which was on the other side of the river. Since we are, accordingly, no longer swayed by Scheil’s identification of Merrhan with Aqarbâni, we may consider Clay’s identification of Mari-Mera with Merrhan more seriously. The final a, which Clay disregarded, may be due to an error of the scribe, whose eye wandered to the final a of the name Giddan, following Merrhan immediately on Isidore’s list of Parthian stations. Merrha may have been a mere station with a caravansary attached, like others of Isidore’s places, so we need not worry about its exact location. Both archaeologically and toponymically, then, we have excellent reasons for identifying Mari with Tell el-Ḫarrīrī, but while the definite statement of the Schroeder text remains to vex us it is hard to escape from our dilemma. The alternative possibility that Tell el-Ḫarrīrī represents the old Sumerian Aratta commends itself less and less, and the writer is inclined to doubt the correctness of the identification of Aratta with Sūḫi in Schroeder, no. 183.

We also failed to identify Rapiqu, though feeling confident that it is neither at Ramādī nor at Seiḥ Maṣʿud below Ramādī. Tell er-Raʿyān we were unable to find with the time at our disposal, but it seems to be situated in the arid hills above the Euphrates Valley, so it is hardly likely that it is the site of Rapiqu.

Turning to the topography of the East Tigris country, discussed on pp. 208 ff., we must now surrender the identification of Zab(b)an with Altyń Köprü entirely. At Altyń Köprü there is no sign of an ancient mound, nor was the writer able to see any mounds in the neighborhood. Yet the arguments for a location of Zabban
on the Lower Zāb are just as impressive as they were. Without a full archaeological survey of the Lower Zāb valley, it would be unsafe to propose a definite identification. Working on the basis of the 'Irāq survey, the writer would call attention to Tell 'Alī and the extensive ruins of Gubab (Qubāb?) just above it. Tell 'Alī is just about a third as far from the mouth of the Lower Zāb as Altyń Köprü, and is on the direct line from Ḡessur to Arrapha (Kerkūk), with which it is still connected by road. The region south of Tell 'Alī has never been examined by archaeologists, but seems to contain numerous ruined towns and canals. We may safely identify it with Simurrum. The view that there was another town called Zabban or Zamban near Sippar, as maintained by Streck, Ungnad (ZDMG LXVII, 134, n. 9) and Meissner (OLZ 1919, 70, n. 1) is tempting, but does not follow with absolute certainty from the passages cited. Just where the Zabban of Maqlū I, 42 ff. belongs is quite obscure.

While Zabban is thus not at Altyń Köprü, there is no archaeological reason against the identification of Arrapha with Kerkūk, which is situated on an immense mound. In the neighborhood Professor Chiera, followed by Professor Dougherty and the writer, found numerous mounds, many of which date back to the earliest times, as is shown by the painted aeneolithic pottery with which they are covered. The same is true of the region south of Kerkūk, around Tāʿa Ḥurmatū (Hurmatly) and below it on the Qāza Čai, which is lined on both sides with mounds. At Tāʿa itself there is a fairly large mound with Early Bronze pottery.

The problem of the location of Ašnunnak-Tuplīš has come into a new stage since Langdon's identification of Ašnunnak itself with Tell el-Asmar, east of the lower Diyālah, a little over twenty miles in a straight line northeast of Baghdād. The reason for the identi-

3 There is a serious discrepancy between the German and English war maps with respect to the situation of Tell el-Asmar. The English military survey sheet No. 2C Baghdād (scale 1: 253,440) places Tell el-Asmar nearly two miles southwest of the intersection of 44° 45' E. long., 33° 30' N. lat., while the German war map 1: 400,000, 5d. Baghdād, places it eight miles northeast of the same point, or 31 miles (= 50 kilometres) from Baghdād. The English detailed two-miles-to-an-inch survey for this section has not yet been published, so it is not likely that the English map is more correct than the German, especially since a question mark is placed after the name on the former. While the two principal cartographic
fication (see the discussion in Kish I) is that bricks mentioning the building of a temple at Ašnunnak are reported to have come from Tell el-Asmar. Langdon further suggests that Dér was situated at Tell ed-Deir (Mound of the Monastery) south of Tell Asmar. The location of Ašnunnak west of Mendeli agrees quite well with the writer’s location of it in the neighborhood of Mendeli (p. 217), though Tell el-Asmar seems rather far west. It may be that Langdon’s informant was mistaken, or that the evidence of the bricks is not decisive. Dr. Legrain told the writer that bricks of Išmę-Dagan * precisely similar to those found by Langdon at Tell Bahriyah, which was identified with Isin on the basis of them, are also found at Ur.

The location of Dér in the neighborhood of Tell el-Asmar cannot be made to agree with the indications of our geographical text. The identification of Dér with Bedreh or a mound in its vicinity (Tell el-‘Aqr?) seems more satisfactory, as seen by Forrer and others. Perhaps a still better solution would be the location of Dér at Jessän, some twelve miles south of Bedreh. There are numerous mounds in the district of Jessän, which has the additional advantage of being nearer Babylonia, in which case Bedreh may represent Ibrat.

In connection with the modern Babylonian place-names discussed on pp. 219 ff., a few remarks are in place. Ancient Adah is now Bismäyah, not Bismiyeh. The two names are very common, and sometimes interchange. Umma is now Yoha, but Yöha is said by the natives to represent Jökah, since there is a marked tendency in ‘Iraklı Arabic to pronounce j (dīj) as y, as in ya for já’u, yeемm for jamm. How the mound received its name, which means “piece

authorities differ by ten miles, it is very unwise to decide the question as to the identification of Tell el-Asmar with Ašnunnak on the basis of the maps.

*It is probably better to write Dagan, not Dagān with a long ā in the second syllable, because the evidence for the original long ā in the final syllable is very uncertain. The true Hebrew form of the name is Dagān, with two short a-vowels (áá), as we know from a comparison of the modern Arabic forms of the place-name Bêt-Dagan, now Bêt-dājān, with the internal Hebrew-Phoenician evidence. The Masoretic Hebrew Dagōn is an erroneous Phonicianizing pronunciation; in Phoenician accented short a (Hebrew tonic qameṣ) became ā = ʿā, as in Hadād (ʿĀdād) for Hadād, etc.
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of cloth" (jōḥah), I cannot imagine. The name of the canal Šaṭṭ el-Qār is also peculiar, and there seems to be much uncertainty about its true form. Both the English and the German war maps spell it as though it were pronounced Șaṭṭ el-Hār (Khar, resp. Char), which I have heard from Bedawin at Nāṣiriyeh. The literary Arabic writing is, however, ٤٣ دارة, Šaṭṭ el-Qār, which, I was assured at ʿAfeč, is the correct pronunciation. My native informants did not know the meaning of the name, which one is tempted to connect with literary Arabic qārak, plural qār, etc., "mound, boulder" (al-jubailu s-sagīru al-munqatīʿu ʿan al-jibāl, etc.). A meaning like "Stream of Mounds" would be most appropriate for the old Euphrates of Sumer. The Šaṭṭ el-Qār may, however, derive its name from the pre-Islamic canal Dū-Qār, between Kūfah and Wāsiṭ (Yāqūt-Wüstenfeld, IV, 10 f.). The name of the canal means, however, "Possessor of Bitumen," possibly because its quays were lined with asphalt.

The student of the early topography of Mesopotamia must not forget that nearly all the cities and towns outside of Babylonia which flourished during the fourth and third millennia (seneolithic and Early Copper) were abandoned before the middle of the second millennium, so that their names rarely appear in later sources. This is in a measure true of Babylonia itself, where such cities as Suruppak, Umma, Eridu, Lagaš, Ḥallab, Aratta(?), Badtibira, etc., existed only in the Sumerian and Early Babylonian periods, and were in ruins before the later Cosscean age. In the rest of Mesopotamia, however, it is a most striking fact to every archaeological explorer. As a result of the impressions gained from an examination of nearly a hundred sites in the Mesopotamian basin, including Northern Syria, which is inseparably connected with it, the writer believes that at least two-thirds of the unoccupied mounds of Mesopotamia outside of Babylonia were not occupied after the end of the Early Copper (Bronze). Probably half of the extant mounds of Babylonia proper were not occupied after this time. The most impressive region in this respect is the East Tigris country, where we found hardly any isolated mounds at all which had been occupied after the beginning of the second millennium. Our observation was restricted to the mounds which were directly accessible from the main road Baghdād-Kerkūk-Erbil-Mōṣul. At a distance we saw scores of mounds in all direc-
tions, and passed through regions which were literally full of ruined canals. A study of the maps of the ‘Irāq Survey is even more calculated to give an idea of the vast number of mounds in the East Tigris country. There is a reason for the great predominance of this region in the military and economic history of Early Babylonia. Following is a list of the sites visited during a motor trip from Baghdad to Mosul:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early Copper</td>
<td>E. C.</td>
<td>Between Ba‘qūbā and Sahrabān</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Diquqina)</td>
<td>Assyrian †</td>
<td>Ṭā‘ūq</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ṭāza Tepe</td>
<td>Early Copper</td>
<td>Ṭāza Ḥurmātu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Göla Tepe</td>
<td>Aeneolithic, E.C.</td>
<td>Between Ṭāza and Kerkuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hazneh Tepe</td>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arrapa?)</td>
<td>† Late pottery</td>
<td>Kerkuk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gör Tepe</td>
<td>† Assyrian etc.</td>
<td>Between Kerkuk and Altyν Köprü</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Arbea)</td>
<td>† Assyrian</td>
<td>Erbil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Only late seen</td>
<td>Between Erbil and the Zāb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Early Copper</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tell Sa’dāwā</td>
<td>† Assyrian etc.</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Calah)</td>
<td>Assyrian</td>
<td>Nimrūd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Nineveh)</td>
<td>(†?) Assyrian</td>
<td>Kuyunjik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Dūr Sarrūkin)</td>
<td>Assyrian</td>
<td>Ḥorsabād</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Aeneolithic</td>
<td>South of Ḥorsabād</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the above list we have employed the sign † to indicate the presence of strata of either earlier or later date, depending on whether it precedes or follows the main period given. Of the foregoing just half show no period of occupation later than the first part of the second millennium, while all but three seem to have been occupied in the early period as well as later. Until we reached Assyria Proper we found very few mounds which had been occupied during the Assyrian period.

The cuneiform records agree fully with the archaeological picture. As noted above, there is a very remarkable rôle played by the East Tigris country in the third millennium, where its cities and states appear again and again in our cuneiform sources, in striking contrast to the farness of references to the West, Syria and the Upper
Euphrates country. The lands of the East Tigris region were then rich and prosperous, so that they acted as powerful intermediaries in the spread of Babylonian culture eastward into Persia and Turkestan. The Sumerian treasure of Astrabad, southeast of the Caspian, loses its isolation entirely in the light of our growing knowledge of the early Sumerian culture of the East Tigris country.

Another example of the decline of civilization in Mesopotamia after the third millennium is the Ballit valley, below Harrân. Of four large sites investigated in the valley of the Ballit only one was occupied after the beginning of the second millennium; not a single site was inhabited in the Assyrian age. Tell Zeidân is purely acenoithic; Tell es-Senn is mostly of the same age, but was occupied briefly at the beginning of the Early Copper; while Tell el-Biya flourished only in the Early Copper, when it must have been a very important city, in view of its extent. Nicephorium (Raqqa el-'Atiqah) was not founded until late in the Hellenistic age. The archaeological situation is illustrated by the total absence in Assyrian texts of references to organized civic life in the lower Ballit valley. In all probability it will turn out that Harrân itself enjoyed its greatest prosperity during the earliest ages, though it may have escaped unscathed during the barbarian irruptions of the Dark Age.

The question of these barbarian invasions has been fully discussed by the writer in his paper, "The Historical Background of Genesis XIV" (JSOR X, 1926), so we need not repeat the arguments and conclusions here. Until the fundamental importance of these invasions is understood, the history of Western Asia must remain exceedingly puzzling. The irruption of the Balkan peoples into Western Asia in the thirteenth and twelfth centuries B.C. was insignificant in comparison; even the migration of the Cimmerians and Scythians, which brought about the downfall of Assyria and Babylonia, was more ephemeral in character, even if no less important in its consequences.

The wholesale destruction of Mesopotamian towns during the first part of the second millennium naturally makes it very difficult to identify places mentioned in texts of the third millennium. In a few cases the names survived as the designation of mounds, some

of which were later occupied again, as Barsip — Til-Barsip — Tell el-Ahmar, Ḥubbo — Til Ḥumba (p. 227), etc. In general, however, the exact identifications must await the discovery of additional data, and especially the complete archaeological survey of Mesopotamia.
THE PROBLEM OF THE ORIGIN AND EARLY HISTORY OF THE DEITY NIN-IB (NIN-URTA, NIN-URASH)

GEORGE A. BARTON
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

The deity Nin-IB, whose name is explained in syllabaries as Nin-ur-ta,¹ Ni-[ur]-ta,² and Nin-u-ra-as,³ was one of the most popular deities in ancient Babylonia. Historically, however, he is one of the most elusive. The syllabaries identify him with many deities, and the religious literature ascribes to him many and varied functions. He is equated with Ningirsu, Ningishzida, Ninsuhkh, Dumuzi, Lugalbanda, Zababa, Marduk, and Ashur, and a number of others. He is regarded as intercessor, protector, warrior, god of life, god of oracles, god of the chase, as sun-god, storm-god, weather-god, and as judge. He is son of Enlil, of Ea, of Ashur, and of other gods. He is consort of the goddesses Bau and Gula. He is identified with the sun, with Saturn, and with Venus. It is no wonder, then, that the opinions of scholars have differed widely as to his origin and functions, and even as to his name.

To mention but a few of these: I myself thought in 1902⁴ that Nin-IB was simply a later name for the god Ningirsu of Lagash—a name by means of which that god was divested of local associations so that he might be worshipped in other cities. Jastrow thought⁵ that Nin-IB was an epithet that was applied to many different deities. It was thus that he accounted for the ubiquity and the manifold character of the god. Clay, who discovered that in the Persian period in Aramaic his name was نینیش,⁶ held that Nin-IB was but one of the manifold forms assumed by the god Amurru,⁷ who was for Clay one of the earliest, if not the earliest, of Semitic deities, and the original from which most historical Semitic deities sprung. Dhorme⁸ regards Nin-urash as the origi-

¹YBC, I, 53, 247.
²CT, XXIV, 18, 19.
³CT, XXV, 11, 25.
⁴Semitic Origins, 232.
⁵Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, I, 98, and II, 1088.
⁶BE, X, 8 ff.
⁷YBC, I, 97 ff.
⁸Hilprecht Anniversay Volume, 369.
nal form of the name, derives urash from the root erēšu (אֶּרֶשׁ) "to plant,"—a qatl form,—and regards the god as a god of fertility, or an agricultural deity, the god of fields and canals. Ungnad, on the other hand, thinks that Nin-urta was the oldest pronunciation of the name, that this was corrupted to Ni-urta, this to Ni-wushta, this to Iniwushta (יְנִי וּשְׁתָּה), while from Ni-urta there was, he believes, also derived by a slight change, Nimurta, by which the deity was widely known. Such are a few of the wide divergencies of opinion.

One who works through the rich materials concerning Nin-IB collected by Jastrow in his great work Die Religion Babylonien und Assyriens, or who looks up the literature on Nin-IB cited by Deimel in his Pantheon Babylonicum, 208 ff., can have no doubt as to the myriad forms assumed by Nin-IB in later thought, and of the great variety of functions and relationships ascribed to him. These are reflected in myths, in hymns, and in references in royal annals. None of the texts of this class come, however, from a time earlier than the First Babylonian Dynasty or the Dynasty of Larsa. If we would seek the origin of the god, we must push our knowledge back to an earlier date than this, for by the year 2000 B.C., two or three millennia of history had passed over Babylonia. city-state had many times conquered city-state, cult had mixed with cult, myth with myth. In a word there had been syncretism of all sorts, so that myths and ideas originally connected with one deity had been freely appropriated by others.

So far as I have observed, the name of Nin-IB does not occur in any hymn written earlier than the Dynasty of Larsa, and in but a few proper names. We turn accordingly to a study of these names. Ur-Nin-IB was the name borne by one of the kings of the Dynasty of Isin contemporary with the Dynasty of Larsa, but for the period of the Dynasty of Ur the proper names known to us of which Nin-IB formed the divine element were all borne by men of Drehem, a small city not far from Nippur and tributary to it. Among the tablets from Drehem there are records of lists of animals for sacrifice to Nin-IB together with similar lists to other deities. These texts range in date from the reign of Dungi to the end of the dynasty of Ur. The animals to be offered are usually lambs or sheep, though once, bullocks. In these texts the deities

*OLZ, XX, (1917), 6 f. **Leclain, Le temps des rois d'Ur, no. 328.
are most often named in this order: Enlil, Ninlil (or Ninkhursag), Nusku, and Nin-IB;\(^{12}\) though sometimes the god Utu (Shamash) and Ininni (Ishtar) are thrown in between.\(^{12}\) Nusku and Nin-IB are similarly paired in tablets in which the names of the other deities do not occur.\(^{13}\) The natural inference from the fact that the names are so arranged is that at this time Nin-IB was a goddess and was regarded as the wife of Nusku, just as Ninlil was the wife of Enlil and Ishtar the wife of Shamash. The writer years ago took the ground that all the Babylonian deities whose names begin with Nin were originally goddesses who later underwent a change of sex\(^{14}\)—a view which a number of other scholars have shared. Radau has pointed out that Mash, who is equated with Nin-IB existed in both a masculine and feminine form\(^{15}\)—a fact which confirms the theory. If the inference drawn from these Drehem tablets is justified, Nin-IB was at the time of the Dynasty of Ur still in the feminine stage of his development. Nusku was a fire god—perhaps a sun-god. The suggestion of Dhorme that Nin-IB (Nin-urash) was an agricultural deity, urash coming from erebu “to plant,” appears to be well justified. Indeed the sign IB, by which the second part of the name is usually expressed, appears to bear out this meaning. The writer showed in 1920\(^{18}\) that this sign originated in the picture of an enclosure, the second story, or the top, of which was reached by means of a staircase which ran up outside of it. Such a structure was built at Lagash by Ur-Nina and repaired by later rulers there, and its great staircase was discovered by de Sarzec.\(^{17}\) Hall and Woolley have since uncovered a


\(^{13}\) Cf. Legrain, op. cit., no. 295. Once, (Legrain, no. 255), Utu appears without Ininni, though Enlil, Ninlil, Nusku, and Nin-IB occur.

\(^{15}\) Cf. de Genouillac, *Tablettes de Drehem*, nos. 5501 and 5513. In a few of these lists the deities are not paired at all; thus CT, XXXII, pls. 42 and 43. The fact that in these Nin-IB is not associated with Nusku in no way weakens the argument advanced above.

\(^{14}\) Cf. Semitic Origins, p. 192. A quarter of a century’s advance in knowledge since this book was written places many of the problems which it treats in quite new perspective. The point in question is, however, confirmed by this advance. I hope at an early date to re-write the book.

\(^{15}\) Cf. Radau in *Hilprecht Anniversary Volume*, p. 423 ff.

\(^{18}\) *AJSL*, XXXVI, 315 ff.

\(^{17}\) Cf. de Sarzec’s *Découvertes en Chaldée*, de Sarzec and Houchey’s *Une ville royale chaldéenne*, and Cro’s *Nouvelles fouilles de Telloh*. 
similar structure at Tell Obeid four or five miles from Ur, that was built in the earliest period of Babylonian history. Since the Babylonian sign for granary pictured a structure into the top of which grain could be poured and from the bottom of which it could be drawn probably these structures were granaries. Such public storehouses were also temples so that the grain would be under the protection of a deity. There can be little doubt, therefore, that the sign pictured a granary, and was thus a fitting symbol by which to express the name of an agricultural goddess. As such structures have been found at two places among the earliest buildings of Babylonia, it is fair to assume that they existed in other places. Probably in the early settlements every town had one, so that Nin-IB, "the lady of the IB," was a generally recognized name for an agricultural goddess. That Nin-IB was an agricultural deity can scarcely be doubted. In later syllabaries he is identified with many agricultural gods, including ḍka-lum-ma, the date-god.

All this being fairly well made out, what shall we make of the alternate explanation of the name Nin-IB, "Nin-urta"? Ungnad regards urta as the original form, and explains how urush may have been derived from it by phonetic change. Such a supposition does not seem to be necessary; the two names may have arisen as separate epithets. We cannot prove, however, that Ungnad's view is wrong, and it may be right. If it be right, then Nin-urta was the earlier, if not the original name of the goddess, and our assumption that the goddess was an agricultural deity would require that the name urta should be appropriate to such a deity. In any case, urta needs to be explained.

It is noteworthy that in the Yale Syllabary this element of the name (urta) is spelled urtu, with a ṯ. I venture to suggest that urtu is a word for "earth" derived from the Arabic أرض. It

---

19 See the writer's Origin and Development of Babylonian Writing, no. 457.
20 CT, XXV, 11: 22.
21 OLZ, XX, 64.
is true that appears in Akkadian usually as *irsitu* but the Babylonian Semites may have pronounced it *urta*, whereas in Akkadian writing the nearest graphic representation of the possible was by a noinspection. It is possible, therefore, that *urta* may be but a slightly changed form of the oldest Semitic word for "earth." Nin-urta would then be the "Lady of the earth," an appropriate name for an agricultural deity. In all parts of the world earth goddesses have been givers of agricultural products. However the name Nin-urta may have originated, such we believe Nin-IB to have been.

As already noted, we find the worship of Nin-urta at Drehem as early as the reign of Dungi, fully a century earlier than we can trace it at any other place. This is shown not only by the lists of sacrifices already alluded to, but by the fact that the name of this deity entered as a component element into the composition of proper names borne by citizens of Drehem during the Ur dynasty at a time earlier than they have yet been found in any other part of Babylonia. At Drehem the individuals bearing the name were not numerous, but there were three during this period who bore the name: one was a scribe, one a herdsman of cows, and the third was a witness. So far as our evidence goes, it would seem to point to Drehem as the original seat of the worship of Nin-IB, but in the present state of our knowledge this inference cannot be pressed. Were Nin-IB the original goddess of Drehem, one would expect more of its people to bear names compounded with hers. True, we have not as yet any very large number of tablets from Drehem, but it is also true that there are hundreds of mounds in Babylonia that have not been explored, and any one of these may reveal a form of the cult older than that of Drehem and one that commanded the allegiance of a much larger number of devotees.

Indeed from what we now know it seems possible that much additional information as to the early history of the cult of Nin-IB may be obtained when the ancient city of Dilbat is identified and excavated. Hammurabi, in the introduction to his code of laws, says that he "extended the city of Dilbat and filled the granaries

---

25 Ibid., no. 5539.
27 Col. iii, 16-24.
for the mighty god IB." Thus it appears that in Hammurabi's time IB was the god of Dilbat, though in the time of Nebuchadnezzar it was the seat of the worship of Ann. From the order in which Hammurabi enumerates the cities of Babylonia, it seems that Dilbat lay to the south of Borsippa—an inference which is confirmed by many later references to it. In Hammurabi's use of the divine name IB appears alone without the prefix Nin. If the simple and compound forms of the name refer to the same deity, IB is the simpler and earlier form, and the deity of Dilbat would be earlier than that of Drehem. Hammurabi's reference proves that IB was an agricultural deity, and his statement that IB possessed granaries (karé) proves that IB (urta, urash) was connected with the sign for storehouse as was inferred above. The name of the deity IB also occurs in some lists of gods found in the archives of the city of Ashur, in one of which it is equated with Bau and Ninlil, and in another it is listed with Gula. As IB is associated with storehouses and is equated with the same deities as Nin-IB it seems safe to assume that the two were but different forms of the same deity.

When, then, we study the history of Nin-IB by a scientific method, it appears that we cannot trace the history of the cult back of the dynasty of Ur, that during the time of this dynasty our sources confine the cult to Drehem, and that during this period the deity was a goddess, the consort of Nusku—apparently an earth goddess. For the earlier history of Nin-IB we await the discovery of other sources.

24 Cf. Langdon's Neubabylonische Königinschriften, pp. 72, 92, 108, 170, and 182.
25 See the material collected by Hommel, Geographie und Geschichte des alten Orient, 396 ff.
26 See Schröder, Keilschrifttexte aus Assur verschiedenen Inhalts, no. 154, 7.
27 Ibid., no. 42, col. iii.
28 When this article was written, I had not noted the fact that a god IB is mentioned in tablets from Fara (Surippak) written in the fourth millennium B.C. (See Deimel Wirtschafttexte aus Fara, no. 0, rs. v, 7). This confirms the theory advanced above, and carries our knowledge of its beginnings back a thousand years earlier than the sources quoted in the article.
AN INSCRIPTION OF ELIBA’AL, KING OF BYBLOS

CHARLES C. TORREY

YALE UNIVERSITY

The discovery of a third Phoenician inscription of earlier date than either the Moabite Stone or the Kalamu monument is especially welcome just now. By good fortune, the new find also comes from Byblos, thus giving us a better foothold for our study of Phoenician palaeography. We now have from this ancient city three royal inscriptions containing the same peculiar alphabetic forms: the epitaph of Aḥirām, of the 13th century; the votive inscription of Abība’al, of the middle of the 10th century; ¹ and the monument here discussed.

The new inscribed object is a small statue of the Egyptian king Osorkon I (924-895 B.C.), the son and successor of Sešonk I, which was placed as a votive offering in the sanctuary of Ba‘alath Gebal at Byblos by Eliba’al, king of that city. The monument is described, and the inscription deciphered and discussed, by Dussaud in Syria, VI (1925), 101-117. The monument was found by Wiedemann at Naples in 1881, and its hieroglyphic inscription was copied and published by him at that time. The Phoenician inscription was neglected, doubtless because it was not thought to be genuine. This statue, together with the fragment of another similar statue from the same sanctuary, was sold in Paris in 1910; and this time also the Phoenician inscription seems to have been regarded as a forgery, presumably because of the peculiar form of a few of the characters. It will be remembered that the Abība’al inscription, although it had been known for a quarter of a century previous to its decipherment, was suspected, or misread, until the discovery of the Aḥirām sarcophagus furnished the key.

The inscription reads as follows:²

² For a discussion of these two inscriptions see this JOURNAL, 45, 269-279.
² Dussaud publishes a photograph of the statue, but gives no facsimile of the inscription. Some of the characters can be seen only indistinctly, or not at all, in the photograph, and there is no definite statement as to the number of letters missing in the places where the writing has been obliterated.
The characters closely resemble those of the Ahirám and Abiba'āl inscriptions, and it is especially to be noted that we find here the same peculiar forms of the letters kaf and mem. The words are marked off by short perpendicular lines.

Dussaud renders as follows:

Cette statue a fait Eliba'āl, roi de Gebal, en consécration à Ba'āl-Gabal pour lui-même. Qu'elle prolonge [les jours d'E]liiba'āl et ses années (de règne) sur [Gebal]!

The first word of the inscription is taken by Dussaud to be the "statue" which appears in a few neo-Punic inscriptions. This is certainly the natural interpretation if the reading is sure, though it is a disconcerting fact that we must pass over an interval of nearly nine centuries before we encounter the word again. Its origin is unknown, and there is no plausible Semitic etymology. Dussaud indicates a gap between the two letters, but does not state whether this is wide enough to give room for the letter ר.

The sixth word, which is partially obliterated, is restored by Dussaud as [בר], the preposition with a yif'āl infinitive which is rendered "consecration," with appeal to the Arabic أحرام. Judging from the photograph, the break occurs at the end of a line, and in a manner which makes it uncertain how many letters are missing. The yif'āl infinitive seems altogether likely, and the proposed restoration possible, though perhaps less probable. If the preposition ב is given the meaning "in return for," or "because of," it is possible to think of other verbs, such as הנד (or הניח) and especially the very common הניח. In either case the infinitive might be used with or without a suffix pronoun, though the latter construction would be more usual. Thus we might restore according to Hebrew pointing), "in return for the favor shown him by Ba'ālath-Gabal." Any conjecture is precarious, however.

The next following word, ירחא, Dussaud explains as ירהו, which he renders "à son profit." We know the Hebrew word, however, only in the combination ליעל "by reason of, because of," and the use of such a word here does not seem at all likely. It

*The same construction as in Gen. 4: 15, Josh. 14: 11; 2 Sam. 18: 29, Is. 5: 24; 20: 1, etc.*
seems to me quite certain that the word is the feminine of ḫānān; he makes the offering to Ba'ālath-Gebal, his divine mistress, the term corresponding to the ḭār which appears later in the same combination. The form of the word is of course perfectly regular.

For the restoration of the remainder, ūḇāšā [א ב] [ב] (compare the phrase in the Yehaw-milk inscription, line 9), and the conclusion with יַבָּל, would seem to be quite certain.

I would render the inscription as follows:

This statue was made by Eli'ba'āl, king of Gebal, in return for the favor shown him by his Lady Ba'ālath-Gebal. May she prolong the days of Eli'ba'āl, and his years, over Gebal!

The palaeography of these earliest inscriptions from Byblos is interesting in more than one way. In the first place, it seems altogether probable, from the persistence, without change, of the peculiar forms of kaf and mem down to the ninth century, that these are merely local peculiarities, not archaisms (see this JOURNAL, 45, 275). More interesting still is the fact that in the oldest inscription of all, the Ahiram epitaph, the style of the letters is not lapidary, but very distinctly suggests forms developed in writing on papyrus with a reed pen. We should expect this at Byblos, of all places in old Phoenicia. We are given the impression, too, of a literary language and a form of writing not at all new, but long in use. Because of the very close commercial relation of the Phoenician ports with the cities farther inland, it would be very strange if the same script and the same materials were not also in use at the same time in the interior of Syria and Palestine.

It now seems probable, not merely possible, that at the time of the Amarna correspondence (14th century) the usual mode of writing in all this part of Western Asia was with ink and the reed pen on papyrus or skin; using alphabetic characters whose form, to judge from the evidence which we have in the ninth century, varied only very slightly in the whole region reaching from Moab to the border of Cilicia. For diplomatic correspondence, and for business documents which it was important to preserve, often in duplicate, the clay tablet was incomparably better. The syllabic writing in the cuneiform character was also more precise and unambiguous for such documents, and under Babylonian influence its use had been familiar throughout Western Asia, including Asia Minor, doubtless
for many centuries. For all ordinary purposes, however, the North Semitic characters and the perishable materials must have been used. For how long a time, prior to the earliest inscription from Byblos, we have no basis even for conjecture. It is certain, at all events, that we are still a long way from finding the beginnings of the 'Phoenician' alphabet. *

---

*The inscriptions of a peculiar type which have been discovered at various times in the Sinaiitic peninsula, and recently have been much discussed (but not really deciphered), have thus far yielded no information of importance.
A SPECIMEN OF OLD ARAMAIC VERSE

CHARLES C. TORREY

YALE UNIVERSITY

WHAT WAS LOST to the world when the old Aramaic literature perished, we of course cannot guess. We have not at present, and probably never shall have, any satisfactory basis for an idea of either its volume or its variety. The Elephantine papyri brought a surprise in this regard, though perhaps not to those who were familiar with the Aramaic inscriptions.

In the important field of poetry, very little has thus far come to light. We know, indeed, that in the earlier Aramaic literature of the Jews it was customary to employ the standard line of three stressed syllables, as in Hebrew; the Book of Daniel furnishes sufficient illustration of this, though in only a few scattered passages.

I showed, some years ago, that in the Aramaic original of the Story of the Three Guardsmen, interpolated in the Book of Ezra, and now preserved in the fragment of the old Greek translation known to us as First Esdras, the three formal discourses of the contestants at the court of Darius are composed throughout in the familiar three-beat verse.¹ This very interesting tale may have had a Jewish author, but it is more probably Gentile in its origin.

The accentual verse is easily composed, almost too easily, in fact. Did the Aramaic-speaking Gentiles of the Persian period, or earlier, have also a syllabic meter, such as we have not found, for instance, among the Hebrews? Syllabic meter is the usual thing in the classical Syriac literature, but has not hitherto been surely recognized in the great western branch of Aramaic. I once demonstrated, in the Zeitschrift für Assyriologie (Vol. 28, 1913, pp. 312-317) the possibility of Aramaic syllabic meter in the original form of the Lord's Prayer; showing that the Greek version given in the Third Gospel, if rendered verbally into Jewish Aramaic, can easily be made to represent strict seven-syllable verse. Several scholars, after reading the article, wrote me their approval. My own attitude toward my demonstration was, and is, one of benevolent skepticism. I was interested to show the possibility, but prefer to leave it to

¹ See AJSL, 23 (1907), 187; and Ezra Studies, 47.
others to recognize, if they will, something more than an instructive exercise.

There is, however, unquestionable syllabic meter, skilfully used, in early Aramaic. It is found in an inscription from Egypt which has long been known and studied. The monument bearing the inscription is in the museum of Carpentras, in Southern France. It came from Egypt, and is very characteristically Egyptian, but the place where it was found is no longer known. The inscription probably dates from the fifth century B. C.² The script, with approach to the 'square' character, and the language, with its Egyptian elements, are precisely those of the papyri from Elephantine.

The inscription is in four lines, with the closing portion of the last line obliterated. It is the epitaph of a woman, evidently a young woman; and is a noteworthy composition both for its human appeal and also for its literary merit. The most important feature, however, is the poetic form in which the epitaph is cast.

The presence of verse here has been suspected ever since the first decipherment of the inscription, and for reasons which are very apparent. Each one of the four equal lines of writing represents a logical unit; contains in fact a complete sentence, which we should mark off with a period. More than this, each line consists of two approximately equal clauses, so that the presence of a regular caesura is inevitably suggested. As the Aramaic is read, there is—at least in the major part of the inscription—a rhythmic swing which can hardly escape notice and from the first has impressed many readers. Finally, it is worthy of attention, in view of these facts, that in the carving of the first line of the inscription a space was left between the two clauses which make up the line; that is, at the supposed caesura of the hypothetical verse. This might indeed be accidental; but it is not customary to separate clauses by a space, and the coincidence with the other indications is very striking. It is easy to see that because of the unequal verbal length of the clauses in the following lines, and the limits

²I would refer to my discussion of the Aramaic palaeography of this period, in this Journal, 35 (1917), 371, and in the AJSL, 34 (1918), 191 f. The closest parallels to our inscription are all of the fifth century, and there is no consideration which would tend to make a later date seem preferable.
of space on the inscribed surface, the graphic division, if intentional, could not well be carried through.

Joseph Derenbourg, in the *Journal Asiatique*, 6. série, t. 11 (1868), p. 277, was the first to attempt to show that the Carpentras epitaph is cast in metric form. His demonstration failed at certain points, but was in the main excellent, and in need of little improvement. A similar attempt made nearly ten years later by Schlottmann, in the *ZDMG*, 32 (1878), 188 (see also 33, 252), was less fortunate, because less able, and did more harm than good. The belligerent Lagarde proceeded to 'show up' Schlottmann in characteristic fashion in the *Nachrichten der K. Ges. der Wissensch. zu Göttingen*, 1878, pp. 357-372, attacking his interpretation of the inscription, and among other things the theory of meter was held up to ridicule. Clermont Ganneau, in the *Revue Archéologique*, 37 (1879), 31-33, said in effect that he approved Lagarde's conclusions, but would himself have preferred to use more polite language. Both he and Halévy recognized a certain poetic form in the inscription, but rejected the theory of metric regularity. In *Palaepigraphical Society, Facsimiles of Manuscripts and Inscriptions*, Oriental Series, ed. William Wright, London, 1875-1883, the inscription (with Plate 64) was given excellent treatment in brief compass, chiefly on the basis of material furnished by Nöldeke. There was appended a transliteration of the first three lines in the form of verse, but with the comment, that the demonstration of meter for the whole inscription seemed impossible. The editors of the CIS also rejected the theory, and in recent years there has been no attempt to renew the discussion. In Cooke's *Text-Book of North-Semitic Inscriptions* the commentary on the Carpentras Stele (pp. 205 f.) contains no allusion to anything of the nature of poetry in either outward form or inherent character of the epitaph; the reader would not know that the question had ever been raised; and the same is true of Lidzbarski's *Handbuch*.

The reason why the theory of an epitaph in verse has been so completely abandoned is probably to be found in the paramount influence of the CIS. The pronunciation of several of the words of the inscription is ambiguous, and on the decision here everything depends. The form of the Aramaic verb, in the feminine singular, is in unpointed text the same for the second and third persons; and it was natural to suppose that the direct address, which is
certain in the last two lines, was intended from the beginning. So the editors of the Corpus decide, and the subsequent treatises have accepted their judgment. With this understanding of the verbs in question, no theory of regular meter is possible. The current interpretation is certainly mistaken, however. In the first two lines of the epitaph the girl is spoken of, and characterized, in the third person; in the two remaining lines she is directly addressed.

The consonant text of the inscription reads as follows:

ברימה תבה ברת חרש
 uart אימש לא דעתהHEMA
 כס אופיר רביבה תוי
 ו▯כז הסיחא יוי שלמה

Which I should render thus:

Blessed is Taba, daughter of Tahapi, devotee of the god Osiris;
She, who to none did aught of evil, by whom no slander whatever was spoken.
Before Osiris be thou blest, before him take the gift of water;
Be thou (his) worshipper, my fair one, and among his saints be thou complete.

This is interesting as a religious document, and perhaps especially as an expression of human affection coupled with the conviction that the personal qualities which endeared this girl to her relatives and friends on earth will give her a favored place before the gods of the lower world. Taba, the fair one (and the attractive face pictured on the monument may well be an attempt at a portrait), she who had harmed no one by either word or deed, will stand near to Osiris as his handmaid.

There are several noteworthy parallels to this epitaph. One which comes especially close is a Greek inscription found in Palestine, at Nablus, and reported to the French Academy in 1898. It is in two hexameter lines, the second of which has never been completely understood. It reads as follows:

Θάρσει μοι συνομαμε καλή, ζάκορος γαρ ἐπάρχεις
Κούρας Πλατώνος, μοιτήμαν ηι γαρ Ἐλευσεν.

The extraordinary difficulty caused by this little inscription,
which at the first glance seems so easy of interpretation, can be seen by reading M. Philippe Berger's discussion of it (Académie des Inscriptions et Belles-Lettres, Comtes Rendus, 26 (1898), 50-54). The last clause of the second line has defied every attempt to give it a satisfactory rendering, "whether one takes γς as the relative pronoun or as the imperfect of the verb εἶπον." An interpretation to which Berger at one time inclined regarded Ἐλευσίν as an alternative form (already attested) of the geographical name, Eleusis, in the nominative case, and supposed the word μωτῆριαν to have here the (otherwise unexampled) meaning "tomb." That is, the inscription mentioned the consort of Pluto as "Koura (Korē), whose tomb was Eleusis" (in spite of the γαρ!). Aside from the other improbabilities, this does not sound quite like an epitaph. A nearer approach to something plausible seemed to be made by regarding Ἐλευσίν as the name of the deceased person. It was suggested, with due hesitation, that μωτῆριαν might possibly have here the meaning of μωτήρ, "initiated." The rendering would then be: "For thou, Eleusin, wast initiated." This interpretation, however, met with little favor, for very obvious reasons.

The rendering finally adopted by Berger is one proposed by M. Théodore Reinach: "Tu étais en effet mystère, Éleusine." This, as he freely admits, is the expression of an idea which is rather French than Greek. Moreover, a feminine name Eleusin is not otherwise known; and with this rendering the γαρ hardly comes to its rights. What is still more important, it is impossible to put out of sight the strong probability that this clause of the epitaph makes direct and definite mention of the Eleusinian mysteries, so closely connected with the hope of life after death. Every student of the inscription has felt this. M. Reinach himself had seen in Ἐλευσίν (thus to be accented) the well-known contraction of the adjective form Ἐλευσίν. That which seemed to him—and to all others—to prohibit the expected rendering was the little word γς. Nevertheless, the ultimate verdict of the great majority is doubtless expressed by Schürer, Geschichte des jüdischen Volkes, I, 651, note 13: "Die Verstorbenen darf eines seligen Lebens im Jenseits gewiss sein, weil sie an den eleusinischen Mysterien teilgenommen hat (dies ist doch wohl der Sinn, wenn auch das Verb γς Schwierigkeiten macht)."

If I am not mistaken, this problematic γς is merely a vulgar
analogue belonging to ὠδαι, namely the second person singular of the 2nd pluperfect. On the basis of the much-used plural forms ἕγεμον, ἠττε, ἐσάι, the formation in the popular speech of a singular ἔσε is perfectly natural. The occasional coinage of this form would be rendered still more easy by the analogy of 2nd plur. ἠττε, 2nd sing. ἔσε (the common later form), from the verb εἶδο. How likely the use of ὠδαι would be in this particular context may be seen, for example, in 1 Cor. 13:2, καὶ ἐὰν . . . εἶδος τὰ μυστήρια πάντα, “even though I should know all the mysteries.” Render, accordingly:

Courage, fair sister! Sacred attendant now thou art
Of Kore, Pluto’s wife; for thou knowest the mystery of Eleusis.

The Greek inscriptions also furnish parallels to the gift of water by Osiris. Thus, CIG 6562: Ἐδύρης, κυρία, καὶ δο[ι]ν[ή] σοι ὁ Ὀσίρις τὸ ψυχρὸν ὕδωρ. And similarly 6717: Διον σοι ὁ Ὀσίρις τὸ ψυχρὸν ὕδωρ. Still another inscription, presented to the French Academy July 25, 1879, has: Δώκες ψυχρὸν ὁ Ὀσίρις ὕδωρ. This pious wish was a standing feature of the epitaph, it seems, even in the fifth century B.C.

To return now to the poetic form of the Carpentras inscription. The meter is syllabic, with only the full syllables counted, the reduced vowels being passed over, as in Syriac poetry. The verse contains fifteen syllables, seven in the first half and eight in the second half. There is unbroken alternation of accented and unaccented syllables, from beginning to end. The first half-verse begins with an accented syllable, and it is accordingly the second syllable of the second half-verse that is stressed. The epitaph, in transliteration, reads as follows:

Brīkā Tābā bāth Thāpī tmonhā zi Ōsirī ‘lāhā
Miṃda’ām bīs là ‘ebdāth wkarse iš là emrāth tummā
Qdām Ōsirī brīkā hwai min qdām Ōsirī mēn qaḥī
Hwai pāleḥā nā“imthī übēn ḫsayy[ōḥi hwai šalmā]

As was remarked above, the ending of the last line is obliterated. Lanci, one of the first to examine the stone carefully, thought that he could recognize traces of the characters בֵּית יִשְׂרָאֵל; and in subsequent editions of the inscription, including that in the CIS, it
has been customary to fill out the line in very nearly the manner shown here.

The *tumma* at the end of the second line is the feminine noun, "completeness," employed as adverbial accusative; a common and perfectly idiomatic construction with the negative *lā*, "not at all."—The pronunciation of the *feminine* imperative *ינ* is uncertain. It might well be *hwt*; the Syriac (artificial) vocalization *hwēi* is unlikely.—The word for "water" should perhaps be pronounced *min*; note the collocation *tin we-min* in the Sardis Bilingual.—In company with the most of those who have discussed the inscription, I have supposed a stone-cutter's mistake in the last line; יַעֲשֶׂנ should be יַעֲשֶׂנ. I have vocalized the word according to the most common form of the Aramaic adjective. The preceding word, *pālēhā* (instead of *pālḥā*, the reduced vowel being restored for the sake of the meter as in Hebrew and Syriac prosody), corresponds very well to the *γραφέας* of the Nābulus epitaph.

It is true that this does not take us far in our knowledge of the poetic art of early Aramaic. There are technical details here which are, and presumably will remain, quite obscure. But the fact of strict meter is certain, and in our reading of the lines we undoubtedly can approximate the reading which would have been heard in the fifth century B.C. And in view of our very scant knowledge of the cultivated use of this great international language, the recognition of such a literary form as this is a matter of no slight importance.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS


This treatise was originally composed for publication in a German army journal in Damascus, but while it was on its way in the mails the Turkish débacle took place. The chapter on Arabic words was then published in Der Neue Orient in September 1919, and the entire work was issued a little later as an independent volume. It now comes in its second edition, revised and enlarged.

The first group of borrowing includes those of ancient date, coming directly or through the classical languages, and these are the most interesting and in general the most familiar in actual use, although their origin is to the ordinary person the most obscure. Next the Hebrew words are treated, chiefly personal names (and derivatives), and slang, drawn from Yiddish. Third come the Arabic words, which are mainly in the field of Mohammedanism, science (mostly words beginning with al-, the Arabic article), astronomy, animal names, dress materials. Then come those from modern Persian, mostly through Turkish as intermediary. The words from other Asiatic languages—Indian, Tibetan, Malay, Chinese, Japanese, Australian—have entered German chiefly through English. Last comes a chapter on African words, and an appendix on words taken from the languages of the American Indians.

Many of the items are very interesting: for example, the account of Lazarett (p. 41), Tüchtelmächtel (56), Getto (59; which he shows to be not from an oriental source, but from Italian), Muselmann (61-62), Askari (68), $x=$ unknown quantity (77). He even calls attention to the fact that the schooner in which Lieutenant von Mücke performed his Odyssey after the loss of the Emden bore the name Ayesha, the English spelling of Mohammed’s favorite wife; this touch was doubtless intended to interest the German soldiers in Syria and Palestine.
Although Professor Littmann professes not to include words which are not reasonably familiar to the ordinary person, he has certainly listed a great many which are not in general use. His index shows nearly 1100 entries, a fair number of them being derivatives of other words which appear in the list, but I defy any but the best educated German to define over 80 to 90 per cent. of them.

In such a number of etymologies, there are not a few which may be called into question. In some instances Professor Littmann himself mentions their disputed quality, in others he does not. The reviewer does not think that the Elemente (Latin elementum, plural -la) owe their name (p. 8) to a form of the alphabet in which L-m-a were recited first (v. Walde, Lat. etym. Wtbs., s. v.), nor would he attribute even doubtfully (p. 11) the Greek βασιλεύς to a Semitic source (v. Boisacq, Dict. étym. de la langue grecque, s. v.). Still the book is a valuable monograph, even though it is intentionally not fortified by references to sources, except some given in the preface (VIII-XII), and it is well calculated to rouse in the German mind an interest in those Eastern lands in which Germany has now a smaller influence than of yore.

University of Pennsylvania.
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First three fascicules, of 80 pages each. Price, 20 francs per fascicule [1925].

The author takes as his text the interpretation of the name Polyneices in Euripides' Phoenissae, 636-7, and demonstrates that this name cannot have been identical in origin with the adjective πολυνεκρός 'very quarrelsome,' a very ill-omened name. It must therefore originate from a pre-Greek population which spoke a different language. For all Greece, and in fact all the Mediterranean lands, had a pre-Indo-European population which has left traces in the names of men (and places). Further, the personal names which are not readily interpretable as Greek increase as we go backward, and are most numerous in Homer: what is the
significance of the names of Ajax, Teucer, Agamemnon, Odysseus, Tydeus, etc.? So we must seek their origins in the "Pelasgian" language and in its congeneres. There are many correspondences between Greek names and those found in the Lycaonian inscriptions, for example. Greece certainly changed its language between 1900-1200 B.C. and the classical period. Even many Greek names easily interpreted as Greek are known by tradition to be the names of non-Greeks: Thous, the 'swift' by Greek etymology, was in reality an old king of Pelasgian Lemnos, and no Greek at all. Greeks and Trojans in Homer bear the same names, which are therefore not Greek.

Thus we cannot tell just what names are Greek and what are not; we are not warranted in translating as Greek those whose names make a Greek impression. Two explanations of the Greek-seeming names of non-Greek heroes have been given: (1) that the names were borne by persons whom the Greeks thought of as Greeks, (2) that the Asianic names have been translated into Greek. But neither theory is fair, for many of the names are interpreted as referring to events in their adult life or in that of their children; cf. the name Phlegyas, interpreted from the punishment of his son Ixion, forever whirled on a fiery wheel. But we are not privileged to accept part of the tradition about personal names as historically true and to reject the rest: the tradition is too uniform and coherent. So if Polyneices did not have a Greek name, neither did his brother Eteocles, although Eteocles also is apparently made of good Greek elements. Oedipus also, the father of these two, has a non-Greek name, and so has their sister Antigone. If Polyneices does not have πολυ- 'much, many' as first element, then other names in Poly- probably have not. What is the significance of Πολύνεικος 'Lebeaucouphomme'? (Easily interpreted, the reviewer thinks, as a bahuvihi compound, 'having many men [as his followers].') In the same way, as W. Schulze, Lat. Eigennamen, has shown, the Latinity of many Roman names is a thin veneer over an Etruscan basis. (Why not in some instances real Roman names disguised in Etruscan use and orthography?) It is unreasonable to find the religious name Apollo- dorus 'son d'Apollon' and the profane name Polydoros. So non-Greek gods are probably lurking in many "Greek" names, quite unrecognized, since the divine names have as such disappeared with
the loss of the language of their worshipers. It must be remembered that in the writing of many languages there are serious inconsistencies and imperfections, preventing proper representations of the spoken sounds, and resulting in variations of the graphic representation of the same word.

This is the substance of M. Autran’s first chapter, entitled “Le Paradoxe du Nom propre grec,” pp. 1-71. Hereupon begins the second chapter, “Coup d’oeil préliminaire sur l’Ensemble de l’Onomastique géographique gréco-latine balkano-hellénique,” which he prefaces by stating that he will list many, but not all, the geographical names of Greece, with the evidence as to their affinities; he puts aside all search for the meaning of the names, as apart from his purpose, and is not concerned with any Indo-Europeanizing system, but considers them from the historical, literary, and critical standpoints only: for most of these pre-Greek languages are unknown except for a few words. With page 80, he begins his list of names, in tabular form extending across the two pages facing each other: in column 1, “noms faisant l’objet de la liste”; column 2, “données notables traditionelles, archéologiques, économiques ou religieuses”; column 3, “homologues locaux en Asie Mineure”; column 4, “homologues locaux en Italie-Etrurie”; column 5, “homologues locaux dans le reste du monde ancien.” Page 240 (the end of the third fascicule) arrives only at Ἡλέκτρα.

M. Autran is writing in controversy of Fick-Bechtel, Grieachsche Personennamen, and does show, we must admit, that at least a goodly number of names regarded as Greek are probably not Greek at all, but from pre-Greek and non-Greek languages. But he goes too far. It is not unheard-of to rename an individual according to some event of his life, as is still done among the Arabs; cf. the name of the first of the Mohammedan caliphs, Abd-el-Ka’ba ‘servant of the temple,’ who gave his virgin daughter Ayeshah in marriage to Mohammed, and thereby got the name Abu-Bekr ‘father of the virgin,’ by which he is historically known. This practice is probably of very ancient origin; a trace of it seems to appear in Odysseus’ conditional imprecation on himself in Iliad 2. 260, “may I no longer be called the father of Telemachus, if I do not... .” Further, one should not deny the probability of translating names from one language into another; I have personally known of a Herr Hoch who became Mr. High and of a
Mademoiselle Bosuf who transformed her name to Mademoiselle Bos. The most likely instance of this in Homer is the doublet name Paris and Alexander. On the other hand, names may be corrupted by popular etymology from a foreign language into one that seems native to the language normal in the land; Herr Süssholz becomes Mr. Seasholes, and his son does not disabuse his Franco-Belgian professor who thinks that at last he has a pupil with a good Anglo-Saxon family name. But the significant name may be created by renaming in the fashion already mentioned; or even the story may develop first, and precede the naming of the character, who is created for his place in the story. We cannot really accept all the personages and names as original in the story; and the additions—any student of the mythology will know how details and additional characters are freely added by the poets—will be of Greek nature, with Greek names attached to the added personages. Polydorus, for example, is a minor character in the Trojan story, but was sent to Thrace when Trojan fortunes declined, with many treasures of the royal family; who can doubt that his name was constructed to agree with this feature of the legend? We need not demand that the members of a family shall have names which are either all Greek or all non-Greek; some may be Greek and some non-Greek; I know a family where three sons are named John, Charles, George—Hebrew, Germanic, Greek. M. Autran has pushed even the argument against ill-omened names too far; while the feeling against such names was stronger in antiquity than now, we may recall the fairly recent death of a titled German whose name was Pförtner von der Hölle, and I have met a young Spaniard whose family name was Maldonado.

So I am inclined to think that the true Greek quality in Greek names is rather larger that M. Autran will admit; yet there is no doubt that his work, which promises to be truly monumental in scope, will place the study of Greek names on an entirely new basis, showing a large intermixture of non-Greek elements in their fabric.
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Codrington, Ancient India


Professor Rothenstein’s preface provides an adequate “appreciation” of Indian art. It is impossible even for archaeology to dispense with aesthetic understanding; too many Indian archaeologists have in this respect been a generation behind the times. What Mr. Dalton has recently remarked with reference to Byzantine archaeology (East Christian Art, p. 22) may be applied exactly to Indian, substituting “Indian” for “Christian”: “The principles governing this Christian art have received their due; that which the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries refused to consider has been regarded with favouring eyes. Thus aid has come from another side to those who have striven to combat the erroneous view that Early Christian art was nothing more than classical art in decadence. The very features for which Hellenistic art was once praised are now condemned as its worst... In no other field of research have archaeology and criticism better helped each other to overcome ungenerous tradition.”

With regard to Mr. Rothenstein’s citation of my own views, I wish to say that I am far from ascribing any particular spirituality to Indian artists as such; I have made it sufficiently clear in the Preface to my Introduction to Indian Art, that all Indian ‘artists’ were essentially craftsmen, and not men of genius exploiting a peculiar temperament, nor in any sense peculiar. In Indian culture, as Keyserling has rightly pointed out, greater emphasis is laid on training than on ‘inspiration.’

Mr. Codrington himself deplores the stress that has been laid upon the difference between Indian and Western Art: Yukio Yashiro does the same in his recent great work on Botticelli. The fact is that Indian art does not differ in principle from mediaeval Christian art, though it may well be called more profound; both corresponded to and proceeded from a general necessity, and both had real uses. But both differ in principle from the personal ‘fine art’ of the present day, an art that serves but a fraction of the population; and if we mean by Western art the art of the
present day, then the distinction between this and Indian art, which existed for practical purposes, can hardly be over-stressed.

Professor Rothenstein speaks of the "return of Brahmanism," as though it had ever disappeared, perpetuating the old fallacy of a "Buddhist India" and a "Brahmanical renaissance." The worship of Vasudeva flourished in the second century B.C.; every coin of Kadphises II bears the image of Siva; and the very richness and complexity of Gupta Brahmanism, literary and artistic, is evidence for the previous continuous activity.

Mr. Codrington's book, so far as it goes (this is the first of three volumes) may well be described as the best account of Indian art that has yet been published; it will be indispensable to every student, both as an introduction to the subject and as a work of reference. The treatment is moderately full, sufficiently documented, and adequately illustrated, though we do not understand the author's difficulty in obtaining photographs of the Mathurā school. Major omissions, among which may be mentioned the Didarganj figure, the very important Guḍimallam liṅga, and the Gupta temple at Bhumara, are comparatively few.

The supposed foreign elements in Mauryan, Śûṅga and Kuśāna art are judiciously discussed. With regard to the former it is pointed out, as has also been done by Diez in a recent important book, Die Kunst Indiens, that the Indian bell capitals are not by any means identical with the Persepolitan forms. In brief, there are common elements in the arts of ancient India and Persia, but they seem to be due to common sources. The motifs common to Mesopotamian, old Persian, and Indian art may be described as cognates rather than as loans; and this consideration is supported by the recent discoveries of Indo-Sumerian culture in Sind, all tending to the thesis of a common Early Asiatic art of which Persia and India were equally inheritors. In discussing the originality of early Indian art some reference might well have been made to the views of Strzygowski, Berstl, Dimand regarding the designs, and of Beylić and Rivoira in regard to the architecture. Dalton (East Christian Art, p. 166) points out that the technical methods (vertical projection and inverted perspective) used at Bharhut and Amarāvati are of interest because they appear in countries farther west at a rather later period; this kind of art, moreover, was certainly the first to attain mastery in the representation of crowds.
As for Gandhāra, "a complete restatement of the facts of Gandhāran art is necessary." The work of Foucher is a "mountain of theory, intricately worked out," but resting entirely upon the chronology adopted, which "whole chronology does not contain a single fixed point or undefeatable landmark." "In default of definite evidence, one cannot believe that purely Indian conceptions of such personal and religious importance could be evolved by such a poor and unacclimatised school... The Buddha figure appears in Kushan art so naively and simply; and its stylistic development is so clear that there is no reason to antedate Gandhāran sculpture in order to provide a borrowed origin for it." When however (p. 51) the author states that "certain Mathurā stone tablets portray the sitting Buddha; they have been dated epigraphically as early as the first century B.C.", documented evidence should be supplied: one suspects that Jaina figures may be referred to and as is pointed out elsewhere (p. 46, note) the early dating given to these by Bühler means nothing more than pre-Kuṣāṇa in terms of the chronologies now adopted. On the other hand the author is right in saying that the influence of Gandhāran style is only traceable in the middle period of Kuṣāṇa art and even there is slight and transient.

In discussing the stylistic continuity between Kuṣāṇa and Gupta art (pp. 42, 45, 47), ill-accounted for by "the dateless and murky gulf that at present stretches between Kushan and Gupta times," and in referring to Cunningham's antedating of the Guptas, mention might well have been made of the Mysore A. S. Report for 1923, where evidence is brought forward tending to put back the dates of the Guptas by a hundred years.

We are told in the Preface that the transliteration of names has been simplified as much as possible, the rendering of the chief authority being adhered to; and that Mr. C. H. Rylands of Cambridge has looked over the proofs from this point of view. The result can scarcely be admired. The only diacritics employed are ś, and ā, ē, ī, ū; and these are distributed with a capriciousness that could hardly be surpassed. Examples can be found on every page; we may cite Amārāvatī, Ajanta, Visvakarma, Rāmeśvara, Kṣatriya, Parasurāmeśvara, Adināth, Sakas, Sungas, Suparsva, Asoka. As regards the actual spellings, it would be interesting to know the 'chief authority' for Sahri-Bhalol, and Garwha (= Garhwā).
Quite apart from these caprices of transcription is the extreme carelessness of the proof-reading. This is especially noticeable in the Catalogue of the Plates. Thus the description of Plate II A begins "Figure of a woman," and presently goes on "This vase had a spout": the fact is that a large part of the description of Plate III has been placed under that of Plate II. Under Plate XI, figures F and D are referred to as figures E and F. Under Plate XXXIX, figures B, C and A are referred to as A, B, and C. No special knowledge on the part of a professional proof-reader exercising quite ordinary care would have been needed to detect these errors, which reflect no credit on the publishers. Risely (= Risley), Kohn (= Cohn) Vahārī (= Varāhī), Kanishka, Hinen Tsang, lōtos (side by side with lotus), Markuwar (elsewhere Mankuwar, Mankuwar), Ghandakuti, Sythic, Yumuna, chouri, cope-stone (= coping-stone), Učkūtaka, Pallauas, Vaishuara, etc., might perhaps be excused as oversights or misprints; but a full list of corrigenda would occupy something like two pages of the folio volume, and this is altogether too much. It is to be deplored that an original and important work such as this, sumptuously designed, and well printed and illustrated, should have been issued in such an unfinished state. The volume is of rather unmanageable dimensions, which hardly seems to have been necessary, as the full size of the page is made use of for single illustrations in the case of only thirteen out of seventy-six plates.

ANANDA COOMARASWAMY.
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This book embodies the Carmichael Lectures of 1923. Nearly all of it is occupied with historical matters, but an account of the Asokan inscriptions is given as well as translations of these. The style is rather more ornate than is considered in good taste; and an identification of the Asuras with the Assyrians (p. 215) will

1 Review printed with permission of the Secretary of the Smithsonian Inst.
not meet with European approval. The bibliography in general is excellent, but the writings of Lüders (in SPAW, 1913 and 1914) are not given, nor have they been utilized except twice, with the result that the translations of the inscriptions could be bettered in some instances. There are a few other references which have been overlooked, but not many.

The weakest points in the book are those dealing with purely linguistic matters. So there is no attempt to justify the correspondence of Petenika (so!) and Pettanika (of the Anguttara-Nikāya) on pp. 32, 33, though such an equation defies known phonetic shifts. My old derivation of Petenika from *Paitrayanika (IF 24. 52 ff.) is the only one thus far offered that is phonetically impeccable. The derivation of āsinava (pp. 126, 127, 307) from āsvava (a+srū) is due to Burnouf, as I pointed out nearly eighteen years ago (IF 23. 268), which Bhandarkar overlooks. Bühler merely pointed out that the Jainas had a term (anhaya) which has the same derivation. Any attempt to equate āsinava with āsvava (a+ srū) meets fatal obstacles in known phonetic laws. I do not think the Buddhist term ādinava (p. 129) a mistake for āsinava. As long as we have Shāhbadgarhi prasāda beside prasāda (B’s prashaḍa, p. 172), may not the latter be a mere graphic variant of the former? Terminally m is often omitted and also before medial consonants. Then we would not have to equate prasāda with Sanskrit pārṣada, which is phonetically awkward, unless we assume that the lingual d of prasāda is due to the analogy of prasānda (Sanskrit pāṣanda, for earlier * pārṣaṇḍa).

On p. 193 ff. there is a brief discussion of the Asokan dialects. That the various Asokan dialects are not all in the same stage phonetically but are nevertheless contemporaneous, is perfectly true; but this is not news (see Michelson, JAOS 33. 145-149). On the other hand it is obvious that the Asokan dialects presuppose dialects in the Sanskrit phonetic stage; and here a time element enters. Incidentally I remark that we do not have kāṭa “invariably” in Kāśi: it is highly probable that the isolated kīṭa represents the local dialect and that kāṭa is merely a Māgadhism. Nor does edisa occur in the Girnār redaction. Nor do I see any necessity for denying the lateness of Prākritic forms in Vedic texts. The whole argument regarding the interrelation of Sanskrit and the Asokan dialects is unconvincing. What value is the testimony
of Bharata unless his date is known? How long Sanskrit was spoken by cultured persons naturally and without any study of grammar is unknown. That it may have survived till near the Christian era is possible in view of Patañjali’s well-known statement. But it is clear that it had ceased to be a true vernacular, spoken by the masses, for some centuries B.C., yet in the present state of knowledge it is impossible to fix a precise date.

The use of the term “Pāli” in the sense of non-Sanskrit Indo-Aryan vernaculars is unfortunate, though Bhandarkar is not the first to do so. It should be restricted to its pristine sense. It may be admitted for once and all that our knowledge of the vernaculars from circa 200 B.C. to 450 A.D. is most inadequate. When the dialects upon which the literary Prākrits are based were spoken as true vernaculars is unknown. A lower limit is set by the languages of the fragments of the Buddhistic dramas published by Lüders. That the so-called Gāthā dialect was ever spoken by śiśa or any other people, I cannot bring myself to believe. The use of “Pāli” in the sense of “monumental Prākrit” to which usage I have taken exception (JAOS 31. 235), would lead one not conversant with Indo-Aryan philology to think that this was the same as the Pāli of the southern Buddhistic writings (see JAOS 31. 236). This is not the case. As I have shown in my paper on the linguistic affinities of Ardhamāgadhī Prākrit (AJP 41. 265 ff.) we must admit that there were a number of early Middle Indic dialects which did not coincide with any of the Asokan dialects. Some of these are presupposed by the literary Prākrits; for others there is direct evidence.

On p. 272 Bhandarkar lists most of my papers on the Asokan dialects, but overlooks those published in JAOS, 1909 and 1916, but I cannot complain as I have been treated worse in the recently published Index-number of JAOS.

The translation of ā Tambaparnī (in the 2d of the Fourteen Rock Edicts, Girnār reedction) by “as far as the Tāṃraparnī” is one of the mistakes alluded to above, due to Bhandarkar’s ignorance of Lüders’ papers. As shown by Lüders, ā corresponds to Sanskrit ya. Syntactical considerations force this; and the phonology is impeccable (cf. IF 23. 236). In this connection it may be observed that the notes on the translations are ordinarily very full, so that even the publication of the new edition of C. I. I.
will not render this part of Bhandarkar's work superfluous; and it cannot be denied that occasionally he has made real contributions in the interpretation (e. g., the sense of samâja).

The translation of the last sentence of the 3d of the Fourteen Rock Edicts is difficult; but Lüders has, I think, solved the crux; and if so, the translation given needs revision. As to prâdêsikê in the same edict, see now Hultzsch, C. I. I., vol. I, p. 5. Bhandarkar scores in his version of the opening lines of the 4th edict; and shows that the innovations of S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar are untenable. The 5th edict is difficult. Bhandarkar rightly takes bhâtamaya (bhaṭamaya) as the equivalent of Sanskrit bhṛtamaya, following Bühler. The other proposed etymologies defy known phonetic laws. Hultzsch's return to bhṛta-mārya is to be regretted. The translation of the end of this edict is certainly wrong, while that of Lüders is correct. On Petenika see above. The explanation of parigodha given by Thomas violates the phonetic laws of both the Girñâr and Shâh-bâzgarhi dialects. As to bândhanabadhasa, I think both Bhandarkar and Hultzsch are right as opposed to Bühler. The reference by Hultzsch to the Delhi-Tôpâr pillar-edict IV is especially convincing. The author correctly combats the views of Senart and Bühler regarding the word vaca in the 6th Rock-Edict; and shows the weakness of Jayaswal's solution. I confess I do not know any explanation that both satisfies phonetic laws and gives a meaning suitable to the context. The explanation of vînta given by Basak is adopted by Bhandarkar, no doubt correctly, who further elaborates Basak's argument. As regards njîhatti, Lüders' interpretation is convincing; wherefore Bhandarkar's translation needs correction. Jayaswal's translation of parisâ is correctly adopted. The last clause of the 7th Edict contains the old crux nicā, the solution of which is again given by Lüders. Long ago Bühler saw that this did not correspond to Sanskrit nîtyam: see JAOS 31, 239, 240. The attempt to justify nicā as a nominative plural by Bhandarkar by appealing to R. E. V, where a breach of concordance occurs in the Girñâr redaction, fails, because, as I have shown in AJP 32. 441, kâsâti is in all probability a corruption due to kâsâti of the next sentence, an explanation which Hultzsch accepts. The interpretation of ayâya sambodhîm in the 8th R. E. is the one given by the author in 1913 and is acceptable. To expect *tudopariyā
in Dhauli and Jaungâ, if *tadopayâ* stands for *tadauparyât*, is not correct: we should expect *tadopaliyâ.*

The translation of *tamhi tamhi pakarane* in the 9th edict by “in various things” should more likely be rendered “on such and such an occasion” (Hultzsch). Though Bhandarkar has good company in rendering *savam paricajitpâ* in the 10th edict by “renouncing everything,” yet I think that Fleet and Hultzsch are closer to the mark by rendering it “laying aside every (other aim).” The point that Asoka “nowhere advocates absolute poverty,” should be borne in mind. For *dighâya* read *dighâya.* The 11th edict is one of the easiest; no comments are called for except to call attention to the misprint on the first line of page 298. The translation of *samavâyo* in the 12th edict by “concourse” as opposed to “concord” (Hultzsch) seems correct in view of the next phrase which implies hearing; and so *susumsera* is rendered properly “desire to hear.” For *vachguti* and *bhatitâ* on the first line of p. 300 read *vachaguti* and *bhatiyâ* respectively. Incidentally I add that Hultzsch’s recent explanation of Girnâr *vaciguti* is more probable than my old explanation. An entirely satisfactory explanation of the officials known as *vacabhûmikâ* is still lacking from the point of view of phonetics. The translation of the 13th edict clearly needs revision in the light of Lüders’ early work and Hultzsch’s more recent translation and comments. Attention may be called to the fact that Girnâr *saraskâ* is not the representative of Sanskrit *sara-sakyah* but is a bahuvarhi of *sva + rasa* as shown by the Shâhbâzgarhi correspondent. Kâlsi *sayakasi* is then an adjective formation to *svayam.* The supposed *etanam* is really *etanam.* The new readings show the Pulindas must be eliminated from the list of peoples. Years ago I pointed out that Girnâr *P[ir]imdesu* might nearly as well be read *Pârîmdesu,* which the new edition in fact reads (see AJP 31. 63). The agreement of the Kâlsi and Shâhbâzgarhi correspondents in the vocalism is decisive. On Shâhbâzgarhi *Pitinikasu* see my note above on Girnâr *Peteyika.* The translation of Girnâr *dhammasavâyo* depends upon whether or not *dhammasâlana* is the correct reading of the Shâhbâzgarhi redaction. The translation of the last sentence in the 14th edict is not satisfactory. Neither is the recent one of Hultzsch: for though, as

---

*See Hultzsch, G. I. I., p. 15, footnote 5.*
the latter points out, Gîrnâr sachâya (sachhâya) corresponds to Sanskrit samkṣāya, this forces us to emend saṃkheye of the Kâlsî version which corresponds to Sanskrit samkhyêyam (save the termination). Any attempt to derive Gîrnâr from samkhyâya or from samkhyêyam is phonetically improbable.

We come next to the Pillar Edicts. In the 1st edict it is impossible to derive sampratipâdaye from sampratipâdyam. Nor can it come from -daka-. The correct solution was given by Franke long ago: see WZKM. 15. 403, and Wackernagel, AiGr. II, § 179. Bhandarkar is unaware that Bühler gave up the derivation of gevaya from gêpya-, glêpya-. But Bühler's later derivation from gevaka- is also phonetically untenable: see IF. 23. 264, 265. Although a certain solution is not offered, I think it at least plausible that *gevaya-, a formation like pâdaya-, is the source. That àsina can come from ā + sru, as maintained in the notes to the 2d edict, is phonetically impossible (see above). In the 3d edict the derivation of no mina from no manâk (following Bühler) is phonetically impossible as I pointed out long ago (IF. 23. 236 237), nor has Hultsch's recent return to the old view convinced me: his appeal to the change of a to i in Prâkrit, citing Pischel, is useless in view of the vocalism of the first syllable of the Pâli and Prâkrit correspondents to manâk: observe Pâli manâ, manam, Prâkrit maṇâ, maṇā; note further Jaina Mâhârâṣṭrî maṇâgaṇ, maṇâyam, maṇîyam (Hemacandra); Apabhramša maṇâu = *maṇa-\-kaṃ. Though Bhandarkar accepts my derivation of mana (or, at least, presumably: he does not quote me accurately), the division of iyammana into iyam and ana, as recently proposed by Hultsch, is probably correct; and if so, the interpretation of the passage is rather different from that given by Bhandarkar. In the 4th edict it is more natural to construe me in the second line as a genitive singular rather than as an instrumental singular, granting that me as an instrumental singular occurs undeniably in the Mâgadhan dialects. On the whole I think that dhammoyutena is to be taken as the name of some officials. It is not likely that the translation of chandamñâni as a dvandva compound and the syntactical construction which this implies will meet approval. For its rendition as a tatpurûsa yields perfectly good sense and involves no straining of grammar. Nor is it necessary to assume that kâla in the Kûp-\-nath Minor Rock Edict is declined as a feminine. It may be noted
that the difficult *abhītā avatathā samtaṃ and its correspondents in the other versions are not touched upon. The new edition of C. I. I., vol. I., does not remove the phonetic difficulties in the way of Lüders' interpretation, which, however, is accepted by Hultsch. As long as Lüders is cited twice on p. 313, it is to be regretted that his interpretation of nāsantam is not reported as is that of Senart and Bühler. I still am unconvinced that Lüders is right, even though Hultsch has accepted his interpretation (see JAS 36. 205). As is known, the 5th edict is difficult mainly on account of the list of animals made inviolable. For a long time to come opinions will vary on the interpretation of these. Naturally *palasate corresponds to (Pāli) *parasato rather than *palāsado. In the 6th edict Bhandarkar adopts Deb's derivation of pāpovā, pāpova. Unfortunately, the latter's linguistic arguments against the derivation from prāpunavyāt (or *prāpunāyāt) and in favor of derivation from prāpuṇyāt fail; for the fact that at Dhauli, Jangada, and Kālsī we have pāpus- corresponding to Sanskrit prāpṇōti (cf. Gimir prāpṇati, Shāhbāzgarhi prapunati, both of which point to *prāpṇōti; cf. V. B. trpnōti but Classical Sanskrit trpnōti; the other Asokan dialects are not decisive) is not pertinent as the dialects are not the same; and observe at Rūpnāth, Brahmagiri, and Siddāpura we have pāpotavā, which points also to Sanskrit prāpṇōti. Furthermore Prākrit lends its support: note Amg. pappōi, JŚ. pappodi, though other forms are more common. In the 7th edict Bhandarkar adheres to his old conjecture vyāthā. I can make nothing out on line 22 of the new facsimile between ānapitaṇī and pi though Hultsch reads [ya] . . . [ś]ā and hence restores yathā pulāsā, which, in spite of Bhandarkar, makes perfectly good sense. Bhandarkar follows Fleet in the interpretation of adha- as "eight," as does Hultsch. Nevertheless in view of atha- "eight" which is certain in Kālsī and Rumminidēī and possible elsewhere, as well as athami- and athami- in the Pillar Edicts, I cannot subscribe to such a view. Note especially adha- in the sense of Sanskrit ardha- which is certain elsewhere. The dh for th would be without parallel unless Hultsch's derivation of nimis[i]da ya from *niśīṣṭakā holds true, and the phonology involved in this is not impeccable. Furthermore Bühler read nimisdhiya, though his etymology also is not beyond reproach. The phrase etadathā me in line 24 is not commented upon. My division of this into etad
athā me and interpretation of it (athā—Sanskrit yathā, the phonetics of which are impeccable) was accepted by Lüders but is now rejected by Hultzsch. The latter connects athā with Gîrnār athā (dative, for ordinary athāya). This fails because there is no dative singular of a stems in -āya in the Pillar Edicts to match it as there is in Gîrnār: -āye is the termination. Further we regularly have athā- corresponding to Sanskrit artha-, dative athāye.

It is true that Hultzsch reads a[th]āye in line 31. The brackets indicate the uncertainty, and if correct could not be considered anything but an error. But Bühler read athāye. The translation of tuṭhāyatanaṇī (so!) in its strict etymological sense may be correct.

We come now to the "Separate" Edicts. In line 4 of edict 1 of Dhauli (cf. line 2 of Jaugadā) Bhandarkar follows the usual translation of sumunikśānam, but, as Hultzsch observes, Lüders' division of this into su munisānam is surely correct (su—Sanskrit svit). The correct translation of lines 8, 9 of the Dhauli version and 4, 5 of the Jaugadā redaction (in the corresponding passage) is due to Lüders and Hultzsch, wherefore Bhandarkar's translation needs revision. And there are one or two other cruxes in this edict which Hultzsch has just cleared up. The translation of the 2d edict suffers decidedly from not utilizing Lüders' work, but to point out the necessary corrections would take up too much space. To come now to the Minor Rock Edicts, the translation of the Brahmagiri edict surely needs correction in line 2 of the inscription. Obviously ekam savacharam ends a sentence, and does not begin one. Nor can I accept Bhandarkar's interpretation of vāṭhena 200 50 6, but as long as full bibliographic references are given any one can look them up and decide for himself. The Sahasrām inscription is also much abbreviated in the beginning. I regret not finding any of the translation acceptable save that of the last sentence. Thomas must be given full credit for clearing up the meaning of the difficult passage involving "256." The first portion of the Rūpāṭh inscription is untranslated, nor can the translation of the latter portion be regarded with favor. The translation of the second half of the Brahmagiri inscription presents no difficulties in general interpretation. I should punctuate the original rather differently than Bhandarkar's translation implies. No translations are given of the Śiddāpura and the Jātiṅga-
Rāmēśvara inscriptions, presumably because of their fragmentary state. The same applies to the Bairāṭ inscription, as well as to the Maski one. As to the Bhabru (Calcutta Bairāṭ) inscription there is little preference to be given to the version of Bhandarkar or that of Hultsch.

In connection with the Minor Pillar Edicts, the interpretation of silā-vikāṭa-bhītānī on the Rumminidē inscription as standing for silā-vikāṭa-bhītānī defies phonetic laws. Charpentier's explanation is the best thus far offered; but even so needs further proof before it can be definitely accepted. On the whole I prefer Hultsch's new interpretation of dutiyaṃ on the Nigliva inscription to the customary one which is followed by Bhandarkar. The Sārnāth inscription offers no real difficulties; opinions may vary slightly on minor matters. The interpretation of the Sanchi inscription will naturally depend upon whether the readings of Bühler and Boyer or those of Hultsch are to be preferred. The new facsimile in C. I. I. vol. I supports Hultsch. For this reason I think Bhandarkar's version needs correction. The translation of the remaining inscriptions calls for no comment, save that that of the 3d Barābar Hill cave-inscription clearly calls for amplification and the sense given by Hultsch in C. I. I. vol. I.

There is a point upon which I should like to comment which is not linguistic. Caesar and Asoka are compared, to the great disadvantage of the former. His affair with Cleopatra brands him as "a gross elderly sensualist." Now Asoka had at least two wives and more than one harem. Is full justice done Caesar?

_Truman Michelson._

Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D. C.


These two volumes are intended as a handbook for the study of the early secondary Indo-Aryan languages, and as such succeed admirably. A handsome tribute is paid to the late Dr. Laddu, and a full acknowledgement is made of the use of Dr. Laddu's
literary remains. By good fortune it was possible to incorporate
the more important variants in Hultsch’s new edition of the
Asokan inscriptions in the text or footnotes, and all in the glossary.
First we have an introduction which tells us about the inscriptions
and then a section on their decipherment and interpretation. An
outline of the grammar follows; and then we have the texts. So
much for Part I. Part II contains the glossary. It may be noted
that where there is room for debate practically all authorities are
cited impartially.

Obviously a detailed review of these modest volumes is uncalled
for. Still a few remarks may be made. On p. xx of Part I it
would have been fitting to have mentioned the works of Konow
and Johansson, to say nothing of those of the pioneers in things
Asokan. On p. xxi the opinion of Lüders on the eastern dialect as
being Old Ardhamāgapadhi is given. That this cannot be sustained
is proved by me in AJP 41, 181-183. On p. xxii Woolner over-
looks my work in JAOS, 1909. The derivation of tamhi and tasi
from tasmin on p. xxvi is impossible; they both come from tasmi:
see JAOS, 1911, 232. Incidentally the term “Old Indian” should
be replaced; it is simply a translation of the German equivalent.
On p. xxxvi nasaṇtam is given the force of Lüders’ interpretation,
against which see JAOS, 36, 205. As long as the variants of the
new edition of C. I. I. are mostly given, it is not especially im-
portant if they are adopted or not. But it should be pointed out
that in some cases, at least, the entire import of the passage is
changed. However, these volumes are clearly “school-books” and
succeed admirably as such; and the generous citations in the
glossary more than make up for the trifling deficiencies which I
have pointed out.

Truman Michelson.

Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, D. C.

York: Oxford University Press, American Branch, 1924.
$4.70. Pp. 353.

Only those who have endeavored to collect folk beliefs from the
folk itself can appreciate the magnitude of the work presented here
by Mr. Enthoven. Obviously, it is not possible for one person to gather so much information by himself, especially if that person is a European, a stranger, and therefore a priori an object of suspicion. Mr. Enthoven, like his predecessors, Sir James Campbell and Mr. A. M. T. Jackson, on whose work he has built, has made use of much native assistance. The results justify the time and money expended. In this volume is crowded an unbelievable amount of folk belief and folk practise, stated in the briefest and most unadorned form, covering the worship of natural objects, of animals (including snakes and the semi-divine Nags), of ancestors and holy men, the practise of totemism, customs connected with belief in the evil eye, with spirit possession, with dreams, with disease, with agricultural rites, with women's rites, and with a few other, miscellaneous, subjects. The chapter headings are not always inclusive, as is bound to be the case: for example, agricultural superstitions and practises appear throughout the book, and the 24 pages specifically devoted to them do not exhaust the material presented.

In general, the work is a bare recital of beliefs and practises with scarcely any attempt at interpretation. In as far as he theorizes Mr. Enthoven accepts the conclusions of Sir James Campbell that spirits are in origin ancestors and that spirit scaring and spirit housing are earlier and later forms of primitive practise. He goes further than Campbell, however, in seeking additional sources for primitive beliefs. But clearly the chief value of the book lies in presenting folklore material from regions hitherto unexplored, particularly the Deccan and the Kanarese country; so that this new investigation coupled with what had been done before gives us a complete report on the Bombay Presidency, excluding Sind.

There are respects in which the work might have been amplified with profit. For example, more attention might have been given to Mohammedan folklore, and some examination might have been made of the folklore of the Indian Christians in the Salsette, who have curiously combined the Hindu with the Christian, as derived from the Portuguese. But to make an issue of these points would be ungrateful in the presence of so much other material.

Typographically the book could be bettered. Sanskrit words appear without diacritical marks and sometimes with wrong
spelling. Worst is the inadequacy of the index. It fails to list many subjects that should be noted, nor is it exhaustive in the case of many of the subjects that appear. To use the book one must read it through. This is a great misfortune; for it means that a large amount of the best material is almost inaccessible for the general student of primitive religion.

W. Norman Brown.

University of Pennsylvania.


It is not the custom in these pages to treat of works that aim to stimulate aesthetic appreciation rather than to advance knowledge; yet the mention of such works might occasionally not be amiss. Most scholars are lovers of art as well as of science.

Mrs. Macnicol's selection extends from the somewhat austere hymn, Rig Veda X. 39, ascribed to Ghoshā, and the Pāli lays of the Buddhist sisters, into the bhakti poetry of medieval India, passionately religious, and the sensuous verses of the Mogul period, down to the stanzas of Toru Dutt and Mrs. Sarojini Naidu.

I quote a couple of short selections as samples: the first is by Lal Ded, a Kashmiri poetess:

With a rope of untwisted thread am I towing a boat upon the ocean.  
Where will my God hear? Will He carry even me over?  
Like water in goblets of unbaked clay do I slowly waste away.  
My soul is in a dizzy whirl. Pain would I reach my home.

The other is by the Empress Nur Jahan, wife of Jahangir:

The crescent of Id has at last appeared in the face of the heavens.  
The key of the wine-shop had been lost, and at last it has been found.  
My eyes have no other work but to shed tears—Yes, what other work can people without hands and feet do?

The translators make no claim to equal the original, and possibly they do not; but the imagery remains beautiful and the emotion brings response.

W. Norman Brown.

University of Pennsylvania.

As the number of books for the Western study of Jainism is still very limited, this comprehensive account of the subject is very welcome. It includes history, literature and inscriptions, doctrine, ethics, mythology and hagiography, social organization, including sects of the present day, ritual, and the relation of Jainism to other religions, both Indian and non-Indian.

The most striking feature of Prof. v. Glasenapp’s arrangement of material is his treatment of the categories, which belong traditionally, as a unit, to the sphere of Metaphysics. The author, to be sure, enumerates them as division I of Metaphysics, but their discussion is divided and placed under different titles, which more or less obscure the categories as such. Categories one (soul) and two (non-soul) are treated as a sub-division of a division of Metaphysics; three (merit) and four (demerit)—Svetāmbara numbering,—five (channels by which karma may enter), six (ways of impeding karma), eight (ways of destroying karma), and nine (mokṣa) are treated under Ethics, but again divided. Three and four, with five merged into them, are discussed together as sub-division 1 of Practical Ethics; subdivision 2 discusses the Vows; and categories six and eight occupy subdivisions 3 and 4 of Practical Ethics. Category nine is made division III of Ethics. I do not find the seventh category (bondage) treated separately. It seems to be fused with the account of karma (p. 165).

The advantage of this departure from the traditional method of treating the categories is not apparent. They certainly are metaphysical, in ordinary terminology. If they have a direct bearing on ethics, so does karma; yet karma is retained under metaphysics. But, whether labeled Metaphysics or Ethics, the categories should be treated as a unit. They are, as they are named (tattvas), the fundamental principles of Jainism, and as such should stand out with the utmost clearness. Jain schematics has its advantages.

In a work of this sort that covers so many aspects of its subject,
it is obviously impossible for each section to be exhaustive, and
many details must be omitted. But the important divisions of
karma, nikācita and śithila (Stevenson, Heart of Jainism, p. 185),
should not have been omitted. References to these divisions of
karma turn up in the Jain texts, but they have been strangely
ignored by the reference books. In the biographical sketch of
Hemacandra (p. 49 f.), “the most important author whom the
Śvetāmbaras have produced,” mention might have been made of
the autobiographical material now available in the praśasti to
the Trīṣaṭiśalākāpurusacaritra, which Bühler did not know.

The sections on Gessellschaft and Kultus contain much material
not easily available, especially in regard to the modern sects and
customs of both the Digambaras and Śvetāmbaras. But, again,
one could wish that more space had been given to the differences
that separate the two sects. Most of them certainly seem trivial,
but they are of interest as they have produced an animosity between
the two sects out of all proportion to the divergence of belief.

The discussion on Welthistorie and Hagiographie also contains
interesting new material. Brief biographies of all the Tirthaṅkaras
have appeared elsewhere, but this, I believe, is the first account in
an European language of the Vāsudevas, Balas, Prativāsudevas,
and Cakravartins.

The introduction contains a survey of the past and present study
of Jainism. The bibliography is very extensive. It contains three
divisions: works in Indian languages, translations, and publica-
tions in European languages. For a good bibliography one is
always grateful. Yet, while sources are listed here and additional
ones given in the notes—which would be more convenient to use if
placed in foot-notes, instead of the back of the volume,—specific
references to sources are sometimes omitted when they would be
desirable. For instance, the statement is made (p. 24) that
Mahāvīra apparently belonged to Pārśvanātha’s order at the be-
ginning of his ascetism and later left it. This statement has been
made before, though I have never seen its original source stated,
and is objectionable to the Jains on the ground that a Tirthaṅkara
never belonged to an order founded by any one else.

Beautiful plates, twenty-eight in black and white and three
in colors, are a very attractive feature of the volume. Too little
has been published in the field of Jain art. An explanation of each
plate was wisely added.

Johns Hopkins University.                HELEN M. JOHNSON.
Lekhapaddhati. Edited by C. D. Dalal, with preface, notes and
glossary by G. K. Shrionondekar. [Gaekwad's Oriental
xi + 130.

The Lekhapaddhati is "a guide to revenue officers and pro-
fessional letter and petition writers, being a compilation of models of
Government documents and specimens of official and other
correspondence suitable for various occasions." Its author is un-
known, but was apparently a government official at Pattan. Al-
though the editors do not say so, it seems probable from some of
the letters that the author was a Jain. The work belongs to the
end of the fifteenth century; and its language, the "mixed Sans-
krit" of that period, is the principal reason for its publication.
The difficulties the editors encountered in interpreting this lan-
guage can well be imagined, and they were very fortunate in being
able to obtain assistance from the old men in the villages.

The glossary is extensive and of great value. It contains much
new material, as well as words that have already appeared in texts
of that period; e. g., the ubiquitous visopaka occurs, p. 16, here
obviously a land-measure, which is interpreted as 'a vigha, a
measure of land equal to 20 vasas.'

The practical usefulness and convenience of the glossary would
have been infinitely increased if it had been arranged alphabeti-
instead of only the page reference.

Helen M. Johnson.

The Johns Hopkins University.

Bengali Religious Lyrics, Sakta. Selected and translated by
London: Oxford University Press, and Calcutta: Asso-

This volume of the Heritage of India Series contains Sakta
poetry of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries from Bengal.
Considerably more than half of the lyrics are taken from Ram-
prasad Sen, 1718-1775 A. D. His songs are still very popular and
are much more widely known among the villagers than those of
Tagore. 'The peasants and the pandits enjoy his songs equally.
They draw solace from them in the hour of despair and even at the moment of death. The dying man brought to the banks of the Ganges asks his companions to sing Ramprasad songs. More and more have Sanskritists been realizing the importance of the vernacular literatures for any adequate understanding of Indian thought and feeling as a whole. To confine our attention to Sanskrit literature is like trying to understand mediaeval Europe on the basis of the Greek and Latin literature of the Christian priesthood. The religious and philosophical literature in Sanskrit is for the most part the highly specialized literature of certain sections of the Brahman caste. The worldly literature in Sanskrit was fostered chiefly at the courts of kings. The Prâkrit literature of Buddhists, Jains and Hindus was either court literature or the literature of a highly organized monkhood.

The thoughts and feelings of the people as a whole were not adequately represented in such Sanskrit and Prâkrit literature. The monistic and pantheistic elements of Indian thought as developed in these specialized intellectual circles have been greatly over-emphasized. There is a vague pantheistic tinge to much of Indian thought and feeling, but other elements are strongly marked even in the Sanskrit and Prâkrit literatures, although they did not find adequate expression until the development of the vernacular literatures. These elements were doubtless present in the earlier periods during which popular feeling and thought did not find literary expression, at least in our preserved Sanskrit and Prâkrit literatures. Practically the majority of the people are and always have been theistic, demanding intercourse between a personal god or goddess and a personal suppliant and worshipper.

Especially strong in the lyrics of this volume is the emphasis on the motherhood rather than the fatherhood of God. The mother is in closer contact with her children than the father who is engaged in the larger affairs of life and is more remote from the child. This thought goes back to the old Hindu conception of a duality in nature, male and female, and the natural disinclination to conceive of the Godhead as exclusively male. Philosophy transcends this humanistic point of view by making its ultimate reality neuter. But all through the popular phases of Hinduism runs the conception that the female principle in nature deserves as much recognition as the male principle. The Saktas are those who feel
very strongly that the female aspect of nature is more accessible than the male and hence devote their worship chiefly to that. Siva is Bholanath 'lord of forgetfulness,' the God who wanders abstractedly or sinks into meditation. A tangle of mythology and ritual has grown up around Sakti worship. Erotic elements and elements of terror have been interwoven but the worship is not all erotic and terrible. Saktism contains some of the finest and some of the most revolting features of Hinduism. It is not to be condemned in its entirety as has so often been done. There is no logical reason why the Godhead should not be thought of in female terms as well as in male terms.

These lyrics have also a strong sense of practical ethics as opposed to the Indian philosophical idea that good and bad must be transcended, and that they have no final meaning.

The foolishness of pilgrimage and sacrifice is strongly emphasized. The writers cling to an absolute faith in Kālī and yet very noticeable are the frequent complaints of her carelessness and lack of attention to the individual worshipper. This trait merely reflects the general Indian attitude towards nature as not being harmonious and adaptable to human needs but as subject to ruthlessness, instability and endless change, as being beyond human control and understanding.

WALTER E. CLARK.

University of Chicago.

Das Srautasūtra des Āpastamba, achtes bis fünfzehntes Buch, aus dem Sanskrit übersetzt von W. CALAND. Uitgave van de koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen te Amsterdam: 1924. 468 pp.

It should be noted that the second part of Professor Caland's translation of the Āpastamba-Srāuta-Sūtra is not published under the same auspices as was the first part (revised in this JOURNAL 44. 139): the pages are of the same size and style, the type sizes are a little larger, giving a rather better appearance to the pages. Book 8 deals with sacrifices offered at the beginnings of the seasons,—the spring, the rains, the autumn,—and a fourth somewhat indefinitely appointed for the autumn. Book 9 sets forth certain prāyaścitas, acts to amend faults or disturbances of the
normal course of the sacrificial procedure: these are of course interesting to all students of religious development, and many will remember that the Romans seem to have been rather more fore-handed in this matter with their flute-playing to drown out ill-omened words or sounds and their offering of a piacular sacrifice "beforehand to atone for any omission in the ritual which was to follow" (Fowler, The Religious Experience of the Roman People, p. 191). In Books 10-13, covering over one-half of this part of the translation, are the directions for the ṣaṅgītōma, the most elaborate soma-sacrifice: in the prescriptions of the numerous details of this sacrifice the manner of the Srāuta-Sūtras can be seen in extended development.

The appearance of this continuation of the translation is welcome and all interested in the subject will look hopefully for the speedy completion of it from the competent hands of Professor Caland.

L. C. Barret.

Trinity College, Hartford, Conn.


This little volume contains an introduction and three chapters. In the introduction, M. Meillet presents an argument for the antiquity of the text of the Gathas, against his teacher James Darmesteter, and in essential agreement with Bartholomae. He then in the first chapter gives his grounds for accepting the traditional date of Zoroaster; in the second, he interprets the disjointed nature of the Gathas as due to their having been composed partly in prose and partly in verse, of which only the verse portions have survived; in the third, he shows that the pure religion of the Gathas has been much changed and materialized in the later sections of the Avesta.

Every Iranist will be grateful to M. Meillet for this treatise, which in his keen and lucid style presents an invaluable introduction to a most difficult series of texts. Particularly the second chapter, with an exposition of Yasna 29 according to his theory, is most illuminating. One may query, however, if M. Meillet is
not too conservative in refusing (pp. 45-46) to admit the instru-
mental form in nominative uses in the Gathas; *raucabīs* is found
as a nominative and *viṭhīs* (if so it is to be normalized in ortho-
graphy) as an accusative, in the Behistun inscription of Darius the
Great, less than a century after Zoroaster’s activity, in the face of
which a view based on the evident archaizing character of the
Gathas, and on nothing else, loses much of its weight.

University of Pennsylvania.

ROLAND G. KENT.

The Origins of the Islamic State. Being a translation from the
Arabic accompanied with annotations geographic and historic
notes of the *Kitāb futūḥ al-buldān* of Al-Imām abu-l-‘Abbās
Āḥmad ibn-Jābir al-Balādhuri. By FRANCIS CLARK MUR-
gOTTEN, PH. D., Associate Professor of Modern Languages,
University of Nevada. Part II. New York: COLUMBIA UNI-
VERSITY, 1924.

In this volume, submitted as a Ph. D. dissertation at Columbia
University, Professor Murgotten gives us the completion of the
translation of al-Balādhuri. The first part was done into English
by the reviewer and published by Columbia University in 1916.

It is not my purpose exactly to review Dr. Murgotten’s work,
but simply to tabulate the mistakes committed by him in the pro-
cess of rendition into English. These mistakes, together with their
corrections, shall be classified under five main headings: I. Mis-
takes in Transliteration. II. Confusion of proper and common
nouns. III. Mistakes due to oversight or negligence. IV. Mis-
reading of the Arabic text. V. Mistakes due to failure to com-
prehend the Arabic original.

A number of passages in the book could be improved upon, re-
constructed or modified to bring out a slightly different shade of
meaning. Others might be considered of questionable or doubtful
rendition. All such passages, however, have not been dealt with in
this criticism.

Nor are the typographical errors cited, as the reader will not
find them hard to detect.
I. MISTAKES IN TRANSLITERATION


II. CONFUSION OF PROPER AND COMMON NOUNS

(1) Page 75: paen. “the castle of Jausaḳ” should read a castle (Arabic, jausaḳ). (2) 137: 4 a f. “the passage gifts” — the idea of giving prizes among the Arabs. (3) 171: 4 a f. “with some success” — and Zamm. (4) 185: 20-21 “Khalaf, one of his freedmen, was riding behind him” — He then jumped and rode

¹ This form of transliteration is, of course, possible; but the correction has been made in the interest of conformity to the system adopted by the translator himself. Cf. 5: 7 “al-Kaḍidāyah,” 6: 15 “al-Muḥammadiyah,” etc.

² “Ibn-abu” is an impossible Arabic formation, but, of course, the translator is free to use it arbitrarily if he so chooses. This formation occurs quite frequently in the book, but we shall not refer to it, hereafter, as it is easy for the reader to make it out for himself.

³ To conform to the system of transliteration adopted by the translator himself.

⁴ The above will serve as samples to illustrate the various ways in which the laws of Arabic syllabication were violated. Other mistakes belonging to the same category shall not be enumerated for lack of space.

⁵ Mu’add is a proper noun meaning Arabs, and not a common noun as taken by the translator.

⁶ Zamm is another name for Amul, and not a verb as treated by the translator.
behind a freedman of his (fartadafa khalfa maulan lahu). (5) 222: 13 "like the Pool in al-Madinah"—like a pool in their city. (6) 224: 4 a f. "a liveried slave"—a Mazīnī slave. (7) 258: 3 "cotton overcoat"—Kaṭawānī overcoat (i.e., made in Kaṭawān—a quarter in al-Kūfah). (8) 274: 15-16 "charged him together with Mashāya'ah abu-Lu'lu'ah of complicity in the crime"—charged him with complicity (mushāya'ah) with abu-Lu'lu'ah in the crime.

III. MISTAKES DUE TO OVERSIGHT


*This word is not a proper noun "Khalaf" as taken by the translator, but an adverb of place, khalfa = "behind."

*Mazīnī is another name for the land of ʿUmān and has nothing to do with "liveries."

*The translator took this word, meaning "complicity," for the first name of abu-Lu'lu'ah.
5 a f. 10 (36) 124: 15 "ibn-Muḥarrish" = ibn-Muḥarrish abu- Maryam al-Hanafi. (37) 213: 8 a f. "He rejoiced not with them that rejoiced." = He returned (yakful) 11 not with them that returned. (38) 267: 13-12 a f. These two lines should read thus: 'Abd-al-A'la ibn-Hammād an-Narsī from Ḥammād ibn-Salāmah from Dā'ūd ibn-abi-Hind from ash-Sha'bi, etc. (39) 267: 8 a f. "lend it" = melt it (yudhibuha). 12 (40) 270: 5 "Makkah." = Bakrāh. 13

IV. MISREADING OF ARABIC TEXT


10 There are many such mistakes in which the figure in the margin, denoting the number of the page in the Arabic text, is either entirely omitted or misplaced. No reference to such cases will hereafter be made.

11 See de Goeje's emendanda at the end of al-Baladhuri.

12 See de Goeje's emendanda.

13 There are many other mistakes due to oversight, but the above will suffice for illustration.

V. FAILURE TO COMPREHEND THE ARABIC ORIGINAL.

(1) Page 4, line 2, "with news" = well marked as a horseman (mu'tima to have a distinctive mark on a horse was considered a sign of special courage). (2) 4: 3 "Not every one who hides adversity will tell." = and not all those who go to battle (yaghsal-karihata) go marked (yu'llimu). (3) 4: 5 "and fled not, causing blood" = and continued to cause blood to flow (falam abrahiudammi). (4) 4: 9 "I am not found holding back; I press forward." = In case I find no one lagging behind (ajid mustak-khiran) I press forward (atakaddamu). (5) 5: 4-2 a. f. "Did I make war upon Persia and Greece only for bread and herbs?" = And did the Persians and Byzantines fight each other (iqtatalat) for anything but bread and vegetables? (6) 6: 8 a. f. "raided" = had previously (kad kana) raided. (7) 7: 7 "ordered" = had previous to this (kana kad)12 ordered. (8) 7: 14 "went to ruin" = was destroyed by a landslide or fall (khusifa biha). (9) 7: 3 a. f. "and wrote an account of him" = who copied a commentary [on the Koran] from him (fakataba 'anhu-l-tafsira). (10) 10: paen-ult. "How often we crossed in the darkness of the jungle From mountain steep and from plain below" = For behold how many rough mountains and extensive plains we have crossed under the cover of intense darkness (duja-l-qhayahibi). (11) 11: 5-2 a. f. "with which every one used to rub himself. It is said that if a sprig from it was stuck to the ground, it would put forth leaves until a tree grew from it" = from which the common people sought blessing by touching it (yatamassahu biha-l-'ammah). It is said that this tree grew out of ar-Rabi's tooth-

14 See de Geoje's emendanda, also ibn-al-Althir, "en-Nikayah," 4: 32.

12 There are many other such cases, in which the value of kana and kad is not fully appreciated, but we shall not enumerate them for the sake of brevity.
pick (siwāk) which he had stuck into the ground and which soon after sprouted (fa-awraka). (12) 12: puenn. “farmers”—serfs (muzāri’un, tenants holding the land for their master according to feudal usage). (13) 13: 2 “on it accepted Islām” — accepted Islām on condition that they would hold it (aslamu ʿalaihi). (14) 13: 4 “since they were paying to him a double tithe” — with the understanding (ʿala) that they would pay a second tithe (ʿushran thāniyan). (15) 13: 10-9 a. f. “I was acquainted with” — I was a contemporary of (adraktu, literally: I overtook or came up with). (16) 13: 5-4 a. f. “Thy father did not try to trace among the Arabs his descent but rather among the Persians.” — Thy father never preferred over his Persian descent an Arab kinship (wilāyat fi-l-ʿarab). (17) 15: 13 “My friends” — my two friends (khalilayya). (18) 19: 3-4 “who had heard” — who were his contemporaries (adrakahum). (19) 20: 14-15 “in possession of a treaty, but some of them had broken it” — living up to the terms of their treaty (ʿala-l-ʿahdi). Other districts (naẓīḥin), however, rose up against him. (20) 21: 6 “the Wāli of the ʿāmirs of the provinces wrote to him (Saʿd)” — and he [ʿUmar] wrote to him [Saʿd] and to (wa-īla, not wālī as read by translator) the governors of provinces. Delete foot-note 1. (21) 22: 10 a. f. “the food and clothing of whose people is infected with death” — whose people eat among other things the forbidden food of dead animals and wear their skins (yukhālītu ʿīma aḥīha wāḥ-bāsham-ul-maitata).14 (22) 25: 6-8 “To these Arabs the villages turned for protection, and the [native] inhabitants became cultivators of the soil for them” — with a view to securing safety, the villages were put under the vassalage (uljiʿat) of the Arabs, and thus the inhabitants became serfs17 (muzāriʿin). (23) 25: 10-11 “which became proverbial” — which had recently been conquered (ittukhīdhatu ḥadīthan). (24) 27: 5 a. f. “the greater part of it” — its capital, or its chief city (kaṣabatulu). (25) 34: 6 a. f. “tore it up” — violated its terms (kharakahu). (26) 56: 14-13 a. f. “led a godfearing life until he had the affair with the woman” — remained in office (akīma) as long as it pleased Allah (ma ṣhāʿAllah), and then he had the love episode (ḥawā) with that

14 The reference is undoubtedly to the Koran 2: 188.
17 This is clearly a description of the process of feudalizing the newly conquered lands.
woman. (27) 68: 4-3 a f. "thou shalt not assign it to him except with good will" = thou shalt not interfere with him (ta'rud lahu) except in so far as it is good. (28) 69: 5 "granted fields" = granted fieffes. (29) 70: 6 "lied concerning the charges made against him" = declared false (kadhdhaba) the charges made against him. (30) 70: 17-18 "abu-l-Jarrâh, who had been imprisoned by ibn-az-Zubair" = abu-l-Jarrâh, who was the master (or warden, sâhib) of ibn-az-Zubair's prison-house. (31) 71: 8 a f. "It was on one" = He was in charge (wakâna 'ala). (32) 71: 7 a f. "tribe" = city. (33) 73: 11 "Pass by" = Complete the verse (ajîz). (34) 73: 11 "Give way" = Well, begin (hâti). (35) 74: 6-7 "and he guarded against the likes of himself, being himself a robber" = many a man guards against the like of this, while he himself is a guardian (kâris). (36) 80: 19-20 "receiving the honor" = his act being regarded as a source of blessing (or as auguring well, tabarrukan bihi). (37) 80: 4 a f. "washed" = bleacher (kassâr); 3 a f. "to wash" = to bleach. (38) 84: 4 a f. "only because of a joke there was about it" = because of disputes (munâza'ât) regarding it. (39) 85: 2-4 "He presented al-Ḥajjâj with a carpet, and the latter returned the compliment by granting him" = He had (kâna) presented al-Ḥajjâj with a horse (farasân) on which the latter won a race (subaka 'alaîhi), so he [al-Ḥajjâj] granted him as fief, etc. (40) 88: 12 "his usual division" = that was his usual grant to the common people (al-'âmmah). (41) 89: 5-4 a f. "had criticized Khâlid, accusing him of wrongdoing, and Khâlid had heard of it" = had presented himself (ashkhaqa) before Khâlid and complained that he was dealt with unfairly (ta'khallama), and Khâlid had believed him (kabilia kaula). (42) 90: 7-6 a f. "Nay, and indeed, even if thou art dispossessed, I shall proceed against thee" = Verily, if (la'in) thou art dismissed from office ('uzîlla), I shall bring a case against (or sue) thee. (43) 91: 8 "but he sold it" = and he [Bilál] bought it (faštârâha). (44) 91: 11 a f. "practically possessed it" = took it by force (ghalaba 'alaikhî = wrested or usurped it). (45) 95: 11 "bequeathed" = instituted as wakf (or religious foundation). (46) 96: 11-10 a f. "granted ... in fee" = granted ... as fief. (47) 97: 13-14 "and he succeeded" = but he did him good instead (fanafa'aahu). (48) 97: foot-note "lit. butterfly" = lit. low, flat land. (49) 99:
14 “lighten their burdens” — reduce his share of the produce *(yukhaffifu muḥāsamatahum).* (50) 99:16-17 “bound himself by oath to the people on terms agreeable to them” — accepted as his share *(kāsama, not ʿaksama with which it was confused by the translator)* whatever they were willing to give *(raḍau bihi).* (51) 109: 4-2 ʿa.f. “taking away the best that the people who came in ships had, by cheating them to the best of their ability” — taking those who came in ships unawares *(yusību gharratan)* and running away with whatever they could rob them of. (52) 110: 12-13 “ʿUjaif ordered the water shut off, which was done in spite of great difficulties” — he ordered ʿUjaif to have the water shut off, which was done by means of huge dams *(muʿan — heavy weights).* (53) 110: 14 “without any casualties” — and not one of them escaped *(falam yashudhdha minhum aḥadun).* (54) 110: 7-6 ʿa.f. “at the accession of ʿAli” — until ʿAli’s arrival *(kudūm).* (55) 166: 12 “Tell ibn-Badr: Thou that rules an empire” — O, Ḥārith ibn-Badr, thou hast become the ruler of a province *(wālīta imāratan).* (56) 118: 4 “The deserter from the Persians set to killing his family and his children and throwing” — The Persians then began each *(wajāʿala r-rajulu)* to kill his own family and children and throw. (57) 118: 11-12 “and asked him to spare his life. His request was granted” — who spared his life and assigned him a stipend *(fastahyāhu wafaraḍa lahu).* (58) 119: 13 “pardon” — a stipend *(faraḍa lahu).* (59) 121: 9 “though the best would not have sufficed us” — and the best of things is that which *(ma, which the translator mistook for a negative)* sufficeth. (60) 121: 13-15 “rebelled. Mākram came up with him at Aīdhāj, but Khdarād fortified himself in the fortress of that name” — rebelled, went as far as Aīdhāj, and fortified himself in a fortress known by his name.18 (61) 123: 7-8 “For what is the joy his soul promised him. From al-Ḥuṣaini or ʿAmr in very sooth?” — For verily what he had promised himself to wrest From al-Ḥuṣaini or ʿAmr is incredible.19 (62) 135: 4 “We cannot tell the difference” — we make no distinction. (63) 137: paen. & ult., should read: Their spears measure more than eight

---

18 The pronouns and their antecedents in this sentence caused the confusion for the translator.

19 *ma* which introduces the verse is a negative, and not an interrogative, particle as translated.
and ten, when contrasted with others in warfare. (64) 138: 6-5 a. f. "which was afterwards bought by" — which he sold (fābā-'
aha) after the flight of (ba'da ḥarabī). (65) 146: 5 a. f. "with-
stand" — take the place of (yakūmu maḏāma). (66) 149: 5
"aided and abetted them" — took advantage of the situation
(tamī'a fiḥim). (67) 153: 4 "the sun" — prayer (sulā). (68) 154: 10-11 "treated him generously, pensioning him and
his chieftains" — received him with special regard (akramahu),
granted him a stipend (furaḍa lhahu), and made him commander
of an army (kaunadahu). (69) 155: 15-16 "He stayed there"
— conditions ran smooth, (i. e., there were no disturbances,
istaḵāmat lhahu). (70) 165: 6-7 "from which cattle were ex-
ported" — from which they drove before them (wastakat) cattle
[as booty]. (71) 166: 17-18 "accompanied by drums, seeking
the drum-master and killing him" — carrying drums, seeking each
drummer separately and killing him. (Foot-note 1 should be
deleted). (72) 171: 3-4 "was pleased with him" — sought his
blessing (tabarraka bīhi). (73) 171: 9-10 "asking us about the
history of the land and saying to one of the people of aš-Saghāni-
yān" — asking one of the people of aš-Saghāniyān who was studying
traditions with us (kāna yaṯlubu-l-ḥadītha ma'ana). (74)
172: 15 "liberated them" — assigned stipends to them (furaḍa
lahum). (75) 173: 13-14 "while the wounds among them were
healing" — suffering because of the many wounds inflicted upon
them (wakad fashat fiḥim al-jirāh). (76) 174: 13-14 "It is
said that Nahār ibn-Tausi'ah wrote about Kutaibah the stanzas
which begin" — Others say that is was Nahār ibn-Tausi'ah who
wrote the above verses about Kutaibah and that the poem begins
with the following: (77) 175: 15 "slayer of" — slain by (kaṭīl),
(78) 177: 9 a. f. "to our hurt" — and not we (dānana). (79)
178: 5-3 a. f. "For a horse could only be speared in the nostrils,
unless it turned around" — For whenever a horse is speared in
the nostrils it is sure to run away. (80) 179: 9 a. f. "to refer
the matter of the people of Marw to him" — to meet him at the head
of the people of Marw (ya'īṭhi fi ahl marw). (81) 181: 15-16
"urged the raiding of Bukhāra. Then they both went" — re-
solved to raid ('azama 'ala) Bukhāra and then proceed.21 (82)

20 They measured spears by the grip of the hand (kabīḏah).
21 atayān is an infinitive noun and not a dual verb as supposed by the
translator.
182: 6 “In the year 99”—in the year 79 (as corrected by de Goeje and should be transposed to the end of the third line—He appointed in the year 79 etc.). (83) 183: paen-ult. “The boldness of these two brothers was of great service to Mūsā”—They, therefore, came to exercise great influence (‘athumat dāl-latuha ma) over Mūsā. (84) 184: 17 “Bahshūra”—Hashūra. (85) 184: 12 a f. “as a mediator”—to condole with (kalmu’azzi). (86) 184: 11 a f. “and he accomplished the following”—on account of a calamity that had befallen him. (87) 184: 11-10 a f. “He gained an audience with Thābit”—He took Thābit unaware (or by surprise, faltamasa-l-qhirrata). (88) 188: 4 a f. “1,300,000”—2,300,000. (89) 191: 2 a f. “in regard to his governorship”—confirming him in the governorship. (90) 193: 9 & 194: 11 “mother of his children”—concubine (umma waladihi—a maid who bore him children and was, therefore, freed). (91) 196: 4-2 a f. “How shall I pray for a master who has killed a number of ours, all of them mere boys, and felt no anger in their behalf?”—How could I pray to a Lord who was not moved by anger for the fact that their common people (‘ammatuham) had killed so many of our young boys? (92) 205: 21 “his blessing”—rich presents and allowances (ṣilatihim wa-arṣākahuha). (93) 210: 2-1 a f. “How much more expeditions in manoeuvring these barbarians were than we!”—Why should these barbarians be more entitled to making their horses more swift by docking their tales (aula bit-tashmir) than we. (94) 218: 15 “and the consequent dismay of the unbelievers was great”—and this was considered bad omen (ṣiyarat) by the unbelievers. (95) 231: 6 “and his name was blessed”—and the people sought his blessing (i.e., treated him as a saint). (96) 232: 8-9 “He built a highway known as the highway of the Mid.”—He dammed the canal with a dam still known as the Mid Dam (sikr). (97) 237: 16 “just as other Moslems”—on this there is no disagreement (among Moslem jurists) (wala-khtilāfa fi dhālīka). (98) 238: 13 “Whether he sow or not. Allah knows best”—in case he sows it. But in case he refuses to sow it, then he knows what will happen. (99) 238: 3-2 a f. “Allah knows best what is collected

*The ba is a preposition and not a part of the proper noun.

*See de Goeje's emendanda.
from it” — he [the owner] knows best what he gets from it. (100) 242: 1 “we shall not be pardoned in this world” — we could not have attained glory in this world. (101) 244: 11 a. f. “provided for them an issue” — increased their allowance (wussu’u ‘ala‘ihim). (102) 247: 6-7 “God bless me” — Glory be (subhâna) to God. (103) 251: 9 “Thy relationship has drawn thee” — Thy relationship is also a blood relationship (ra’him). (104) 255: 6 a. f. “adopted heir” — executor or trustee (wa’si). (105) 258: 4 & 8-9 “and had his servant follow” — riding behind his maid (ardafa jâriyatahu). (106) 259: 8 “gave him a present” — shared with him the fortune [which he had unlawfully acquired] (kâsamahu).

PHILIP K. HITTI.

American University of Beirut.


Lovers of the Turkish popular theatre and scholars interested in the subject will be very grateful to Mr. Ritter for his excellent treatise on Karagös, the Turkish puppet theatre. In the preface the author tells about the origin of the collection of dolls in his possession while writing the present work. Forty-eight illustrations of the dolls, of which eight are in colors, constitute the most valuable item in the book, which moreover is excellently edited. In the fourteen pages of introduction is given a concise review of the history of the theatre and of its arrangement; this review is almost exclusively based on the German literature on the subject. In the next 170 pages we find, in transliteration and translation, the text of the three plays of Karagös.

Unfortunately, up to the present time the Russian language has not been studied widely by scholars; only very few can familiarize
themselves with the literature in that language on their speciality. It is to be deplored that on this account the Russian literature on Oriental studies, which is very extensive, must ever remain a sealed book to many authors to whom an acquaintance with this material would be very useful. This deprivation is evident in the book under discussion.

As early as 1909-1910 I was writing a series of articles on Karagös in Jivaya Starina, the periodical of the ethnographic section of the Russian Geographic Society. These articles were later edited in a separate volume bearing the title "The Turkish Popular Karagös Theatre." In the same work was given a translation (based, it is true, on the text of Kunos-Radloff) of two of the three plays edited now by Mr. Ritter. Further on in the preface was a complete bibliography on the subject up to 1910 from which our author could inform himself of the vast extent of the literature on Karagös, and learn that there were numerous works on the subject in many European languages, as, for instance, even in Rumanian.

It is unfortunate that the author has not contributed anything new in his introduction on the history, origin, and development of this theatre. This is an extremely important and complicated subject and the excellent material (puppets) in the author's hands should have suggested many new ideas on the subject. At least one would have expected that more detailed use would have been made of what had already been so splendidly worked over by Dr. Jacob in his study.

Notwithstanding certain deficiencies, scholars and especially ethnographers must be grateful to Mr. Ritter for his book, and especially for the tables.

The second of the works we are surveying is an English translation with commentaries of the well-known poem Haft Paîker or "The Seven Beauties" of the famous Persian poet Nizami. The first volume contains a preface, introduction, and translation; the second, a most extensive commentary.

It is quite difficult to appraise the translation as no original text is given, and besides, it is based on several manuscripts. But the name of Prof. Wilson is a guarantee of the excellence of the translation. We still remember his translations from Jalal-ad-Din and others.
For specialists, of course, the second volume or commentary is of much greater interest. Here, indeed, we have on almost every page a wealth of very interesting material, notes, etc., often accompanied by a most acute scholarly analysis. In general it can be said that European literature on Persian poetry has been enriched by a valuable contribution.

Columbia University.

N. N. MARTINOVIČ.


All Coptic and New Testament scholars will welcome the appearance of this handsome volume. The book opens with a narrative of the discovery of the papyrus near the village of Hamamieh in March, 1923. This manuscript, which is our oldest Coptic manuscript, is important not only for its antiquity and its peculiar readings; of very few New Testament manuscripts do we know so much. This papyrus, called Q, originally consisted of fifty leaves of which forty-three are extant. In fixing the date, the editor, on the eminent authority of Sir Frederic Kenyon, assigns it to the third quarter of the fourth century. He gives us a careful description of the handwriting and a detailed enumeration of errors, readings peculiar to Q, and omissions.

The section on the dialect of Q is very interesting and valuable. The dialect in which the text is written, stands between Achnmimic and Sahidic, and so the editor aptly calls it the Sub-Achnmimic. His catalogue of grammatical peculiarities is important; this is followed by notes on the vocabulary, where he records the cases in which the word in the Sahidic version is replaced by a different word and not merely by a dialect form in Q. This whole section is of great philological value to the student of Coptic.

Though the version is the same as that found in later Sahidic manuscripts, Q also has some independent readings; in some instances Q shows its primitive character by preserving the true text, where all late Sahidic manuscripts have suffered corruptions. All these variations have been noted with true scholarly thoroughness,
and the entire manuscript is collated with the Greek text of Westcott-Hort. The study of the text is exhaustive in all details and is indispensable to any one who is interested in the Coptic versions of the Bible.

The main portion of the book, the Coptic Text, has a facsimile plate facing each page of the text. This work has been exceedingly well done. At the foot of each page are valuable textual notes. The book concludes with a Coptic Glossary, a List of Foreign Words, Proper Names, and an English Translation.

Sir Herbert Thompson has performed a very thorough piece of work and has left nothing to be desired. This excellent and attractive book should be in the library of every Coptist and New Testament scholar.

HENRY S. GEHRMAN.

Philadelphia.
PERSONALIA

Dr. HELEN M. JOHNSON, now Johnston Scholar in Sanskrit in the Johns Hopkins University, is working on Hemacandra's great collection of lives of the Jain saints and heroes, known as the Triṣaṭṭīśālēkāpurūṣacaritra. She purposes to prepare a translation of this entire work, with extensive notes and addenda, constituting in the end a sort of Encyclopedia of Jainism.

Professor E. WASHBURN HOPKINS retires at the end of this year from the Edward E. Salisbury Professorship of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in Yale University, the chair formerly occupied by WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY. Professor FRANKLIN EDGERTON of the University of Pennsylvania has been appointed his successor. Professor Edgerton has been granted leave of absence for study and travel in India during the year 1926-7.

Professor CHARLES R. LANMAN also retires this year from the Wales Professorship of Sanskrit at Harvard University, of which he was the first incumbent. His successor has not yet been announced.

Professor LOUIS H. GRAY, of the University of Nebraska, has been appointed Professor of Sanskrit in Columbia University.

Dr. W. NORMAN BROWN of the Johns Hopkins University, newly appointed Editor of the Society's Journal, has been appointed Professor of Sanskrit at the University of Pennsylvania to succeed Professor Edgerton, and will assume duties there at the opening of the academic session.
THE BHIKSHUGĪTA OR MENDICANT’S SONG

THE PARABLE OF THE REPENTANT MISER

JUSTIN E. ABBOTT

SUMMIT, NEW JERSEY

THE ELEVENTH SKANDHA and twenty-third chapter of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa contains the Bhikshugīta, the Mendicant’s Song. According to its contents, it may be called “The Parable of the Repentant Miser.”

The parable is told by Śrī Krishṇa to Uddhava, who had expressed doubt whether it was possible for a man to attain that perfect Śānti, or peace of mind, which would enable him to endure every form of insult without disturbing that peace. Śrī Krishna assures him that it is possible, and relates the parable of the miser, whose sole purpose in life was the accumulation of wealth, by means fair or foul. He gained enormous riches but ended in losing it all, through the Five natural enemies of wealth, “relatives, the king, thieves, fire, and disease.” Having lost all and being reduced to the direst poverty, he repents of his wasted life. He determines to become a sannyāśī, no more to lust after riches. After wandering about to sacred places he finally returns to his native town. Some believe his conversion is real. Others think him a hypocrite. By those who disbelieve in him he is insulted and badly maltreated, but he shows the genuineness of his repentance and conversion by receiving every form of insult in silence, with forgiveness, and without any expression of ruffled feelings. All this is told briefly in the Sanskrit text of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, in 62 verses.

The Maratha Saint Eknāth (died 1609) wrote a commentary on this 11th skandha of the Bhāgavata Purāṇa, known as the Eknāthi Bhāgavata. In this Commentary the story of the miser, the Bhikshugīta, is expanded into 1004 verses, by introducing details natural to Indian life, and philosophizing on the problems connected with wealth, thus adding greatly to the interest of the story, making it more vivid and more appealing to the mind and conscience. As a full translation of Eknāth’s version of the story would be too long for this paper, I give a brief abstract of a translation, as follows.
"In the city of Avanti, in the country of Mālava, there lived a Brahman who gained his wealth through agriculture and trade. "He became enormously wealthy," and correspondingly miserly. "He ate as little as possible, and what he did eat was inferior food." "Naturally then his wife, children, and servants did not have enough for their appetites." "He would spend nothing on religious rites." "Even in his dreams he never did an act of charity." "Brahmans and guests, who came to share his hospitality, had to turn away hungry." "So low did he fall that he forgot his Brahmanhood, and would even accept food from an outcaste." "He became a great knave, a clever swindler, and a pure rascal." "In his lust for money he was quite equal to the killing of a Brahman or a cow." "The mere mention that a chance guest had arrived made him faint away." "What hope could they have of food or even water, at his door!" "The rats had to leave his house, finding no food there." Even that ever present Indian crow "flew away from a place so devoid of reward." "The sparrows could find no loose grain." "Ants, wearied by continual fasting, had to change their lodgings," so bare was his board.

"At harvest-time, when fruit was abundant in the market, he only saw it with his eyes. He never allowed his tongue to embrace it." "His avariciousness was so great, that he quarrelled with his own tongue, and would not permit it and sweet juices to come together." "His clothes were dirty and in tatters. His head was always filthy and unkempt. His breath was offensive, because even in his dreams he was unwilling to incur the expense of chewing the fragrant pān supārī." "He refused to perform the special religious duties of his Brahmanhood. He gave nothing whatever to others."

This intense love of money, and his miserliness, brought him wealth, but not friends. "His wife, children, relatives, servants, and friends all turned against him." "He never invited his married daughter back to the old home on any festal occasion, and in her anger she cursed him." "Relatives began to remark to one another, "It would be a good thing if he died. We should then, at least, have some rice and milk to eat." He was thus negligent of his special religious duties, and refused to perform the Panchayajña, or the Five sacrifices of wealth, namely in the worship of God, in benefactions to others, in honoring Brahmans and saints, in due care of parents while living and ceremonies to their manes.
when dead, and in consecration of one's wealth at the feet of one's religious teacher. The natural result of his miserliness followed: "his life here below became void, as did also his expected life hereafter."

His refusal to share his wealth with those who had a right to a share aroused to activity the "Five-natural-participants-of-wealth," namely prospective heirs, thieves, the king, fire, and disease. Consequently his wife and children, conspiring together, found and made away with some of his secreted money. "Burglars broke into his treasure vaults." "His houses took fire and burned to the ground." "Pests destroyed his grain fields." "His business enterprises failed." "His ships were lost at sea." "Swindlers passed false coin on him." "In the conflicts between his own country's armies and foreign armies, his house was dug into and the treasures concealed beneath the cellar were carried away by the basket-full." "Rain leaked into his grain-cells and rotted his grain." "Disease attacked his cattle. His stable-horses were forcibly borrowed, and in the great war fell on the battle-field." Some of his wealth he had so effectually hidden under ground that he could not find the place again. "Even his bodily appearance seemed now different. His complexion changed. No one could recognize him as a Brahman. If he said 'I am a Brahman,' no one would believe him." "People began now to insult him. Widows and orphans spat on him. He could get nothing to eat. He begged from house to house but no one would give him anything. Instead they would say 'You ill-starred wretch, what have you come here for? You were a lover of money. You were deceived by that love. God has rightly robbed you of it now.'"

"Although the wealth of this avaricious man had disappeared, the memory of that wealth had not disappeared." "In his agony of grief he felt as a serpent feels when a thorn has pierced its head; as a lizard feels when its tail is broken off, or as a fish feels out of water." "He broke out into sobs. Streams of tears flowed from his eyes." At first he was inclined to blame Fortune. "O Brahmadeva, you wicked Being, what evil fortune have you written on my forehead?" A burst of bitter tears followed. But gradually better thoughts filled the mind of this old fortune-smitten miser. "This torture which I now suffer is after all small," he said to himself. "A greater pain awaits me hereafter. I have
given nothing of my wealth to others. I have not remembered God. Now the terrors of Hell are before me. Who is there to deliver me? I am altogether a wrong-doer. I am sinking, I am sinking into the horrible pit. Hasten to my help, O Śrī Hari. Save me, a poor miserable wretch. O Krishṇa, Mādhava, Murāri, Achuta, Ananta, Śrī Hari, save me, a poor miserable sinner! You saved Prahlāda, You saved Ahilyā, You saved wicked Ajāmila, You saved vile Pingalā. O Chakrapāṇi, by that same miracle save me, a wretched sinner! Damn, damn my desire for wealth! My life has been spent in vain. Instead of spending my wealth in benevolence, all my efforts were but to add to my wealth." "Such is the great marvel of the love of money, that it gives one happiness neither in this life nor in the next." "The sufferings of inescapable Hell are now before me, a Hell so deep that it requires a kalpa (4,320,000,000 years) to sink to its bottom." "I received a superior Brahman birth. I have made it of no account, through this love for money." "Now in the fierce fire of remorse my life is fast slipping away."

"A strange change has taken place." "My love of money has now gone. An intense disgust for worldly riches has arisen in me." "O the evil that Avarice brings! Avarice turns what is pure into the impure. Listen to an illustration. Of noble birth, most lovely in form, her whole being altogether attractive, but on her nose a small white spot of leprosy. All her beauty is now lost in contempt. Such is Avarice. The slightest spot of it spoils nobility, generosity, victory and reputation. There is nothing in the three worlds that brings disrepute as does Avarice."

Bringing to his mind the fifteen evils that result from the lust for wealth, fraud, untruth, hypocrisy, avarice, malice, pride, overbearing spirit, haughtiness, enmity, suspicion, selfishness, immorality, drunkenness and gambling, he contrasts with this the true value of a human birth and its possibilities for good, and of the proper use of wealth, should Fortune place it in one's lap. He sees very clearly now that the lust for wealth and its enjoyment while slipping down into Hell through wrong-doing "is like the frog that is enjoying the fly in its mouth, while slipping down the throat of a serpent." So deciding on the ascetic's life as his true path, he cries out in remorse for the past and with determination
for the future: "O God of Gods, together with all the multitudes
of gods and goddesses, help me I pray You!"

The now converted miser was not unaware that he would be
criticized. "Some may say to me: 'You have come to the end of
your life. You are merely a decrepit old man. Why do you in
vain take all this trouble in your old age?' But I reply: 'Do
not think of this thus. The famous king Khatvanga attained in
a moment the supreme riches, receiving his highest good. I may
have a much longer life yet than he had. If God is my help in all
things, I may attain also the Supreme riches in a moment's time.'"

"The chief cause for my lusting after wife, son, kin, and riches,
has been my desire for self-gratification. To these I now make my
final obeisance." "My final bow to wife, children, and riches. My
final bow to my caste, and to all who belong to me. My final bow
to self-gratification. There is now no relation between you and me."

"As the lotus-leaf, although in the water, is not wet with the
water, so the repentant miser, untouched by self-gratification, en-
tered with the prescribed rites into the order of the Sannyasi."

"Other sannyasis in offering the burnt sacrifice say (during the
ceremony): 'Anger and desire are burned away.' But when the
oil and butter in the sacrifice are burned away, anger and desire
are still in their hearts." But such was not this miser's sacrifice.
All tendencies to wrong thinking were burned up. He made a
complete burnt offering of anger and desire, together with all
pride." "And having thus made a burnt sacrifice of himself he
became a three-staff sannyasi, and began with joy his care-free
wanderings."

"He wandered alone over the earth. In his enlightenment he
was conscious only of his soul. He lived in forests. Only for
begging food did he enter a city." Continuing to wander for many
years over the country he suddenly appeared at Avanti, now a very
old man. For according to a custom prescribed by the Acharya,
"after entering the order of the sannyasi one should at least once
visit his old home."

"When the people of Avanti saw him, they exclaimed: 'Look
you, that Brahman miser, having lost his property, has become a
sannyasi.' "The bad people of the town began to surround him,
and thinking to irritate him fell at his feet." "Some asked him
about his hoards of money." One remarked: "He probably has
dug a hole in the ground and filled it with his money. That is the way with these three-staff sannyāsins." With this "they grossly insulted him and snatched away his three staves." "One seized away his blanket, and left him only his clout." "But although these evil men did these things to him, yet his mind was not shaken from its purpose. He uttered not a word." "In the fulness of his brave heart he forgave them." The petty persecutions of these bad men continued, seeing they could not arouse him to anger. "Look here," they cried, "he is not truly a sannyāsi. Why, he is the former miser of our town! He does not say yes or no to this. This silence is his method of roguery." "Some, swearing that they would make him talk, crowded around him." One said: "It will not take a moment for me to blow sky high his vow of silence. I know how to make him yell aloud;" and this most evil-minded man poured filth on the sannyāsi's head, as he sat eating. But still "there came no anger to his heart." "Then they spat in his face. 'Kick him,' said one, and they did so, while another gave him a blow on his head. 'Don't let us cease,' said another, 'until we make him talk.'" Some from a distance pierced his heart with their "sharp word-arrows." "We know the real meaning of his yellow robe. It is to cover his roguery, his evil deeds, and his hypocrisy. Under the guise of a mendicant he is a wandering spy. Seize him. He is a real thief." Then they bound his two hands together with a strong cord. They reviled him: "In order to get food he is wearing the guise of a sannyāsi. This shameless fellow is only putting on the appearance of worthiness. He was formerly a deceiver. Now he is a hypocritical sannyāsi. The great rascal! Great in his silence! Here he is to cheat us. Any one who may beat him will incur no blame. He is a mighty one among hypocrites! He remains firm in his vow of silence. Although we pester him, he is as unmoved as Mount Meru when attacked by a swarm of locusts. Just as a crane adopts silence in order to catch a fish and swallow it, so we must understand his silence." One said: "He is Bravery in visible form," and with that he began to kick him. One ran a straw up his nostrils, saying: "Come look at his calmness." "Thus they pestered him, and made fun of him in many ways. Still no anger arose in his heart. He was unmoved in his calmness." "And the more they saw his calmness the more these evil people were excited against him." "They marked his face with lampblack." "They
filled his nostrils with vile odors." "And still, such was his com-
posure, that not the least anger came to his heart." They bound
him with a chain and brought him to the public square. "Recog-
nize him," they cried; "this is that miser, that evil-doer. We have
discovered him here to-day, this great rogue, this hypocrite."
"They tied him, as a juggler ties a monkey, and pulled him back
and forth." But the sannyâsi smiled to himself, thinking how they
were getting pleasure from all this. "My body is experiencing the
fruit of deeds done in a former birth," he said to himself. "This
does not affect me, my soul." And with this thought he forgave
them fully, and would do nothing to pain any one in return for
the evil they did him.

The mendicant further reasoned as follows: "Mankind is bound
by the results of deeds done in a former birth." "It is necessary
to suffer them. King and subject alike cannot be free from this
law." "So although maltreated by those evil people, the Sannyâsi
did not lose his calmness of mind. He controlled himself with
noble courage, and his righteous state of mind was unshaken." He
philosophized on the Soul, and on the causes that lead to joy
and suffering, rebirth, and all that is related to this worldly exis-
tence, and then concluded: "By my good fortune in a former birth,
I see arisen in me the consciousness that I am Átma, Soul (not
body), and through this consciousness I bear the sorrows of this
life." "By means of this I obtain eternal happiness." "In order
to go across the difficult sea of this worldly existence, this right
thinking (viveka) is a well-devised ship. Here the Sadguru is
the helmsman, and takes me across to the Beyond." "How to get
possession of this right-reasoning, one need not be in doubt. With
trust and sincerity let one approach God. Putting away fear of
public opinion, throwing down the burden of pride, let one ap-
proach God. Then one will receive this right-reasoning (viveka).
Just as an infant with complete trust comes for help to its mother
alone, so with the same exclusive trust one should come to Hari.
If one approaches Hari, birth and death will not so much as show
their faces. What can harm one if Hari is there to protect his
bhaktas? If with trust and undoubting mind the worshipper
reverences the sagun and the nirgun God, or even repeats his name,
the heart becomes pure in its feelings." "Bhakti is to be con-
sidered pure only when there is in it the love of God. With this
feeling of love God, the Glorious Lord, is pleased, and gives His peace to the Seeker."

The story of the repentant miser ends with the attention of the reader called to the blessings that come from reading or listening to this Song of the Mendicant (Bhikshugita). So may I hope that Eknāth’s wish may be realized by the readers of this parable, and that they may be helped by it to calmness and peace of mind, in the vicissitudes of their lives in this their worldly existence.
ON BINDING-REEDS, BITUMEN, AND OTHER COMMODITIES IN ANCIENT BABYLONIA

GEORGE A. BARTON
UNIVERSITY OF PENNSYLVANIA

In AJSL, XXVII, 322 ff., XXVIII, 207 ff., and XXIX, 138 ff. the writer some fifteen years ago interpreted three tablets in which large quantities of reeds used in binding were accounted for, along with certain kinds of valuable woods and grain. These tablets were Barton’s HLC, no. 24, and Thureau-Dangin’s RTC, nos. 305 and 306. While the translations there given could now at some points be improved, the texts there interpreted made it clear that in Babylonian commerce reeds were employed in large numbers, and that particular attention was given to harvesting reeds suitable for this purpose. We also learned that, when harvested, they were carefully counted and stored away. Careful account was also kept of those given out for use, and of the stock remaining on hand. The three tablets thus translated all came from Lagash and represented the usage of one Babylonian city only. Two other tablets have since come to light, both of which are from the city Umma, the near neighbor of Lagash. Reasoning from our own use of the word “binding” I formerly inferred that the Babylonians employed the reeds as binding-twine. Professor Chiern tells me, however, that he observed at Ur that reeds were used with bitumen in building, a layer of reeds covered with bitumen being placed between layers of unburned bricks to hold a wall together. As bitumen is accounted for as well as reeds in one of the tablets translated below, it seems probable that these “binders” were “binders” of walls to hold them together and not used for twine. One of the new tablets is at Yale and has been published by Kelser, the other is in Paris and has been published by de Genouillac. The one at Yale ¹ reads as follows:

Obverse

1. 600 × 5 + 60 × 4 + 4 sa-qi

1. 3244 binding-reeds bought with

ša-ta šá-m-a

grain.

¹ Yale Babylonian Collection, Vol. IV, no. 323.
2. dup 25 ur-an-nu-sud-da
3. 3600 + 60 X 3 + 50 sa-gi še-ta šám-a
4. dup 25 šara-kam
5. 3600 + 600 X 2 + 60 X 6 + 35 sa-gi še-ta šám-a
6. 60 X 6 + 8 sa-gi en-du-tūm²

7. dup 17 lugal-igi-alim
8. 600 X 4 + 60 X 8 + 54 sa-gi en-du-tūm
9. dup 25 ni-kal-ta
10. 60 X 8 + 5 sa-gi še-ta šám-a

11. dup 7 ur-dun
12. 60 X 4 + 20 sa-gi še-ta šám-a
13. 600 + 60 X 3 + 45 sa-gi en-du-tūm
14. dup 12 lā-gi-ni
15. 60 X 3 + 52 sa-gi še-ta šám-a
16. 60 X 4 + 40 sa-gi en-du-tūm[ām]

Reverse

1. dup 7 lā-šen-li-lî[ā] 
2. 60 X 2 + 30 sa-gi en-du-tūm
3. 50 sa-gi še-ta šám-a
4. dup 5 a-gu
5. 600 + 60 X 5 sa-gi en-du-tūm
6. 3600 X 4 + 50 sa-gi še-ta šám-a
7. dup lā-ur-sùg-ga
8. 60 X 3 + 20 sa-gi še-ta šám-a

2. account 25 of Ur-Anusudda;
3. 3830 binding-reeds bought with grain,
4. account 25 of Shara;
5. 6195 binding-reeds purchased with grain,
6. 368 binding-reeds, income of revenue(1),
7. account 17 of Luguligialim;
8. 2934 binding-reeds, income of revenue(1),
9. account 25 of Nikalla;
10. 485 binding-reeds bought with grain,
11. account 7 of Urdu;
12. 260 binding-reeds bought with grain,
13. 825 binding-reeds, income of revenue(1),
14. account 12 of Luguni
15. 232 binding-reeds bought with grain,
16. 250 binding-reeds, income of revenue(1),

¹ The phrase en-du-tūm is not clear. En-du in YBC, IV, 66 is a proper name borne by a scribe. It cannot, however, be taken as a proper name in our passage, but is clearly a phrase which denotes some other method of acquisition than purchase by an outlay of grain. The sign ṭū has as one of its ideographic significations pâhu, "control," "command," and ṭūm (which might also be read gia) means to "bring." The whole, then, in connection with en seems to refer to income from rent or taxes or tribute.
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9. dup lù-‘ingir-ra
10. 10 sa-gi en-đù-tûm
11. dup lù-‘nin-taḫ
12. 60 × 2 sa-gi še-ta sâm-a
13. dup pa-te-ši-ka
14. 20 sa-gi še-ta šâm-a
15. dup ur-‘ama-mi

| 16. šu-nigin 3600 × 7 + 600 × 4 + 60 × 7 + 58 sa-gi še-ta šâm-a |
| 17. šu-nigin 3600 + 600 × 3 + 67 sa-gi en-đù-tûm |
| 18. ki-têš-kaš-la-ta |
| 19. lû-ur-ség-qa ba-an-dîh |
| 20. itu-bal-a ud 15-ta ud 25-tû |
| 21. mu na-mog ba-rû |

Namakh was built in the sixth year of Gimil-sin. The month Bala, the month of Inundation, was not so called in the calendars of Lagash. As the Tigris begins to rise in March it does not seem improbable that Bala was the name at Umma of the month še-kin-kud, Feb.-March.

The other tablet published by de Genouillac reads as follows:

| 1. 3800 sa-gi-tû |
| 2. 3800 + 600 × 5 sa-gi gibû |
| 3. à apin giš-ni-ka ù eš-gal-dû |
| 4. 10 gû eair apin |
| 5. 30 gû eair-sun-sun |
| 6. ki ur-dumu-ta |
| 7. mu bûd ba-rû |
| 8. 1 mû 5 gur |
| 9. ki lugal-ezin-ta |
| 10. 600 × 2 + 60 × 5 + 30 sa-gi gibû gu-gîl-ba 16 sa-ta |
| 11. 24 mû-lil |

9. account of Ludingir;
10. 10 binding-reeds, income of revenue(1);
11. account of Lu-Ninshakh,
12. 120 binding-reeds bought with grain,
13. account of the Patesi,
14. 20 binding-reeds bought with grain
15. account of Ur-Mami.

16. Total 28078 reeds bought with grain;
17. 5467 binding-reeds, income of revenue(1);
18. from Sheskalla
19. Lurahagga received;
20. month Bala, from the 15th day to the 25th day,
21. the year Namakh was built.

1. 3800 split binding reeds,
2. 6000 new binding reeds,
3. stock of the farmers Gislimika and Eshkhaldû;
4. 10 talents of prepared bitumen,
5. 30 talents of wet bitumen
6. from Ur-Dumu(zî),
7. the year the wall was built.
8. 1 boat-load of 5 gur
9. from Lugalešin;
10. 1530 new binding reeds (their wood-threads are 16 to a binder,*
11. 24 are bright green)

*See de Genouillac, Textes économiques d’Umma de l’Époque d’Our, Paris, 1922, pl. XXXVIII, no. 6049.

*This apparently means that it took 16 of these reeds as a “bind” for a wall.
12. 5 tablet-reeds at full length, 8 ö (styli) to each
13. from Lugalumuge;
14. 1530 binding-reeds (their wood-threads are 16 to a binder),
15. 5 tablet-reeds at full length, 8 ö (styli) to each,
16. (2ö are bright green)
17. from Urkiama,
18. year the Ebasha (Ia) of Dagan was built.

ii, 1. 46 ö esir bar

2. esir 4nin-mor-ka ra-ka
3. ki da-a-ga-ta
4. ēnunīgin 10 ö esir-apin
5. ēnunīgin 30 ö esir-sun-sun
6. ēnunīgin 46 ö esir bar
7. ēnunīgin 1 mā 5 gur
8. ēnunīgin 3600 sa-gi-tā
9. ēnunīgin 3600 × 2 + 600 × 5 + 60 sa-gi gibit
10. ēnunīgin 10 ö gil šag-sig-gid-bi 8 ö gur-ta

11. ēnunīgin 5 mā-lil
12. sag-nig-ga-ru-kam
13. šag-bi-ta
14. 3600 × 4 + 600 × 2 sa-gi
15. dirig-paḍ šid-ag-ii sig-ga mu ē-ha-la da-gan ba-ra

16. 5 mā-lil
17. udu kār-ra ār-ne
18. gir šes-kal-la dumu na-di

*This total exceeds by 600 the number of new binding-reeds enumerated
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>iii, 1.</th>
<th>10 tablet reeds in full length,</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>(the half length is on hand placed in the storehouse),</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>were given out.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. 10</td>
<td>10 talents of waterwheel bitumen,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. 30</td>
<td>30 talents of wet bitumen,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. 46</td>
<td>46 talents of prepared bitumen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. 60</td>
<td>are on hand.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. 2720</td>
<td>excess (or deficit), reeds.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>iv, 1.</th>
<th>Transaction of the business-office in the lane</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>in Aguqa.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Urdugube, (scribe)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>The year after the Ebasa (ish) of Dagan was built — the year after it.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to the information about binding-reeds, that concerning bitumen is also interesting. There can, I think, be little doubt that *esir-sun-sun* is wet bitumen, or liquid bitumen which collects on the surface of the water at the bituminous springs. The *esir apin* is either bitumen in its solid form, called by the Arabs *jir,* or the dry bitumen kneaded with the wet which the Arabs call *jir.* As this last mentioned kind is used for caulking boats and water-wheels, and since *apin* originally represented a water-wheel, it is probable that *esir apin* was the prepared product now called *jir.* A number of other descriptive adjectives are applied to bitumen in other texts from the temple archives, but apparently all of them refer to the kinds of bitumen found in modern times. The bitumen described as *par* is several times definitely stated to be “for a house,” i.e. for laying the founda-
tions or the bricks. In several instances it is said to have been loaded upon or carried by certain boats, the names of which are given. Two or three times it is said to be a-ba-al, i.e. "drawn" or "dipped" from a well as in Gudea's Cylinder A, vi, 6. Once the well is said to be "sig-ga," "full"; and once hur-sag, "the mountain well" or the well in a mountain. In one instance it is said to have been carried to the city Nina. The kinds of bitumen seem to have been the same, however, in ancient as in modern times.

---

* Reisner, Tempel Urkunden aus Telloh, 113, 121, v, xii, 122, vi.
* Cf. Allette de la Fuye, Documents présargoniques, nos. 344, 345, 346.
* The term a-aš (DP, 346, ili), which seems at first to be a kind of bitumen, is shown by DP, 344, ili to be a part of the name of a boat, "Uash-Bau."
* DP, 345.
* Inventaire de tablettes de Telloh, II, 155. Ibid.
* Hussey, Sumerian Tablets, II, 150.
ON VEDIC DHÉNĀ, "PRAYER," "SONG"

MAURICE BLOOMFIELD

JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY

CHANCING into a small article of mine, "On the śr. λcy. vireyah, RV 10.104.10," I find that the stanza in question holds the much disputed word dhéna. Its first hemistich reads:

*virényah krátur indraḥ suṣastir
utápi dhéna puruhūtam itte.*

For the impossible *virényah krátur* I proposed the compound *várenyakratur*, assuming that the t of *virényah* is due to contamination with the closely synonymous *idényah* (note the accents of the two words). Indeed, *várenyakratuḥ* and *idényakratuḥ* are, as there pointed out, variants of one another in the same passage. Oldenberg, *RV Noten*, to 10.104.10, notwithstanding his well-known rather extreme aversion against emending the RV text accepts my proposal.

Yet my former pupil, Professor S. G. Oliphant, several years later, in his valuable article, "Sanskrit dhéna — Avestan daēnā — Lithuanian dainā," *JAOS* 32. 394 ff., translates, "Heroic strength and goodly praise is Indra;" and, similarly, Professor Hertel, *Die Arische Feuerlehre*, i. Teil (1935), p. 87, "Männliche Kraft (ist) Indra, der hochgelobte." Both scholars preserve the chimera *virénya*, "as a noun at the head and a verbal adjective of necessity (gerundive) at the tail." My own translation of 10.104.10ab was, "Indra, of excellent understanding, deserves high praise, so then my song praises him that is called by many men." In a foot-note I identified dhéna, plural dhénaś, with Lithuanian dainā, plural dainos, taking it for granted that Avestan daēnā is but a dialect form of the Vedic dhéna. Hillebrandt, *Lieder des Rig-Veda* (1913), p. 48, note 10, accepts the equation dhéna — dainā, but shrinks from drawing the consequences; Hertel, l. c., regards the identity of dhéna with Avestan daēnā as basic, but does not mention Lith. dainā.

No less than four carefully elaborated treatments of dhéna have

---

1 The Johns Hopkins University Circulars, 1906, nr. 10, pp. 1060 ff. (pp. 12 ff. of the reprint).
appeared within the twenty years or so that have elapsed since the publication of my little article on *virényaḥ*: Geldner, *Ved. Stud.* iii. 35 ff.; Oldenberg, *Vedaforschung*, pp. 93 ff.; Oliphant, *JAOS* 32. 393 ff.; Hertel, *Die Arische Feuerlehre*, i. Teil, pp. 63 ff. Geldner, then fresher in his reliance on Śaṅkara than now, says: "In this instance almost the entire lexical material is buried in Śaṅkara. . . . Dhēnā contains two or three quite different meanings which can scarcely be connected etymologically, still less lexically." Precisely the opposite seems to me true: dhēnā, aside from slight shadings, is everywhere etymologically and lexically one and the same word, "prayer," "song." Oldenberg, accepting the Pet. Lex.'s explanation, "milchkuh," "milchtrank," shuts himself out of any real appreciation of the word. Oliphant, falling in with the ideas of my article on *virénya*, as well as other, verbal, utterances, is essentially correct, but misses some important aspects of the word, especially those of the dual dhēne. Hertel, in accordance with his very interesting cosmic fire theory, or perhaps rather, theory of heavenly light, renders dhēnā by "himmelslicht," or the like, yet points out that it is often used in the sense of Vedic hymn (see, e. g., p. 37 bottom).

At the present time it may be possible to stabilize opinion at a few points, so as to reduce to a minimum the vexatious uncertainty from which the word has suffered over and beyond the degree justified by its intrinsic difficulty:

1. Any consideration of dhēnā which leaves out of sight its dialectal sister, Avestan daēnā, is quite certain to go wrong. Hence it is not possible that dhēnā means "flow," or "flowing substance." On the contrary, the word is related to dhē, "mind," "mental product," and, as regards meaning, to the numerous Vedic words which finally really mean "hymn": gir, stóma, stuti, arkā, maniṣṭā, vip, and many others. We must add to the Aryan pair Lithuanian dainā which means "song," probably, primarily, "religious song." This secures for the group I. E. antiquity, even tho the Lithuanian word may not help directly the philological specializations of the two Aryan words.² Geldner, *Der Rīgveda*, to 1. 101. 10 (his latest utterance on the subject): "dhēnā ist das, was milch (eigentlich

²The Lithuanists, curiously enough, seem not to have stumbled upon this etymology of dainā; see Bender, *A Lithuanian Etymological Index*, p. 30.
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und figurlich) gibt, und der erguss (der milch oder des soma oder der rede) selbst." The only satisfactory words here are, "der rede," tacked on to "erguss." It is the fatal etymology from dhe, "suck," instead of from dhī, "think": Av. daēnā, or even the remote Lithuanian word could of itself have ensured the right decision.

2. The Srāuta-texts recite a list of 'wives of the gods,' announced in Vāit. by the expression, devapatiṁ vyācakṣya, "tell the wives of the gods." The list contains the two adjacent statements, senendrasya (patni), dhēnā brhaspatēḥ (patni), "Senā is the wife of Indra, Dhenā the wife of Brhaspati," meaning, "Missile (weapon) is the wife of Indra; Prayer the wife of Brhaspati." The passage is absolutely basic, and self-explanatory; it contains Hindu ideas which begin in the RV and last to the present moment of Hindu time. Senā is the embodiment of Indra's imperium (ksatra); Dhēnā the embodiment of Brhaspati's sacerdotium (purohitī, pāurohitīya). There is here no possible discoloration of the meaning of dhēnā; Oliphant, p. 411, quotes my oral statement that dhēnā is the equivalent of brhas in brhaspati. Hertel, who urges his theory of "heavenly light," or "heavenly fire," for all Vedic words for "prayer," at many points realizes the identity of dhēnā and dhī in the sense of "prayer"; see, e. g., p. 84, as compared with p. 166; indeed his cosmological theory of the origin of these words is often but a remote back-ground for their practical use both in Veda and Avesta. I would refer to his remark on p. 98, that Avestan daēnā is a synonym of Vedic brāhmaṇ which coincides, mathematically as it were, with my statement that Vedic dhēnā is the equivalent of brhas in brhaspati. Cf. also Hertel's analyses on pp. 87, 94, 112, and his identification of dhēnābhīth with dhībhīth on p. 84. Oldenberg, p. 94, translates, "Senā des Indra (gattin), Dhenā des Brhaspati (gattin)." It is much to be regretted that he does not explain Dhēnā in that connection. Could he have been content with the intrinsically meaningless idea, that "Milchtrank" is the wife of Brhaspati? And would he have sacrificed to this the obvious antithesis involved (imperium and sacerdotium)?

*See my Vedic Concordance, under senendrasya.

*Cf. the expressions, brhaspatir vādāṁ, and brhaspatir brāhmaṇah (sc. adhipatīḥ) in my Concordance; they, of themselves, establish the equation dhēnā = brāhmaṇ (neuter).
the proportions, *indra*: *sena* = *bhraspati*: *x*, must be filled out by "prayer," and nothing else.

3. All Vedic words for "prayer" are intrinsically dualic; the complement of "prayer" is "libation," expressed countless times, implied hardly less often. Even Oliphant, who in the main sees eye to eye with me in these matters, as well as other interpreters, misses this point in RV 1.141.1, where occurs the word *sasrūtaḥ*:

\[ yād im āpa huvārate sādhake matir \\
ṛtāsyā dhēnaḥ anayanta sasrūtaḥ. \]

He translates the second *pāda*, "The songs of *Rta* bring him as they flow." The translators, as well as the lexicographers, take *sasrūtaḥ* as a reduplicated noun from the root *sru* "flow," a formation really too problematic to discuss. The word is a compound (*sa-srūt*), meaning, "accompanied by oblations"; the *pāda* is to be translated, "the songs of *rta* (i.e., the pious or holy songs) together with (our) oblation bring him on." As an example of another pass, take Geldner's rendering, *Der Rigveda*, p. 178, "es holten (ihn) die flissendenden ergusse (dhēnah!) der wahrheit her." A perfect parallel to 1.141.1 is 9.34.6,

\[ śām enam āhūtā imā gīro arṣanti sasrūtaḥ, \]

"To him haste together, unerringly, these songs accompanied by libations." Is it really possible to question that *dhēnah* and *gīraḥ* in the two passages are one and the same thing, and that they appear with their natural ritualistic companions, here called *sruti* (oblation)?

As might be expected *dhēnah* occurs regularly, if not exclusively, in close junction with other words for "libation," or kindred ritualistic acts: 3.1.9, *vyāya dhūrā asrjad vi dhēnah*, for which see Oliphant's discussion, p. 407; 10.104.3, *prōgrām pītim vṛṣṇa śarmi ... sutāsyā ... indra dhēnabhir iha mādayasva; 4.58.6, sāmyāk sravantī sarito nā dhēnah ... ete arsanty urmāyo gṛtāsyā; 7.94.4, *indre anām nāma bhūtā suvrkṣaṁ āryamāhe (svrkṣam refers to the barkis) dhīyā dhēnah avasyacah; 1.2.3, vidyō tāva praprācat dhēnā jīgati dāśūse, urūct sōmapitaye; 10.43.6, jānānām

*Similarly, and very em这两下，in his mis-reading of *sasrūtaḥ*, Oldenberg, p. 97. Ludwig (284), no better, "mit der helligten ordnung strömend brachten ihn die liedet," where the genitive *ṛtāsyā* is handled very badly.
dhēnā avacākaśad vrṣa, yasyāḥ sakrāh sāvanēṣu rīnyati; 7.24.2, viśrṣṭadhenā bhurate suvṛktiḥ (again the barhis). These dualic expressions are on all fours with the simply countless pairs, such as, dhitāyāh and dhārayā in 8.6.8; gīrā and dhārayā in 9.10.4; dhiyā (matt) and dhārayā in 9.44.2, not to mention commonplaces, such as nāmobhir havisā (5.28.1); or yajñēbhīr gīrbhīḥ (6.2.2).

4. The preceding consideration brings us to the real crux of the matter, namely, two occurrences of the dualic dhēne, 1.101.10; 5.30.9. These have invariably caused a sort of bouleversement at the end of each interpreter's exposition. Gelder, p. 39, following Sāyaṇa's lead, translates vi śṛjasva dhēne in 1.101.10 by "loosen your tongue (to drink)," but this dualic tongue in the end, is too much for him, so that in his RV translation, p. 119, he has, "lass beide brüste dir strömen," which has no better foundation. Oldenberg, p. 99, not too enthusiastically, thinks of soma and water. Hertel, p. 91, "gieße dir die beiden himmelsfeuer (i.e. soma and milk) ein." Oliphant, p. 406, holds hard to "two voices," but is put to it to find them: "that of (Indra's) gracious commendation of his worshipper's praises, and that terrifying, thundering battle shout." Or, as an alternative, "we may consider the two dhēnā as the gracious, approving song of Indra, and the Maruts' song of praise."

It seems to me that a well-established habit of the earlier language places the dual dhēne not far away from the srere in which our brief analysis has located the singular and plural. I mean that dhēne is elliptic dual (dvāṃdva ekaśeṣa), meaning, "song and libation." The two things are not only close partners in practice, but are held together by the constant idea that both flow, a point very well brought out in Oliphant's investigation. We shall have to accustom ourselves to the not too curious idea that prayers (like oblations) flow from the worshipper into the god whom he worships, and that both contribute to the god's power. In 1.101.10,

vi śṛjasva śīpaṃ vi śṛjasva dhēne,

"Open thy lips; take in song and libation," are blended dualistically the ideas that are expressed separately in 3.1.9, vy āṣya dhāraḥ avṛṣad vi dhēnāḥ (cf. viśrṣṭadhenā in 7.24.2), in which dhāraḥ and dhēnāḥ analyze mechanically the two component parts.
of the elliptic dual *dhēne*. In 1.101.10, both "flow" into Indra's capacious maw, according to a conception expressly stated, and, after all, natural enough. In 5.30.9 the expression *ubhê asya dhēne* (rendered more familiar and emphatic by the use of *ubhê* with the elliptic dual)* again, and perhaps more clearly, refers to hymn and libation which encourage Indra in his demon fights:

\[ striyo hi dāsā dyuṭhānī cakrē \\
    kīth mā karann abalō asya sēnāh, \\
    antār hy ākhyad ubhê asya dhēne \\
    āthōpa prādī yuddhāye dēsyum īndrēhā. \]

"The demon (Namuci) made his women his weapons: what can they do to me? His missiles (or armies) are feeble! Indra looked upon (considered) both the songs and libations within (him), and then went forth to fight the demon." That is to say, Indra gathers courage for the demon fight from the hymns and some libations of his worshippers, both of which are supposed to flow into him." As compared with all the divergent guesses, for some of which Father Sāyana is directly responsible, it seems scarcely possible to question this natural, grammatical interpretation of *dhēne*. The word for "oblation," implied in the elliptic *dhēne* is, most likely, *dhḍrā*, which figures frequently by the side of *dhēnā*.

If any scholar should think the elliptic dual *dhēne* rather unexpected, I would remind him of the solitary *śabālōu* in RV 10.14.10, which I had long ago interpreted as an elliptic dual — to the ordinary singulars *śabala* and *śyāma* (*śyāva*), which do not occur in the RV at all, yet are the old established names of the two dogs of Yama; see my *Cerberus, The Dog of Hades* (Chicago, 1905), pp. 31 ff.* A single time, this interesting speech habit of the Veda finds here its opportunity, tho the ordinary analytic statement, *śabala* and *śyāma*, would certainly have been clearer as well as more picturesque.

---

* Cf., e.g., *ubhê dyēvā*, "both heaven and earth," 9.70.2.
* In close parallel with the expression *vi nṛjaṇva dhēne* in 1.101.10, which means, "Take in song and libation."
* Of course *śabālōu* is to be translated "the speckled and the dark," not, "the two speckled"; the former is the Hindu tradition, including the Buddhist tradition clear down to Divyavadāna, p. 9, l. 20. See as an example Rouse's translation of Jātaka 544 (p. 124 in Vol. VI of the Cambridge Translation).
BRIEF NOTES

Dravidian notes

Kanara bāj, later bāji, Tamil vāj, Tulu bāji, Brāhui bā, Kurukh bai (mouth).

In Tamil and early Kanara a word may end in one of the vowel-like consonants. Modern Kanara adds ı after j (consonant-ı), and u after other sounds; similar changes are found in spoken Tamil.

Final s has become ı in Tamil talai (head) corresponding to Dardic thōs < * ilaos < * talos (JAOS 1926: 46. 177). Kanara has kai—Tamil kai (hand), beside tale—Tamil talai, with the regular contraction of weak-stres əi to e. The word kai is now generally sounded kei in Kanara; Kittel's dictionary writes it as kej, showing that the difference between i and j is not very great.

From the pronunciation of Tamil cejdu (having done) as ceidi (Maître phonétique 1913: 28. 121), it appears that the j of vāj may be the same as the i of kai. It is therefore reasonable to assume * wās as the basis of vāj and its formal equivalents.

In spoken southern Dravidian a v is commonly prefixed to the isolated form of a word beginning, as written, with an o-sound. Kittel's dictionary tells us that Kanara often changes initial o and ı to vo, vō, or even to va, vā. Telugu has vaka as a variant of oka (one); Gōndi var (alone) is evidently the same word as Kanara oru, Tamil oru (one). If the tendency to alter initial o-sounds existed in preliterary Dravidian, the word * wās may have come from Aryan * əs (= Latin ōs, Sanskrit ās). The native word was * nōru.

Telugu nōru, Gōndi * sōr, Brāhui * dōr, Malto toro, Kui sudā (mouth).

Among the derivatives of * nōru, a lost Brāhui * dōr seems to be implied by Dardic dōr (JAOS 1926: 46. 177); Gōndi keeps the corresponding word-form in the compound mus-sōr (nose).

The sound-system of Dravidian agrees with Indoeuropean in possessing short e and short o. But in southern Dravidian and in some of the northern tongues these sounds have disappeared from non-initial syllables, tho a new weak e has been widely develop from ai; thus the o of * talos changed to u in Kui īla, to a in
Gondi and southern *talas. This indicates that the position of main stress at the beginning of a word, as it is in Kanara and Tamil, is an ancient feature of Dravidian. Stress-displacement is implied by the vowels of Gondi kurrā (calf) = Tamil kandru; malol (hare) = Kanara molam; miir (daughter) = Brāhmi masīr, Kanara magal (*mawal < *masil); and by those of Kui mrāu < *miru < *miiru = Gondi miir.

From Kui luhā (iron) with u for Aryan o, and sirō corresponding to Brāhmi dīr, southern nīr, nīru (water), we should expect *surō as the Kui derivative of *zrō. The ending of sudā implies external influence. Besides tomod (mouth) in one of the Kolarian tongues, we find to in another (Linguistic Survey of India 4. 247), showing that tomod is a compound; the order of the elements is reverst in Malay mulut (mouth), in accord with the form of Malay teligq (ear) = Kolarian lintir, and lima (five) = Kolarian manle, mollo, moloi. If *moda or *muda was an older form of -mod, its influence would explain perfectly the ending of Kui sudā. In any case the d of -mod accounts for the Kui d.

Kanara tuti, Tamil tući, Tulu duḍi (lip); Gondi ṭuḍi (mouth).

From Gondi allit = Kanara ili, Tamil eli (rat), and talā with the variant talla = Tamil talai, Telugu tula (head), it seems clear that ṭuḍi is a formal equivalent of Tamil tuḍi: stress-displacement explains the long vowel and the doubled consonant. The basic form apparently had a medial t, which was kept or restored in Kanara under the influence of the initial consonant. From the evidence for Gondi *sōr, we may assume that the sense of ṭuḍi is an alteration of *lip. There is nothing to justify Bloch’s idea of separating ṭuḍi from tuṭi (Bulletin de la Société de linguistique 1924: 25. 18). The Dravidian words may represent the source of Singhalese tol (lip), for which Geiger assumes an unexplained basis *tuda (Literatur und Sprache der Sinhalesen § 75).

Washington, D. C. EDWIN H. TUTTLE.

On the Vocalization of the Ideogram SES-AB84-MA

Although during the period of the last dynasty of Ur the above ideogram for the city of Ur is regularly written SES-AB with or without -MA—a writing which occurs hundreds of times—the syllabary gives the writing as SES-UNU (CT, XI, 49, 30). This
writing is also found in texts as old as the Larsa dynasty (cf. Poebel, UMBS, V, no. 2, cols. i and ii; no. 34, cols. iii and xix). The writing SES-AB\(^1\) was therefore obtained by omitting the three double wedges from the midst of UNU. Doubtless the pronunciation was not changed. The MA is clearly a phonetic complement. UNU, then, became UN, and afterward UM. SES has also the value URU (S\(^5\), V, 12). Doubtless, therefore, the ideogram was read URU-UM\(^2\)-MA. The ideogram was thus a Sumerian phonetic spelling of the name of the city of Ur. These facts give a new phonetic value to the sign ESU. Along with the values \(ef\) and \(ab\), we now have \(um\).\(^1\)

GEORGE A. BARTON.

University of Pennsylvania.

Identification of Sign No. 572 of Barton's Babylonian Writing

This sign, 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{I} \\
\text{I}
\end{array}
\]

occurs three times in inscriptions of Ur-Nina, usually preceded by the sign  \(\text{I} \).

When making the book on the Babylonian Writing, I had taken the  \(\text{I} \) for "water" and had tentatively identified this sign with KA, "gate," supposing the water to represent in these passages "canal," because the combination is twice followed by  \(\text{mu-dun} \), a verb which is equivalent to the Semitic  \(\text{haru} \), "dig," and which is employed by other kings of Lagaah to express the digging of canals. Deimel had since conjectured that the sign pictured a female body plus clothes,\(^1\) and that a later form of it occurs in a text of the Ur dynasty published by Clay.\(^2\)

In re-reading the early royal inscriptions during the present academic year, I have been convinced of the correctness of Deimel's identification of the form, and have, I think, been able to determine that it represented a female statue of a goddess or queen, and was probably pronounced  \(\text{alau} \), and that just as  \(\text{TUR = haru} \), "dig," is

\(^{\text{1}}\) After this note left my hands I noticed that the reading proposed above was adopted by Radau in 1900. See his Early Babylonian History, 415 and passim.

\(^{\text{2}}\) Liste der archaischen Keilschriftzeichen von Fara no. 175 and Orientalia, no. 14 p. 47.

\(^{\text{3}}\) YBC, no. 12, iii, 13.
used for carving a statue, so DUN — ḫaru refers in these passages to carving a statue. Thus in Dec. XXXVI, no. 3 in the first three columns we read: "nina-ur lugal šir-pur-la dumu gu-ni-du dumu gur-šar ē-nina mu-rū ē-nina mu-tu(r) a-alaš mu-dun ē-nina alan a-mu-nisag-na ēš-ir mu-tu(r); i. e. "Ur-Nina, king of Lagash, son of Gunidu, son of Gurshar, the temple of Nina built, the goddess Nina he caused to enter in. A statue he carved. The goddess Nina, the statue, at the beginning of the year into the house he caused to enter." In an unpublished tablet of Ur-Nina, of which Thureau-Dangin kindly sent me a squeeze some years ago, the sign occurs as the statue of a goddess, where it is mentioned in connection with the carving of a gal-ūš, "giant man," as the statue of a god.

George A. Barton.

University of Pennsylvania.

A Stone Group of Amset and Hapi

The accompanying cut represents a unique group of two of the sons of Horus or Osiris, Amset and Hapi. The stone is in the possession of the Museum of Anthropology and Ethnology of the University of California. Made of black diorite, it measures 485 mm in height and 340 mm in width. Amset, as usual, is represented in the likeness of a man, while Hapi bears the head of a pavian.

The inscription on top of the base reads:

'May they watch over the fourth prophet of Amon, Mont-em-het, who may shine like Re.'

Concerning the representation of lizards and serpents in the hands of Amset and Hapi I searched in vain among published material. Professor G. Roeder of Hildesheim, however, called my attention to such representations on the interior coffin of Berlin 11982 (comp. Aegyptische Inschriften des Berliner Museums, Leipzig, 1924, Band 2, pages 385-387). It contains representations of demons, among them on the inner bottom:

(1) An enthroned god (mummy-body) with the head of a pavian, who holds a winding serpent in his hand. In the
confused inscription above him appears the name Amset; the inscriptions and the hieroglyphs, however, are so corrupted and disarranged that not much value attaches to them.

(2) Opposite Amset is another god (mummy-body) with human head, holding a lizard in front of him.

On the interior coffin walls the four gods Amset, Hapi, Qebhesenuf and Duamutef are once more represented. Three of them hold the scourge in their hands (mummy-body), but the pavian-headed god holds a lizard.

H. F. Lutz.

University of California.
REVIEWS OF BOOKS


This is a sane and fresh discussion of the relations of Israel and Babylon, and the possible indebtedness of the former to the latter. The substance of the work formed the twenty-fifth Hartley Lecture. We may be grateful to the foundation of this lectureship for calling into being such a well-balanced book. The author discusses briefly the inter-relations of Palestine, Egypt, and Babylonia, Israel's ancestors, outlines the main features of Babylonian religion, discusses the origins of Hebrew monotheism (rightly concluding that it was derived neither from Egypt nor from Babylonia), then he discusses the Creation stories, Paradise and the Fall, the Antedeluvians, the Deluge, the Sabbath and Yahweh, legislation, and Pan-Babylonianism and Clay's Amurru theory. On the whole Dr. Wardle's conclusions are those which well-balanced scholarship would accept. He rightly and positively rejects the pan-Babylonian theory; the one defect of his book is that he does not as positively reject the Amurru theory. True, he has too much scholarly feeling to accept all the arguments by which the Amorite origin of the Creation story has been maintained (pp. 146-150), but still he feels that, though the Amurru-theory has not been demonstrated "in some such direction as this the true solution of the problem is to be sought" (p. 330). The reviewer has no desire to repeat the demonstration of the unhistorical character of the Amurru theory already published in the pages of this JOURNAL. The Amurru theory, in the form in which it has been advocated, has no more foundation than the Pan-Babylonian theory. Meantime the decipherment of the Mitannian and Hittite inscriptions and the discoveries of Dr. Chiera at Kirkuk are introducing us to an undreamed-of factor in the problem—the Hurri—the people of Harran—a fuller knowledge of whom promises to show that they had a profound influence in Palestine and Israel.

Oxford University is to be congratulated upon the inception of this important series of cuneiform texts under the energetic editorship of Professor Langdon, and the world of scholarship is likewise to be congratulated upon the publication of so much important material. Volume I contains twenty-two texts, partly historical and partly religious. The historical texts range in time from an inscription of the wife of Rim-Sin to an inscription of Hammurabi, a brick stamp of Shulmanu-asharidu son of Ashurnasirpal, a barrel cylinder of Nabonidus and include a clay cone of Samsuiluna, a brick stamp of Ashurbanipal, an inscribed brick of Ashuretililani, and one of Nebuchadnezzar. The religious texts include a hymn from Eridu, a legend from Erech, a composition dedicated to the god Sin, a hymn to Nidaba, hymns to the deified Babylonian rulers, Dungi and Enlilbani, as well as an incantation. There is in addition an important liturgy of the pre-historic city of Kesh.

Volume II contains but four texts, but they are important ones. The first is a list of Babylonian ante-diluvian and historical kings down to the dynasty of Iassin. It is inscribed on a four-sided clay prism, two columns being written on each side. The text is a parallel to the similar list from Nippur published by Poebel, though it presents many variations. It fills many gaps left by the fragmentary condition of the Nippur tablet, and contains the names of the ante-diluvian kings, which had been broken away from Poebel's text. This text alone is worth the volume. Another text, somewhat defaced, contains the Babylonian kings before the flood; another, a fragment of a chronicle of the events in each year of the reign of Hammurabi; and the last is a well preserved text of Sin-iddinam. Each volume has an introduction and contains transliterations and translations of the most important texts.

The work exhibits Professor Langdon's wide knowledge, but his
proofs were not carefully read. For example, to mention but two of the instances noted, in Vol. I, p. 21, l. 20 the name of Rim-Sin is transliterated ːRi-im-ːZu-en, whereas the original, pl. 17, shows the regular form ːRi-im-ːEn-zu. In the very next line of the same text we find dun-gis-tug ːEn-lil-lá, translated “the valiant, who obeys Enlil,” whereas instead of ːEn-lil-lá the cuneiform has ːEn-zu. It is necessary to control the transliterations by the originals. Due doubtless to the same careless proof-reading is the fact that the plates of Vol. I bear Arabic numerals and those of Vol. II, Roman numerals.


Mr. Gadd merits the gratitude of English-speaking scholars for the preparation of this admirable book for beginners in Sumerian. He modestly calls it a “Reading-book,” but it is really a complete beginning book in Sumerian, containing a sign-list, brief outline of the grammar, admirably selected extracts for reading, given both in the original cuneiform and in transliteration, and a vocabulary. The work is well and carefully done and is well arranged. Some points in Sumerian grammar are still debatable, and, while Gadd has followed the authorities most in vogue now, one may sometimes differ from him. Nevertheless the book is one to be heartily recommended.


The chronicle published by Mr. Gadd filled an important gap in our knowledge of the fall of the Assyrian empire. Before its publication we had been compelled to rely mainly on the conflicting statements of Herodotus and Diodorus, and the date of Nineveh's actual fall was a matter of inference. This Chronicle, which is well edited by Mr. Gadd in the first of the two works listed, and the significance of which is briefly discussed in the second of them, supplies many important details and puts some things in quite unexpected perspective. It confirms the Greek tradition that the Medes had a hand in the overthrow of Assyria, and, being written by a Babylonian, does not, perhaps, give them full credit for their part in it. It shows us the steps which led up to the destruction of Nineveh in 612 B.C., but reveals the fact that four years before that the Assyrian king had fled to Harran, which he fortified, and that there he held out for two years after that. Since the publication of this chronicle three years ago, scholars have shown their deep appreciation of Gadd's contribution to our knowledge by their eager discussion of the new material here presented.


The value of Professor Bezold's *Ninive und Babylon*, which forms one of the series of "Monographien zur Weltgeschichte" is shown by the fact that it has now reached a fourth edition. This edition, prepared by the competent hands of Professor Frank, is thoroughly up to date and puts the work in a form to continue its useful service. Dr. Frank portrays the recently excavated ziggurat at Ur and the copper friezes from Tell-Obeid. The book is well printed and the illustrations are well chosen and well executed.

In 1883 Dr. Budge published a book under the above title in the series of "By-Paths of Bible Knowledge"; many reprints of this edition were made as the book had a long and continuous sale. In the stress of the war the lead plates on which it had been stereotyped were requisitioned by the British government and melted up for bullets. When asked to revise the old work to be reprinted, Dr. Budge found that so much new material had come to light in the more than forty years that had elapsed since the first publication, that it was necessary to entirely rewrite the book: the volume under consideration is the result. It contains accounts, written in Dr. Budge's well-known readable style, of the country and its rivers, a sketch of Babylonian chronology and history, an account of the Babylonian stories of the Creation and Flood, a sketch of Babylonian religious beliefs, of the Code of Hammurabi, of the Babylonian religious and magical literature, of the relation of the king of Babylon to his people, of Babylonian writing and learning, and closes with an account of the recent excavations by Thompson, Hall, and Woolley at Eridu and Ur, and of Mackay at Kish. As always in his books, Dr. Budge mingles with his descriptions liberal sprinklings of the script of the country about which he is speaking, so that the reader is given something of a feeling for the originals to which he is being introduced. The work contains thirty-two excellent illustrations. It will, we trust, be read by many.

University of Pennsylvania.

GEORGE A. BARTON.


Canon Gairdner is well fitted by his scholarship, his musical training, and his long residence in Cairo, to perform this task. His critical phonetic observation extends over the last fifteen years or more, during which he has mastered the method of the modern-
language phoneticians and successfully applied it to Arabic. On the other hand, residence in Cairo, with only occasional visits to England, have deprived him of a full acquaintance with the literature of phonetics; and his contacts appear to have been rather with the school which does not emphasize laboratory work. It may be said at once, however, that this book is the only attempt of the kind, and a very successful one, both as a scientific treatise and a school text-book. It ought to have a wide circulation among orientalists and philologists, as well as among practical people with interests in Arab lands.

It is unfortunate that the symbol $f$ is employed for $\mathcal{C}$ throughout the book (pp. 14, 24). It signifies properly the true palatal which “sometimes sounds to the ear like $dy$, sometimes like $gy$” (p. 23), and which is heard only in “Upper Egypt and the Sudan” (p. 12). The correct symbol for $\mathcal{C}$ is given on p. 23, line 7 from below: $d$ with a long $z$, representing the first sound in English jam. It has been suggested before, somewhere, that all the values of $\mathcal{C}$ arose from $f$; but the extreme rarity of the change $f$ to $g$ (personally I know of no instance), and the great frequency of the opposite, would argue against such an assumption, even if we did not have $g$ in Hebrew and other older Semitic languages. The $g$ of Cairene Arabic remains, I think, a primitive feature from some corner of Arabia; and certainly it is not (as some think) the result of Bohemic Coptic.

On p. 12 the $z$-pronunciation of $b$ is said to be heard “only in the colloquials,” but on p. 21 “even in speaking classical.” The latter is true.

If the pressure-articulation (Vox, 1914, pp. 82 ff.; Zeitschrift für Eingeborenensprachen, Vol. xi, pp. 81 ff.) had been described once for all, it would have been easy to explain $\mathcal{C}$ and $\mathcal{E}$ (pressure-whisper and pressure-tone), and then all the “emphatics,” which are only ordinary sounds accompanied by, and regularly distorted by, the pressure-articulation in its last stage: a raising of the tongue which velarizes and alveolarizes the sound, and which gives the subjective feeling of “emphasis.” The writer very nearly comes to this on p. 20. The central figure opposite p. 17 clearly shows the muscular tension attending $\mathcal{E}$. The lateral $\mathfrak{m}$ (p. 20, note 4) of Arab tradition I cannot imagine. If it is not a fiction,
it must be some peculiar development of the older pressure-articulation which Meinhof (loc. cit.) has shown to have existed in old Hebrew. The x-ray photographs used by Vox (loc. cit.) show that ֶ (and probably ֶֶ) are made by elevation of the larynx and constriction of the pharynx (swallowing motion), and not by "the false vocal chords" (p. 27). This sound is regularly made when blowing upon the hands in cold weather, and may be so taught (p. 27).

On p. 12 the velarized ֶ is said to occur "only (normally) in the name for 'God'"; but on p. 19 it is correctly said to occur frequently "in words where ֶ is influenced by neighboring velarized consonants." I doubt that either ֶ is anything but the natural lateral, related to one or the other of the t-articulations. The unvoicing of ֶ (p. 19) and ֶ (p. 22) must not be carried so far as in French, nor the unvoicing of ֶ so far as in German, Turkish, or Armenian.

True, the ֶ must be pronounced without any "scrape" or actual vibration of the uvula (p. 26), but so also its voiceless counterpart, ֶ, for the reason that neither is far enough back for that. Both are velar, not uvular.

The ֶ has long been identified with the groan; and, if this is right, it is made with the cartilage glottis, not with "a larger quantity of air than is necessary for voice only" (p. 29).

The chapters on the influence of consonants on vowels (Ch. vii) and upon each other (Ch. viii) are unique and valuable.

Absence of traditional rules for accenting classical Arabic, as well as the modern practice of Coran reading, point to an ancient system in which quantity alone was important, at least in recitation, and in which accent (pitch and stress) were freely at the disposition of taste and emotion, as is the case to some extent in French.

P. 21, line 4 from below: read are.  

W. H. Worrell.

University Library,  
Ann Arbor, Mich.

This is undoubtedly the most notable piece of work produced by the Arabic press of Syria in the course of last year. The author, who is the president of the Arab Academy in Damascus and an ex-minister of education in the post-war Syrian government, spent twenty-five years, as he tells us in the introduction (vol. I: 10), collecting his material, and visited Europe three times (I: 6) ransacking its manuscript collections and libraries.

In the composition of his work, Mr. Kurd-'Ali has consciously followed the example of al-Maqrizi (died 1442 A.D.) in his Khīṣāf, and tried to produce a history of that country where perhaps more history has been made than in any other country of equal size but which has remained until the present time without a written consecutive history—Syria. What he turned out was more a piece-meal compilation of historical data from varying, and sometimes contradictory, sources; thus making accessible to the Arabic reading public material which is not always ready at hand.

Volume I begins with a list of 695 authorities, one hundred of which are European, from which the author drew his facts. The list is neither alphabetically arranged nor critically chosen. The fantastic Wākidī’s Futūḥ al-Shām (which is in reality a pseudo-Wākidī) stands not far from the highly judicious Baladhurī’s Futūḥ al-Buldān, and the uncritical Sëchillot’s Histoire générale des Arabes stands side by side with the scholarly contributions of Père Lammens. Michaud’s antiquated works on the Crusades are listed before the scientific works of Berchem. For the monumental works of Wellhausen in German and Caetani in Italian, one would search in vain in this long list.

The first volume takes up the racial origins of the people of Syria, the languages they spoke at different periods, the history of the country in pre-Islamic times, the Arab conquest, the Umayyad period, the Abbasid and the Fatimite rule, and the first Crusade. In some cases the authorities are quoted verbatim without reference to volume and page (I: 63, 66, 95), and in others the sources are paraphrased (I: 65, 74, 75). It is clear from this volume that the bias of the author is all on the side of the Arabs. Writing as he did in the ancient capital of the Umayyads while seething with
revolutionary spirit against French rule, he tries at the end of certain chapters (I: 84, 86, 131) to preach nationalistic sermons. His enthusiasm for the Arab rule makes him paint the Roman period in Syria (I: 101-102) in darker colors than the facts warrant, and makes him plant the Umayyad banner in Pekin (I: 161).

Volume II begins with the Nuri Dynasty in Syria and ends with the beginning of the thirteenth century A. H. It covers the crusading and Mamluk periods together with the first three centuries of the Ottoman rule. It is clear that the author has no Turkish sympathies. His knowledge of the Turkish sources serves him well in this period. On the controversial question of the transference of the caliphate from the last Abbasid claimant to the Ottoman Selim, or to his son Suleiman, he is, however, silent.

In the third volume which deals with the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, Mr. Kurd-'Ali makes his real contribution. Here he is not only a chronicler, a compiler, but a historian. His material is well digested and lucidly reproduced. His ability to handle Turkish sources, his relations with the governors of Damascus, the part he himself played during the war and in the Feisal régime all come to illuminate many important episodes. Here he preserves many of the oral traditions and local points of view (III: 139, 149, 167, 177). Although in some places he is not critical as when he writes (III: 185), "It is said that President Wilson had in mind giving the mandate over Syria to the Argentine Republic and over Palestine to Portugal," yet on the whole this volume is well documented and supplied with the author's own ideas and interpretations which undoubtedly represent the viewpoint of the moderate Muslim intelligentsia of Syria.

Mr. Kurd-'Ali promises three more volumes dealing especially with the social and civic life of the country, and we hope that they will be supplied with complete indices, maps and illustrations which the first three volumes lack. The volumes will undoubtedly be printed in the same beautiful type and form as the preceding three which are modelled after the Journal of the Arab Academy.

Princeton University.

PHILIP K. HITTI.
BOOKS RECEIVED


Books Received


Chakravarti (P. C.). The Mahābhāṣya of Patañjali, Adhyāya 1, Pāda 1, Āhnika 1, translated into English, with historical, philosophical, philological and explanatory notes. (Reprint, from the Indian Historical Quarterly, December, 1925.) Calcutta: Calcutta Oriental Press.

Chakravarti (P. C.). Evolution of Sanskrit Grammar. (Reprint, from the Calcutta Review, August, 1926, pp. 216-228.)


Le Strange, G. Baghdad during the Abbasid Caliphate from Contemporary Arabic and Persian Sources. New York: Oxford University Press, American Branch, 1924.


Mīhrā (U.). Physical Theory of Sound and its Origin in Indian
Thought. (Reprint, from the Allahabad University Studies, Vol. II, pp. 238-290.)


Singh (Bhai Vir). Nargas, Songs of a Sikh. Translated into English by Puran Singh, with a foreword by Ernest Rhys. New York: Dutton, 1924. Pp. xii + 104. $2.00.


NOTES OF THE SOCIETY.

The Executive Committee, by unanimous vote, has elected the following to corporate membership in the Society:

Prof. S. M. Zamin Ali  Mr. Umeha Mishra
Mr. C. C. Berg  Prof. Arjuna Natha
Dr. Sheldon H. Blank  Mr. William M. Randall
Prof. Charles S. Braden  Prof. Lemuell Sadoe
Mr. Roger S. Greene  Prof. Kokileswar Sastrı
Prof. Clarence H. Hamilton  Prof. Albert J. Saunders
Rev. Dr. John Hedley  Hon. Khan Bahadur Chaudhri
Prof. E. K. Higdon  Shahabuddin
Prof. Masumi Hino  Prof. Sri Ram Sharma
Prof. Mohammad Iqbal  Prof. B. K. Goswami Sastrı
Prof. K. A. Subramania Iyer  Prof. S. Mohamad Sibtain
Prof. I. W. Johory  Rev. Dr. G. W. Thatcher
Prof. Robert J. Kellogg  Rev. M. T. Titus
Prof. Fida Ali Khan  Mr. J. A. V. Tureck
Prof. M. Haimuddullah Khan  Prof. A. C. Vidhyabhusan
Dr. Bimala Charan Law  Rev. Dr. A. L. Wiley
Mr. Albert J. Leon  Rev. Ross Wilson
Prof. Benjamin March  Prof. A. S. Woodburne
Rev. Dr. Yohan Masih  Mr. E. C. Worman
Mr. B. C. Mazumdar

The President has appointed the following to serve as a Committee of Cooperation with the Editor of the Dictionary of American Biography:
Professors A. V. Williams Jackson, H. Preserved Smith, Frederick W. Williams, and the Corresponding Secretary, who has kindly consented to act as secretary of the Committee. The Committee solicits information and suggestions on American Orientalists whose names should be included in the Dictionary.

The Society regrets to announce the death of one of its Directors, Professor Paul Haupt, of the Johns Hopkins University, which occurred on December 15, 1926. The President and Professor Frank R. Blake represented the Society at the funeral on December 17. A full appreciation of the scientific work of the deceased will appear in the next number of the Journal.

AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES

The American Council of Learned Societies has been enabled, through an annual subvention of $5,000 to offer in 1926, 1927 and 1928 a limited number of small grants to individual scholars to assist them in carrying on definite projects of research in the humanistic and social sciences (philosophy, philology and literature, linguistics, art and archaeology, history, economics, political science, sociology, and related fields).

Only modest sums can be awarded to applicants whose requests are approved, and the maximum amount of any single grant cannot exceed $300.

The grants are restricted to scholars who are citizens of the United States or who are permanently domiciled or employed therein.

Applications should be addressed to Professor Guy Stanton Ford, Chairman, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Minn., and should reach him not later than January 31.

FELLOWSHIPS FOR GERMAN UNIVERSITIES

The American German Student Exchange, Inc., announces that a limited number of fellowships for study in Germany will be awarded to American students for the year 1927-28.

For application blanks, and full information, address: Carl J. Friedrich, American German Student Exchange, Inc., Institute of International Education, 522 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Application blanks, properly filled out and accompanied by all required credentials, must be in the hands of the Exchange by February 15, 1927.

YALE UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL

Sterling Fellowships for Research in the Humanistic Studies and the Natural Sciences.

Applications for these Fellowships should be addressed to the Dean of the Graduate School of Yale University, New Haven, Connecticut, on blanks which may be obtained from him. Applications must be submitted by March 1.
PROCEEDINGS

OF THE

American Oriental Society

AT THE MEETING IN PHILADELPHIA, PA., 1926

The annual sessions of the Society, forming its one hundred and thirty-eighth meeting, were held in Philadelphia at the University of Pennsylvania and the Dropsie College, on Wednesday, Thursday, and Friday of Easter Week, April 7, 8, 9, 1926.

The following members were present at one or more sessions:

Abbott
Adler
Archer
Barret
Barton
Bates, Mrs.
Bender
Benjamin
Benza
Berry
Bobrinskoy
Brav
Briggs, G. W.
Brown, W. N.
Bull
Butin
Chapman
Chiera
Clark
DeLong
Dembits
Donohugh, Mrs.
Duncan
Edgerton, F.
Elma
Ember
Enslin
Epler
Foerster
Gehman
Gellot
Grant
Grieve, Miss
Haupt
Hitti
Hock
Huakik
Hyde, W. W.
Jaastrow, Mrs.
Johnson, Miss
Jung, L.
Kent
Keogh
Kraeling, C. H.
Kraeling, E. G. H.
Lea
Lhevinne
McClellan
Margolis, M. L.
Martin
Martinovitch
Matthews, L. G.
Meek
Mercer
Miner
Montgomery
Morgenstern
Newbold
Newell
Ogden, C. J.
Ogden, Miss
Olmstead
Parulekhar
Reich
Rowley
Rudolph, Miss
Russell
Sanders, F. K.
Saunders, Mrs.
Schmidt
Schoff
Schwartz
Scott, Mrs.
Scott, R. J.
Skoss
Speiser
Taylor, W. R.
Torrey
Weitzel
Zeitlin

Total 80
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THE FIRST SESSION

At 11.07 a. m. on Wednesday, at the University of Pennsylvania, the first session of the Society was called to order by President W. E. Clark. The reading of the minutes of the meeting in New Haven in 1925 was dispensed with as they were already in print (JOURNAL 45, 339-364); there were no corrections and they were approved.

Professor Montgomery, as Chairman of the Committee on Arrangements, presented its report in the form of a printed programme. The succeeding sessions were appointed for Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 p. m., Thursday morning at 9.30 a. m., Thursday afternoon at 2.30 p. m., Friday morning at 9.30 a. m. and Friday afternoon at 2 p. m. It was announced that the University of Pennsylvania invited the members to luncheon at Houston Hall on Wednesday at one o’clock; that the Dropsie College invited them to luncheon at the college on Thursday at the same hour; and that the annual subscription dinner would be at the Rittenhouse Hotel on Thursday evening at half-past seven.

REPORT OF THE CORRESPONDING SECRETARY

The Corresponding Secretary, Dr. Charles J. Ogden, presented the following report:

The work of the Corresponding Secretary during the year now closing has been mainly of a routine nature, concerning which no special report is necessary. It is to be regretted that our relations with the learned societies abroad have been altogether inactive lately, and it might be considered whether a Committee on Cooperation with Foreign Societies, such as we had some years ago, could not be reconstituted with advantage. This Society has been invited to send representatives to the Archaeological Congress in Palestine and Syria, which is about to assemble in Beirut, and word has been received from our members now in Palestine, Director Albright, Dean Badè, Professors Dougherty and Fisher, and President Kyle, that they will attend the Congress or some portion of it as our delegates.

The contact of this Society with the other humanistic societies in this country has been closer, owing to the intermediation of the American Council of Learned Societies, for which Dr. Waldo G. Leland, until recently its Executive Secretary, has been largely responsible. Your Corresponding Secretary attended the second annual conference of the Secretaries of the constituent societies held in connection with the meeting of the Council.
The principal topics discussed were the endowment campaigns now being undertaken by several of the societies and the cooperation of the individual societies in the two chief projects sponsored by the Council, namely the Survey of Humanistic Research in America and the Dictionary of American Biography. A fuller report on the activities of the Council will be made by our delegates later in this meeting.

A large portion of your Secretary's correspondence has to do with the arrangements for the annual meeting, and he would take this occasion to mention the difficulty of framing an evenly balanced program. The experience of the last seven years has shown that, despite the formal resolution passed by the Society in 1919, few members will remain for three full days, and hence it becomes necessary to overload the schedule of the first two and in practice to abandon the sixth session. Neither of the proposed alternatives, however, the limitation of the number of papers or the division of the meeting into sections, has commended itself to the judgment of the Society.

The corporate membership is now 543, a loss of 20 during the year. There were 45 members added by election, but 52 resigned or were dropped from the list, and 13 were removed from our number by death, as well as one honorary member. The names of those deceased are as follows:

Sir Ramkrishna Gopal Bhandarkar, late professor of Oriental languages in the Deccan College, Poona, had been an honorary member of the Society since 1887. Long recognized as the foremost native Sanskrit scholar of India, on both philological and historical lines, he will be especially remembered in the West by his work on "Vaishnavism, Saivism, and Minor Religious Systems," in the Grundriss der indo-aryischen Philologie (1913), a theme in which his profound religious insight as well as his learning found expression. Died August 24, 1925, aged 88.

Rev. Albert T. Clay, Ph.D., professor of Assyriology and Babylonian literature at Yale University, has already been fittingly commemorated in the pages of our JOURNAL, so that it would be superfluous even to mention here his many contributions to scholarship. He was intimately connected with the work of this Society as Librarian for thirteen years (1911-1924), during eight of which (1915-1923) he was Treasurer as well. He held the office of President during the years 1924-1925 and was a member of the Board of Directors at the time of his death. In every capacity he gave to the Society not only his devoted labor but also the stimulus of his energy and enthusiasm, the loss of which is indeed irremediable. Elected in 1907. Died September 14, 1925, aged 58.

Charles F. Kent, Ph.D., since 1901 professor of Biblical literature at Yale University, was the author of numerous works on the Bible, especially in its historical aspect. He was a leading figure in higher religious education, being the director of the National Council Schools of Religion and the editor of the Historical Series for Bible Students. Elected in 1890. Died May 2, 1925, aged 57.
EDWARD S. MORSE, Director of the Peabody Museum at Salem, Mass., since 1880, though primarily a scientist, was also a collector and student of Japanese ceramics, and held the position of keeper of Japanese pottery at the Boston Art Museum. He had spent three years in Japan (1877-1880) as professor of zoology at the Imperial University of Tokyo, and had written several books on life in Japan and China. Elected in 1894. Died December 20, 1925, aged 87.

REV. JACOB E. WEBER, of Abington, Mass., had been pastor successively of the New Church there and in Cambridge, as well as professor of sacred languages in the New Church Theological Seminary at Cambridge until his retirement in 1922. Elected in 1894. Died November 9, 1925, aged 82.

REV. ABRAHAM YOHANNAN, Ph.D., born in Persia of a priestly family of the Assyrian Church, was for many years connected with St. Bartholomew's Parish, New York, and from 1894 until his death was lecturer in Oriental languages at Columbia University. A linguist of wide attainments and a scholar of deep learning, he assisted in the revision of the Bible in Syriac, and had compiled a Modern Syriac Dictionary, of which only the first installment was published (1900). He was a regular attendant at our meetings and at the time of his death was President of the New York Oriental Club. Elected in 1894. Died November 9, 1925, aged 72.

MR. CHARLES DANA BURRAGE, of Boston, lawyer and capitalist, was connected with Oriental studies through his interest in Omar Khayyam. He was a founder and sometime president of the Omar Khayyam Club of America, and had brought out many publications concerning the Persian poet through the Rosemary Press, which he established. Elected in 1909. Died January 5, 1926, aged 68.

REV. KAUFMANN KÖHLER, Ph.D., minister of Temple Beth-El, New York, from 1879 to 1903, and from that date to 1922 president of the Hebrew Union College, Cincinnati, was one of the leading scholars of Reformed Judaism in America and the author of many works on Jewish theology. He was an editor of the Jewish Encyclopedia, a member of the committee that prepared a new translation of the Bible, and one of the committee on the editing of the "Jewish Classics" series. Elected in 1917. Died January 28, 1926, aged 82.

REV. ROBERT T. RIDDLE had been for seven years a member of the faculty of St. Charles Seminary, Overbrook, Pa., and was at the time of his death professor of fundamental moral theology. Elected in 1920. Died January 4, 1926, aged 58.

MRS. JOHN KING VAN RENSSELAER, of New York City, was the author of works on genealogy and the social life of old New York, as well as on the history of playing cards. Through her interest in the latter subject she became a member of this Society in 1920. Died May 11, 1925.
Rev. Thomas Francis Carter, Ph.D., for twelve years a missionary of the Presbyterian Church at Nan-su-chow in An-hwei province, China, on his return to America in 1923 became assistant professor of Chinese at Columbia University. Before his untimely death he had just completed his doctoral thesis on "The Invention of Printing in China and its Spread Westward." Elected in 1923. Died August 6, 1925, aged 43.

The Secretary has also to record the deaths of Miss Ethel Beers, of Chicago (elected in 1915), Miss Ethel E. Whitney of Boston (elected in 1921), and Mr. Halsey A. Rine of Palo Alto, Calif. (elected in 1923).

Upon motion the report of the Corresponding Secretary was accepted.

The following resolutions were adopted:

Whereas, in the death of Albert Tobias Clay the American Oriental Society has been deprived of one who for many years was an active member and a faithful officer; and

Whereas, he was one who was recognized as exemplifying in high degree those qualities which are the pillars of the Society; the spirit of independent research; an earnest and unselfish desire to cooperate with his fellows in advancing the interests of the organization; and a warm and simple friendliness which was potent in our common life; be it therefore

Resolved: that the Society place on record its profound sense of the loss which it has sustained in his untimely death, and its wish to cherish his memory and continue his interrupted work; and be it further

Resolved: that these Resolutions be entered in the minutes of the Society, and that a copy be sent to the family of the deceased.

The Corresponding Secretary read a letter from the Palestine Oriental Society transmitting resolutions passed following the death of Professor Clay. The Corresponding Secretary was requested to make suitable acknowledgment.

Tribute was paid to deceased members: to Abraham Yohannan and Thomas Francis Carter by Dr. Ogden.

It was voted to send greetings to Professor Lanman, a member of the Society for fifty years, and to Professor Theodor Nöldeke, the oldest honorary member, who had recently celebrated his ninetieth birthday.

Report of the Treasurer

The Treasurer, Professor J. C. Archer, presented his report and that of the Auditing Committee:
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES FOR THE YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1925.

Receipts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Balance Jan. 1, 1925</td>
<td>$2,387.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual dues, 1925</td>
<td>2,442.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sales</td>
<td>1,050.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income from Trustees of Nies Fund (for publication)</td>
<td>531.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication Fund</td>
<td>108.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dividend (Chicago, Rock Is. &amp; Pacific Ry.)</td>
<td>120.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interest:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yale University (interest on deposit)</td>
<td>90.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mortgage (Conn. Title Co.)</td>
<td>360.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U. S. Liberty Bonds</td>
<td>63.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minneapolis Gen'l Electric Co.</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virginia Ry. Co.</td>
<td>50.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Authors' reprints, corrections</td>
<td>94.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refund (book reviews)</td>
<td>12.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$7,241.02</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Expenditures

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Amount</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Publication</td>
<td>$2,320.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repayment to Edgerton of advance for Panchatantra</td>
<td>500.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake's Tagalog Grammar, balance for printing</td>
<td>327.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake's Tagalog Grammar, binding</td>
<td>138.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honoraria: Edgerton</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Margolis</td>
<td>200.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customs dues:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edgerton's Panchatantra</td>
<td>150.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blake's Tagalog Grammar</td>
<td>95.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encyclopedia of Islam subvention (2 years)</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Book reviews (gross)</td>
<td>88.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contribution to American Council of Learned Societies (2 years)</td>
<td>61.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mailing the Journal</td>
<td>119.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Index to the Journal</td>
<td>160.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Library: Binding</td>
<td>199.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Back numbers of Journal</td>
<td>44.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage</td>
<td>3.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corresponding Secretary's expenses</td>
<td>148.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Editors' expenses</td>
<td>22.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Treasurer's assistant</td>
<td>100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postage and clerical</td>
<td>53.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Membership Committee's expenses</td>
<td>75.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance, Jan 1, 1926</td>
<td>2,136.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>$7,241.02</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Includes sums received and set aside for special publications in 1924 and 1925, amounting to $1681.19.
The following funds are held by the Society:

Charles W. Bradley Fund. $3,000.00
Alexander I. Coxeal Fund. 1,500.00
William Dwight Whitney Fund. 1,000.00
Life Membership Fund. 3,350.00
Publication Fund. 78.50

The interest from these funds is used for publication purposes.

The foregoing funds are represented in the assets of the Society held by Yale University for the Treasurer of the Society. These assets were on Jan. 1, 1926, as follows:

Cash. $2,136.59
Conn. Mortgage Co. mort. 6,000.00
Stock (Chicago, Rock Is. & Pacific Ry.)—20 shares.
Bonds: U. S. Liberty Loan 1,000.00
Virginia Ry. Co. 1,000.00
Minneapolis Gen'l Electric Co. 1,000.00

REPORT OF THE AUDITING COMMITTEE

We hereby certify that we have examined the account of the Treasurer of the Society, and have found it correct, and that the foregoing statement is in conformity therewith. We have compared the entries with the vouchers and the account book held for the Society by the Treasurer of Yale University, and have found all correct.

CHARLES C. TORREY,
F. W. WILLIAMS,
Auditors.

Upon motion the reports of the Treasurer and the Auditing Committee were accepted.

REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN

The Librarian, Professor Andrew Keogh, presented his report and upon motion it was accepted:

LIST OF ACCESSIONS FOR THE YEAR 1925-26

Asiatic society of Japan. Transactions. 2 ser., v. I. [1924]
Benoytosh Bhattacharyya. The Indian Buddhist iconography. 1924.
Bhandarkar oriental research institute, Poona. List of manuscripts collected for the government manuscript library. 1925.
Bhojadeva. Samaranganasutraddrhara. v. 1. 1924. (Gaekwad's Oriental series, no. XXV.)
Casanowicz, I. M. The dragon god (Dai-ja) in Izumo, Japan. 1925.
Castagné, J. Les Basmatchia. 1925.
Chandra Chakraberty. An interpretation of ancient Hindu medicine. 1923.
Coomaraswamy, A. K. Bibliographie of Indian art. 1925.
Daji, J. K. Parsi education. [1927?]
Dr. A. S. Bettelheim memorial foundation. Veröffentlichungen, 2. [1925?]
Edgerton, F. The Bhagavad Gita. 1925.
Hultsche, E., ed. Inscriptions of Asoka. 1925. (Corpus inscriptionum indicarum, v. 1.)
Ibn 'Abd al-Ḥakām. History of the conquest of Egypt, North Africa and Spain, known as the Futūḥ Miṣr. 1922.
Indian historical quarterly. v. 1, no. 1. March, 1925. [1925?]
Java—Institut. Programma voor het congres. 1924.
Kuka, M. N. Wit, humour, and fancy of Persia. 1923.
Lambert, R. Lexique hiéroglyphique. 1925.
Lauffer, B. Ivory in China. 1925. (Field museum of natural history, Chicago. Anthropology leaflet, 21.)
Linschoten vereeniging. 17 jaarverslag, 1924. Lijst der uitgaven. Naamlijst der leden op 1 januari 1925.
Mann, A. Marine diatoms of the Philippine Islands. 1925.
Mark, J. Die Possessivuaffixe in den uralschen Sprachen. 1. Hälfte. 1925. (Suomalais-ugrilaisen seuram Toimituksia, 54.)
of the Society at Philadelphia

Mirzâdeh Ishqi. Rastâkhis. Tr. from Persian by Irach J. S. Taraporewala. 1924.

North Manchuria and the Chinese eastern railway. 1924.


Pithawalla, M. Daily dips into the Avesta. 1924.


— Questionnaire for economic inquiries. 1924.

Rea, G. B. The greatest civilizing force in Eastern Asia. 1924.


Saunders, K., ed. Lotoses of the Mahâyâna. [1924.]


Scott, J. G. Burma. 1924.


Stejneger, L. Chinese amphibians and reptiles in the U. S. national museum, 1925.

Sushil Kumar De. Studies in the history of Sanskrit poetics. v. II. 1925.

Swaminatha Aiyar, R. The Aryan affinities of Dravidian pronouns. [1924.]

Vahid, A. A condensed dictionary, English-Turkish. 1924.


Whitebread, Charles. The Indian medical exhibit of the division of medicine in the U. S. National museum. 1925.


The Librarian also stated that the catalogue of the Society's Library, which had been prepared by Professors Clay and Torrey and others with the assistance of members of the staff of the Yale University Library, was now ready for publication and that its publication had been much desired by the late Professor Clay;
that an index of names, titles and subjects in the catalogue was also nearly ready, the work having been done in the Yale Library; that Professors Torrey, Hopkins and Asakawa had helped with linguistic difficulties; that the catalogue had been completed and the index made at the expense of the Yale Library which had also undertaken to read the proof of the work. He reminded the members present that the Society's Library had been housed at Yale for seventy years and was now to remain there indefinitely. He added that the space it was to be assigned in the new Stirling Memorial Library at Yale was three times as large as formerly, the new library building being the largest at any university in the world, and that the oriental books of the Yale Library were to be placed in space adjoining that occupied by the Library of the Society.

**REPORT OF THE EDITORS OF THE JOURNAL**

Professor Franklin Edgerton, the senior Editor of the Journal, presented the report of the Editors, and upon motion it was accepted:

Since the last annual report of the Editors, Volume 45 of the Journal has been completed by the issuance of Numbers 2-4, and Number 1 of Volume 46 has been issued, in March 1928. The same excellent printers continue to serve us faithfully and well. Copy is now on hand in sufficient quantity to fill more than Number 2 of Volume 46. If the resources of the Society permitted, we could enlarge the Journal beyond its present limits of approximately 400 pages per year, and we could then print the contributions which come to us with less of the delay which is so annoying to authors.

FRAKLIN EDGERTON,
MAX L. MAROULIS,
Editors.

**REPORT OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE**

The Corresponding Secretary presented the report of the Executive Committee, as printed in the Journal (45. 337 and 46. 96); upon motion the actions of the Committee were ratified.

**ELECTION OF MEMBERS**

The following persons, recommended by the Directors, were duly
elected corporate members of the Society (the list includes six who were elected at a later session):

Rev. Dr. Robert C. Armstrong
Mr. Frederick A. Baehler
Rev. Dr. John J. Banninaga
Prof. Miner Searle Bates
Rev. Dr. Charles D. Benjamin
Rabbi Barnett R. Brickner
Dean Oswald E. Brown
Rabbi Adolph Coblenz
Prof. K. de Codrington
Rev. Bernard Cuneo
Prof. John Pitt Deane
Mr. Arthur A. Dembirtz
President Bayard Dodge
Mrs. Agnes C. L. Donough
Mr. Joseph Durst
Rev. Dr. William C. Emhardt
Mr. Stuart A. Epler
Mr. Sidney L. Esterson
Dr. Shamai Feldman
Rabbi Wm. H. Fineshriber
Rev. Dr. Fred Foerster
Prof. Henry T. Fowler
Rabbi Leon Fram
Dr. Ralph Goldsmith
Miss Jane F. Goodloe
Mr. Jacob Grape
Prof. Frank H. Hallock
Prof. Raymond S. Haupert
Rev. Willis E. Hogg
Prof. Abraham Z. Idelsohn
Rev. Frederick W. Johnson
Mr. Louis L. Kaplan
Mr. Charles F. Kelley
Mr. John P. Kellogg
Rev. Robert O. Kevin, Jr.
Prof. Frank G. Lankard
Mr. John F. Lewis
Rev. Walter McCree
Prof. Alexander Marx
Rev. Silvano Matulich
Mr. Toyozo W. Nakara
Prof. Abraham A. Neuman
Mr. N. B. Parulekhar
Mr. Hemendra K. Rakhit
Rev. J. Merle Rife
Prof. M. Rostovtzeff
Prof. George Bowley
Rev. Keith C. Seele
Rev. Arthur R. Siebens
Dr. Solomon L. Skoas
Rev. Charles L. Taylor, Jr.
Prof. Elbert D. Thomas
Mr. Baruch Weitzel
Mr. Percival W. Whittlesey
Prof. Leo Wiener
Rabbi Louis Wolsey
Dr. W. Wovschin
Prof. Solomon Zeitlin

[Total: 58]

Professor Alfred Hillebrandt of Breslau, Germany, was unanimously elected to honorary membership.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS

Professor G. S. Duncan, for the Committee on the Nomination of Officers for 1926, reported nominations for the several offices as follows:

President: Professor JAMES A. MONTGOMERY, of Philadelphia.
Vice-Presidents: President JULIAN MORGENSTERN, of Cincinnati;
Professor Maurice Bloomfield, of Baltimore; and Professor Franklin Edgerton, of Philadelphia.

Corresponding Secretary: Dr. Charles J. Ogden, of New York City.

Recording Secretary: Dr. Ludlow S. Bull, of New York City.

Treasurer: Professor John C. Archer, of New Haven.

Librarian: Professor Andrew Keogh, of New Haven.

Editors of the Journal: Professor Max L. Margolis, of Philadelphia, and Dr. W. Norman Brown, of Baltimore.

Directors, term expiring 1929: Professor Charles C. Torrey, of New Haven; the Rev. Dr. Justin E. Abbott, of Summit, N. J.; and Professor George M. Bolling, of Columbus.

Director to replace the late Professor Clay, term expiring 1928: Professor Raymond P. Dougherty, of Baltimore.

The officers thus nominated were duly elected.

At this point an address of welcome was delivered by Vice-Provost McClellan of the University of Pennsylvania.

President Walter E. Clark then delivered an address on Some Misunderstandings about India.

The session adjourned at 12.55 p. m.

THE SECOND SESSION

The second session was called to order at 2.40 o'clock on Wednesday afternoon at the University of Pennsylvania; the reading of papers was immediately begun.

Professor Nathaniel Reich, of the Dropsie College: The Egyptian Divorce of Amenothes in the collection of the University Museum. Remarks by Professors Haupt and Ember.

Professor J. A. Montgomery, of the University of Pennsylvania: Exhibition of the first photographic copy of the uncial Codex Venetus of the Greek Old Testament.

This Codex is one of the few uncial codices of the Greek Old Testament, including the books from Job to IV Maccabees. The first part of the codex is now recognized in the Codex Basiliano-Vaticano at Rome. The Venetus has never before been photographed, and so has not hitherto been used, as it deserves to be, in the scientific textual apparatus of the Greek Bible. The text is sub-Origenian and is provided with Origen's critical marks. The copy belongs to the Yarnall Library in the Philadelphia Divinity School.
Dr. E. A. Speiser, of the University of Pennsylvania: The place of the Hurri in the history of Mesopotamia. Remarks by Professors Barton and Haupt.

It has long been suspected that the Assyrians owed much of their culture to a non-Semitic source. Recent discoveries have thrown considerable light upon the role of the Hurri in the civilization of the Near East. This people, or rather group of peoples, emerges now clearly out of the ethnic tangle of ancient Mesopotamia. The available data on the history of the Hurri are also briefly surveyed.

Professor Edward Chiera, of the University of Pennsylvania: The history of a Hurri family. Remarks by Professors Barton, Haupt and Clark.

Recent excavations in the district of Kerkuk, Mesopotamia, have brought to light records which enable us to follow in detail the history of an ancient family for a period of four generations. No other group of cuneiform documents affords so many intimate glimpses into the social conditions of the Ancient Near East. Of great interest is also the fact that the tablets belonged to a non-Semitic people with a distinct civilization of its own.

Professor W. Romaine Newbold, of the University of Pennsylvania: Two Aramaic inscriptions from San Sebastiano, Rome. Remarks by Professor Montgomery.

Professor Elihu Grant, of Haverford College: (a) Ancient Occupation of Modern Sites: Ramallah and neighborhood. (b) An instance of the modern sacrifice of hair in Palestine.

The writer lived at Ramallah, Palestine, for three years and last spring was there for ten weeks. The paper deals with excursions in the neighborhood and deepened impressions of the evidences of early occupation of several of these modern sites. The rock-cut tombs were probably made for the well-to-do and give some hint of the population in the day of their use. They date perhaps from the Persian to the Roman period. Pottery, too, which is plentiful, is an indicator. But the main stress of the paper is on the building stone from the New Testament Age. It is of the drafted-edge, beased-centre type of block commonly called Herodian. The huge size of certain of the blocks at Ramallah, et-Tayibeh, Muhmas, &c. would indicate that they are nearly in their original home although now used in modern buildings.

At et-Tayibeh, sometimes called ancient Ephraim, is a Latin cemetery just south of the ruined ancient Church. Here there are two built-up, masonry tombs to the memory of the sons of a widow of the village. The boys died under peculiarly distressful circumstances in the period of the Great War. The disconsolate mother, who wore her
hair in two long strands, cut them off in the abandon of her grief
and nailed one to either tomb.

Professor PHILIP K. HIRTI, of Princeton University: The local back-
ground of the Druze revolt in Syria.

Dr. W. NORMAN BROWN, of the Johns Hopkins University: Change of
Sex as a Hindu story motif. Remarks by President Morgenstern, Dr.
Chapman and Mr. Dembitz.

Rabbi Dr. LEO JUNG, of New York City: Rabbinic Sources of Beowulf.
Remarks by Dr. Chapman.

Rev. Dr. E. G. H. KRÆLING, of Union Theological Seminary: Recent
research on the problem of the Servant Poems in Deutero-Isaiah. Re-
marks by Professor Meek and Mr. Dembitz.

The destruction of the 'collective' interpretation by Fischer. Sel-
lin's theory of Moses as the Servant. Mowinckel's theory of the
author himself as the Servant. The question of Babylonian influence.
A new solution: Deutero-Isaiah is the Servant, but the Servant
Poems were written by one of his followers.

Dr. HENRY S. GEHMAN, of Philadelphia: The Coptic text of the Book
of Daniel.

This paper expresses in brief form the results of a comparison of
the Coptic text (Sahidic and Bohairic) with the Greek text of Swete
and variants as published in Homes-Parsons.

THE THIRD SESSION

The third session was called to order at 9.55 o'clock on Thursday
morning at the Dropsie College; the reading of papers was imme-
tiately begun.

Mr. BAKUCH WEITZEL, of Philadelphia: Some interesting points in the
history of Ancient Nubia. Remarks by Professor Ember.

Dr. WILLIAM J. CHAPMAN, of the Hartford Theological Seminary: Con-
jectures respecting the Era of Tartessus. Remarks by Professors Haupt
and Barret and Dr. Ogden.

Data available: (a) Strabo's statement (III, 1, 6) concerning the
code and traditions of the Turdetani, extending over a period of 6000
years; (b) the presence of an Asianic element in this part of southern
Spain, apparently akin to the Etruscans, whose cosmic chronology has
Babylonian affinities. The statement of Herodotus (I, 163) that King
Arganthonius (ob. c. 540 B.C.) lived 120 years and reigned 80 over the
Tartessians, which not improbably means that the Tartessian monarch
died at or near the end of a cycle of 120 years. Possible connection of the Spanish era Cesarum, 38 B.C., and also of the Mundane Era of Alphonso of Castile (fl. 1250), c. 6984 B.C., with the foregoing data. Since we do not know the terminus ad quem, and cannot infer it from either of the known intervals, our nearest approximation for the required epoch will run: B.C. 658 (or 538) + 6000 ± 120x years.

Mr. Arthur A. Dembitz, of Gratz College: The Egyptian Double Contracts of the type 'scriptura interior and exterior.' Remarks by Professor Ember.


In 1925 Mr. Robert Garrett, of Baltimore, purchased two collections of Arabic, Persian, and Turkish manuscripts consisting of about 500 volumes and deposited them in the Library of Princeton University. These collections belonged formerly to Mr. Wdigery, of Cambridge, England, and to Mr. Baroody, of Beirut, Syria. This paper gives a brief outline of both collections.

Professor LeRoy C. Barrett, of Trinity College: The Kashmirian Atharva Veda, Book Fourteen.

Professor Theophile J. Meek, of the University of Toronto: A new use of the adverbial accusative in Hebrew. Remarks by President Morganstern, Professors Montgomery and Kent, Dr. Ogden and Mr. Dembitz.

Strikingly characteristic of the Deuteronomic style is the frequent omission of the connecting waw with clauses. Investigation shows that in many instances these are subordinate clauses, and that they are used adverbially to the main clause. They may be best translated into English by the participial clause when the subject is the same as the main clause, and by the nominative absolute clause when the subject is different. In Hebrew they correspond exactly to the infinitive absolute clause. A good example is found in Joshua 11, where the infin. absol. of verse 11 appears as a finite verb in verse 12.

Professor Paul Haupt, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) The shepherds in Zech. xi; (b) $s$ for $š$ in Semitic stems containing a labial; (c) Restoration of line 127 of the Flood-tablet; (d) Assyri. šēlu, 'mystery.' Remarks by Professor Kent.

(a) The two shepherds, whom the Maccabean author of Zech. xi is directed to personate, are Onias and Alcimus (MF 122, n. 16). The three shepherds who were removed (Zech. 11, 8) are the founder of the Hasmonean dynasty, Simon, and two of his sons (1 Mac. 16, 16).

Zech. 11, 8 is a misplaced gloss to yə-šālā' al-šēr daggārā in Zech. 12, 10 (AJP 45, 534) which explains the definite article. Zech. xi
and xii may have been written in two parallel columns (CoE 5084). Read Zech. 11, 8*: 岖{jakkii}giggit jel{kii}l h-gotl h-kerl (2 K 6, 23) akhāt.

(b) Semitic stems containing a labial often exhibit s for š. We find the same phenomenon in Egyptian. Cf. Ass. sēbu, seventh; sāmu, eighth; busesu, to bring good news; kobusu, to read; sēmu (= sāamu; cf. Syr. sēhmm, dusky, olive-colored, and Lat. niger for dark green) > sāndu, malachite = Heb. shēim; Ass. nēmatu = Heb. nēšāmā, which may mean desire, just as the synonym of nēšāmā (WF 220†); nāṣ has this meaning; also Syr. sādqē, breath, means desire. Heb. sēbhēm, surroundings, neighborhood = Ass. šībū, belt; Aram. ītēmār = Heb. kītammēr. Cf. also Ass. naṣpāntu < nāpānu and Arab. hāsama = ḥāsama.

(c) NE 139, 127 should be read: šabbā šaktāsunu iāqqē puwētē, their lips were compressed, all (lit. the assemblages, groups of the gods) were stretched. For šabbā (from the stem of šībū, belt) a variant has kātmā, were closed. The stem of iāqqē corresponds to Arab. šaqiqa, to be miserable, unhappy > šaqiḥah, misery, misfortune = Ass. šagātē which does not mean fear (IlW 685a†). In Ethiopic we have šeqāj, vexation, plur. šeqājt. Combination with Heb. šaqāi, to sink, does not commend itself. Puwētē is fem. plur. (with vocalic assimilation; see BA 1, 133, l. 11; JBL 36, 864; 37, 219=; AJSL 32, 667; ZDMG 64, 664, l. 14) of puwru = Heb. kōrē which had originally the meaning of Heb. ẖēē (cf. Pur. n. 146; AkF 464; JHUC 341, 47, Feb. 7).

(d) We must read NE 59, 6 not ona lit. 'āt-nappātēm, to the strength of U. (which has been supposed to be the prototype of the Homeric ἱππὸς μέτας Ἀλκμέων; see AJP 46, 209) but ona lit, to the mystery or mysterious place, i. e. Elysium (JHUC 256, 46) beyond the mouth of the rivers, i. e. the Mediterranean and the Atlantic. NE and Odyssey are based on yarna of Tartessian sailors (Language 1, 17†). For litu cf. GB15, 381, l. 4. In 2 S 18, 5 we must read: lōf (GK18 § 115, bb) it lan-dēr, guard (geliothē, servate, ītēmērē) the boy. Arab. lōfā = ṣātarā. For Ass. ḫu, hostage, cf. Arab. andţa, to surrender, and manūf (JHUC 320, 51, Ap. 3).

Professor WALTER E. CLARK, of the University of Chicago: Alberuni’s quotations from the Bhagavadgīta. Remarks by Professors Edgerton and Barret.

Professor CHARLES C. TORREY, of Yale University: A Specimen of Old Aramaic Verse. Remarks by Professors Haupt and Newbold.

Professor MAX L. MARCOPOULOS, of the Dropsie College: In Psalm 49: 6 read ‘ēn instead of ‘ēnēn.
At this point an address of welcome was delivered by President Cyrus Adler of the Dropsie College.

The session adjourned at 12.42 p. m.

THE FOURTH SESSION

The fourth session was called to order at 2.42 o'clock on Thursday afternoon at the Dropsie College; the reading of papers was immediately begun.

Professor A. T. Olmstead, of the University of Illinois: The Oriental Museum of the University of Illinois.

Although small, this museum possesses some valuable collections. The most important includes nearly a hundred seal cylinders and seals, mostly Babylonian, but with examples from Asia Minor and the Urnumia region. Every date from the earliest to the post-Christian is represented. Seventeen hundred tablets, largely from Erehem, Jokha, and Senkereh, date from Dungi to Darius I. Other objects include a small alabaster Gudea, inscriptions of Gudea, Ibl Sin, Nebuchadnessar. Two curious Hittite objects are of unknown use. Egyptian pottery, weights, palettes, statuettes, a stucco painting from Amarna, come through the Egypt Exploration Society. The best Egyptian pieces are a beautiful head in diorite and a large bronze representing a Ptolemaic queen as a goddess.

Rev. Dr. Justin E. Abbott, of Summit, N. J.: The Vyankatesha Stotra, or Prayer of Devadasa. Remarks by Professors Clark and Edgerton.

The Yale University Library contains four Marathi manuscripts. Among them is the Vyankatesha stotra by Devadasa. The manuscript has the appearance of being about 200 years old. This prayer is in the octi-meter and consists of 100 verses. Devadasa was a Maratha Saint somewhere in the 17th century. The Vyankatesha stotra is a popular poem and is said to be frequently committed to memory. The following are a few samples of its verses. "O My Lord, Thou who hast the form of light, give me the inspiration to compose this book, so that the hearer may enjoy it." "Does a mother refuse comfort to a son though guilty of a thousand faults? So be merciful to me, O Govinda, Thou my Mother and my Father." "I am a sinner in truth, but Thou art the Saviour of the sinner." "Give me this blessing, that I may be kind to others."

Professor George A. Barton, of the University of Pennsylvania: Light on the origin and early history of Nin-IB (Nin-urta, Nin-urash). Remarks by President Morgenstern and Professor Kent.

The name cannot be traced earlier than the time of the last dynasty of Ur. Late syllabaries identify this deity with many others, a num-
ber of which appear to be agricultural, as e.g. 4ka-lam-wa, "the date deity." Evidence is presented in the paper to show that in the time of the Ur dynasty this deity was an agricultural goddess, the consort of Nuzku (Nusku), the fire god, and that probably originally Nuzku was a sun-god and Nin-IB an earth-goddess.

Rev. George W. Budge, of Drew Theological Seminary: The Date of Gorakhnath. Remarks by Professor Edgerton and Dr. Abbott.

President Julian Morgenstein, of the Hebrew Union College: The Passover-Mazzoth Festival in the Biblical period. Remarks by Dr. Ogden.

Scholars have generally recognized that the Biblical Passover Festival developed out of a combination of two festivals, originally independent of each other, the Passover Festival rooted in the primitive pastoral life, beliefs and practices of the early nomadic Israelites, and the Mazzoth Festival indigenous to the agricultural life and religious belief and practice of the pre-Israelite Canaanite inhabitants of Palestine. The original Passover Festival was celebrated in connection with the appearance of the new moon. The original Mazzoth Festival was celebrated at the time of the spring equinox. Ultimately, these two unrelated Festivals were combined. When did this combination take place? And under what conditions and for what purposes? What was the subsequent history of the Festival after this combination during the Biblical period?

Professor Franklin Edgerton, of the University of Pennsylvania: The Hour of Death, its importance for man’s future state, in Indic and Western religions. Remarks by Dr. Abbott and Professor Barret.

A preliminary report of a study on the importance, in determining man’s fate in a future life, of (1) the time of death, (2) the place, and (3) the state of mind of the dying man (often conceived as established by repetition of a divine name or sacred formula). Strikingly similar views on all three subjects are found in Hindu and western (Christian or Jewish) beliefs; traces of like ideas seem also to occur in Zoroastrianism and in Chinese religions. The author of this paper is trying to trace the history of these ideas and to understand their psychological basis.

At this point the following resolution was offered and unanimously adopted:

The American Oriental Society desires to express to Professor Franklin Edgerton its appreciation of his labors as Editor of its Journal, to which task he has for more than seven years devoted so much energy and so great an amount of scholarly ability and acumen, thus contributing to the advance of oriental scholarship in the United States.
Professor George R. Berry, of Colgate University: Messianic Predictions in the Old Testament. Remarks by President Morgenstern, Professor Meek and Mr. Dembitz.


The paper is to continue the line of inquiry indicated by Rendel Harris in his most recent edition of the Odes of Solomon, but to call attention to parallels in thought and language between the Odes and two collections of Hymns, Manichean and Mandaean, not previously considered. These parallels merit consideration because the Mandaean sect, with which Mani too was connected, seems to have originated in northern Palestine, i.e. in the general sphere whence the Odes come. The Mandaeans harbor traditions connecting them with the first century A. D., and both Mandaeans and Manicheans are more closely in contact with the ancient Orient than the other Gnostic sects. This seems to argue not only for Harris' first century dating of the Odes, but points to the existence of a Proto-Gnostic sphere of thought, the acceptance and re-creation of which would be of importance in explaining a number of the religious phenomena of the Orient in early Christian times.

Mr. N. B. Parulekar, of Columbia University: The Atheistic School of Indian Philosophy.

In the history of thought atheism is as old as theism or any other form of theology. In India atheism is mentioned from very early times, in Upanishads, Mahabharata, and in treatises on philosophy. In later times atheism was recognized as a system of philosophy. As theology in India is only a minor issue, the odium of atheism did not fall so much on those who denied god as on those who denied inference. The Charwakas maintained unqualified sensationalism in epistemology and ethics. This was the backbone of their atheism or Nastika-mata. It is remarkable that the minority of atheists in India were treated with tolerance.

The session adjourned at 5.05 p.m.

On Wednesday evening the members of the Society were most
hospitably entertained by Mr. John Frederick Lewis, President of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, and Mrs. Lewis at their residence, where Mr. Lewis showed them his collection of Oriental miniatures.

THE FIFTH SESSION

The fifth session was called to order at 9.30 o'clock on Friday morning at the University of Pennsylvania.

It was reported that the Directors had decided to meet Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of Easter Week, April 19, 20 and 21, 1927, in Cincinnati, at the invitation of the Hebrew Union College, the sessions to be a joint meeting with the Middle West Branch of the Society.

AMENDMENT TO BY-LAWS

On motion the following resolution was unanimously adopted:

Resolved, that the following be substituted for the present By-Law VI, to take effect on Jan. 1, 1927.

Each corporate member shall pay into the treasury of the Society an annual assessment of five dollars; but shall be exempted from obligation to make this payment (a) in case he or she shall have made at any one time a donation of one hundred dollars during the first decade of membership, or (b) of seventy-five dollars during the second decade, or (c) of fifty dollars during the third decade, or (d) of twenty-five dollars during the fourth decade, or (e) when he or she shall have completed forty years of membership, or (f) on application, if he or she, having been a member for twenty years and having attained the age of seventy, shall have retired from the active exercise of the teaching profession or of the ministry.

REPORT ON THE AMERICAN COUNCIL OF LEARNED SOCIETIES

Professor Montgomery made the following report for the delegates of the Society to the last annual meeting of the Council and on motion it was accepted.

The Annual Meeting of the American Council of Learned Societies was held in the Columbia University Club, New York, January 23, 1926, with an all-day session. This Society was represented by its two delegates Professors Gottheil and Montgomery. Also Dr.
Ogden attended, by invitation, as Secretary of one of the Constituent Organizations, he having also attended a meeting of the Secretaries of all these Organizations called by the Council for the day before.

The subjects discussed in this meeting indicate the current interests of the Council. Reports were received from Standing Committees on the following subjects:

Corpus Vasorum, Dictionary of Mediaeval Latin, Dictionary of Late British Mediaeval Latin, Mediaeval Latin Studies, Distribution of American Learned Publications (i.e. among the impoverished institutions and scholars of Europe), Catalogue of Foreign MSS. in American Libraries.

Report was made on the Dictionary of American Biography (to be published under Mr. Ochs's subvention), on the Survey of Research (see below), and, as 'projects already presented,' the Edition of Guido delle Colonne and the Corpus of Monuments of Classical Antiquity.

'New Proposals' to the Council were:

Index to Vols. 1-40 of Modern Language Notes, Research in Teaching in English, Research in the history of the Calendar and in the history of early Greek Philosophy and Science, Organization of Research in social and intellectual relations between Europe and America.

A Handbook of American Learned and Scientific Societies and Institutions was considered.

Relations with the Union Académique Internationale (between which and American scholarship this Council is the link) were discussed. Proposals from abroad were considered for an Encyclopaedia of International Law and for Study of Indonesian Customary Law. Relations with the American Committee on Intellectual Cooperation were considered, and notice was taken of the coming International Congress of Philosophers at Cambridge, Mass.

It was announced that Professor F. A. Ogg (Wisconsin), Secretary of the Political Science Association, has consented to accept the Directorship of the Survey of Research to be made next year by the Council under the subvention from the Carnegie Corporation.

A fund of $5000 per annum for three years in aid of Research has been given by the Laura Spelman Rockefeller Memorial, the Committee in charge of its distribution consisting of Professors Ford (Minnesota), Gay (Harvard), Greenlaw (Johns Hopkins), Laing (Chicago), Woodbridge (Columbia).
Proceedings

Since this meeting a circular letter has been sent by Director Ogg to all members of the Constituent Organizations containing a Questionnaire inquiring into their special lines of research, past, present and future.

Under date of March 31, the Committee on Aid of Research has announced the subventions that have been awarded for research, the sum in no case exceeding $300. Of the 21 subventions granted, 7 are in English History and Literature, 6 in American History and Politics, 5 in Mediaeval Studies, 2 in French Literature, 1 in German History.

It will thus be observed that, to all appearances, not one Oriental interest has been broached to the Council or considered by it.

The Corresponding Secretary stated that he had received from Professor Allen Johnson, editor of the Dictionary of American Biography, the suggestion that those interested should send to the offices of the Dictionary, 602 Hill Building, Washington, D. C., the names of orientalists no longer living.

On motion it was voted that the Corresponding Secretary was instructed to apply to the American Council of Learned Societies for a subvention of $250 to procure the reprinting of Professor Haupt's edition of the Babylonian text of the Gilgamesh Epic, this work being now out of print and the publishers declining to reprint without a subvention of the above amount.

Professor Montgomery reported on the American School at Jerusalem.

Professor Barton reported on the American School at Baghdad.

The Corresponding Secretary reported for the Committee on the Library of Semitic Inscriptions that the Library would be a memorial to Professor Clay as well as to Dr. Nies and that the first works to appear would be Professor Barton's Sumerian and Akkadian Royal Inscriptions and Professor Mercer's El-Amarna Letters.

The Corresponding Secretary summarized the reports made to the Directors by their committees on Occasional Publications and Increase of Membership.

The President appointed as a Committee on the Nomination of Officers for the year 1927: Professors Fullerton, Sturtevant and Grant.

As Auditors he appointed Professors Grice and Latourette.

As a Committee on Arrangements for the meeting in Cincin-
nati in 1927, he appointed: President Morgenstern, Professor Lauterbach, Drs. Philipson and Finesinger, Rabbi Cohon and Mr. Alfred M. Cohen.

The following resolution was adopted:

The American Oriental Society desires to express its grateful appreciation of the hospitality so cordially extended to it by the University of Pennsylvania; to record its gratitude to President Adler and the Board of Governors of the Dropsie College, where some of its sessions were held; to acknowledge its indebtedness to Professor Montgomery, Mrs. Jaistrow, Mr. Schoff and President Adler, who constituted the Local Committee on Arrangements, for the admirable manner in which the meeting was arranged and the needs of the Society were met; to render warm thanks to Mr. John Frederick Lewis, President of the Pennsylvania Academy of the Fine Arts, and Mrs. Lewis for the delightful reception given to the Society and the opportunity afforded to examine the oriental art treasures in their house; and to recognize the many courtesies received from institutions and citizens of Philadelphia at the meeting held in that city in the year of the Sesqui-Centennial Exposition.

The reading of papers was then begun.

Professor Aaron Ember, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) The change of ś to s before a labial in Egyptian; (b) Egypto-Semitic names for parts of the body. Remarks by Professor Morgenstern, Professors Kent, Haupt, Hitti and Dr. Bull.

(a) Eg. $pt$, lip $<^*$Spr$=$Arab. šofâ, Heb. sôfâ, Ass. šaptu; Eg. sm, plants, grass, herbs $<*$um$=$Ass. šammu, plant, medicament, Arab. šamma, inhale, smell (Heb. sm and Arab. šamm, poison, are loanwords from Aramaic); Eg. sn, inhale, smell $<*$um (partial assimilation of the $m$ to the preceding dental, cf. Somali sus, poison $<\text{Arab.}$ susam and Hausa susu, name $<\text{Arab.}$ ism and Heb. ʾilm) $=$ Arab. šamma; Eg. spr, arrive, reach $<*$Spr$=$Arab. ʿafara; Eg. amḥ, left side $<*$informal $=$Heb. sêmol (the $l$ is here a secondary addition), Arab. ʾ scm, Syria, orig. north, left; Eg. ngr, drink $<*$br $<*$br $<\text{Arab.}$ ṣarih.

(b) In spite of the early separation of Egyptian from the other Semitic languages it has, nevertheless, preserved many of the old Semitic names for the parts of the body. Some of these are preserved in Egyptian in the phonetic values of hieroglyphic signs, e. g. 'n, eye $=$Arab. ʿaın, Heb. ʿaın; d and ẓ, hand $=$Heb. and Arab. ṣad; ṣdn, ear $=$Heb. ṣâdn, Arab. ʿaṣdn, Aram. ṣadād. Some are preserved only in a secondary meaning, e. g. ṣn, South, Upper Egypt $=$Heb. ṣd, Arab. ʿnṣ, Ass. rēṣu. A great many are found in Egyptian in their original significations, e. g. ṣb, finger $=$Heb. ʾpqb, Arab. ʾqdbb; ṣn, tongue (Copt. ṣn)$=$Heb. leḥôn, Arab. liḥân; Eg. ʾịṣ, hip-bone
Professor MAURICE BLOOMFIELD, of the Johns Hopkins University: On Vedic dhēnā, ‘prayer,’ ‘song.’ Read by Professor Edgerton in the absence of the author.

On the evidence of the passage senendraya (patni), dhēnā byhas-pateḥ (patni), for which see Concordance, dhēnā is the embodiment of Byhaspati’s sacerdotium, to match senā, the symbol of Indra’s imperium. The word, here, can mean nothing but ‘prayer.’ The vexed dual dhēne, which seems to overturn every proposed interpretation, is elliptic (dvandva ekacaṣa), meaning ‘prayer and libation.’ The passages in which these two are associated are too numerous to count: dhēnā figures very frequently in such combinations; see especially RV. 1. 141. 1, dhēnāḥ . . . sarvātāḥ, ‘prayer with oblations,’ in relation to RV. 9. 34. 6, gīraḥ . . . sarvātāḥ. The last word is a compound with the associative prefix sa.

Professor NATHANIEL REICH, of the Dropsie College: The Egyptian agreements for the sale of landed property.

Professor THEOPHILE J. MEER, of the University of Toronto: The bearing of Deuteronomy 32 on the form of Hebrew prophecy. Remarks by President Morgenstern and Professor Barton.

Many scholars maintain that the scheme of weal following woe is not found in pre-exilic prophecy, and hence would delete all the hopeful or promising passages as spurious. But in Deut. 32 we have very definitely the scheme of weal following woe, and the poem is clearly a unit and unquestionably pre-exilic.

Professor J. A. MONTGOMERY, of the University of Pennsylvania: The meaning of the much-tortured verb rēgaḥ in Daniel 6, vv. 7. 12. 16 (English Bible, vv. 6. 11. 15). Remarks by President Morgenstern and Professor Kent.

This verb, translated dubiously by the Eng. VSS with ‘assembled’ or ‘came tumultuously,’ has been a crux since early days. The Gr. VSS conveniently omitted one of the cases, the Syriac, Vulgate and Saadia (in his Arabic translation) translated the verb differently in the three instances. Comparing the use of the verb in Ps. 2: 1; 55: 15, etc., and the use of it in Pesh. to Acts 5: 2 (AV ‘being privy to it’), it appears to mean ‘to have common consciousness,’ and so implies common action as in a conspiracy.

Professor GEORGE A. BARTON, of the University of Pennsylvania: (a) On binding-twine and bitumen in Ancient Babylonia; (b) On the vocalization of the ideogram ȘES-ABRA-MA; (c) Identification of the sign No. 572 of Barton’s Babylonian Writing. Remarks by Professor Chiera.
(a) In AJSL, Vols. XXVII, XXVIII, XXIX, the writer published translations of three Babylonian ledger accounts of reeds and wood, in which large quantities of reeds were enumerated as used for binding. The paper translates two other tablets, published more recently, which throw additional light on the use of reeds for binding-twines and for styli, and on the commercial uses of bitumen, and other articles of commerce.

(b) Although during the period of the last dynasty of Ur the above ideogram for the city of Ur is regularly written ŞES-AB₄ with or without MA, the syllabary gives the ideogram as ŞES-UNU₄ (CT, XI, 49, 30). This writing is also found in texts as old as the Larss dynasty (cf. Poebel, UMBS, V, no. 2, col. 1 & 2; no. 34, col. iii, & xix). The writing ŞES-AB₄ was therefore obtained by omitting the three double wedges from the midst of UNU. The pronunciation doubtless was not changed. The MA is clearly a phonetic complement. UNU, then, became UN, and afterward UM. ŞES has also the value URU (S¹, V, 12). Doubtless, therefore, the ideogram was read URU-UM₄-MA. Thus the ideogram was a phonetic spelling of the name of the city of Ur. These facts give us a new phonetic value of AB, viz: UM.

(c) The sign was tentatively taken as the representation of a gate and identified with no. 154. It is now seen to be a representation of an image and identified with no. 315, ALAN.

Professor PHILIP K. HITT, of Princeton University: The Damascus Ma. of al-Baghḍādi’s al-Farḵ boyn al-Firḵ. Remarks by Professor Montgomery and Dr. Ogden.

This unique manuscript kept in the Dāhiriyah Library, Damascus, and recently published by the reader of this paper, is an abridged copy of al-Baghḍādi’s al-Farḵ boyn al-Firḵ. It is in the handwriting of ‘Abd-ar-Razāk ar-Ras’āni (whose biography is sketched by sa-Suyūṭī in Ṭabaḍḍat al-Mufassirīn) and bears the date 647/1249. The author, al-Baghḍādi, died 429/1037 and his work antedates the well-known works of ibn-Ḥazm (d. 456/1063) and Shahristānī (d. 548/1153). The manuscript is more accurate and better preserved than the more lengthy Berlin Ma. published in Cairo, 1910. It is the oldest and most authoritative source document we have on Muslim sects.

The following papers were read by title:

Professor PAUL PELLION, of the Collège de France and Columbia University: The discoveries of Colonel Košlov in Upper Mongolia.

Professor WILLIAM ROSENBAU, of the Johns Hopkins University: Judah ibn Tibbon as translator.

Judah ibn Tibbon (1120-1190) should be known beyond the circle of students of Rabbinical literature. Apart from his acquainting and keeping medieval and later Jews informed along the line of religio-
philosophical thought, by means of his translations from the original Arabic into Hebrew, Ibn Tibbon may be said to have created, through Arabic linguistic influence, a new lexicography and syntax for the Biblical language. This is proved when strange Hebrew forms are explained in the light of Arabic terms and idiomatic expressions.

Professor Julian Obermann, of the Jewish Institute of Religion: Form and contents of Ezekiel xiv.

The formal structure of this chapter is dealt with in terms of the metrical and strophical analysis of Ezekielian verse. On the basis of such analysis, this paper will re-examine the following problems: (a) the religious-historical connection between the teachings of the two literary unities contained in Ez. xiv., viz. 1-11 and 12-23; (b) the formal disproportion and substantial inadequacy of vv. 12-23; (c) the alleged contradiction between the postulates of Ez. xivb and Ez. xviii.

Rev. Dr. Joshua Bloch, of the New York Public Library: The scope and contents of the Jewish Division of the New York Public Library.

Professor E. Washburn Hopkins, of Yale University: Mysticism in Early Buddhism.

Dr. David I. Maicht, of the Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine: An experimental biophysical appreciation of (a) Deuteronomy xxxiii. 14 and (b) Psalms cxvi. 6.

Experimental work on different forms of light has shown the importance of certain radiations in the domain of plant physiology on the one hand, and in animal toxicology on the other hand. This work has an obvious bearing on the phenomena alluded to in the above passages.

Dr. Israel Efros, of the Baltimore Hebrew College: Some Glosses on the Hebrew Bible.

Rev. Conrad W. Jordan, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) The Hero of Ephraim; (b) The name Israel.

(a) Zech. 10, 7 should not be translated And they of Ephraim shall be like a mighty man, but, according to Haupt: they will be like the hero of Ephraim, i. e. Jacob (Gen. 32, 29; Hos. 12: 4, 5; cf. JBL 37, 226). The story of Jacob's wrestling with a god is Ephraimitic (see Skinner's Genesis 4041). The original meaning of Jacob may be descendant; cf. Arab. ‘qābah, ‘aqāb, mīqāb.

(b) The original meaning of the name Israel may be not God rules, but God flashes, i. e. sends forth flashes of lightning; cf. Arab. Arā فیلیب = ḥāmā’s (JBL 36, 141; 37, 222). The original meaning of Yahveh may be Feller — He who falls with his thunderbolts. Both Israel and Jacob were originally Israelitish deities.
Mr. Lewis Calvin Moon, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) A Chinese parallel to Arab. ͡aṣiqdā'ah and ͡aṣiqdā', 'whiteness' = leprosy; (b) A German parallel to Is. 63, 1-6.

(a) Haupt has shown (JAOS 43, 163, c) that Heb. ͡aṣiqd`ā', leprosy, which was also used for framboesia, corresponds to Arab. ͡aṣiqdā', whiteness; cf. Ex. 4, 6; Num. 12, 10; 2 K. 5, 27 and the line whiter than white is the leper in the Chinese poem quoted in A Quatrains of Ling Tai Fu's (Donn Byrne, Changing and other Stories, 1923, p. 355). Also Arab. ͡aṣiqdā', whiteness, is used for leprosy. The Ethiopic equivalent of Heb. ͡aṣiqd`ā' is qerme&t, eruption, exanthema.

(b) A parallel to the Maccabean poem in Is. 63, 1-6, translated by Haupt in JHUC 163, 49, is Ernst Moritz Arndt's song on the Battle of Leipsic (1813): Wo kommst du her in dem roten Kleid | Und furcht das Gras auf dem grünen Plan? | Ich komme her aus dem Männertreit, | Ich komme her von der Ehrenbahn.

Mr. Frederick A. Baerlee, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) Assyrian .signals, 'cattle,' and .signals, 'weapon'; (b) The etymology of Assyrian 信号.

(a) Assyian .signals, cattle, cannot be combined with Heb. je'bāl (Kat. 540; Ge 109* l. 1) or with the stem bālā' to swallow (Kat. 499) or with Heb. bē`ēr (Kat. 109; cf. Hommel, Säugtiere 143). According to Haupt, it is derived from the stem of bēlū, lord (Arab. ḍal, husband, owner; Eth. ḵēl, rich, possessor). The primary connotation of bēlū (= bēlī) is possession; cf. Heb. mēqā, Arab. māl; Gr. ἀγων, Lat. pecus and pecunia, Eng. foe = Ger. Vieh (AJSL 3, 110). Assyrian bēlū, weapon, is not derived from the stem of bēlū, lord (HW 164*; Al. 185*, l. 4) but is, according to Haupt, = bālū < bālālū, a transposition of Arab. lāhaba < ǐh > lāhata, lāhaja, lāhīma (> Hebr. milhāmā, battle) = qūtila, also sālāha and sīlā (not = Heb. șālāh).

(b) Assyrian 信号 cannot be combined with Heb. ͡aṣiqdām (Kat. 336) or with modern Arab. ͡aṣiqdām, it corresponds to Arab. ͡aṣiqdām = ḟarafa; cf. our swallow up and Jacob, Altarabisches Bedünenehmen 6, n. 4. ͡Aṣiqdām is a transposition of ͡aṣiqdām. For 信号, violent (HW 57*) cf. Arab. ͡aṣiqdām and ͡aṣiqdām.

Mr. Sidney I. Esterson, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) Restoration of Zech. 9, 16, 17. (b) The alleged Hebrew verb bāhāl.

(a) According to Haupt, Zech. 9, 16, 17 should be restored as follows: Rāj-jōn hāk-hād maʃābād-um bāhārām um-ʃālālāk kē-ṭaʃām nayn, at that time youths and maidens will rally around the banner (cf. Ps. 60, 6 in FV 280, n. 18) like stones of a diadem. This is a gloss on v. 18. The genuine portions of vv. 16, 17 should be read: ḥēkām ḥāqeq ḥēqēhēm | ḫōn irēm ʿal-ṣanātō | maʃ-faʃāh w-maʃ-ʃāfāk | dāgan w-ḥrēs tēnēhēh. We cannot translate: Denn das Korn macht Junglinge | Und der Most Jungfrauen sprössen (AT).

(b) We must read Zech. 11, 8, according to Haupt: bāhāl for
bahelā. We have mēḇuḥālīf for mēḇōḥālī in Prov. 20, 21 (cf. 13, 11) Heb. bāḥēl, to be uneasy, disquieted, is a privative (cf. NBSS 101) of Syr. bēḥīl, to be quiet. Modern Arab. būḥāl, to be stupid (cf. isbāḥal, ẖbladū, būḥāl and Heb. nēḇūl, nēḇoāl) = bālīh, prop. quiet, secure, over-confident < ḫl > bāḥālā, incite, excite; bālīqa = tāḥālīqa; bālīqā and bālīqā (< sāblāhā) = ṣārī'a. The emendations gaḏālī or ba'ātā for baḥelā are gratuitous. Ba'ālīt in Jer. 3, 14; 31, 32 < ba'āl, lord, husband (JBL 34, 46, l. 8; contrast SATA*: Jer. 31, 32). There is no connection with Arab. bā'ala 'alūṣī = ābdā or ba'ālā (< ḥājjānā).

Professor WILLIAM ROSENau, of the Johns Hopkins University: The meaning of Talmudic ḥagṣālāh.

For the Biblical ṛḇāh and the Midrashic mahalōqeth (rendered in Scriptures either 'division,' cf. Jos. 11: 23, or 'possession,' cf. Ezek. 48: 29) we find in the Talmud ḥagṣālāh (from the stem ḥāṣāh—Arabic ḥāṣā), usually translated 'dispute.' The plural ḥagṣālōth occurs in the phrase ḥagṣālōth d'Rabb uṣ*mue'el (Berah 20 a), 'disputes between Rabbi and Samuel,' and in the phrase ḥagṣālōth d'Abājī g'Rabbā (Sucia 28 a), 'disputes between Aba'ja and Rabbi.' Levy, Jastrow, Ben Jehudah in their dictionaries, Bacher in his Evergetical Terminology, and Strack in his Introduction to the Talmud translate ḥagṣālōth as 'discussions.' Considering that the verb ḥagṣā means both 'to be' and 'to fall' and that the construction ḥagṣā ... b signifies 'to fall against,' as against an obstacle or difficulty, ḥagṣālāh means 'difficulty,' and ḥagṣālōth should be rendered 'difficulties' in both the above passages.

Professor JULIAN OBERMANN, of the Jewish Institute of Religion: Verbs with ṣ-preformative in West Semitic.

Professor AARON EMBED, of the Johns Hopkins University: Some Semitic, Egyptian and Hamitic Etymologies.

Heb. šāq and Arab. šaq, desire, yearn, love, is connected with Arab. šqā, bind, fasten.—Eg. Fāṣy, a designation for the agricultural population of the lowlands of Syria and Palestine = Arab. faḷāḥ, fellah < Aram. pēlāḥ, plough, cultivate the ground.—Eg. ḏbḥ, entertain, implore = Heb. zābāh and Arab. ḏabāḥa, slaughter, sacrifice.—Eg. ṣḥb, kind of tree = Heb. ṣiqmā, sycamore.—Eg. bīḥṣ, cave and ṣḥb, door, connected with Heb. bē and Arab. bā'ā, enter; cf. Eth. bā'at, cave.—Bedānyē ṣ, hundred = Eg. ʿṭ, hundred.—Eg. ṣrāḥ, be dismayed = Arab. fāṣā'ā.—Hausa ṣrene, nurse, educate = Eg. ṣene, raise, educate.—Eg. ḫrāṭ, kind of bread = Arab. ḫarāṣat, coarsely ground wheat = Heb. ḡerēz; cf. Hausa gurasa, bread.—Heb. pāḏā and Arab. fadd, redeem, liberate, connected with Eg. -pagination, tear out, pull out; cf. Hausa ṣǐde, pull out.
Professor Frank R. Blake, of the Johns Hopkins University: (a) The importance of the phrase in language study; (b) Differences between spoken Tagalog and the statements of the Spanish grammarians; (c) Connecting vowel -d after Syriac verbal forms in -n.

(a) The unit of speech is the sentence in the sense that man always speaks in sentences, complete or elliptical, but it would be better to apply the term unit of speech to the smaller parts which make up most speech utterances. These smaller parts or units are sometimes single words, but usually they consist of a word and one or more modifiers, i.e., a phrase. It is well known that the knowledge of the most important words of a language alone does not constitute mastery of the tongue. The student must know how to put them together, to form phrases and sentences. This syntax purports to teach, and this it fails to do with the maximum efficiency because of its neglect of the study of the phrase as such. Without a thorough knowledge of all the various kinds of phrases employed by a language a real command of the language is impossible.

(b) These differences concern spelling, accent, form, and syntax, and may be due to any of the following reasons: a) misprints, b) misinformation given by natives, c) misunderstanding of native statements, d) real differences between older and later language. While it is often not possible to determine the cause of a discrepancy, an attempt has been made to show which differences belong to (d).

(c) The chief forms that take this vowel before a pronominal suffix are: perfect 1 pl. qetala, 2 pl. qetaltón, qetaltén, 3 pl. qetalán, qetalén; imperfect 2 sg. tiqétalén, 3 pl. niqétalún, niqétalán. This d originates in 1 pl. originally qetald, or perhaps both here and in 2 pl. fem., originally qetaldén (cf. Ethiopic qatalkendá-ha), and is extended by analogy.

Professor A. V. Williams Jackson, of Columbia University: On Turfan Pahlavi miyazdástiš (Fragn. M. 17), as designating a Manichaean ceremonial offering.

The Society adjourned at 12.30 o'clock to meet in Cincinnati during Easter Week, 1927.
PROCEEDINGS
OF THE
MIDDLE WEST BRANCH
OF THE
American Oriental Society
AT ITS TENTH ANNUAL MEETING AT
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS, 1926

In conjunction with the Chicago Society of Biblical Research, a number of whose members are also members of the American Oriental Society, the Branch met in the Virginia Library of McCormick Theological Seminary Friday and Saturday, March 19 and 20.

The following members of our Society were present:

Allen
Buttenwieser
Clark
Denyes
Eiselen
Fuller
Kelly
Lauffer
Luckenbill
Lybyer
Olmstead
Price, I. M.
Robinson, G. L.
Schaeffer
Sellers
Smith, J. M. P.
Voigt
Waterman
Wicker, Miss
Wilson

There were in attendance also the following candidates for membership:

Codrington, K. de B.
Deane, J. P.
Hogg, W. E.
Lankard, F. G.
Seele, K. C.
Siebens, A. R.

FIRST SESSION

The meeting was called to order at 2.20 o'clock Friday afternoon by the president, Professor J. M. Powis Smith. As a nominating committee the chair appointed Professors Olmstead and Allen and President Eiselen. There followed the reading of papers.


Sources: I Esdras, Josephus, and OT. Best account is in Ezra 3, 1-4, 3; Haggai; Ezra 5, 2-15, the last two probably from the same hand. There is no date for founding and no statement necessarily meaning a
new foundation was ever laid. Work done in Hag. I, 14; 2, 9 disproves claim of date as time in 2, 18. Work recorded in Hag. is too large for 20 days' activity. We must fall back on interrupted work of E xx. 3, 8 ff. This work not on new foundation, but on that of Solomon's temple. Saris, E xx. 5, 2 not "began," but "took upon themselves." First real erection probably was in closing years of Cambyses.

Mr. John A. Wilson, of the University of Chicago: New Texts of the Battle of Kadesh. Remarks by Professor Olmstead.

Two new texts of the Battle of Kadesh between Ramses II and the Hittites have provoked a re-examination of this important contest. The new texts make the following contributions to the account of the battle: a) the garrison town of Ramses-Meriamon is in "the Valley of the Cedar," which is conceivably the Egyptian name for the Beka'a; b) the Hittites, before the battle, lay "northeast" rather than "north-west" of Kadesh; c) Shabun is only one iter from the Egyptian camp and therefore cannot be Ribleh. The latter point cuts down the time of Ramses' stand from three hours to one hour.


The second speeches of Jahweh and of Job have created a problem for most modern scholars in that they are inferior to the first speeches and fail to advance the argument. The new suggestion therefore is made that, just as in the Pentateuch and in other portions of OT one finds frequent occasions when variant accounts or readings are preserved, so the second dialog of Jahweh and of Job may have been the conclusion to the poem in one recension, while the first set of speeches was the conclusion in another, and the editors in compiling the book preserved both. This second set of speeches may represent the Alexandrian recension of the book.


Professor A. T. Olmstead, of the University of Illinois: Land Tenure in the Ancient Orient. Remarks by Professors Luckenbill, Schaeffer and Voigt.

Professor D. D. Luckenbill, of the University of Chicago: Sumerian and Akkadian Views of the Hereafter.

At six o'clock the members of the society were guests of McCor-
mick Theological Seminary at an informal dinner in the Seminary Commons.

SECOND SESSION

At seven o'clock the Branch met in the McCormick Chapel with a number of visitors present.

President James G. K. McClure of the McCormick Theological Seminary delivered an address of welcome. Professor Smith responded and the reading of papers was resumed.

Professor J. M. Powis Smith, of the University of Chicago: Archaeology and the Old Testament [Presidential address].

A summary of the results of archaeology bearing on the OT field within the last quarter century. A discussion of the material discoveries and of the deductions based on these discoveries.

Dr. Berthold Laufer, of the Field Museum of Natural History: Selected Examples of Chinese Pictorial Art from the Imperial Museum at Peking and Field Museum.

A discussion of the selected examples, illustrated with colored lantern slides. A description of the culture and life of the people during the Sung period and the principal characteristics of Chinese painting, especially the landscape, from the Ta'ng to the Sung, Yüan, and Ming periods.

Professor T. George Allen, of the University of Chicago: Sunshine and Shadow along the Nile [Illustrated with lantern slides].

Similarities between ancient and modern Egypt, age-long tendencies, are often dwelt on. But Egypt, ancient or modern, is likewise a land of contrasts: physical sunshine and shadow; fertile valley, framed by deserts; massive pyramids, achieved by ancient statecraft and technical skill, half ruined by the later builders of Cairo; ancient precision in construction, modern inaccuracy; sanitation lagging behind the prospect suggested by the world's earliest drainage; over-population, bringing both arduous toil and idleness; luxury for the rich; filth for the lowly; camel and donkey still rivaling train and auto; modern longings inscrutable by past glories.

Professor K. de B. Cordington, of the University of Cincinnati: Indian Archaeology [Illustrated with lantern slides].

India presents some splendid examples of ancient art and architecture, in many ways more meritorious than the better known productions of the Middle Ages.
THIRD SESSION

The third session was called to order in the Virginia Library Saturday morning at 9.22 o'clock. The reading of papers was resumed.

Mr. A. R. SIBLEY, of McCormick Theological Seminary: Light from the Theory of Law on the Problem of Deuteronomy.

The difficulties in the Deuteronomic problem lead one to seek light from sources hitherto not fully utilized. Such light is to be found in the field of historical jurisprudence. When codification takes place there is usually a process of elimination of the less desirable and a retention of the most useful customary laws. New law is seldom inaugurated by the codifiers. The origin of the individual laws that are retained necessarily varies widely as to time and locality, and the origin of a single law is not a safe criterion as to the origin of the code in which it is found.

Professor JOHN P. DRANE, of Beloit College: The Sayings of the Fathers, the Sayings of Jesus, and the Sayings of James.

Pirke Aboth, the Logia, and the Epistle of James are made the basis of a comparison of the Judaism of NT times, the teaching of Jesus, and early Christian teaching. The three documents have much in common, not only in form and subject matter, but also in spirit. The difference in the teaching of Jesus emerges in a freshness, a reality, an enthusiasm that is the expression of a fullness of religious experience and an immediate grasp of moral truth.

Professor A. H. FORSTER, of Western Theological Seminary: St. Patrick in Fact and in Fiction.

Professor LEBOY WATERMAN, of the University of Michigan: Method in the Study of the Tetragrammaton. Remarks by Professors Luckenbill, Smith, Sellers and Allen.

The purpose of this paper is to state and endeavor to apply a scientific method of procedure in attacking the problem of the Tetragrammaton. Such a method calls for a listing, dating, and interrelating of all historic and traditional forms and vocalizations of the name. So far as this cannot be done accurately the problem is still inescapable. The phonetics of the Tetragrammaton cannot be solved by means of the late traditions and analogies of the Hebrew language, but only by applying the earliest phonetics discoverable. The application of these criteria appears to call for an original pronunciation Yahweh.
Professor Ira M. Price of the University of Chicago: (a) The Ships of the Gods. (b) Confirmation of Nabopolassar’s Campaign against Harran. Remarks by Professor Allen.

(a) The gods of each country reflect the customs and beliefs of its leading people. The gods of Egypt travelled by boats; especially is this true of Re the sun-god and all his retinue. In Babylonia, Sin the moon-god was the heavenly sailor, while Ea the god of the sea was the chief authority on all that pertained to ships and shipping in the legends and myths of that country.

(b) A letter of Nebuchadrezzar confirms the word of the Chronicle of Nabopolassar regarding the campaign against Harran in 610 B.C. and likewise names the ally of the king (of Akkad) as the Medes, in the Chronicle Umman-Manda, thus identifying the two names as one and the same.

Professor Albert H. Lyttle of the University of Illinois: Present Educational Conditions in the Near East. Remarks by Professors Robinson and Deane.

The pre-war Ottoman Empire was remarkably well provided with systems of education, whatever may be true as regards their quality or the enlightenment of their pupils. At present the American Board is carrying as much work as possible, almost entirely with Turkish students. The Presbyterian work is proceeding along substantially the same lines as before the war. In all lands there is a marked increase in the interest of the people in education. During a rapid trip in the Levant last summer I visited as many American institutions as possible, including the American University at Cairo, that at Beirut, the American College at Teheran, Robert College and the College for Women at Constantinople, and the Sofia American Schools, not yet removed from Samokov. All are doing excellent work and are held in high honor by the people whom they serve.

Professor Henry Schaeffer of the Lutheran Seminary, Maywood, Illinois: Some aspects of the Prophetic Call.

A detailed study of the scriptural passages dealing with the call-experiences of the prophets shows that the religious interest predominates. Unlike the modern historian, the biblical narrator is little concerned with the prophet’s antecedents, nor does he speak of "men who have made history." Biographical material is reduced to a minimum. The facts of the call-experience furnish instructive examples of the variety of the calls in Scripture. No less varied are the reactions of the several prophets to the call of service.
The following papers were presented by title.

Dr. A. R. Nyki, of Northwestern University: Japanese, Ainu, Tarasco, and Turkish Declension Suffixes: a Comparison.

Professor George L. Robinson, of McCormick Theological Seminary: Messianic Implications in Isaiah 63, 1-9.

The report of the secretary-treasurer was accepted.

On the recommendation of the nominating committee the following officers were unanimously elected for the coming year:

President: Dr. Berthold Lauffer, Field Museum of Natural History.
Vice-President: Professor Frederick T. Kelly, University of Wisconsin.
Secretary-Treasurer: Professor Ovid R. Sellers, McCormick Theological Seminary.

Other members of the Executive Committee: Professors J. M. Powis Smith, University of Chicago, and Moses Buttenwieser, Hebrew Union College.

It was voted to extend the thanks of the Branch to McCormick Theological Seminary for its hospitality in providing a place of meeting, two meals, and other conveniences for the members of the society.

The time and place for the next meeting was left in the hands of the Executive Committee.

After luncheon at the McCormick Seminary Commons the meeting adjourned.
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